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THE INTERPLAY OF WORDS: SEMANTIC INTERPRETATIONS OF KANURI EUPHEMISM
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Abstract
Kanuri people are well-known with strong norms, values and cultural
performances. This is particularly observed in their wide utilisation of
euphemistic expressions in most of their conversations and interactions. This
paper aims to determine the function of euphemisms, point out the relevance
and semantic interpretation of various Kanuri euphemisms and establish the
socio-cultural and religious importance of using the euphemism in Kanuri
society. The data was collected through observing various conversations
amongst different groups. Such groups include religious, traditional
institutions, social and cultural groups. The findings reveal that euphemism
is widely utilised by the Kanuri people; this is a result of the Kanuri ethnic
identity known as nongu (shame) and its components. Most identified
euphemistic expressions are used with their non-literal meanings. Certain
words or phrases with particular literal meanings are turned to euphemistic
expressions which correspond to the meanings of other Kanuri words. The
expressions are found in individual words, verbal nouns and phrases as well
as sentence forms. It is worthy to state that the expressions used in the
monarch’s palaces are strictly restricted and lack of their application is only
regarded as taboo or offensive within the palace. However, their taboo
equivalents are still considered proper, culturally acceptable and exclusively
used among the Kanuri populace.

1.0 Introduction
The Kanuri are people of the ancient Kanem-Borno Empire which lasted for over a
millennium (Clarke 1982, (Smith 1987, (Alkali 2013 and Tijani 2010). It is a member of
the Saharan branch of the Nilo-Saharan phylum of African languages (Greenberg 1970).
Bender (2000:44) presents the Saharan branch according to the following grouping:
Saharan: Kanuri- Kanumbu, Daza, Teda-Tubu, Zaghawa-Bideyat-Berti. The Kanuri
language, according to Cyffer (1998:11), is the broadest spread language in the Lake Chad
region and is spoken in all the countries bordering on the Lake (Cameroon, Chad, Niger
and Nigeria). There are also small numbers of Kanuri speakers in Fezzan (Libya). Other
Kanuri people live in Sudan, mainly on the way to and in the area around Khartoum on
the pilgrimage route. Kanuri is the major language of the people of present Borno and
Yobe States in Nigeria. Native speakers of the language are also found in Dutse and Hadeja
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in Jigawa State, Azare and Misau in Bauchi State and Lafiyan Barebari and Bukuru in
Nasarawa and Plateau States (Bulakarima, 1989).

The Kanuri people have an ethnic identity, which is the most valuable among the people.
The ethnic identity is known as nongu, which is defined as shame (Bulakarima eta-l,
2003). According to Kanuri norms and values, whoever (male or female) lacks it (shame)
would not be considered as Kanuri. The reason is that the Kanuri people adhere to the
principles of nongu, which has a root in the Islam creed. The term nongu is called haya in
the Arabic.

According to Khan (1881), the term Haya covers a large number of concepts.It may mean
‘modesty’, ‘self-respect’, ‘bashfulness’ or ‘scruple’ etc. [He further said] it is of two kinds:
good and bad. [The former] is to be ashamed to commit a thing which Allah has forbidden
or not to do a something which Allah has ordered to do.”

In support of this prophetic saying, “haya” is a part of faith (Khan ibid: 8). Again on it, the
Prophet reiterated that “Haya does not bring anything except good” (Khan ibid: 8). Bashir
bin Ka’ab quoted by Khan (ibid) said that it (nongu or haya) leads to solemnity also leads
to tranquillity (peace of mind).This shows that lacks of it according to Kanuri culture, can
cause one to do anything that is against the morality and cultural identity; because it is a
part of faith in Islamic belief. That is why the Kanuri people refer to any person that lacks
nongu as a jili, meaning non-native- Kanuri. Thus, nongu is a way of life and ethnic
identity to Kanuri people; it has varieties of components. The components are kanadi
(endurance) kanjimali (compassion), nǝmrashidi (dignity, self-respect), jire (truthfulness) 
daraja (honour or having respect) wadǝ, aman (keeping to the words) and adin (religion). 
To the Kanuri, the above-listed elements serve as remote control check and balancing the
personality and behaviour of the people. Nongu, to Kanuri people, may thus be seen as a
logically-ordered system, which has a meaning in its own right. It is identifiable through
the act of talking, eating, and other observable behaviours.

Language or diction is one of the elements signifying human being as distinct with the
other creatures, as well as a measuring apparatus of behavior. One exhibits it through
good manners and cultural identity, which include nongu. In support of this, Abubakar
(1986:121) says we use language to convey information, express our feelings or attitudes,
direct or influence the behaviour or attitude of others. For instance, in Kanuri culture, it is
taboo or shameful and fearfulness to use an open language regarding excretion, genital
organs, sexual terms and abusive terms. For a Kanuri man, these kinds of lexes are the
Vulgar not used unless through gǝratǝ or shitǝratǝ ‘covered or enclosed’. At least among 
the Kanuri people, the most important aspect of belonging in the ethnicity is a culturally
demarcated way of behaviour, integrated by one or several cultural symbols, even though
such conduct might be similar to that of a lateral ethnic group.

This paper focuses on the utterances based on semantic roles of The Kanuri Euphemism.
The objectives are: to determine the function of euphemism, point-out the relevance and
semantic interpretation of various Kanuri euphemisms and establish the socio-cultural
and religious importance of using the euphemism in Kanuri society.

1.2 Language
Language is a medium of communication, and the primary goal of language is to
communicate effectively. Several scholars perceive the term communication in different
perfectives. According to Charry (1957:6), it is defined as a system of sharing elements of
behaviour or modes of life by the existence of sets of rules. Akfan (1993: v) says
communication is very much like money; it functions as a medium of exchange.
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Furthermore, it is also described as the process of sharing meanings between the source
of the message and the individual or group of individuals on the receiving end. When
people share meanings, it means that communication is in effect and when the sharing of
meaning does not take place due to linguistic reasons, communication becomes
ineffective. Ndimele (2005:153) linguistically, communication is defined as the
transmission and reception of information (a message) between a source and a receiver
using a signalling system. In linguistic context, source and receiver are interpreted in
human terms; the system involved is a language and the notion of response to
acknowledgement. There are two major modes of communication verbal and non-verbal
communication (Ndimele 2005:171-174).

There are many theories of meaning identified by distinct scholars, among which are
referential, mentalists, behavioural and contextual theories. Each of the four theories
views the term ''meaning'' and its determination from a different angle, but the contextual
theory is the one relevant and suitable for adoption in this study. The theory sees
meaning concerning the context in which language is used. It determines the meaning of
words regarding action and actual use. (Studies in language and Linguistics 1997:110)

1.3 Word
A word is referred to as the smallest unit of language that people can understand if it is
said or written on its own. Hornby (2005) described it as a single unit of language which
means something and can be spoken or written. As well Lyons (1971) described it as the
unit per excellence of traditional, grammatical theory. Based on the above descriptions, it
could be said words are linguistic aspects that signal a meaning of a message in a
language, for example in Kanuri, words exhibit in both spoken and written forms.

1.4 Meaning
The term meaning refers to a sense of the thing or idea that a word contains an
expression or signs it represents. This denotes different types of sense which include;
denotative, connotative, social, thematic, reflected and affected. Sense and reference are
two distinct things but related since both terms deal with meaning. The former refers to
the ordinary linguistic meaning of an expression which is abstracted from other
innumerable usages of the expression in question, whereas the latter is concerned with
the physical object in the extra linguistic world which is represented by an expression. It
is sometimes referred to as denotation (Ndimele 2005:10). Denotative and connotative
are the two major types of meaning under which the other four types fall. As per as this
study is concerned, denotative and connotative types of meaning seem more relevant to
be discussed.

1.4.1 The Denotative
Denotative meaning is referred to as conceptual or cognitive meaning which is found in a
dictionary of a language. It is a direct description of the referent excluding any additional
information. It is also concerned with a real picture of words. This type of meaning deals
with the first sense of words as it came into existence in the language. For example,
Denotative meaning restricts the meaning of words to only those senses found in
languages lexicon. Thus, a Componential analysis is applied to determine or uncover
words meanings. The analysis simply means a process whereby the meaning of a word is
expressed regarding the combination of all its components. Meaning of words, for
instance, can be expressed through bringing together all its sense components using
binary form or contrast (i.e. plus [+] or minus [-] values). Word man can have the
following components +MALE, +HUMAN, +ADULT (Ndimele 2005:26-27).
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1.4.2 The Connotative
On the other hand, the connotative meaning is another type of meaning which aims to
indicate an additional sense of a particular word in its context of use. It is a meaning
which stands for senses of a word or group of words added to its literal or central
meaning (Richards, Platt and Weber, 1985). It is obvious to state that most of the
languages use words in many other ways apart from their first or dictionary meanings; a
limited number of lexical items are restricted to uses of their dictionary or literal
meanings. Such additional meanings of words are simplified in the context which is
normally and gradually learned in a language. The cultural and religious forces control the
manifestation of language utility and expanding the horizons of meaning. Moreover, these
forces were evaluators of acceptability, unacceptability and prescript to the place, class,
gender and time to use language.

1.5 Euphemism
To be well-mannered and adhered to Kanuri values serves as qualities for one to have an
affinity to veil perceptions that are harmful or delicate or aggressive in language usages.
Kanuri people use euphemisms in their utterances, (i.e. spoken or written) to cover up or
soften the unpleasant connotation and denotation of some words or expressions.
Shettima et-al(1990) refers to euphemisms as fǝlairotǝgǝ in Kanuri. 

The Encyclopedia of Linguistics (2005) stated that meanings of words and phrases might
be divided into denotation (the term referent) and connotation (the associated properties
including social import). If either the denotation or connotation of a word or phrase is
offensive to social sensibilities, a softer and more polite form may be used. Such forms are
regarded as a euphemism. The term “ euphemism” was defined and described by other
several scholars. Among them are Galperin (1977) Pour (2010), Maria (2008), Leech
(1981), Salim (1981), Crystal (2003), Allan and Kate (1991), Ernest (2008), Wray (2002).
Galperin (1977) defines euphemism as a word or phrase used to replace an unpleasant
word or expression by a conventionally more acceptable one. Euphemism is roughly good
or indirect terms for bad or taboo things; it is further stated that negative connotations
combined with social taboos are responsible for what is considered as a euphemism
(Lobner, 2004). An unpleasant thing is expressed in a pleasant manner (Murthy, 2007),
Ashade (2006) defined euphemism as softer ways of saying things particularly things
which are likely to cause embarrassment to the ear. Similarly, Nosa and Bello (2001) also
argue that the term euphemism is a deliberate way of expressing honour and
unpleasantness in a mild way.

2.0 Analysis of the Data
The available data is categorised into distinct domains of use as provided in the language.
These are religious, human body and social domains.

2.1 Religion
Religion is an institution of expressing belief in a divine power as the Islamic religion
which is practised by the Kanuri people. Some words are not utilised in their original
form, but as a result of religious influence, some words are used in covered forms known
as euphemistic expressions. This occurred due to high esteem attached to Islamic religion
which controls the language and culture.

2.1.1 Nabi (Prophet)
This word “ Nabi “ is originally an Arabic word but borrowed and domesticated in the
Kanuri to means prophet in both languages. The word does not have any blaspheme look
as it had been mentioned many times in the Holy Qur’an. Despite this assertion, Kanuri
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people use the word and give it additional meaning in a euphemistic manner as a result of
showing respect to their prophet (Muhammad). Example: 1

Kanuri word Euphemistic expression Gloss

Nabi - prophet

Kingyayam
Bargaande
Kwa barra

Messenger
Our blessed
The blessed man

2.1.2 Luwuran (The holy Islamic book ‘Qur’an’)
It is words of Allah and the culmination of Allah’s revelation to mankind. The book
(Qur’an) possesses the name Luwuran in Kanuri language, but it also has a softer or
euphemistic name. This is due to the veneration the book possessed in the eye of Muslims
in general and Kanuri in particular example:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Luwuran - Holy Qur’an

Cari
Cari Kura

Old
The big old

The holy book is given such a euphemistic expression because Kanuri people consider it
as the oldest prevailing Islamic book with intact status. The book was sent to Prophet
Muhammad from God Almighty through Angel Gabriel over 1400 years ago, it is a
summary of the all divine books. Despite the very long time of sending verses and
chapters that the holy book comprises, it retains and maintains its status as a foundation,
root and base for Islamic law, where every Muslim is taught on it how to worship God and
how to go about all means of life.

2.1.3 Malǝm (Teacher) 
Malǝm etymologically is from mu’allim in the Arabic language. The word possesses the
meaning of ‘teacher’ ‘scholar’ and ‘mister’ in the Kanuri language. But its sense is further
expanded to show high respect to valuable knowledge and bookman or scholarly persons
especially Islamic scholars, who are regarded as the back-bone of any developed society,
as leaders on the religious, social, political and psychological activities. Thus, the Kanuri
people prefer addressing them with the softer term.

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Malǝm - Teacher/ scholar

Sayyinna Our leader

The word Sayyina also is an Arabic word meaning our leader. In Kanuri society, Sayyinna
is the religious leader who carries out all religious activities. That is why an Islamic
scholar or Islamic teacher with this name, either in their presence or absence is addressed
with the above-stated qualities as names or titles. This is to avoid ambiguity with the third
meaning of the word Malǝm ‘mister’.

2.1.3 Dǝptǝ (divorce) 
This word dǝptǝ means divorce in Kanuri. Grammatically, the word is a verbal noun of a
Kanuri verb class II. Divorce is a lawful and common practice among the Kanuri people
according to the Islamic religion. The use of the word dǝptǝ in a necked form both
mentally and physically will cause disorder when womenfolk hear it. Thus, an extension
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of meaning in euphemistic expression or its synonymous term loses a denotative sense;
soft and permissive ones are used. For example:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Dǝptǝ Divorce

Koltǝ
Yaktǝ

Release
Separation

2.1.4 Kattuwu (lie)
The word Kattuwu and bǝli are interpreted as ‘lie’, its applicability to some of the social
classes of people in the Kanuri society is served as indiscipline. The act of lying is referred
to as kattuwu-kamtǝ in the Kanuri language, to some people, becoming naturally becomes
it is part their habit. Such people are addressed with euphemistic terms rather than the
unpleasant word kattuwuma. For example:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Kattuwu
Bǝli 

- Lie, to lie

Mana kǝri
Mana fǝrtǝbaa 
mana Bametǝ 
Bauwu

Unmatured talk
Unreliable talk
Disappear of a talk
Idiophone expresses lie

Among the Kanuri speakers, some ethnic groups like Bodai easily become angry, when
addressed with words like kattutunǝm or bǝlinǝm ‘you lie’ them; because it is like an
insult to them.

2.1.4 Ngodo (to beg)
This word ngodo means ‘to beg’ or ‘begging’, but the range of this is wider; it could be in
the context of prayer to God almighty or among the human beings; words are being used
in the language. But when [ma] is suffixed will be ngodoma indicating the person who
seeks help. Either from almighty God, because of lack of rain, you can prefix words likes
nji to be nji ngodo. So to differentiate the horizon of the utility of the word and the softer
expression is preferable on the side of Kanuri culture are as presented below:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Ngodo - Begging

Longorotǝgǝ  

Alangoro

To appeal

One who invokes God
almighty for something

2.2 Human body
The body is the entire structure of an organism (an animal, plant or a human being). The
property constituting human body is divided into two: the anatomic and physical
structures. The former consist of a brain, senses, the circulatory, reproduction and
urinary, digestive, skeletal and muscles systems. The Later comprises hand, eye, ear,
buttocks, vagina, leg, penis, finger, dumbum, etc. some of these parts of the body
particularly private parts like buttocks, vagina, penis, dumbum, on several occasions,
mentioning them nakedly are prohibited for any respectful Kanuri man. It will be
permissible only in pedagogic circumstances. The utility of these words serves as insult,
immorality, impoliteness, indiscipline and inappropriateness in the decent society (Bako
2011).
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2.2.1 Fargi and Ngolo (Genital Organs)
This word fargi and Ngolo are parts of human body either of a man or woman in Kanuri
language. The former refers to a lower part of the female. The latter is the male organ of
copulation. But the word ngolo is applied to both genders (man and woman) external sex
organs. It is considered as taboo or blaspheme in Kanuri to use this forms (firgi or ngolo)
in an uncovered manner. Sometimes, it is an insult to use fargi or ngolo plus yanǝmbe of
your mother; in the way especially from religious and cultural perspectives. Religious
scholars prefer making use of its euphemistic form. For instance:

Kanuri words Euphemistic
expression

Gloss

Fargi,Ngolo - Genital Organs

Fugu
Buduwu
Bukku
Feroram
Kamuram
Cidiya
Lishir
Namtǝram 
Kur
Zakkar
Kongaram
Alkaram

Frontage/face
Vagina (a loan word from Arabic)
Proper noun (traditional name in Kanuri)
Belonging to a girl
Belonging to a woman
Underneath
The vowels [i] in Kanuri1

Sitter (buttocks)
Motel (buttocks)
Penis (a loan word from Arabic)
Belonging to aman
Pen ( a loan from Arabic)

(Fugu or Buduwu) is used by religious scholars in their preaching and other religious
speeches in most cases. However, the word is widely used among the Kanuri youth.

2.3 The Social
Some euphemistic expressions are socially categorized; that is to say, they are organized
and divided according to social classes of the users/speakers in the Kanuri language.
These classifications of people can also be based on age and gender (male or female)
groupings of the people in the society. When and how activities occur to form part of the
social category.

2.3.1 Mbol (Alcohol)
The word mbol which means alcohol is one of the unlawful things that both Islam and
Kanuri culture go against using it. The Islamic scholars in most cases do not use it; they
have a softer or euphemistic expression in its place as in the below examples:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Mbol - Alcohol

Kumil
Tomboliko
Nji
Nji kǝrdi             
Bǝlǝm kǝmobe                  

Alcohol
Alcohol (a loan from Pidgin
English)
Water
Unbeliever water
Porridge of calabash

It is known as kumil in religious domain, where scholars in most cases use the latter word
in their discussions, but the other forms are being used among the youths.

1
It is called qisira in Arabic. The vowel is marked under the consonant. (Euphemistic expression refers to vagina)
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2.3.2 Callo (urine)
The word callo means ‘urine’ in Kanuri. Its verbal noun is formed by suffixing [tǝ] to 
become urinating. Even though the word is being used among youths and people in a bad-
mannered way, but the euphemistic form, are as illustrated below:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Callotǝ - Urinating/purification

Nji kǝnta
Tanjita/kǝnta
Musko tultǝ
Namusutǝ                                                                                                                     

Holding water
Holding purification
Washing hand
To become cool

2.3.3 Ngǝlǝktǝ (The Sexual Act) 
The word ngǝlǝktǝ refers to ‘sexual intercourse’ in Kanuri. It is a social activity occurring
between matured man and woman. To use the word in this form, ngǝlǝktǝ is a taboo, or
rude the cultural forces will not accept it. The culture prefers the euphemistic terms in
place of the unpleasant one as per as cultural heritage, and religious register is concerned.
Example:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Ngǝlǝktǝ - Sexual intercourse

Cinna zaktǝgǝ
Musko kǝnta
Wattitǝ  
Karǝntǝ
Zuwa koltǝgǝ 
Njim zaktǝgǝ
Nimetǝ  
Musko/mukko kǝnta

Door shutting
Holding hand
Intercourse (a loan from Arabic)
Approaching
Drawing the curtain
Room shutting
Illegal intercourse
Holding hand

2.3.5 Zawar (prostitute)
The word zawar is one of the classifications of women based on marital status
(Bulakarima and Modu 2010). It is referred to a woman who was married and divorced
while staying in her parental home or relative’s house. Furthermore, this word is
interpreted as a prostitute who is being used in Kanuri community. Culturally, the term
has two senses; divorcee and prostitute. The below words are used as euphemistic
expressions for the second meaning.

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Zawar Prostitute

HalakmomaGodonngaro1Kamu namtǝ 
kǝlanzǝbe

Woman of easy virtue
Woman of the street
An independent
woman/lady

2.3.6 Nu (to die)
This word nu (a verbal noun) is having the meaning of demise of a human being in the
language, but more special, softer and pleasant forms for the various classes of
personality in Kanuri society are prepared. For example:

1 From Hausa refers to Gadan gwaauro, In Hausa language, the literal meaning of the word is bachelor’s bed
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Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Nu - Demise/ death

Batǝ
Lǝptǝ 
Tawawatǝ 
Alabe rumbo
Loktǝ sǝtǝna 
Waltǝgǝ 
Fattǝgǝ

To disappear
To sink
To die (a loan from Arabic)
To refund one’s soul to his/her creator
The time has come
To turn back to origin
To become missing

The word batǝ is meant for believers’ death (Muslims). The word lǝptǝ is reserved for
Emirs’ and highly respected Islamic religious scholars’ demise/death. This euphemistic
term literarily means to submerge, but it is given another meaning of passing away of
Emirs. Ordinary words are not used when announcing the death or demise of a ruler. The
word tawawatǝ is reserved for Prophets’ demise while Waltǝgǝ and Fattǝgǝ are meant for
infants. Specifically, waltǝgǝ is restricted to day-old infants. On the other hand, the terms
alabe rumbo and loktǝ sǝtǝna are applied to almost all classes of the Kanuri people.

2.4. Mairi/ Shehuri (Palace)
The politics, ruling and governance started in Kanuri society for many centuries. The
Kanem-Borno is one of the great ruling Empires in sub-Saharan Africa. The system of the
ruling was Mai system but was later changed to Shehu system, the kingdom that lasts for a
million. The king was/ is referred to as Mai or Shehu, then, the palace was/ is called Mairi
or Shehuri. Some terms or words are not used anyhow. The words are only considered as
unpleasant or taboo in Kanuri traditional institutions or palaces but completely
acceptable outside the palace. The use of euphemism in this category is the most active
one among almost all because avoiding/refusing the use of some of the euphemistic
expressions within the traditional institutions and palaces will lead to a serious penalty.
Some of the euphemistic expressions used in the palace are as follows:

2.4.1 Shehu ( the king)
This word Shehu is a title given to the highest office in the Kanuri traditional institution.
Here, the word is used in addressing the King as the second person. That is to say; it is
being used in a situation when a person talks one on one to the Emir, one will not use
Shehu instead the euphemistic term example.

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Shehu Emir/traditional ruler or monarch

Baraatak
Baraanzǝ

Your highness
His highness

2.4.2Duwuwa (oral singers)
This is a word referred to a singer, beggar and musician within Kanuri community. But
court instrumentalist has its softer or special names as euphemistic form, as well as
special political offices and some time the name of the instrument is added:

Kanuri words Euphemistic
expression

Gloss

Duwu - Singer, beggar and musician

Sanyawu
Malah Kunguru
Shettima

Craft men
A title giving to head of drummers in a palace
A title giving to head of drummers in a palace
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2.4.3 Kaiyawu Mairibe (Court Oral Singers)
The word Kayiya means oral song, the oral poet is singer whereas it is Kaiyama in Kanuri
community. But the court poet has a unique/pleasant name with the addition of political
title or title Zanna. The euphemism for the court poet is as follows:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Kaiyama - Oral poet/ singer

Babuma
Ngǝjima                                             
Zakkama
Akkama

Court poet
Court poet
Court poet
Court poet

For his poet known as Babum, this is what is always being heard within the palace as per
as poet is concerned. It is therefore not to use the ordinary word in addressing the
palace’s poet.

2.4.4 Katunoma (messenger)
The word Katunoma means of the messenger; it derived from katuno which means
‘sending’. It is widely being used in Kanuri community. Contrary to its usage in common
Kanuri community, the Shehu’s or Emir’s palace replaces it with a pleasant form or
euphemism as:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Katunoma - Messengers

Suwurambu Storekeeper/ messengers

2.4.5 Lewa (greetings)
This word possesses the meaning of greeting, but its euphemistic form is made to replace
it in the context of palace greetings. Example:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Lewatǝ                   - Greeting

Adutǝ 
Alangǝwuru                                                    
Baratak
Ǝnaaaah        

To pay homage
May you live long
May god bless you
A stylistic form of saying
Alangǝwuru 

That is to say, one should not say ''Shehu a lewayin'' or Sayyinna “I will greet the Shehu or
Sayyinna a lewayin” instead (Shehu or Sayyinna a aduyin) is used in this situation.
However, it is worthy to state that the word lewa or lewatǝ might be heard being used
even in the palace among other common dwellers. Thus, it is not regarded as offensive or
taboo except when applied against the Shehu or Mai, but only applicable to the Emir and
title holders of the palace.

2.4.6 Kanadi (patience)
This word means to exercise patience or be tolerant and is very active regarding usage by
almost all the people in the Kanuri community. Despite its status, traditional institutions
see it as taboo or offensive to be used against Shehus. Thus, the appropriate term in this
situation is to say:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Kanadine - Be patient

Kaune Be like a rock
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2.4.7 Kaliya (servant)
This word means a slave, but palace prefers using another word to serve as its
euphemistic expression. For example:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expressions Gloss

Kaliya - Slave/servant

Waladi
Kauna

Servant/house boy
Courtier

However, the word waladi is also being used by common people in the Kanuri community.

2.4.8 Denderu (roasted meat)
The word means traditional roasted meat used by Kanuri people most especially in the
Shehu's palace, celebrity or generality, particularly during occasions. The meat is roasted
through using a water pot made from sand. Some Firewood is put into the water put after
slotting the pot itself into a hole. Fire is set inside the pot to be coal. A plain metal plate is
put into the pot and over the coal, and then a fresh beep (ram/ship meat) full of
ingredients will be put on the plate. Finally, the pot will be completely covered allowing
no space for air to escape from it for good 12 hours. Usually, the process starts in the late
evening and ends in the morning. The meat becomes very soft and tasty. The meat is often
used in the Shehu’s palace mostly on Fridays, festivities and ceremonies but its name still
has a special euphemistic term example:

Kanuri words Euphemistic expression Gloss

Denderu - Traditional roasted meat

Bǝla Hole

Shehu himself does not use the main word denderu but bǝla which literarily means a hole.
That is to say; the meat is referred to its source.

Conclusion
Interestingly, it could be deduced from the discussions of this paper that Kanuri is one of
the richest languages as far as the use of euphemistic expressions across virtually all
aspects of language is concerned. It reveals to both the linguists and laymen how
Euphemism operates in the Kanuri language particularly as it appears to indicate
preference of using special expressions within the Kanuri traditional institutions. On the
other hand, it is worthy of stating that whoever fails or declines to use the palace’s terms
appropriately does not mean he or she lacks cultural competence in Kanuri, but rather
perhaps, has no close contact with the palace.On the other hand, the impression is that
euphemism’s application will prevail in the language particularly amongst the elderly, but
it receives less attention from the youths and infants. Thus, its application usually is
learned and adapted when one attains elderly age. Its use, preference and limitations are
determined by the Kanuri people’s social class or group. There is, therefore, an urgent
need to bring all hands together towards ensuring appropriate use and sustenance of the
Kanuri culture, norms and values of across its people irrespective of age, socio-political
status.
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Abstract
This paper explores foregrounding in the syntactic transformations of the
surface structures of Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. Foregrounding relates to
features in a text that stand out (on all the levels of language) against the
background in which they occur. From this point of view the paper attempts
a stylistic analysis of the text at the syntactic level. The analysis is carried out
with the aim of finding out whether there is an attempt in Heart of Darkness
to hide some kind of stereotypical prejudice against African and Africans
behind complex transformations of syntactic deviation and parallelism. The
research drew on the models of analysis within the framework of Dualism
Theory. The selection of the data took place through the process of Active
Reading that has to do with paying attention to how certain linguistic
features operate in comparison to the backgrounded features of the text. The
process is based on similar assumptions of Close Reading and is more likely
to take place if the features of language are intentionally composed in some
way by its author. From the text, fifteen extracts are drawn and analysed
based on deviational transformations viz. kernel embeddedness and null
constituents. The analyses are conducted on the Dualist model of
Transformational Analysis through the art of de-transforming and re-
writing the surface structures of the selected extracts into more normal
transformations and then drawing an analogy between the selected extracts
and the re-written counterparts to see whether some artistic significance
can be unfolded. The analyses discovered that transformations of syntactic
deviations constitute a high degree of opacity in Heart of Darkness which
relatively suggests Conrad’s intention of hiding some kind of stereotypical
prejudice against African and Africans behind them.

Keywords: Syntactic transformation, Style, transformational rules, Kernel embededness,
null constituents.

Introduction
This paper attempts a stylistic analysis of Conrad’s Heart of Darkness at the syntactic level.
This involves the employment of syntactic transformations to investigate the artistic
significance of the foregrounded portions of the text. The art of applying a linguistic tool
to investigate the style of a literary work is one of the most active and innovative practices
in stylistics. In this art, “primacy of place is assigned to language” (Simpson, 2004: 2).

mailto:mukhtaralihikima1984@gmail.com
mailto:hhhamisu@gmail.com
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Analysts of style explore linguistic patterns of literary texts in order to explain the
“stylistic idiosyncrasies of individual authors, entire nations, or whole periods” (Klarer,
2004: 81) and provide the grounds for the argument that literary language is distinct
from the other kinds of language. Such distinctiveness of the language features has been
seen as a style associated with the language of literature, and that the prominent artistic
significance of works may reside in that style. Stylistic analyses of literary texts are often
carried out at particular levels of language, which link them to the various branches of
language study. In this sense, different linguistic categories, such as sound patterns,
constituent structures, derivational and inflectional words formations, the meanings of
rhetoric and paralinguistic elements and so on, can be explored in a literary text. The
practice of exploring linguistic patterns in a literary text is central to stylisticians'
concern. This paper, as such, takes its impression from the works of such renowned
stylisticians as Leech and Short (2007), Simpson (2004), Van Peer (2002) and so on.

Conrad’s Heart of Darkness is chosen for the study as it “appears to be the worst possible
book to receive formal linguistic analyses and so it still awaits detailed stylistic study”
(Stubbs, 2003). Despite the fact that style of a book can be investigated at all linguistic
levels, a number of interpretations of Heart of Darkness have justified that syntactic level
has been marginalised. This paper, by adopting a syntactic analytic approach to the
surface structures of Heart of Darkness, has a potentiality of coming up with significance
from the style of the text. The underlying assumption motivating this analysis is that
syntactic description is more pertinent to the process of identifying the significance of the
text than, say, phonological description.

Syntactic Deviation in Transformational Rules
Phrase Structure Rules (PSRs) are known to be the basic rules through which the
structures of sentences are normally built up. Transformations Rules (T-rules) further
apply upon the PSRs often to create changes in some ways in the surface structures of the
already sentences formed through PSRs. Such T-rules include add T-rules (i.e. rules for
adding new materials to the structure), marge T-rules (i.e. rules for merging several
syntactic constituents to form a matrix one), insert T-rules (i.e. rules for inserting the
material in a structure in certain ways), move T-rules (i.e. rules for moving the material
to a different location), and delete T-rules (i.e. rules for deleting the material from the
structure completely). A transformational rule changes one structure into another, i.e.
from phrase structure to transformational structure, and result is called Transformation.

Kernel embeddedness: This is considered an aspect of merge T-rules. Scholars like
Harris took transformations to be relations between complex and kernel sentences. “A
kernel sentence is a simple declarative construction with only one verb. A kernel sentence
is always active and affirmative and also known as a basic sentence or a kernel” (Conde,
2005). So kernel embeddedness can be simply defined as simple sentences combining to
form a more complex one. In transformational grammar, every sentence will belong either
to the kernel or will be derived from the combination of two or more kernel sentences by
applying one or more transformations. Davidson (undated), in his essay, “Sentence
Combining in an ESL Writing Program”, calls this kernels combination ‘Sentence
Combining’ and he elaborates that:

Sentence combining is based on the premise that all of our sentences are
generated from "deep structures" through a process which is intuitive for
native speakers of a language. "Kernel sentences"-basic subject-verb
constructions-are such deep structures, and two or more of them can be
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combined through use of certain procedures (transformations) to produce
more sophisticated utterances (or writings) in normal communication.

Davidson argues that the kernel sentences: (a) We saw a film. (b) The film was made by
Fellini. may be transformed into the following:

We saw a Fellini film.
We saw a film by Fellini.
We saw a film made by Fellini.
We saw a film which was made by Fellini.
We saw a film and the film (it) was made by Fellini.

In the first sentence, the embeddedness of the sentence (a) and (b) takes place by taking
the noun Fellini from sentence (b) and placing it in sentence (b) to serve a predicative
adjectival function. In the second sentence, the prepositional phrase, by Fellini, is taken
from sentence (b) is added to sentence (a). In the third sentence, the noun phrase and
auxiliary of sentence (b) are deleted, leaving a participial phrase made by Fellini to be
attached to sentence A. In the fourth sentence the relative pronoun is introduced to
produce a relative clause. The choice of each transformation might depend on the writer’s
intention of producing either opaque or transparent style.

Langendoen (1970: 102) argued that “the degree of inaccessibility of deep structures has
to do with degree of self-embedding in surface structures”. The incorporation of many
syntactic structures to express many propositions in one long string, using punctuation
templates between the structures, can determine this degree of self-embeddedness. With
stylistic inventiveness, punctuation elements can be applied to render an ordinary surface
structure into a stylistically complicated structure whose deep semantic structure
sometimes has to be ruminated over before being accessed. It is also striking that such
arbitrary length of the sentences can be detransformed so as to provide an easy access to
them.

Null Constituents: Discussions on phrase structure rules show that all constituents in a
given sentence are overt in their grammatical, semantic as well as phonetic features.
However, in transformational grammar, syntactic structures may also contain null
constituents. Null constituents are also known as empty categories where constituents
are found having grammatical and semantic features but their phonetic features are
‘silent’. Radford (2004: 107-128) discusses different types of null constituent
transformations. One of these is imperative null subject. This explains that an imperative
sentence in English can have a subject (either a second-person like you, or a third-person
like anyone) which can be null. The sentence (a) Don’t you dare lose your nerve! is
contrasted with (b) Don’t lose your nerve! to show that the subject you has a null spellout
in the sentence (b) of the (a) counterpart; i.e. “has its phonetic features deleted/omitted”.
Radford mentions truncated null subject to be another type of null subject found in
English, though he says it is found in “cryptic styles of colloquial spoken English (and also
in diary styles of written English)... A sentence can be truncated (i.e. shortened) by giving
a subject pronoun (like I, you, he, we, etc.) a null spellout if it is the first word in a
sentence”. So, the sentence I can’t find my pen can be Can’t find my pen.

Another null spellout that Radford discusses is null auxiliaries. He shows the prospect of
the finite modal auxiliary could to be deleted in the sentence like He could have helped her.
(to become: He could have helped her). Another further argument in support of the null
auxiliary analysis is established in the perfect auxiliary have which has a range of variant
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forms in the spoken language. “When unstressed, it can lose its initial /h/ segment and
have its vowel reduced to schwa /ə/, and so be pronounced as /əv/ e.g. in sentences such 
as You should ave been there”. Radford discusses the phonetic null spellout of the
complementizers (such as if, that, for etc.) as another conclusion of null constituent as in
the sentence We didn’t know that he had resigned.

Methodology
Conrad’s Heart of Darkness is the source from which the data were collected and labelled
as Extracts for the analysis. The research selection of the data took place through the
process of “Active Reading” that has to do with paying attention to how certain linguistic
features operate in the text in comparison to the more normal common background of the
text. The process is based on similar assumptions of Close Reading (derived from I. A.
Richards’s Practical Criticism) and it is more likely to take place if the features of language
to be considered are made more noticeable to the reader’s attention as a result of the text
having been intentionally composed in an eccentric way by its author. This selection
process can also be assumed to be Purposive Sampling Technique which allows the
researcher to select the data that display the particular qualities or characteristics of
interest. From the text, 15 extracts were drawn and analysed based on the technique of
parallelism. So the research tended to be library-based, drawing on books mainly on
Stylistics, Syntax and Literary Criticism.

Analysis of Deviational Transformations in Heart of Darkness
This paper contains the analysis of extracts considered as syntactic deviation against the
normal postulates of Phrase Structure Rules (PSRs) in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. The
deviational transformations on which the analysis is based are on Kernel embeddedness
and null constituents. The Dualist Transformational Analysis of de-transforming and re-
writing is used in order to unfold the deviational nature of the extracts. The whole study
is an attempt to find out whether the transformations that deviate from the normal
syntactic word order serve the stylistic purpose of complicating the process of having
access to the core significance of the text.

The stylistic effects of these transformations can be teased out through de-transforming
technique of re-writing. Extracts 1 – 15 below are selected from Heart of Darkness and
analysed based on kernels embeddedness and null constituent transformations.
In Heart of Darkness, Marlow recounts:

Extract 1: Therefore he whacked the old nigger mercilessly, while a big
crowd of his people watched him, thunderstruck, till some
man - I was told the chief's son - in desperation at hearing
the old chap yell, made a tentative jab with a spear at the
white man - and of course it went quite easy between the
shoulder-blades. (37)

It appears in the extract that coordinating conjunctions (while, till, and) and punctuation
templates are set at work to join the various simple sentences to form the larger sentence
above. Looking at it closely brings about the identification of six kernel sentences.
Applying delete and add T-rules renders the sentence into six kernels. The conjunctions
that join the clauses can be removed and periods can be employed to mark the end of
each kernel. Rightwards movements of the clause, I was told the chief's son, and the PP, in
desperation at hearing the old chap yell, take place in the third sentence, so as to allow the
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subject, Some man, and its predicate, made a tentative jab with a spear, to come together.
The extract can read:

He whacked the old nigger mercilessly. A big crowd of his
people watched him. [They were] thunderstruck. Some man
made a tentative jab with a spear at the white man in
desperation at hearing the old chap yell. It went quite easy
between the shoulder-blades. I was told. [He was] the chief's
son.

The de-transformed extract displays some kind of plainness in the surface structure and,
thus, its significance can be more easily accessed. The extract contains Marlow’s account
of how exactly one of the ivory trading Company’s captains, Fresleven, gets killed in a
fight with the natives. It appears that the nigger whom the white man whacks mercilessly
is the chief of the land, and it is the chief’s son who retaliates against the white man.
Marlow appears as if he is pitifully concerned about the white man’s brutal and
imperialistic treatment of the natives, but his linguistic choice depicts his true impression
of the natives. He addresses the natives as “nigger”, a very offensive word, unlike
Fresleven whom he calls “the white man” and then makes the structure of the extract
somehow complex through embedding and deleting the constituents.

Extract 2: We called at some more places with farcical names, where
the merry dance of death and trade goes on in a still and
earthy atmosphere as of an overheated catacomb; all along
the formless coast bordered by dangerous surf, as if Nature
herself had tried to ward off intruders; in and out of rivers,
streams of death in life, whose banks were rotting into mud,
whose waters, thickened into slime, invaded the contorted
mangroves, that seemed to writhe at us in the extremity of
an impotent despair. (42)

This lengthy sentence is made of several clauses joined by subordinators, conjunctions
and punctuation marks. The sentence can be detransformed and rewritten in ten shorter
kernels through the employment of add and delete T-rules. By Delete T-rules, those
conjunctions and commas used to embed the clause can be removed, while Add T-rules
allow the provision of the deleted elements and the application full stops to mark the end
of each clause:

We called at some more places. [The places had] farcical
names [and] the merry dance of death. [The] trade goes on in
a still and earthy atmosphere as of an overheated catacomb.
The formless coast bordered by dangerous surf all along. As
if the Nature herself had tried to ward off intruders. [There
were] streams of death in and out of rivers. [Their] banks
were rotting into mud. [Their] waters thickened into slime.
The contorted mangroves invaded [them]. [They] seemed to
writhe at us in the extremity of an impotent despair.

The detransforming techniques used above run the extract to have some kind of banal
appearance which tends to demonstrate that kernels embeddedness and null constituent
seem to be agents for making a structure less transparent.

Extract 3: Black shapes crouched, lay, sat between the trees leaning
against the trunks, clinging to the earth, half coming out, half
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effaced within the dim light, in all the attitudes of pain,
abandonment, and despair. (44)

Several propositions are merged in the above sentence by using commas as merging
templates and by leaving out some phrasal elements in the merged clauses. To detransform
that the commas can be taken off and then provide the elements that are nulled as thus:

Black shapes crouched. [They] sat between the trees leaning
against the trunks. [The trunks were] clinging to the earth.
[The black shapes were] half coming out [and] half effaced
within the dim light. [They were] in all the attitudes of pain,
abandonment, and despair.

The provision of the left-out elements in the square brackets above tends to reduce the
level of complexity of the surface structure of the extract. The writer reduces the black
Africans in the above sentence to mere shapes - black shapes - who walk with their legs
bent, who live among trees and sit on the ground.

Extract 4: Fine fellows - cannibals - in their place; they were men one
could work with, and I am grateful to them and, after all, they
did not eat each other before my face: they had brought
along a provision of hippo-meat which went rotten, and
made the mystery of the wilderness stink in my nostrils. (35)

The extract above is composed from merging several kernels using various punctuation
marks. The subject and the verb of the first kernel are null and it also contains an
unnecessary insertion of the word, cannibals, put between hyphens. Commas, the colon
and the semi-colon are used to connect the kernels. When the string is detransformed,
some eight simple kernels can be identified as thus:

[They were] cannibals in their place. They were men. One
could work with [them]. I am grateful to them. They did not
eat each other before my face. They had brought along a
provision of hippo-meat. [The hippo-meat] went rotten. [It]
made the mystery of the wilderness stink in my nostrils.

Marlow describes some twenty black men enlisted in his crew as cannibals that are
capable of eating rotten flesh. He also tries to hide that description in the embedding
transformation, and in the choice of some other positive expressions: “Fine fellows…I am
grateful to them … they did not eat each other….”

Extract 5: Trees, trees, millions of trees, massive, immense, running up
high; and at their foot, hugging the bank against the stream,
crept the little begrimed steamboat, like a sluggish beetle
rawling on the floor of a lofty portico - it made you feel very
small, very lost, and yet it was not altogether depressing,
that feeling… We penetrated deeper and deeper into the
heart of darkness. (36)

The above extract is made complicated through the employment of various T-rules. The
transformation contains various kernels which are embedded by punctuation commas.
Though the word, trees, is paralleled thrice It still lacks any verb for complement. The
phrasal units (the little begrimed steamboat… that feeling) are moved to the unnatural
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positions. The written extract below elucidates the unwritten and overwritten parts of the
sentence:

[There were] millions of trees. [The trees were] massive,
immense [and] running up high. The little begrimed
steamboat crept at their foot. [The trees were] hugging the
bank against the stream like a sluggish beetle crawling on the
floor of a lofty portico. It made you feel very small. [It made
you feel] very lost. That feeling was not altogether
depressing.

Extract 6: A narrow and deserted street in deep shadow, high houses,
innumerable windows with venetian blinds, a dead silence,
grass sprouting between the stones, imposing carriage
archways right and left, immense double doors standing
ponderously ajar. (37)

The astounding thing about the above sentence is that it incorporates only NPs separated
by commas. Drawing inference from the context of the sentence provides the possibility of
suggesting the ‘nought-realised’ expressions in the sentence. The subjects (assumed to be
‘the offices’) and the verbs of all the clauses are phonetically silent. Having these silent
expressions supplied, Marlow’s description of the offices’ sites could have been:

[The Offices were in] a narrow and deserted street in deep
shadow. [They were] high houses [with] innumerable
windows with venetian blinds. [There were] a dead silence
[and] grass sprouting between the stones, imposing carriage
archways right and left. [The Offices had] immense double
doors standing ponderously ajar.

Extract 7: Deal table in the middle, plain chairs all round the walls, on
one end a large shining map, marked with all the colours of a
rainbow. (37)

The same art of dropping out some expressions also happens here. The above sentence
looks containing just simple NPs. But a closer examination of them may reveal that the
NPs are subject complements that require subjects and their linking verbs. The
expressions, there was/were, can be assumed to be the left-out subjects and verbs.
Supplying them makes the sentence appear transparent:

[There was a] deal table in the middle, [and there were] plain
chairs all round the walls. [There was] a large shining map
on one end [of the wall], marked with all the colours of a
rainbow.

Extract 8: They were nothing earthly now - nothing but black shadows
of disease and starvation, lying confusedly in the greenish
gloom. Brought from all the recesses of the coast in all the
legality of time contracts, lost in uncongenial surroundings,
fed on unfamiliar food, they sickened, became inefficient, and
were then allowed to crawl away and rest. (44)

The first part of the above extract contains five units embedded with some empty
categories. The first, second and third clauses contain their subjects, they were, but the
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fourth and fifth ones lack any subjects. Their subjects are elided perhaps because their
predicates signify some sense of dehumanization.

They were nothing earthly now. [They were] nothing but
black shadows of disease and starvation. [They were] lying
confusedly in the greenish gloom.

There can arguably be six clauses embedded in the second part of the extract. Five of
which are just predicates in passive forms with their subjects spelled out. To make that
apparent, the subjects are provided below:

[They were] brought from all the recesses of the coast in all
the legality of time contracts. [They were] lost in uncongenial
surroundings. [They were] fed on unfamiliar food. They
sickened. [They] became inefficient. [They] were then
allowed to crawl away and rest.

Extract 9: One, with his chin propped on his knees, stared at nothing, in
an intolerable and appalling manner: his brother phantom
rested its forehead, as if overcome with a great weariness;
and all about others were scattered in every pose of
contorted collapse, as in some picture of a massacre or a
pestilence. (45)

The complexity of the above sentence seems to have arisen from merging six
propositions. The first compound clause, One, with his chin propped on his knees, stared at
nothing, contains two propositions, with the insertion of one in the other. The insertion
adds more to the complexity as it causes the VP of the first clause to extrapose to the end.
Removing complexity from the clause means returning it to the normal order as thus: One
stared at nothing with his chin propped on his knees. Punctuation marks (colon, semi-colon
and commas) and the subordinating conjunction (as if) are applied to in order to merge
the other clauses. By applying detransforming technique, the merging elements can be
removed from the sentence, and full stops and the elided units can also be provided. The
sentence can therefore be read:

One stared at nothing. His chin propped on his knees in an
intolerable and appalling manner. His brother phantom
rested its forehead. [He was] overcome with a great
weariness. Others were scattered in every pose of contorted
collapse. [It appeared] in some picture of a massacre or a
pestilence.

Extract 10: Black figures strolled about listlessly, pouring water on the
glow, whence proceeded a sound of hissing; steam ascended
in the moonlight, the beaten nigger groaned somewhere. (53)

The above extract consists of clauses embedded into a sentence. There can be five clauses
that are observed in it. Commas and a semi-colon are used for the embedding, and the
transformation below singles out the commas and the semi-colon.

Black figures strolled about listlessly. [They were] pouring
water on the glow. Whence proceeded a sound of hissing.
Steam ascended in the moonlight. The beaten nigger groaned
somewhere.
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Marlow meets the Company’s chief accountant in the Central Station that dresses up
elegantly. He describes him as:
Extract 11: I saw a high starched collar, white cuffs, a light alpaca jacket,

snowy trousers, a clean necktie, and varnished boots. No hat.
Hair parted, brushed, oiled, under a green-lined parasol held
in a big white hand. (45)

It appears that the object of the first sentence is left out, likewise the subject and the verb
of the second and third sentences. The null constituents can be inserted as thus:

I saw [him with] a high starched collar, white cuffs, a light
alpaca jacket, snowy trousers, a clean necktie, and varnished
boots. [He had] No hat. [He had his] Hair parted, brushed,
oiled, under a green-lined parasol held in a big white hand.

The Chief Accountant of the Central Station described in the extract is a white man. Unlike
the descriptions of all black natives, the man is described as elegant and fashionable,
dressing up to the nines.

Extract 12: He inspired uneasiness. That was it! Uneasiness. Not a
definite mistrust - just uneasiness - nothing more. (49)

The third (which appears as just a word) and the fourth sentences have got constituents
that are not spelt out. The null categories can be assumed to be:

He inspired uneasiness. That was it! [It was] uneasiness. [It
was] not a definite mistrust, [it was] just uneasiness [and]
nothing more.

Extract 13: I had been very long on the road. He could not wait. Had to
start without me. The up-river stations had to be relieved.
(49)

There is an ellipsis of the subject in the bold sentence. The left out subject is assumed to
be the pronoun, He, which can be made seen as:

I had been very long on the road. He could not wait. [He] had
to start without me.

Extract 14: The great wall of vegetation, an exuberant and entangled
mass of trunks, branches, leaves, boughs, festoons,
motionless in the moonlight, was like a rioting invasion of
soundless life, a rolling wave of plants, piled up, crested,
ready to topple over the creek, to sweep every little man of
us out of his little existence. (57)

The extract appears as an amalgam of nominal constituents without verbal phrases. This
is because some constituents in the extract are null, and the present ones are also
embedded. To detransform the extract, we can contextualize the phrases to infer the null
constituents, and then de-embed it. In so doing, several clauses can be realised as thus:

[There was] a great wall of vegetation. [There was] an
exuberant and entangled mass of trunks, [There was a mass
of] branches, leaves, boughs, festoons [and] motionless in the
moonlight. [There place] was like a rioting invasion of
soundless life. [There was] a rolling wave of plants. [The
plants] piled up [and] crested. [They were] ready to topple
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over the creek. [They were ready] to sweep every little man
of us out of his little existence.

This is Marlow’s description of the African setting whose trees are unearthly and
horrifying. They appear to him as if ready to sweep them away from existence. The
structures of the sentences in the extract were perhaps transformed with empty
constituents so as to slow down the process of comprehension.
Extract 15: ‘Going up that river was like traveling back to the earliest

beginnings of the world, when vegetation rioted on the earth
and the big trees were kings. An empty stream, a great
silence, an impenetrable forest. The air was warm, thick,
heavy, sluggish. There was no joy in the brilliance of
sunshine’. (61)

The sentences in bold contain constituents which are null. The first sentence seems to
consist of three NPs without any verb. The verb of the sentence can be assumed to be an
auxiliary verb, was, as shown in the written piece below. The phrases in both the first and
the second sentences are separated by commas, while the conjunction, and, which is
supposed to be used to separate the last phrases from the rest is omitted in both
sentences.

Going up that river was like traveling back to the earliest
beginnings of the world, when vegetation rioted on the earth
and the big trees were kings. [There was] an empty stream.
[There was] a great silence. [There was] an impenetrable
forest. The air was warm, thick, heavy [and] sluggish.

Discussion
The extracts are analysed based on deviational transformations namely kernels
embeddedness and null constituent or empty category. Kernels embeddedness is an
aspect of merge T-rules, while null constituent is an aspect of delete T-rules. According to
Leech and Short (2007), merged transformational rules have the effect of combining two
or more simple sentence structures into a single more complex unit and permeating a text
with such transformations seems to suggest the writer’s intention of making the text
opaque. The analysis of extracts 1 to 15 depicts how several syntactic units are merged in
an arbitrary manner to form larger structures in Heart of Darkness and Conrad must have
done that on a purpose. Fónagy (1999: 15) argued that such double embedding of a
second proposition into the first one is considered a figure of sentence in classical
rhetorics, i.e. a transformation producing aesthetic value and may also serve to constitute
layers of significance. This is evident that Conrad’s stylistic inventiveness of rendering
simple structures into arbitrary lengthy ones is done with intent to hide a layer of
meaning. This seems to be supported by Langendoen’s (1970: 102) argument that “the
degree of inaccessibility of deep structures has to do with degree of self-embedding in
surface structures”.

On the effects of the constituents found in the extracts 1 to 15 with empty categories or
phonetic silence, Fónagy (1999: 15) argued that “the meaning of an articulated sentence
falls into pieces through the ejection of an essential component, the subject or the object”.
Through rewriting the extracts using detransforming technique the lengthy strings were
disjoined while the empty categories were filled in. This technique made the rewritten
extracts appear more transparent in the degree of comprehensibility, but loosely banal in
the degree of dexterity. There are so many offensive linguistic choices enclosed in the
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complex transformations that are depicted through detransforming the selected extracts.
The choices display the writer’s true impression of the black natives and their land -
Africans and Africa. Inside these complex deviational extracts of 1 to 15 many
disapproving expressions (…the old nigger…, the old chap… Black shapes… the black
bones… black shadows of disease and starvation… Black figures… they crawl away and
rest… phantom rested its forehead… cannibals in their place…) are unfolded, mostly in the
descriptions of the black natives of Africa. While describing the setting in the extracts,
other invective expressions in either embedding or null transformation have been
disclosed - (…a colossal jungle… the very end of the world… the places had farcical
names… cold, fog, tempests, disease, exile, and death… deeper and deeper into the heart of
darkness… a prehistoric earth… an unknown planet… an empty stream, a great silence, an
impenetrable forest. The air was warm, thick, heavy, sluggish...). Enclosing such vulgar
expressions the extracts seem to suggest dehumanisation of the black race and
debasement of Africa.

Conclusion
From the analyses of the surface structures of the extracts from Conrad’s Heart of
Darkness based on deviational transformations, the paper discovered that stylistic
inventiveness of embedding simple structures into arbitrary lengthy sentences and the
deletion of some syntactic constituents in the sentences serve to constitute a high degree
of opacity in Heart of Darkness and relatively suggests Conrad’s intention of hiding what
turns to be dehumanization of the black natives and their land.
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Abstract
The main theme and object of this paper is to explain and describe practical
relevance and trend in adult education in Nigeria, on the one hand, and on
the other hand, propose a descriptive framework for the English language
curriculum for adoption in adult education programmes in the country. This
attempt is informed by the far-reaching relevance of English as a second
language in educational, economic, socio-cultural and political life in the
Nigerian society. Based on this background, practical aspects of the
communicative needs of adult learners in English as a second language in
their various areas of human endeavors are identified and relevant
curriculum components proposed. Thus, an effective integration of the
proposed contents of the English language curriculum with the conventional
contents of adult education programmes is expected to groom the trainees
not only in the ability to demonstrate the vocational skills acquired but to
write and speak English for various communicative purposes and contexts.

Keywords: Teaching, learning, English as a second language and Adult Education
Programmes.

Introduction
The English language enjoys the status of being national and official language and a
prestigious school subject in the curricula at all the levels of education in Nigeria
(Chukwuma and Otagburuagu, 1997). For instance, in the present Nigerian educational
system, English is so highly rated that failure in it results in not being admitted into
universities. Being a national and international medium of communication, English
primarily utilizes its spoken form. Anthony (2000) is of the opinion that oral and spoken
English are synonyms. As far as English remains Nigeria official language and the
language of instruction in our schools, it stands to reason that it will continue to be
ranked as the most important subject in our educational system (Barbara, 1970). Most
importantly, this paper attempts to describe and explain the relevance of English in adult
education programmes in Nigeria and proposes a descriptive curriculum framework for
English as a second language for the programmes. The motivation for this attempt is in
the line with the need for the objectives of the programmes to be function-oriented in
nature. This need is informed by the day-to-day reality of the adult learners’ life (Braimoh,
1990).
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Moreover, as language is the major gateway to learning in both formal and informal
education or adult and non-adult education programmes, it follows that learning. English
deserves a priority position in relation to learning other subjects taught in adult
education programmes. Effective English language teaching and learning in the
programmes would help to cater for the far-reaching communicative needs of the adult
learners in the various context of human endeavor. This focus goes in tune with Braimoh
(1990) who sees adult education as a multi-disciplinary subject with varying operational
applications and functional orientation. This author further describes adult education as
a force that can help to enlighten, mobilize and re-orient the society to build its capacity
and potentials and determine the process of achieving its goals. This broad description of
adult education is relevant and practical as participants in the programmes cut across age,
sex, occupation, level of exposure in life, social status, interest, needs and motivation.

Considering the enormous linguistic functions of English in the Nigerian educational
system, a large amount of time and energy is devoted to its teaching and learning. This
requires the most modern methods of teaching. In their opinion, Bright and Mcgregor
(1970), said that:

“… in the initial stages of language teaching it is generally well understood
that learning takes place through exposure to the language used by the
teacher in the classroom in situation that makes the meaning of what is
being clear for the students”.

This brings to bear the professional disposition of the teacher. This is because the
psychology of the second language learning, according to Lado (1990), differs from that of
the first, since the child learns his first language simply because he was no other way to
express his needs.

Reading, Writing Skills and Adult Education Programmes
The aim of any English teaching course therefore should be, according to Gamde (1977),
to develop in the learner the basic skills-listening, speaking, reading and writing. But the
adult education programme in Nigeria is, among others, aimed at providing functional
literacy and continuing education for adults and youth who had partial or no formal
education (National policy on Education- NPE, 2004). For this aim to be achieved, the
adult learners need to be adequately trained to acquire reading and writing skills in the
English language. This is a basic requirement because the ability to read and write,
particularly in the English language, invariably serves as the basic of functional literacy in
the country.

In the literacy reading level, adult learners should be first taught to recognize and recite
the English alphabets. The capital and small letters should be taught side by side in order
to make recognition and comparison easier (Imhabekhai, 1998). Mastery of these letters
is immediately followed by their combination to form short and simple words that
represent the names of persons and common objects, events, concepts, etc in the society
in which the learners belong. In relation to this, Imhabekhai, (1998) suggested that the
combination of letters to form words should be purposeful and closely linked to the needs
and expectation of the learners. This is because adult learners, unlike children, have
certain needs and expectations which made them to attend the class.

Progressively, longer and more difficult words should be introduced. However, care
should be taken to ensure that such words should reflect the learners’ daily
communicative needs in their socio-economic and/or occupational activities. This stage
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should be immediately followed by the teaching of short and simple sentences. As time
goes on, fairly long sentences and idea of paragraph and text formats should be taught.
This is the stage in which the teaching of formal and informal letter writing and forms of
writing may be taught. It should be noted that as adult learners, the teaching and learning
of reading and writing skills can be done simultaneously. Part of the practical work that
the learners should be engaged with include: asking them to write, for example, names of
objects in their homes, their schools, their various working places, etc. They can also be
asked to write letters to their friends, husbands or wives, colleagues and neighbors, etc.
Similarly, as adult learners have the tendency to read whatever written materials that
come to their way, simple reading materials can be provided by the teacher for the adult
learners to read as part of their class work.

As soon as the adult learners acquire the basic reading and writing skills, they will be
willing to read books, newspapers, magazines, advertisements and simple story booklets.
They will also be willing to write letters of various types, invitations, announcements,
simple stories and songs. It is the work of the teacher to monitor, guide and correct the
adult learners in their efforts to acquire the two skills (reading and writing). It should be
noted that although the two skills are inter-related, emphasis should be given in
accordance to their peculiarities and learning needs. For instance, in teaching and
learning the writing skill, time should be given to teaching the art of writing in order to
train the adult learners to write legibly well.

English Language Curriculum and Adult Education Programmes.
The need for mastery in English does not only promote our understanding of other
subjects, but the society in general. It is in this respect that the Nigerian government in its
new National policy of Education- the 6-3-3-4 system (1981) as revised (2004), spelt out
the role of English in our educational system:

“English will be the medium of instruction in the later stage of primary
school. Also, it will be the medium of instruction in post primary and post
secondary institutions.”

Seen from the functional point of view, the objective of adult education programme, in
which English as a second language is given a due and realistic consideration, can be
divided into two (2) categories: the basic and the linguistic. Achieving the latter would
help in the effective and adequate achievement of the former, while achieving the former
will motivate and facilitate the achievement of latter. The basic objectives of adult
education programmes should generally center on making the adult to:
i. Acquire literacy and numeracy;
ii. Be economically efficient and viable;
iii. Be aware of their civic responsibilities and rights;
iv. Facilitate religious, social, cultural and political awareness or enlightenment; and
v. Keep healthy environment and self (Braimoh, 1990).

The linguistic objectives in which English plays an important role, on the other hand,
centers on equipping the adult learners to be able to read, write and speak to
communicate efficiently in English. In reading, the objectives should focus on training the
learners to be able to:
i. Read the English consonants, vowels and diphthongs well;
ii. Read and understand the meanings of single and compound words referring to

common ideas, concepts and objects that are found in their homes, farms, markets,
neighborhoods, schools and other places and occupations in which they do; and

iii. Read and understand sentences and passages well.
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In oral English, the objectives should revolve round training the adult learners to be able
to:
i. Pronounce the English consonants, vowels and diphthongs in a standard and widely

intelligible English form;
ii. Speak English with a considerable fluency and grammatical accuracy;
iii. Speak English with a considerable use of stress and intonation; and
iv. Speak English with a fair use of stylistic variations and idiomatic expressions.

In written English, the adult learners should train to write the following materials, among
others, effectively:
i. Personal and official letters;
ii. Requests for and description of commercial goods;
iii. Congratulation and condolence letters;
iv. Minutes of meetings, reports of events and communiqué (Jolly, 1984).

The Use of Audiotape Recordings in Adult Education Programmes
The use of audiotapes is essential in the oral skill class. According to Stones (1991), the
audiotape player is the easiest way for students to listen to variety of speakers on variety
of topics in a variety of genres, dialogues, interviews and lectures for receptive skills
development. And for productive skills, the audiotape is the most accessible piece of voice
recording equipment. Audiotape recordings are also used in the classroom as
instructional materials. The use of instructional materials become necessary because they
arouse the enthusiasm of adult learners. This view was supported by Obi (1997:83) when
he quoted an old Chinese proverb, which says: “Tell me and I forget, teach me and I
remember, involve me and I learn”. So, using an audiotape recording for instruction is a
direct way of involving adult learners and other students in the learning process, which
will sustain their memory for a very long time.

The Audiotape is strong in the teaching and learning of language, in imaginative
experience and ideas and in the direct teaching designed to enlist the active participation
of the adult learners. An advantage of audiotape is that they can be kept for a long time for
further use and at the same time can be erased and reused if need be. Carpenter (1964)
who prepared audiotape lessons for his students and used it to teach three hundred and
ninety adult students discovered that those who were taught with audiotape performed
better than those taught through conventional method.

Conclusion
In view of the intrinsic and extrinsic value of adult education in the capacity building and
empowerment of the adult members of the society, on the one hand, and the far-reaching
relevance of English as a second language in Nigeria, on the other hand, adult education
programmes need an adequate and function-oriented English language curriculum.
Although the trend and practices in teaching both the young and the adult are virtually
the same, it is obvious that English language teaching for the adult should be in tune with
the practical communication needs of the adult learners in their various areas of human
endeavor. This will make the language teaching and learning not only relevant to the
practical life of the adult learners, but easy to evaluate and modify if the need arises.

Recommendations
The following recommendations are given with a view to enhance and develop the quality
and quantity of teaching, learning of English language as a second language and adult
education programmes in the country:
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1. Provision of relevant and sufficient curriculum contents for each of the levels of
learning and subject areas of the adult education programmes.

2. Language laboratories should be provided and adequately equipped with a variety of
instructional media, such as: audiotape recordings, videotape recordings, overhead
transparencies with projectors containing topics in Oral English, grammar, lexis and
structure to improve teaching and learning process of oral English.

3. Involving the adult learners in the process of planning curriculum for the programmes
such that their feeling needs and aspirations are adequately addressed.

4. Adoption of a function-oriented English language teaching/learning curriculum.
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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the use of two major grammatical categories in
the structure of English. There are situations where students of English find
it very difficult to distinguish in usage between infinitive and prepositions.
These two grammatical elements are structurally the same but
operationally perform distinct functions. Most often, students of English
cannot differentiate when “to” function as preposition or infinitive. It is a
known fact that students’ interchange of the grammatical entities poses
great difficulties to L2 learners of English. Therefore, the paper examines
such grammatical difficulties faced by students of English language in the
usage of these lexical items “to” and “for”.

Keywords: Preposition, Infinitive, English and Functions.

Introduction
Preposition is one of the grammatical categories of English. Matthews (2007:315) defines
it as a word of other syntactic element of a class whose member typically comes before a
noun phrase and is characterized by ones which basically indicate a spatial relationship.
In other words, this grammatical entity precedes the noun in the structure of the English
sentence. Preposition projects into a phrasal category. The prepositional phrase starts
with a preposition and ends with a noun phrase as it object some times,as preposition
may be intransitive when it is syntactically stranded. Yule (2007:88) simply notes that
prepositions are words such as (at, in, on, near, with, without) used with nouns in phrase
providing information about time (at five, in the morning), place (on the table, near the
window) and other connections (with a knife, without a thought) involving actions and
things. This definition is all embracing, but for the purpose of clarity,Baodi, Grieve and
Nwankwo (2004:118) provide a comprehensive list of the commonest prepositions in
English. It is not out of place to present the list as in (1):
(1) Preposition/Adverb Preposition

About against
Above amid
across among
After as
along at
around but
before concerning

mailto:isaadamuhaliru@yahoo.com
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behind considering
below despite
beneath during
beside except
between for
beyond from
By of
down into
in like
near per
Off regarding
opposite till
over towards
On until
past unlike
Round with
Since
through
Under
underneath
Up
upon
without
Within

One of the means in English to establish the preposition or prepositional phrase is the
notions of semantic roles, such as agent, patient, location, instrument, and the like.
Arguments are the participants minimally in the activity or state expressed by the
predicate in a given preposition. For instance, a semantic role expresses the underlying
relationship that a participant has with the relation of the clause, expressed by the
valency requirements of the verb. For the purpose of clarity the semantic roles of NPs in
the following sentence as in (2):
(2) a. Adamu killed the snake in the farm

b. The snake was killed in the farm by Adamu

The two sentences describe a situation in which someone named Adamu killed a
particular snake. In this situation, Adamu is the agent who initiated the killing of a snake
and the snake is the patient of the killing event and the place where the event took place is
the location. Consider the semantic roles of each constituent as in (3):
(3) a. [[agt Adamu] [pred killed] [pat the snake] [loc in the farm]]]

b. [[pat the snake] [pred was killed [loc in the farm] [agt by Adamu]]]

As noted here, we are very much concerned with the locative which expresses where the
event of killing took place. This is the purview of prepositional phrase, the preposition
“in” with its complement the farm. This can be represented graphically as in (4):
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(4) In the farm

The Features of the Preposition
Preposition unlike infinitive restricts complement. Kim and Sells (2007:94) note that in
general, preposition does not select a CP complement. It is against this background that
the paradigm in (5): is ungrammatical.
(5) a. Alan is thinking about [that his students are eager to learn English]

b. Fred is counting on [for Tom to make an announcement]

But the restriction does not include wh-cps, sometimes known as indirect questions, may
serve as prepositional complements. Here (6): is grammatical.
(6) a. The outcome depends on [how many candidates participate in the election]

b. Adamu is thinking about [whether he should stay in Bambur]

It has been observed that these facts reveal that indirect questions have some feature
which distinguish them from canonical that-or for-CP, and makes them somehow closer to
true nouns. Invariably indirect questions are syntactically realized as NP.

Finegan (2012:44) says prepositions constitute a class with few enough members that
they can be enumerated as in (1) above where some of the members have dual identities.
He further states that preposition precede a noun phrase, as in at a concert, on Tuesday, or
under the table, prepositions indicate a semantic relationship between other entities.

Virtually all these definitions do not depart from each other. The placement of
prepositions before a noun is one of the main features of prepositional phrase of English.

The Features Structure of the Verb requiring Preposition
Every linguistic expression can be represented by a feature structure. This can be
illustrated for example by the lexical item keeps whose general types are verb, can have a
feature structure as in (7):

(7) verb
phon (keeps)

pos verb
syn VformFin
Arg-St <[agt]i[th]j,[Loc]k>

Pred keep - relation
Agnet - i

Sem them - j
Location - k

P NP

Det

FarmtheIn

N

PP
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The above feature structure is in the manner of Kim and Sells (2008:65). This feature has
information as represented in (7). The verb keeps, like any finite verb has its phonological
(PHON) value, while (Syn) is referring to syntactic, argument structure (ARG-ST), and
semantic (SEM) information. The Syn attribute indicates that the pos (part of speech)
value is verb, that it has a finite verbal inflectional form value (VFORM). The ARG-ST
attribute indicates that the verb selects for three arguments, agent (the keeper) theme
(the entity involved) and location (where the entity is located) which will be realized as
the subject and two complements in the full analysis.

Similarly, the SEM feature represents the information this verb denotes the predicated
relation keep-relation, whose participants are directly linked to the elements in the ARG-
ST via the simple indexing values in terms of precedence relations: i,j and k.There is one
important thing that is very central to this discussion which is the locative. Locatives are
prepositional phrase (pp). sometimes confusion may arise with some of the words we
listed like up, on, in, over, under, near, by, inside, outside, these often occur in a role which
indicates that they are adverbs, perhaps even more frequently they seems to be
prepositions. Consider (8):
(8) a. The smoke is coming in through the kitchen.

b. The interview was conducted in the conference hall.

This first sentence with the expression of “coming in through” functions as an adverb;
while the second sentence with the expression of “in the conference hall” functions as a
preposition. Bloor and Bloor (2013:29) note that there is also an adverb in a preposition
in, two different words belonging to different word classes but which happen to be
pronounced and written in the same way. They further state that the easiest way they are
homonymous. This does not seem to help matters. Tallerman (2010:47) says in English
prepositions pair up with their own set of closed class modifiers; these are straight, right,
well and just, and they immediately precede the preposition. Consider (9):
(9) a. The weight is just inside the limit

b. She pushed the box well/right/straight under the bed
c. Go straight/right to the top of the stairs
d. The library is just/right/by/beside the town hall

The use of the modifiers like “right” as a test for preposition status, has been instructive as
many other words whose word class may be uncertain but the test has helped in
providing simple method of identifying prepositions. Words like upstairs and overhead
were traditionally classified as adverbs, but with this test, they can be propositions, as in
(10):
(10) a. She lives right upstairs/downstairs.

b. The plane flew right overhead.

Furthermore, the term “verbal particle” was traditionally used to refer to the small words
that go together with verbs in expressions like run down, put back, take over etc. But these
particles are also classified as prepositions by the right test, as in (11):
(11) a. John ran his apartment right down

b. Put those keys right back

A preposition is a word that connects a noun or pronoun to other words in a sentence. As
discussed above, a preposition can be a word or group of words. Considering right as a
test for preposition, some modifiers may appear.
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Why “to” Maker is Mistaken for Infinitive or Preposition?
Large number of English students of L2 often has mistaken the marker “to” as preposition
instead of infinitive. These are identified by the wrong typological, arrangement of the
element “to”. “To” maker is an infinitive when it follows a bare verb in a syntactic
environment as in (24):
(24) a. to go

b. to give
c. to touch

And it is identified as prepositions when the marker follows a verbal noun as in (25):
(25) Look forward to seeing you
The “to” element before seeing is noun functioning as preposition not as infinitive
because, the verbal noun seeing made it behave as preposition such linguistic description
poses problems to L2 student in an attempt to provide a linguistic decomposition to the
element “to” as in a sentence.

Remedies to the Problems Encountered, Misuse of the Element “To”
Having raised some problems encountered by L2 students of English,it is important to
provide a solution to this grammatical problems faced by student learning English as L2.
The obvious and only way of providing solution to the situation is to adopt the
pedagogical process that will remedy the misrepresentation of the linguistic element.
Teachers and students of English should endeavour to acquaint themselves with the value
argument of both infinitive and preposition must be placed on when to use the element
“to” as infinitive and as preposition. The environment where the two occur is an
important step in solving such grammatical misconception. Student of English and a likes
should note that infinitive and preposition have certain environment where they function
as earlier stated.

Definition
Infinitive forms part of the syntactic analysis of English sentence structure, infinitive is a
grammatical term referring to certain verb forms existing in many languages of the
northwest often used as non-finite. On the other hand, infinite cannot be the main verb in
a sentence, it is rather used as an adjectives or adverbs. This form of the grammatical
elements “to” as an infinite and syntactically function as a preposition poses problems to
L2 learners of English. Infinitive and preposition are two different grammatical entities,
which have different operational environments. Based on this premises, one would look
at the followings in trying to differentiate the two grammatical elements “to” as infinitive
and as preposition.

The Features of the Infinitive
What are the markers of the infinitive? Infinitive has some peculiar markers. As stressed
by Yule (2007:92), infinitive does not consist of single word, but of two words “to” + bare
verb go which result to “to go” or the infinitive element plus and adverb can be used to
express infinitive situation, as in “to normally go to school”. Here, the infinitive is added to
the adverb to serve as complement of the sentence. This situation is quite different from
other languages of the North, e.g. Latin.

The rules which are appropriate to Latin are not adequately supported by Indian
Infinitive “to” has some basic constituents, which must be followed to give it such
grammatical function as infinitive or infinitive phrase that makes it different from
preposition “to”. For instance, the sentences in (12):

(12) His father brought a short gun to the Wedding
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In this instance, the complement “to the wedding” is preposition phrase serving as
complement to the subject of the sentence.

The infinitive has various grammatical functions; it functions as nouns, adjectives and
adverbs, in a syntactic structure. When infinitives are used as nouns, they function as
subjects, direct objects, subject complements or object of the prepositions. These
functions of infinitives can be realized in infinitive as noun (13):

(13) a. To wash the car took an hour
b. To answer my question took two hours

Looking at the above infinitives, the two examples show the grammatical function of the
infinitive as noun. The first and the second sentence, above demonstrate the function of
the infinitives as a nouns phrases, by implication the two infinitive phrases serve as the
subject of the sentence.

As earlier stated, the infinitive has some basic constituents, which must be followed to
assign grammatical function. These are the arguments assign to various linguistic element
of the infinitive structure. Apart from its function as a noun which made it to be the
subject of the sentence equally, the infinitive can be used as direct object of the subject, as
in (14):
(14) a. He likes to read in bed

b. She likes to cook in the kitchen.
As can be analyze, the infinitives in (15):
(15) a. to read in bed

b. to cook in kitchen
Do all infinitive phrases serve as direct object of the sentences above?
Complement of the subject is one of the prerequisite of the infinitive. This has been
explained by Goldstein, Wangh and Linsky (2010:67-68). That when infinitives are used
as nouns they act as subject, direct objects, subjects complements or object of
prepositional prhase.

a. to answer my question took an hour
Functions as a subject

b. I like to read in bed
Functions as a direct object of the subject

c. My goal is to make money
Functions as a Complement of the subject

Furthermore, the infinitive can also be used as adjective in a sentence to modify the noun
in the syntactic structure. It can equally be used to modify pronouns as in (16):
(16) a. the fees to be paid in September.

b. she was always looking for someone to blame.
The infinitive phrase, in the first sentence “to be paid in September modifies the noun
“fees” functions as adjective, whereas, “to blame” tells us more” about the pronoun “she”
which is a subject pronoun.

Apart from the aforementioned grammatical function of the infinitive, it bears the
grammatical attribute of adverbs in modifying verbs, adjectives or other adverbs. These
are used to answer such questions like why? How? and to What?. Infinitive can said to be
used as adverbs as illustrated in the tree diagram as in (17):
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(17) to catch a butterfly use a net

to catch a butterfly use a net

The diagram above, portrays the functions of the infinitive as an adverb answering the
question how?

Also, it can be used to modify adjective as illustrated in (18): below.

(18) you are right to complain

The phrase, “to complain” function as modifier to the pronoun “you”. Here “to” is an
infinitive because of the present of the bare verb “complain” which is one of the
requirements of infinitive, infinitive to plus bare verb as shown above on the diagram
functions as an adjective.

Infinitive as adverb: In the rules of infinitive phrase, it can equally functions as adverb in a
syntactic structure as in (19):
(19) He ran too slowly to win the race

VPN

VPI

Det N

NPDet

NV

NPV

IP
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As it appears on the above tree diagram that, “to win the race” as the infinitive phrase
functions as an adverb. From the foregoing, the infinitive phrase or infinitive marker has
several grammatical functions in English sentence structure. These functions of infinitive
“to” made it difficult for L2 to differentiate it when its functions as infinitive and as
preposition. This could be realized only when attention is paid to the environment where
the element is used. It is an infinitive when it is used with to + bare verb as in (20):
(20) a. to talk

b. to write
c. to answer etc.

Equally, “to” as an element of grammatical analysis can function as preposition when the
element “to” use with a verbal noun in a sentence as in (21):
(21) I look forward to seeing you

In this sentence, “to” element functions as a preposition not an infinitive because of the
presence of verbal noun “seeing” after the “to” elements.

Where Infinitive occurs in a Syntactic Environment
The “to” element as an infinitive has environment where it occurs. As posits by Murthy
(2010:116), the infinitive is a word which is not limited by person or number of the
subject. It is also treated as a verbal noun in syntactic structure. Where a finite verb is
limited by the person or number of the subject as in (22):
(22) a. we have music

b. I love music
b. she loves music
c. they love music

The infinitive element “to” occur with a bare verb to form infinitive phrase as in (23):
(23) a. to learn Arabic is difficult

b. to please Umar is hard
c. to advise others is easy

From the above, one could see that, the infinitive element “to” collocate with bare verbs to
make it function as infinitive.

But, when the elements “to” collocate with a verbal noun as illustrated above, it is not an
infinitive but a preposition.

I look forward to seeing you.
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In the above sentence, the phrase to seeing you; the element to here functions as a
preposition not infinitive. This is because the presence of verbal noun seeing functions as
preposition. The verb is not bare but a finite verb.

The “to” element has many functions in an infinitive construction. The entity can function
as subject of the verb, object of the transitive verb, complement of the verb, object of the
preposition, object complement, to qualify an adjective, object complement. It can be used
to describe or qualify a noun.

Several students of English whom English serves as L2 found it difficult to separate the
grammatical function of “to” as infinitive and as preposition. This situation always
becomes problematic to students of English as L2. Therefore, the purpose of this
discussion is to identify the grammatical function of the element “to” as infinitive and
preposition.

Kim and Sells (2008:160) treat the infinitival clause as “the verb to, is of course, the actual
marker of the infinitive in English. Even though it has the form of preposition, its syntactic
behavior puts it in the class of auxiliary verb. This can be illustrated as follows: Umar
believes Shehu not to leave here.

Looking at the above structure, it could be realized that the infinitive clause “to leave
here” gave us the behavior of the marker “to” to a bare verb (leave), which in turns
function as infinitive not a preposition. Such linguistic clarification poses problem to
L2learner of English.

Therefore, teachers of English should make it clear to their student the value of each
element; this in turn would address the wrong usage of the elements. One of the easiest
ways of identifying infinitive is that, it does not consist a single word but of the words “to”
+ bare verb as in (26):
(26) a. to go

b. to wash
c. to swim

Also, “to” can equally be used to express infinitive such as; to hurriedly go to school. Here
“to hurriedly” “to”. An adverb hurriedly is used to express infinitive phrase.

And to identify a preposition using the “to” infinitive, is to “to” + verbal noun is used to
express prepositional phrase as illustrated in (27):
(27) Her mother brought a nice present to the wedding.
Here, the complement “to the wedding” is a preposition; because of the present of the
verbal noun wedding attend to it with “to”.

Conclusion
Conclusively, the paper described the various problems faced by L2 learners in identifying
the differences between infinitive and preposition. Proper illustrations were given to
assist the learners in finding lasting solutions to the pedagogical problems they face in
distinguishing the grammatical elements. The researchers have provided some examples
that may serve as guide to the learners.
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Abstract
This paper studies code-switching and code-mixing among Hausa-English
bilingual students of Federal College of Education, Katsina with the aim of
revealing; whether they are rampant among the students and the kind of
mixing and switching they produce as well as the reasons behind so doing.
Unlike some of the previous researches that employed questionnaire as a
tool for data collection, this paper uses Unobtrusive Observation, which is a
more reliable instrument for data collection as far as code-mixing and
switching research is concerned. In the same vein, the paper uses Carol
Meyers-Scotton’s Markedness Model as its theoretical framework. With the
help of an android phone, the speeches of selected subjects were recorded for
the period of three weeks and then subjected to analysis. After the analysis,
the paper reveals that code-switching and code-mixing are rampant among
students. They also produce both inter and intra-sentential type of code-
switching; however, they produce the former more than the latter. Similarly,
balanced and imbalanced code-mixing were identified. Finally, it was
discovered that the students code-switch and mix for the following reasons,
identification, clarification, emphasis, topic shift, elaboration, addressee shift
and focus.

Keywords: Code-Mixing, Code-Switching, English-Hausa, Bilingual.

Introduction
There is no gainsaying that when two or more languages come into contact, various
linguistic products like; borrowing, interference, pidgin, language death, code-mixing and
code-switching come into being. English, according to Kolawole (1991), got to Nigeria in
the 15th Century through Europeans who came to trade, explore and colonise Nigerians in
particular and Africans in general. Within a shortest time of its arrival, it became the
Nigeria’s official language and played very vital roles in the country. It is the language of
administration, Nigerian Constitution, government records, administrative instructions or
directives, legislative procedures, court proceedings, minutes of official meetings, etc.
Olagbaju (2014) opined that there are about 400 different local languages in Nigeria but
English is the only effective medium of interpersonal communication between Nigerians
from different ethno-linguistic backgrounds and also between literate Nigerians and
foreigners who speak English. That is to say, English language serves as an instrument of
unity among Nigerians and also creates great chances for them in the global world. Thus,

mailto:belloktn@gmail.com
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Olaoye (1998) asserts that English is regarded as a neutral language. It is in predominant
position in business, records, contact traders, business advertisements and certificates.

Hausa, on the other hand, is a Chadic language. It belongs to the West Chadic languages
group, which in turn is part of the Afro-Asiatic language family (Newman 2001). It is
described as the most commonly used language in Northern Nigeria and many parts of
West Africa (ibid). It is spoken by over twenty three million people as first language and
by over five and a half million as a second language (Pense 2009). Furthermore, the index
of Nigerian languages as quoted by Muhammad (2014) documented about twenty five
million Hausa native speakers and about eighteen million speaking it as a second
language, thereby raising the figure to about forty three million speakers in Nigeria alone.

Thus, Hausa came into contact with English as a result of the coming of Europeans who
invaded the entire Hausaland. This contact made Hausa speakers, especially those who
attended schools of formal learning where English has been the medium of instruction,
learnt to speak English. That is to say that, they became bilinguals in Hausa (their L1) and
English (their L2). Hence, mother tongue interference, transfer, code-mixing and code-
switching could be noticed as they interact among themselves whether they are using the
former or the latter. It is in line with this that this paper sets to investigate the
phenomenon of Code-switching and code-mixing among Hausa-English bilingual students
of Federal College of Education, Katsina with a hope of finding out the type of mixing and
switching they produce as well as the motivating factors.

Methodology
The researchers collected data through unobtrusive observations, a method of data
collection that helps in catching language users naturally, unlike in the use of
questionnaire where the subjects may not reveal their exact performances. Using an
android phone, they recorded the voices of the subjects while taking turns in
conversations. They paid no much attention to the places where the conversions took
place; inside and outside classrooms, during lectures, in the lecturers’ offices, etc.
Likewise, they did not pay attention to whether the students were sitting, walking,
together with native Hausa speakers or not and whether they were communicating with
their fellow students or lecturers. The data collected was transcribed and subjected to
analysis.

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework adopted for this study is “Markedness Model” developed by
Carol Meyers-Scotton (1980). This model is considered the most suitable for its central
argument that language users are rational in speaking a language that clearly marks the
rights and obligations, connected to other speakers in the conversations and setting. To
Myers-Scotton, when there is no clear, unmarked language choice, speakers engage in
code-switching to explore possible language choices.

Analysis
The various unobtrusive observations by the researcher through the use of an android
phone revealed that code-switching and code-mixing were so rampant among Hausa-
English bilingual students of Federal College of Education, Katsina. The students were
observed code-switching and code mixing in various places and on different topics.
Likewise, most of the switching by the students were unconscious and can be categorized
into two: inter-sentential and intra-sentential.
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Inter-Sentential Code Switching
This is the type of switching produced between sentences. The following are examples
from the data:
A. Two students were observed speaking English outside a classroom, the first speaker
switched
to Hausa in the second sentence after the second speaker responded to the first sentence.

Student A: “Did you see Muhammed?”
Student B: “I did not see him.”
Student A: “Don Allah mu tafi laburarin”

Meaning
“Let us go to the library please.”

B. A female student was observed speaking with her two friends; a native Hausa and non-
native Hausa; she switched to Hausa in different sentences.

Student: (To non-Hausa) “I like this ,your earring. It is good”
Non Hausa friend: “Thank you”
Students (to Hausa friend) “Irin na Bilkisu ne ko”

Meaning
“It is similar to that of Bilkisu”

C. Another student was also observed in a classroom after a lecture explaining a point to
his friend.

Student: “please take it easy. “Bani da niyyar cutarka”
Meaning

“I have no intention of cheating you”
D. A student was captured code-switching while answering a question.

Student: “….I will collect your note book to copy the last notes”
Friend: “You mean, you did not write the last note”
Student: “Wallahi lecturer din ya cika sauri”

Meaning
“Honestly, the lecturer is very fast”

Intra-Sentential Code-Switching
This type of switching is produced within a sentence. Below are some examples from the
data:
A. A female student was observed in a literature class taking dictation. She switched to
Hausa when her biro stopped and tried to get another one from her two friends; Hausa
and non-Hausa. She says:

She says: (non-Hausa) “do you have any spare biro”
Non-Hausa student: “No”
Student (to Hausa friend) “please do you have spare biro ki ara mani”
Meaning
“to lend me”

B. Another student was observed code-switching while asking his friend whether he did
an assignment,

Student: “Let me see in dai-dai ka yi assignment din”
Meaning

“….Whether you did the assignment correctly”

Reasons for Code-Switching and Code-Mixing
From the data collected, the researcher identified some reasons why some of the students
code-switch. These include; Addressee shift, topic shift, Emphasis, focus, identification,
Classification and Elaboration.
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i. Addressee Shift
With regards to the first reason, addressee shift the students code-switch when the
addressee(s) they have finished talking to are non-Hausa and those they want to address
next are Hausa. In one of the observations made, for instance a student went to a lecturer
to submit his assignment together with his friend who was also a native Hausa speaker;
he addressed the lecturer in English and his friend in Hausa on the same topic; like this:

Student: (to the lecturer) “I want to submit my assignment, sir”
Student: (to his friend) “Kai baka badawa?”

Meaning
“Are you not going to submit?”

ii. Topic Shift
Topic shift is another reason for switching that normally happens when the students want
to introduce a new topic and this usually from English to Hausa. An example is when a
student was observed during a group discussion with a friend, he switched to Hausa when
he wanted to change the topic of discussion.

Student A: “Define auxiliary for me, please”
Student B: “Do you want the definition given by traditional grammarians?”
Student A: “No, the one given by modern grammarians”
Student B: “I don’t cram that one”
Student A: “Ka ko ga Lawal din jiya?”

Meaning
“Have you seen Lawal yesterday?”

Another student was observed code-switching to show that he was more interested in the
subject matter being discussed in English. It was a friendly gathering and all the
participants were Hausa.

Student A: “Is it true that there will be a mid-semester break?
Student B: “It may be and it may not”
Student A: “I pray it is true”
Student B: “Yaushe ne ake bada assignment din grammar?”

Meaning
“When are we going to submit that assignment on grammar?”

Here, the second speaker switched from English to Hausa to introduce new topic.

iii. Emphasis
Furthermore, emphasis is another reason identified. The research observed that the
students code-switch if and when they want to emphasise a particular point. They usually
do it by using commands within a turn.
When speaking with another Hausa student, one student was observed code-switching
from English to Hausa for emphasis. He wanted to collect a book from a friend.

Student: “What is the Title? Mu ga ni
Meaning

“….Let me see”.

iv. Focus
Focus is another reason for code-switching. This is where a student was observed code-
switching to focus on prominent aspect(s) of the subject when he was speaking with a
friend.

Friend: “Sokoto Hausa is primitive”
Student: “All I know is that duk Hausa ce, no difference.”
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In the same place another student said to his friend.
Student: “We were admitted together but I am going to leave you here.”
Friend: “I don’t care na san dai nima zan fita ne”

Meaning
“I know that I will also graduate”

v. Identification
Another student was quarreling with a non-Hausa student, when he switched for
identification as he realised the arrival of another Hausa student. Even though, the
student he was quarreling with could not understand Hausa.

Student: “You think you can cheat me?”

You must be the person who took away my bucket, stupid.” (On seeing the Hausa student)
“Don Allah dubi wannan banzan ya dauke mani bokiti daga famfo ya sa nasa”

Meaning
“Look at this idiot, he removed my bucket from tap and put his”

vi. Clarification
Also, some students code-switched to clarify points; most of the switching made were
translations to solve ambiguity or to clarify apparent lack of understanding. The following
is an example:

Student: “Do you think you can reach Kano before noon”
“Kana jin zaka iya zuwa Kano kafin shabiyu?”

vii. Elaboration
Elaboration is the last reason identified by the researcher. In the following excerpt, a
female student, code-switched to elaborate what she has said by repeating the message
with additional information.

Student: (To another student) “I saw her……”
“Na ganta tare da Jamila”
Meaning

“I saw her together with Jamila”
Another student made such type of switching while conversing with a friend;

Student (To the friend) “I read the book…….”
“Na karanta littafin da na aro jiya”

Meaning
“I read the book I borrowed yesterday”

Code-Mixing
Code-mixing is a speech act in which the utterance contains elements of language A and
language B like code-switching. According to Banjo (1983) code-mixing is a phenomenon
in which two interlocutors make utterances sometimes in language A sometimes in
language B.

Some observations revealed that the students mix Hausa with English or vice versa.
Sometimes, they formed imbalanced mixing with one language serving as the “host” and
the other “parasite.”

a) Speech of a student was recorded while taking turn in discourse on Nigerian
president’s (Umaru Musa Yar’adua) health condition.

“Yanzu fa ance computer ce ke controlling duk body system
dinshi, hatta da blood dinshi computer ce ke pumping ….ka
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gane? Duk members dinnan suna fadin lies ne kawai, kai
kasan ba yadda za’a yi Umaru yai recovering kuma yai
spending months a waje. Despite duk surutan da ake a
country din nan kai dai Allah maido mana shi lafiya kawai
prayer dinmu kenan”.

Meaning
“It is said that, it is computer that controls all his body system. Even his blood is being
pumped by a computer…….Do you understand?” All these members are telling nothing
but lies, as you know, it will be impossible for Umaru to recover and spend months in
another country, despite all the criticism in this country. Our hope is that God will bring
him back safely…..That is our prayer”
The above subject used a total number of 66 lexical items, of these number 15 were
English lexical items, which was equivalent to 22% while the Hausa lexical items were 51
which represents 77%. Therefore, it can be deduced from this mixing that Hausa is the
“host” while English “parasite” or to simply put, English words are inserted into a
mother-tongue. Hausa)

b) Also, another student was observed code-mixing while explaining a point in a
group discussion He says:

“Difference din da ke akwai between affricats da fricatives
is that, in affricates iska na getting total obstruction, but
gradual release na air,(sic) su kau fricatives dama partial
obstruction ne.”

Meaning
”The difference between affricates and fricatives is that, in the case of affricates, the air is
totally obstructed but gradually released. In fricatives on the other hand, the air is
partially obstructed.”

This is also an imbalanced code-mixing, as English emerged as a host and Hausa a
parasite. This is because the subject used a total number of thirty lexical items. Eighteen
of which were English, equivalent to (60%) and the remaining twelve (40%) were Hausa.
However, in the following code-mixing by a student advising this group members on how
to gather data and compile a group assignment, the two languages were mixed equally.
Such type of mixing is referred to as “balanced mixing” by Jowitt D. (2005:20), where a
total number of lexical items of a language are mixed with equal number of lexical items
of another.

“Why not mu hadu after closing lecture ran Wednesday, so
that mu je library gaba daya Ko kuma muyi assigning
wadansu su je internet before Wednesday din kaga zamui
getting enough data sai mu ba wani yayi compiling……I
think This is what we should do ko?”

Meaning
“Why not to meet after lectures on Wednesday and go to the library collectively. Or we
assign some of us to go to internet café before Wednesday, so that we get enough data and
give someone to compile….i think this is what we should do isn’t it?”

This student used a total number of fifty (50) lexical items. Twenty five (50%) of English
and the reaming twenty five (50%) Hausa. This is why the mixing is said to be balanced.
d. but in the following mixing by a student making suggestion on change of time for a
lecture, the lexical items of the host and parasite languages are unequal unlike in the
preceding one.
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“I will not be possible to shift wannan lecture, because, the
only free period da muke da shi is twelve to two (12:00-
2:00) an most of us na da carry-over EDU 1201 kuma
kunsan wannan time din lecture ke holding.”

Meaning
“It will not be possible to shift this lecture because the only free period we have is twelve-
to-two (12:00-2:00 and most of us failed EDU 1201 and this is the time the lecture holds”.

The total items used by this subject is thirty eight, 26 (69%) were English and the
remaining 12 (31%) were Hausa. Therefore, we can categorized the mixing as imbalanced
where the total number of lexical items of one language is greater than that of another,

One Code Maintained
In some of the data collected, students were found using one code throughout. The
followings are some examples from the data:
a. A student was observed maintaining one code while asking question, in a literature

class. He says:
“Sir….you say that El-hakim is good at selection (sic) and
portraying of his character, (sic) sir, but Cadi is Potrayed in
the beginning of the play as pious and trustworthy,
however, towards the end of the play we can see him
trying to manipulate the law in favor of the sultan, Sir, what
can we say is the rationale behind doing so”.

b. Another student was also observed using English throughout in making an
explanation to non-Hausa female on how to answer an assignment on writing skills.

“The question says you write a report to reflect your duty
period in a school. So you assume yourself as a duty master
in a school and your duty day is Monday, you write a report
on that Monday as you know we have two types of report
formal and informal if it is formal you must write two
addresses but informal only one address.”

c. Moreover, a female student was observed lodging her complaint to a lecture in
English throughout. She says:

“Sir, I may not attend your next lecture, because my
Wedding will take place next week and I have to go back to
my home town, Zamfara tomorrow in order to complete
some arrangements.”

Considering the analysis so far presented, it will be discovered that although code-
switching and code-mixing are rampant among the students, there are some exceptional
instances.

Discussions
Analysis reveals that, like other bilinguals, students of Federal College of Education
Katsina, code-switch and code-mix, despite their good control of English. This can be
attributed to the way in which most of the students use the Hausa language in almost all
their interactions: at home with siblings, parents and grandparents, at schools among
friends and even with some lecturers outside classroom. Moreover, the paper proves that
majority of the students code-switch and code-mix very often and not only with Hausa-
English bilinguals, but with speakers of other languages. The code-switching and code-
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mixing are rampant among the students, and this may affect their proficiency and mastery
of English. Furthermore, with regards to code-switching, the students produce both inter
and intra-sentential type of code-switching. But they produce the former more than the
latter. Also, most of the mixing come to be imbalanced with one language serving as the
host and the other parasite. That notwithstanding, the balanced mixing was also
identified. Moreover, reasons for code-switching and code-mixing were also identified.
These are: identification, classification purpose, emphasis, topic shift, elaboration,
addressee shift and focus.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we can generalize that code-switching and code-mixing are rampart among
Hausa-English bilingual students of Federal College of Education, Katsina. The
unobtrusive observation revealed that the students do not only code-switch and code-mix
while speaking English but also when they speak Hausa. With regards to code-switching,
two types are identified from the switching of the students. Likewise, various reasons for
code-switching and code-mixing are also identified. For code-mixing, it occurs in an
imbalanced manner, where one of the languages serves as a host and the other parasite.
Moreover, in one of the data analysed, it is noticed that the students also produce
“balanced mixing.” Also, the research found they code-switch more than they code-mix
and the code-mixing is mostly imbalanced. However, sometimes the students maintained
one code.
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Abstract
The relationship between history proper and African historical plays drew
much attention of researchers these recent years. The argument is that plays
that were primarily regarded as fiction or imaginative reconstruction of the
past. Yet many theatre scholars and playwrights argued that the value of
these plays may prevail over history to the audience if they clash with history
proper. Based on that, this paper argued that historical plays can resist and
counteract imperial discourse or jaundiced imperial historians in their
biased history of their clash with African monarchs and heroes. Secondly, the
paper argued that through the shades of Cultural Resistance that hybridize
conventional theatre, postcolonial plays are central in the promotion of anti-
colonial resistance and therefore have the tendency to change a distorted
history. Hence theatre, the most symbolic form of art, can be historically
corrective and evocatively accurate. To illustrate this, the paper examined a
postcolonial play, Ahmed Yerima's Attahiru that that reconstructs and
corrects a badly damaged and awfully misrepresented African spiritual
leader, Caliph Attahiru, of the old Sokoto Caliphate. The researcher
examined the colonial resistance captured by the play through postcolonial
theory and cast light on the attitudes the play reflects regarding the
coloniser and the colonised, the extent to which it helps init the
decolonisation process and how it reconstructs the images of the damaged
heroes, so as to restore national pride and integrity.

On Attahiru and Historical Drama
Attahiru, is a Historical Drama that recreates a long-gone past in Theatre in order to
protest and resist a historical misrepresentation. On the other hand, historical drama is
defined by Etherton (1979) as,

a shift from the re-creation of oral traditions in dramatic terms to the re-
creation of a past contained in written histories. It is concerned with the
colonial; and also with the immediate pre-colonial period and with those
once powerful and extensive African empires like Benin which have an
indigenous chronology of rulers giving some access to a more remote past
(65).

This reveals that the play, Attahiru, being about precolonial encounter between Colonial
masters and indigenous Africans, can undoubtedly be classified as a historical play. In this
context, Okoh (2007) stated that,

Over time, history has remained a dynamic source material for play
creating and playwritng. From the first to the present generations of
playwrights in Nigeria, the trend remains the same. Whether the focus is
on distinguished figures or events, the historical material is adapted,

mailto:mubarakli@auk.edu.ng
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recreated or subverted to serve a purpose, depending on the social vision
or ideological persuasion of the individual writer (In Adeoti, 2007:110)

This is debatably true to Ahmed Yerima's plays like Attahiru, The Trials of Oba
Ovonramwen and Ameh Oboni The Great. These three historical plays have a nationalistic
theme as evidenced by the subject matter of colonialism, which connects them together.
Therefore, the Nigerian colonial history serves as a dramatic material to Yerima. His plays
do not aspire to literal representations of the past in the way historical texts do. They are
imaginative recreations of the past based on his interpretation of the historical events.
Therefore, Drama and History may appear as one, but they are not the same. They are two
different but mutually related disciplines, as both complement each other. Scrubber
(2001) noted that the value of Drama will prevail over history to the audience if there is a
clash with history. He argued that "If the play is going to work and hold the interest of the
audience, the value of drama must prevail"(133-137).

Incidentally, for African writers, whose history was disputed, damaged and
misrepresented, dramatizing historical materials can be a process of imaginative recovery
and an affirmation of existence, culture and tradition. According to Umar-Buratai (2007),

This is because colonialism undermined and misrepresented African
people and their cultural practices. There is the crucial need to project
aspects of the people's pre-colonial and colonial history in imaginative
form, to correct colonial misrepresentations... Thus, the historical play
presents and re-asserts what it adjudges as the authentic history of the
people in order to achieve a kind of self-appreciation (In Adeoti,
2007:144).

The argument here is that, through the visual and auditory advantages that theatre has,
historical plays have the tendency to change, recreate and resist distorted histories of
Africa in a more revealing and descriptive way. Hence, African playwrights like Ahmed
Yerima choose to use historical materials to create their script. Uwatt (in Adeoti, 2007)
examined Yerima's justifications in resorting to history in his art. Uwatt found that "his
recourse to history is for specific dramatic purpose of either absolving the Nigerian
monarchs from alleged guilt of complicity, or celebrating their heroism in resistance of
imperialism" (142). But how can Yerima exenorate these monarchs if historical drama is
not, in the least, equated with history proper? How can we honestly celebrate the heroic
deeds of the "make-believe historical hero" if somewhere in the corners of our hearts we
know of their otherwise adventure? The answer is, as Linderberger (1975) put it, "reality
or plausibility exists essentially within the consciousness of the audience"(2). Therefore,
this work claims that, as drama creates and gives pictures of make-believe reality in
theatrical performance, historical drama can then be more truthful and hence a
substitution of history proper.

Again, Pragmatic Reading of Proverbs in Yerima's Drama is a research conducted on
Yerima's plays carried out by Odebunmi (in Adeoti; 2007). His research establishes that
Yerima's proverbs, especially in Attahiru and Dry Leaves on Ukan Trees, "explore the flora
and fauna resources of the environment (211)". Thus,

Yerima's style of handling proverbs naturally shows that his plays are
accessible to readers, local and foreign, who desire to come to terms with
Nigerian culture and tradition through proverbs, and are indespensable
materials for proverbial pedagogy (Adeoti; 216).
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Because postcolonial playwrights hybridize the language, theatricals and setting of their
plays, proverb, as a part of language that embodies culture, is a good way of showing
Cultural Resistance. This paper widens the exploration to include all that is deliberately
used by the playwright as a way of cultural resistance in theatre.

On Yerima (1957-)
In his preface to Muse and Mimesis: Critical Perspectives on Ahmed Yerima's Drama, Adeoti
(ed) (2007), declared that,

Yerima is one of the most notable dramatists to have emerged on the
Nigerian literary drama stage in the last decade of the twentieth century.
Apart from being a playwright, he is an artistic director, a theatre
manager, a teacher and a researcher.... His central focus is Nigeria. Indeed,
life as lived in post-independence Nigeria as well as the history, culture
and traditions of the people constitute the "Muse" that inspires his
"Mimesis". He treats history with freedom and imagination. He is more
interested, not in historical accuracy on stage, but rather, in a critical
rendering of history, locating the gaps, distortions and impositions therein
( xiii-xiv).

This is exactly the crux of the argument of this paper that Yerima's theatre recreates
African history in order to respond to the biased imperial presentation. The aim of the
paper, therefore, is to explore Yerima's Attahiru, the dramaturgicals, theatricals or
thespians that the playwright uses in order to repudiate and resist the distorted versions
of the colonial history of the Sokoto Caliphate in a more effective and affective way.

Yerima, the playwright at the centre of this work, has written over two dozen plays and
various scholarly publications. He is described by some scholars as a 'Historical Realist',
who documents the relationship between powerful rulers of Nigerian kingdoms and their
colonial masters. In a word, Yerima uses Theatre to remind us of, and revive, the
appreciative past, the long lost glory and the richness of our culture and tradition. His
historical plays include The Trials of Oba Ovonramwen (1998), Ameh Oboni the Great
(2006) and Attahiru (1999). And, in this paper, Attahiru will be discussed.

Attahiru: Plot Summary
Attahiru is a play that re-enacts the controversial history of the twelfth or last Caliph,
Attahiru I, of the Sokoto Caliphate in pre-colonial Northern Nigeria. In the play, Yerima
dramatizes the clash between the imperial, colonialists' ideology under Lugard and the
patriotically Islamic fervour that reigned the Caliphate, which resulted in the heroic death
of the Caliph and hundreds of his followers at the battle of Burmi. It is at the height of the
scramble of Africa and so, Great Britain is eager to take control of the Caliphate before
France as they are fast approaching through Niger. Therefore, Lugard speeds up and
extends his encroachment to Sokoto by, first, sending a 'so-called' friendship letter that
asks the Caliph to befriend the European 'infidel' whether desired or not. The Caliph, after
consultations with the Sokoto warriors, refuses and chooses to go to war with Lugard.
However, this history is much repudiated by some prejudiced Historians (see Balogun,
2000) and, as a result, they eclipse this shining and fearless resistance to colonialism by
the Northerners in Pre-colonial Nigeria.

Hence, this work argues that, Attahiru is a piece that resists such a hegemonic and biased
presentation of history; that its theatrical performance is a corrective attempt to
straighten the crooked and distorted history and that it reconstructs the historically
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damaged hero of the event by, arguably, assuming the same veracity or credibility as
history.

Analysis of the Play
You said Attahiru died when
You were only ten.

At Burmi you said
A heroic death indeed

After him, many came.
Hardly any the like of him

Many that came very unlikely him
Few indeed a facsimile of his former self
(Jibiya, 2000:1-2).

The historic death captured above is vividly brought back to life in Attahiru. In a simple
and down-to earth style, Yerima “gives life to the past and to the dead” or rather takes
history from the written word into the visual images on stage. In effect, the play portrays
the conflict between a colonial past and the post-colonial present, between the pre-
colonial identity and colonial legacy and finally, reveals the "hybrid" situation of the
playwright himself, who is now searching for his cultural identity prior to colonization.
Thus, he attempts to rediscover a cultural identity obliterated by the hegemonic power
structures of colonization. Moreover, although Yerima selects and organizes the fact, as
“every work of art imposes an order, an organization, a unity on its materials” (Wellek &
Warren, 1978), the facticity is not marred but, arguably, corrected by the imaginative
construction in the work. Therefore, the work is successful, to a greater extent, in
portraying a historical Colonial Resistance in Northern Nigeria.

The play opens with the information of the death of Caliph Abdurrahman, who is to be
succeeded by a prince. Muhammad Attahiru I, being one of the princes, emerges as the
new caliph. He ascends the throne during a hard time of colonial domination, as he
himself confirms this threatening, gloomy and uncertain time: "I am becoming the Caliph
at a time when the history of our lives is at a delicate balance. At a time when the white
man is determined to upset the peace of our lives" (21).

However, the degree of this tension is dramatically reduced in the opening discussion of
the play by Ahmad, Abbas and Yakubu;

Yakubu: We got over Kano, but when we heard about what the Whiteman
did to the people of Zaria, we started to worry about the safety of Sokoto
and the Caiph’s untimely death (17).

Ahmad: A thousand curses on his white evil soul. Did you hear what they
said he did to Kontagora, Bida and Yola? (17).

Abbas: We cannot waste much time my friends. The first shooting gun of
the Whiteman spits bullets of death. It talks to soldiers from afar. The
princes should not squabble over who should be caliph, there is no time. I
heard the Whitemen are marching towards Argungu and Gwandu, already
(17).
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The characters, two beggars and a soldier, although minor, are important and provoke
laughter or comic relief that eases tension as the events in the play rise to climax. They
also represent the major cultural attitudes and impressions of the general public in the
North. Although, as Balogun (2000) pointed out, some historians in the Southern part of
the country deny the Resistance in the North, Ahmad, in the above quotation, disproves
the assertion. He showers curses on the white Colonialists and shows, in a sort of
alarming cum rhetorical question, the people's disapproval of the Colonialists' wanton
physical domination. Yakubu's words establish the same resistant attitude.

Because language is a political medium and an index of the ideology and social class of
dramatists, some syntactic structures should be studied. To begin with, looking at the
structure of the English used by Yerima to curse the whitemen, there is a tinge of
contamination of Standard English, or rather, there is a hybrid mix of Western and
African/Hausa syntax. In Hausa, people use the expression "thousand curses" to damn an
extremely abominable or condemnable deed or person. This hybrid construction abounds
as in:
 "...and that it is evil in the eye of Annabi Isah Alaihi Salam to... (18).
 "A man who will stand shoulder to shoulder and eyeball to eyeball with the

whiteman" (18).
 "...My father Caliph Atiku told me that Allah chooses his Sarkin Musulmi" (21).
 Malam: Salama Alaikum, Caliph: Alaikassalam, malam (39).
 Mai Wurno: Sannu Malam (40).
 Sarkin Kwanni: ...not with us unwrapping our Rawanis for the whitemen to see our

bald heads...(47).

Here, Yerima indigenizes words, phrases and local idioms of Hausa in order to give
English an indigenous flavour. By using native language as well as appropriating the
Colonial one, Yerima makes a fitting linguistic medium to express his Postcolonial
experiences. In other words, Yerima, a hybrid African, uses a hybrid narrative language, a
programmatic strategy to reach the common people by appealing to their sensibility and
to subvert the power of the Colonial superincumbent language. Moreover, even if English
has been used as a means of imperial oppression, its transformation can potentially turn
it into a tool of resistance. Furthermore, this fusion of native and Western conventions
reflects the playwrights's desire to express his own Postcolonial identity and heritage. In
effect, this is viewed as part of Cultural Resistance by the colonized people who try to
naturalize the Western forms. In this context, Ashcroft (2001) in Post-colonial
Transformation, observes:

The most sustained, far-reaching and effective interpretation of
Postcolonial resistance has been the 'resistance to absorption', the
appropriation and transformation of dominant technologies for the
purpose of re-inscribing and representing post-colonial cultural identity
(143).

The play, next, moves to the Court where the new Caliph, seated in the courtroom, invites
his warriors to deliberate on the situation. A letter from Lugard, of a so-called friendship,
and which also shows how the British erode the power of the Emirates under the
Caliphate, is read by Waziri, thus;

...Since the Emirs of Kontagora and Bida have been oppressing the people,
engaging in slave trade, attacking traders, organising stealing parties, I
have because of these evils of theirs, taken their crowns from them and
banished them. (A quiet murmur is heard among the officers, the Waziri
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clears his voice and continues) ... Need I rmind you great Caliph, that though
the British Government is willing to work with you, our soldiers have
already established British rule over Muslim Lands all over the world.
Your co-operation will be highly apppreciateed in these circumstance
(sic). (Clears his voice) Signed, Sir Frederick D. Lugard (27).

This letter portrays the British false and baseless claims for perpetrating their colonial
activities in the Caliphate. Be that as it may, the quiet murmur that goes round among the
court officials is a sign of disapproving reactions and deep distrust of the friendship.
Furthermore, the letter, instead of generating diplomatic relationship between the two
opposing powers, spoils that which lingers because the Caliph and his court officials
interpret it as usurpation of Caliph's power. As it appears, the Caliph has to either
succumb and become just an advisor to the British officials or go to war. Yet, the Caliph
seeks advice from his court officials. Divided opinions are suggested. Some of them
(Marafa) opt for peace, others (Waziri, Madawaki, Sarkin Kwanni) for war, while the
majority, (Galadima and Dan Magaji, included) choose emigration from Sokoto before the
arrival of the British. Madawaki, being one of those subscribe to the idea of war asserts
that:

...No matter how well one glorifies a donkey with beautiful apparels of a
horse at a durbar, a donkey is still a donkey, and a horse is still a horse. I
beg his royal highness to ignore the Whiteman (28) ....The Whiteman is an
uninvited guest to our land, he must observe not dictate, he must
appreciate, not criticize. Allah picks the caliph not man! (29).

Madawaki, in his point blank statement, expresses the view of the majority that insists
upon going to war to resist the white political and cultural domination. They refuse to be
'stooges' of the Whites for they fully understand the corrosive nature of such political and
cultural domination. And, this is another combative scene that counteracts many
historians. This daring resolution is more vivid in Madawaki’s angry reply to Ubandoma.
The reply shows their valour which, if hands were put together, would usher them into
victory. Madawaki asserts that:

...The black race makes me want to cry. The Whitemen are only a handful,
then how come he is such a big bully, that we all shiver because we all are
to blame. We all created the big bully...(30).

Ubandoma, on the other hand, disapproves of the war. He goes against the war when he
asks:

...But my concern is how prepared are we? How safe is it to dare the
Whiteman? ...how prepared are we? We heard how Zaria walls fell and
how quickly the Whiteman filled the Kano moat with the bodies and
bones of Kano warriors. Sad. We must ponder deeply great one. For it is
only in pondering that Allah may reveal the true meaning of all these to us.
For now we are like children offended by the threat of a bully (sits) (30).

Similarly Marafa, another court official at a later meeting, has the same idea in his remark:
Your highness. If reason can prevail on an issue, why rush to spoil blood?
Right now, Sokoto is not. ready for war. If Katsina can avert war by talking
to Whiteman why not us? (44).

Being a dedicated, honest and patriotic leader, who prefers to die defending his honour,
people and political integrity, Attahiru gallantly and bravely orders Waziri to reply the
Whiteman that:
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We did not invite him to interfere with our problems. He has his religion
and we have ours. (Rises. The whole court rise). As my predecessor caliph
Abdurahman has earlier said, the only relationship that can exist between
a believer and an infidel...is war! (33).

The Caliph once again at another occasion declares that:
You spoke well Sarkin Kwanni. I now decree. As with my earlier letter to
the Whiteman, war is our only answer to his threats. We shall meet him,
however, to avoid too much danger to the wives and children, outside the
walls of the city (47).

According to Yerima (2003), "this daring resistance reflects the first “spirit of
nationalism” in Nigeria" (187).

However, the Caliph’s choice of action, at this tragic moment can be interpreted as his
“Hamartia”, “error”, mistake of judgement” or tragic flaw”, which makes him a tragic hero
like Oedipus in Sophocles’ Oedipus the king or King Odewale in Rotimi's The Gods are not
to Blame. His action moves readers to pity and tear for the catastrophic turn of events.
Heedless of all the observations of some court officials regarding their unpreparedness,
lack of sophisticated weapons compared to the Whiteman’s and the futility of bloodshed,
the Caliph goes on with the preparation for the war.

The powerful character of Attahiru is infused with the maximum level of human traits
although, at a time, moves to a higher level. This occurs when Attahiru accepts and
embraces death in place of dishonor. He sacrifices his life for what he believes to be just.
Therefore, Yerima dramatizes the tragic mental set-up of Attahiru, which is, indubitably,
an agreeably accurate portrayal of the hero’s praiseworthy hubris and legendary guts to
defend the honour and cultural institutions of the Caliphate.

The surrender to this fatalistic death is captured in the caliph's words;
If indeed, there is a prophecy that must end in shehu’s empire in my reign
as caliph, then this is no time to mourn, but a time of gratitude. A time of
prayers and great thanks to Allah that I am the chosen one. A time to stand
firm, defending the faith, and carrying out the wish of the Almighty.
(pause) And what can I say to him, but, Alhamdu lillah! (43).

Meanwhile, Lord Lugard, the high commissioner, decides to attack Sokoto since the
Caliphate refuses his invitation of friendship. He is eager to take Sokoto, of course. When
Willcocks, an important officer, observes "My major worry is the French. They are moving
closer to Sokoto through the north of Katsina" (35), Lugard, in whose office the discussion
takes place, replies:

I have studied the situation myself. It means that we either fight and take
Sokoto now, or the French would cross the Niger and join Sokoto and
thereby cutting us off totally. This must never be allowed (35).

All these are overt political statements that are translated in Lugard's long speech
delivered on 15th March, 1903, after the departure of the Caliph. The real motive of
Colonization then is to exploit or siphon off the wealth of the Colonized countries and, not
that what they claim with regard to Fulani rule. This explains their rush to take over the
Caliphate before their rival France does so. Lamentably, the most unfortunate thing is the
betrayal act of Prince Muhammad al-Tahiru Aliyu who allies with Lugard at this delicate
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moment. Muhammad al-Tahiru Aliyu Babba dan Caliph Muhammad Bello is the popular
choice of most Sokoto king-makers to succeed Caliph Abdurrahman in October 1902, but
was forced to step down in favor of Muhammad Attahiru Dan Ahmad Atiku dan Caliph
Abubakar Atiku, who is his closest rival to avoid civil strife (Last, 1967:175).

By the same token, the surpressed sentiments of the sons of Ali Muhammad Bello means
that the Caliphate is internally divided at such a crucial moment. The British takes
advantage of the succession matter and thus makes the most of it by appointing
Muhammad Al-Tahir Aliyu as Caliph to intentionally aggravate the fugitive Caliph.
Moreland suggests this ploy as captured in;

We need our man there. There is this prince, the present Caliph is
supposed to have beaten in the race as the final choice, Muhammad Al-
Tahir Aliyu. He could be more amiable towards us. I have my contact that
can get him (34 - 35).

Furthermore, Muhammad Al–Tahir is not alone in accepting and collaborating with the
British. Marafa and Muhammad Mai Tuarare also join him. And, incidentally, the pre-
existing division or disunity in the Caliphate also fans the flames. This has to do with an
indifferent attitude of the Caliphate towards the invasions of the weaker emirates by the
stronger ones. When the Caliphate refuses to intervene, the weaker emirates are then
forced to invite the British to interfere. Ubandoma confirms this when he says;

When Zaria fell, I ran to the house of some of you here. And, what did they
say?.. Sokoto and Zaria have not been friends. They were even ready to
forget that the Zaria people are our Muslim brothers. They felt that as long
as Ibrahim, the former emir of Kontagora, attacked zaria in order to feed
his men, it was a Zaria problem. When the emir of Zazzau sent to us for
help it was in this very palace that we decided not to interfere. The emir of
Zazzau was forced to call the Whiteman, who helped him chase away
Ibrahim, a fellow Muslim, and now the white man have refused to leave.
They have become the egrets, who help the cows to pick out bad worms
and flies, but also peck at the wounds of the cows which sometimes kill the
cows (31-32).

Consequently, Sokoto is captured by Lugard but Caliph Attahiru flees to Burmi, where he
gathers brave warriors from Kano, Gombe, Kontagora, Nupe, Bauchi, Misau and Katagun.
He gives a morale boosting speech before the war begins. The war scene is clearly
explained in stage direction:

...In darkness, noises of fighting men, cannons booming: metal clapping,
swords cutting into swords. Noises of wounded and dying, etc. coming from
all around the stage and backstage, auditorium and wings . . . (61).

Through this description, the detail of the war comes to mind. But the gory picture of the
battle-field and the valor and courage of Attahiru are captured more vividly in the account
of a survivor, Yakubu. Thus,

Yet, the greatest moment was when the caliph fell. As the bullet struck
him, he raised up his sword and screamed. With the bullet he still cut
down two more soldiers, then his Rawani loosened, and his cap fell. He
twisted in pain. Holding on to nothing but his guts. Slowly, he started to
fall. And as he fell, the Madawaki noticed him, he covered him with his
shield, the Ubandoma, all forming a human shield. But the Caliph had
fallen, and with his last breath, he screamed again. Amidst the noise of the
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guns and dying men, a gentle breeze blew, and as if we all knew... the
caliph had gone with the passing breeze. That was when the thunderous
call came… (63)

Of course, Caliph Attahiru I and his warriors are venturesome and courageous. They show
sheer resistance against the British political, religious and cultural domination. However,
the more gallant and venturesome patriotism is seen through the action of the blind
beggar Abbas, and his friend, Ahmad, who decide to join the fighters. Despite their
helpless situation, when captured sneaking out of Sokoto in disguise, they refuse to
divulge the hideout of the Caliph. Abbas tells Lugard to his face that "It will be better for
me to die on the side of my caliph than to die a coward" (55).

This admiring act shows how common people of the pre-colonial Northern Nigeria,
represented by these characters, stood for the cause and resisted colonialism. In the play,
the people's determination to fight alongside the Caliph is first captured in Abbas'
proclamation:

The caliph. I must get to him. I must fight by his side. I must give up my life
for him. I must be somebody for once in my life, eyes or no eyes I must be
somebody (48).

Additionally, as the ideology of the playwright manifests itself not only in the content, but
also in the techniques and devices he uses to present the content the Colonial Resistance
dramatized by Yerima in this racy and urgent work of Attahiru is also seen in the
characterization and action. The structure of the play itself seems to be signaling such a
Resistance, as it lacks all the conventional arrangement of Western Theatre. No scenes,
acts or any form of division. The end of each segment and the beginning of another is
illustrated through the use of stage lighting. Therefore, Yerima's Theatre can be seen as a
visual presentation of the resistance to Colonialists discourses of theatre. In a hybrid style,
he develops a syncretic or interfusional Post-colonial Theatre, indigenizing each of the
Western dramatic elements in the play.

Conclusion
The play, in every turn, shows how literature counteracts historical records of such a
historical pandemonium, which remains, indelibly, part of the history of Northern Nigeria.
Now, this Play is remembered and discussed more than the crooked history in schools,
colleges and universities. And, any time it is read, studied or watched, it touches and
enlivens the patriotism in the audience which consequently, promotes a particular social
agenda. In the final analysis, Ahmed Yerima concentrates immensely on the events
leading to the war. This is what makes the play very moving and compelling. This way,
Yerima corrects the errorneous teachings in schools for several years, especially in the
Southern part of this country, by some historians, regarding the relationship between the
North and the Colonial government. It was baselessly taught that there wasn’t any form of
indigenous Resistance to foreign rule in the North. Sola Balogun, writes in the Guardian
that,

Much as the play (Attahiru) is a cultural revelation especially in the light of
the Sokoto caliphate and the unfolding social climate of the time, it makes
a refreshing statement on the country’s political history by debunking the
notion that Islam, either condoned or encouraged colonial ride in the
northern part of Nigeria. While historians would want to affirm that
British colonialists were resisted in the southern part of the country but
were welcomed in the northern part, Attahiru seemingly takes rather
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departure from this general belief, stating clearly, though tragically, that
the Sokoto Caliphate was once inimical to British dominance (Wed, 12
January, 2000).
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Abstract
The only known bio-social and spiritual being, with multiple manifestations
on this planet, is man. These traits energize the inherent human search for
meaning and consequently, man's responses to nature and nurture in his
environment. This search leads man into proactive relations that culminate
in the creation of variety of social contradictions in the just utility of social
values, worldviews, and practices in the cause of civilization. Feminism,
Literature and Cultural discourse are fundamental significations of
responses and reactions to these emerging social contradictions; seeking
justifications for the emerging social values, beliefs, and practices. This
paper seeks to explore the paradigm – a system of philosophy, theory and
methodology that informs the three key concepts of the topic, as basic
communicative tools in the search for social justification of these values,
beliefs and practices, in the context of social justice, equality and freedom of
man as regards social obligations and benefits among social groups in
society. This is informed by the belief that literature, feminism and cultural
discourse constitute a string of words syntactically joined together by means
of which a speech community imparts ideas and feelings and shares
knowledge and views. Each involves the ability to transmit, translate and
respond to both spoken, written, and paralinguistic messages.

Feminism, Literature and Cultural Discourse
Preamble
Every action has its reaction. Therefore, the social repression of woman is bound to have
its reaction in the form of a certain revolution. We find this in the forms of feminism and
the women liberation movement. The term “feminism” was first introduced by the French
dramatist, Alexander Dumas (1872), in a pamphlet, “L’ Hommefemme” to designate the
then woman’s movement for rights. When a society starts taking cognizance of any social
event, its literature cannot fail to reflect it. So, modern African fiction in English has not
been unaffected. Feminist agitations started with the first wave through the second wave,
which paved the way for fundamental social changes; as social conditions began to change
as a result of changes in global and domestic social situations of nations and by extension
those of women (Miller 1970).

Since the re-emergence of the woman liberation movements in the 1960’s in Europe,
interest in the nature, history and resolution of the woman question has rapidly expanded
and intensified. Yet, there is hardly any published work which provides a detailed
discussion of the philosophical issues of particular relevance to feminists and anti-
feminists alike. That is to say, feminism is a result of the social contradictions which man
creates through the interpolations of material and cultural elements in society (David:
1970).

The Philosophical Basis of Feminism
In the context of the history of woman liberation movements, a number of clearly defined
ideological postulations are discernible. Both are in agreement that justice is based on
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freedom and equality for the woman, but they differ on basic questions as to what
constitutes justice, freedom and equality in regard to man and woman. However, none of
these considers what constitutes the woman as a BEING and a PERSON or whether sex is
a factor in the determination of a person as a social being. Feminist theory is, therefore,
the extension of feminism into philosophical fields. It encompasses work in a variety of
disciplines: Anthropology, Sociology, Economics, Women Studies, Literary Criticism, Art,
History, Psychology and Philosophy. Agnostically, feminism is seen to be in a perpetual
struggle against all forms of patriarchal and sexist oppression. This oppositional stance
posits feminism as the necessary resistance to patriarchal power; logically then, the aim
of feminism as an emancipatory theory becomes to abolish itself along with its opponents
(Willis 1984).

Feminism is, therefore, a new system of ideological creation of social value judgment,
which requires proper ideological value selection. Ellison (1977) outlined the feminist
ideologies which are currently most influential and showed how these give rise to
differences on some particular feminist issues. She writes that:

Doing this will indicate why the specific debate over feminist questions
cannot be settled in isolation but can only be resolved in the context of a
theoretical framework derived from reflection on the fundamental issues of
social and political philosophy.

Thus, in the 1980s, due to the changes in the political and critical realms in the feminists’
point of view, the term “feminism” developed to “feminisms” and comparative models of
parallel feminism from different cultures came into existence worldwide. This can
probably be called the third wave feminism, concerned primarily with the issue of sexism
and other related questions (Friendan 1963). Thus, one hears echoes of varied feminist
contentions, each stipulating a unique ideological thrust. A brief look at some of these
theories would suffice in this case.

Conservative Feminism
This view seeks to maintain the status quo in the social condition and relation of the
woman in society. They believe that "The fundamental treatment of women as a group is
not unjust" but admitted that women suffer hardship individually, which does not
constitute a systematic social oppression. Sex determined roles are rationalized in that
the female roles are not in any sense subordinate or inferior to those of men and that,
naturally, women are better suited than men for the traditional female roles. This belief
resulted in the rejection of their views.

Liberal feminism
This movement was a response to J. S. Mill’s (1869) “The Subjection of Women”. Liberal
feminists represent “a moderate stand” on feminism and have made serious agitation for
legal reforms to improve the social status of women in their search for recognition as
equal social partners to men. However, their main concern is “complete freedom for
women” in determining their social roles. Thus, women liberation requires "the
elimination of these constraints and the achievement of equal civil rights" for women.
Human essence is to be judged on the "ability to perform” where individual merit will be
identified but not as a sex variant class. Consequently, the paternalistic view that woman’s
weakness necessitates her need for "special protection" by the laws and husbands was
rejected. Therefore, "equality" means “equal opportunity to seek” the social goals of her
desire with “the absence of legal constraints to hinder women in this enterprise,” if we
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hope to free the woman from imposed socio-economic and cultural dependencies.
However, modern liberals advocate for a system of reverse discrimination as an interim
compensatory measure to atone for the previous injustices committed against women.

Classical Marxist Feminism
This school resulted from the extension and application of Marxist social theories in their
conceptual approach to feminism. Consequently, the oppression of the woman is seen to
be a result of “the institution of private property” and can only be terminated with the
removal of that institution. Hence, they equated the interest of the woman with that of the
working class. So, women have the equal responsibility to join forces with men in
eliminating this system of “class society” and the resulting economic system from which
women suffered the most. Therefore, the singular way of liberating the woman “is to bring
the entire female sex back into public production” and their routine domestic work at
home must “come under the spheres of public production.”

To this school, “freedom” implies not only the absence of discrimination but “freedom
from the coercion of economic necessity.” Similarly, “equality”, they held, “requires not
mere equality of opportunity to compete, but ”approximate equality in the satisfaction of
one’s material need.” This view, therefore, necessitates a radical change in the social
structure and relationship if the woman is to be fully liberated from the clutches of male
supremacy and dominance. This stance is implicit of woman liberation to include,
“freedom from class oppression” and from “man’s traditional responsibility to provide for
his family.”

Radical Feminism
This movement is a consequential result of postulations by Firestone (1970) and Ti-Grace
(2011). Radical feminism seeks to create a new conceptual model for understanding the
multiplicity of the “social phenomenon of oppression.” Therefore, the liberal’s claims to
political and civil rights and Marxist’s idea of “class society” as being responsible for the
oppression of the woman were out-rightly rejected. Instead, they adopted the
conservative idea of the biological basis of woman’s oppression by locating the origin of
the family in biological and social or economic conditions. Hence, the physical oppression
of the woman was historical and "the most basic form of subjection" which is prior to the
institution of private ownership that gave vent to “class oppression”. To this end, the
power relationship in “the biological family” provides a clear model for perceiving all
types and forms of suppression, such as racism, sexism, and classism. Woman oppression
is, therefore, a result of the “biological family”.

Woman liberation to them requires “a biological revolution” to free women from the
fundamental inequality of the “bearing and rearing of children,” which will lead to the
realization of the “other pre-requisite” for woman liberation. Therefore, "justice" requires
total freedom and equality for women. This implies that equality is not restricted to "legal
equality" or equality in the satisfaction of one’s material needs, but like men, liberty from
“the need to bear and raise children”. Similarly, “freedom” does not only mean “freedom
to compete” nor freedom from material want and economic dependence but freedom for
the woman "to associate freely with children” without necessarily having to bear one.

New Directions in Feminism
Since the 1960’s, the wind of feminism had settled generally. Yet, theoretical postulation
has extended into the 70s and beyond, giving rise to these feelings in Africa and the
emergence of distinctive speculations, namely, “Lesbian separatism” and “Socialist
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Feminism”. Islam, largely due to the spiritual and moral basis of its civilization, has
somewhat been gloomily referred to or sometimes distorted.

Lesbian separatism is a new philosophical conceptualization of feminism. It seeks to carry
out a total revolution in the "normal sexual act" by rejecting the instrumentality of the
male in the process. For the woman to be fully liberated, she must "refrain from
heterosexual relationships". They believed that one's sexual choice "attains tremendous
political significance.” This view is reminiscent of the power of female consciousness.
Therefore, “freedom” to the Lesbian implies "total freedom from men" and "equality"
means equality in "one's choice of sexual partner" and participation in public life. Their
most striking belief rests in the view that the woman is "innately superior to man".

Feminism in Africa
Most studies on feminism revealed that feminism, especially in the context of traditional
Africa, was unknown until Africa was colonized. This was due to differences in the social
and economic condition of the African woman, their cultural flexibility and the integrative
social systems which allowed women to fully participate in the public life and so compete
on an equal basis with men. The net result was "sex role balance", which emphasized
individual's achievements and not gender considerations. Until such a time when
colonialism disrupted this hitherto existing cultural balance, women were fully engaged in
social constructions of their societies. Alkali (1995) argued that: “It is believed that before
colonization, most Countries had their high cultures, but imperialism ruined cultural and
economic development by upsetting the sex role balance between the sexes, thus
weakening existing social structures and lowering the status of women in their societies.”
Consequently, Obbo (1980) added that western "education" and "urbanization” are
factors responsible for setting the woman on a collision course with men, as women now
struggle for “the same object” as men. Alkali (1995) concluded that "…the long-term effect
of this colonial interference with the traditional system was that, social and cultural
values change.” And this, largely as a result of the new imperialist socio-economic and
political acculturation of the African mind, feminism began in Africa and it also began to
identify with “the world’s most influential ideologies”, especially those that are
compatible with African systems.

Feminism in Islam
Of the entire world's cultures, civilizations, and religions, Islam is the one exception which
grants the attribute, “better half” to the woman, hence, establishing her separate identity
as an independent, honorable person and being. Islam does not only dignify the woman
but also raised the female status to near equality to man. Women are granted all the
fundamental rights of a man long before the formation of the UN: rights of inheritance
(Q4:7), rights to property (Q4:32) and rights to education (Tirmizi 1994: 294-314) and
the woman is socially equal to men (Q4:1).

Islam, therefore, seeks to create a balanced social relationship that draws its substance
from the biological nature of both sexes, which, as a consequence, results in the
manifestation of a unique socio-cultural, economic and political participation. Society is
built on the basis of this binary balancing and relationships.

Feminism in Literature
The words, “feminist” and ”feminism” are political labels indicating support for the aims
of the new woman’s movement that emerged in the late 1960s. Feminist literature or
criticism is, therefore, a specific kind of political discourse: a critical and theoretical
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practice committed to the struggle against patriarchal power and sexism, not particularly
a concern for gender in literature (Patel 2000). African fiction has, until recently, been
remarkable for the absence of what might be referred to as “the feminist point of view”
(Eustance: 1987). This has been partly due to the dearth of female African novelists.
Those few voices, like Flora Nwapa, who attempted to present portraits of the African
womanhood from strictly a feminist perspective, were, to say the least, muted in the
process. The presentation of the female person in African novel has been almost left
entirely to male voices: Achebe, Amadi, Ngugi, Layer, Sembene, Beti and Soyinka: and
their interests in African womanhood, even in the case of Ousmane, have had to take a
second place to numerous other feminine concerns.

These male novelists, who have portrayed the African woman, largely within the
traditional milieu, have generally communicated a picture of a male-oriented and male-
dominated society. The satisfaction of the woman in this situation has been, except in the
works of Ngugi and Ousmane, completely taken for granted. Achebe, Amadi, Soyinka and
others have presented women who complacently continue to fulfill the roles expected of
them by their societies and accept the superiority of man. From the pages of these
novelists as well as from the analogical views of sociologists, it could have been inferred
that the traditional African woman did not feel repulsive to man’s cultural domination
(Eustance 1987). Critics like Iyasare (Eustance 1987), basing their arguments on a study
of Achebe's novels, have suggested that "the superficial impression of a male-dominated
society must be set against the entrenchment, in these societies, of the powerful female
principle.”

Today, the tide has taken significantly a different dimension as feminine voices could be
heard in agitation against cultural misrepresentation of the relations between man and
woman in place of male voices: as surrogate, appendage or as Little (1986) put it, either
as a “girlfriend” a “good time girl”, a “wife”, a “mother” or a “political vanguard,” etc. The
emergence of a number of accomplished female novelists: Rebeca, Njau, Buchi Emecheta,
Mairama Ba, Zainab Alkali, Hauwa Ali, etc, has seriously challenged these cozy
assumptions. The picture of the contented female accepting her lot is replaced by that of a
woman who is powerfully aware of the unfairness of the system and who longs to be
fulfilled in herself: as a full human being, not merely an appendage to anyone. Buchi
Emecheta’s (1979) powerful novel, “The joys of motherhood”, presents essentially a
similar picture of traditional society as that of Achebe. The difference lies in the
prominence in Emecheta's novel of the female point of registering her disgust of male
chauvinism and her dissatisfaction with what she considers to be an unfair and
oppressive system. Acknowledging the new developments, Newell (1997) opined that, “Of
particular interest are the abundance of women writers and woman-centered theorists
who offer perspectives which interrogate, reformulate and analyze inherited, popular
codes”. Concepts such as "womanism", "motherism" and “femalism” have been adopted or
coined during this dynamic process in which women write themselves anew, responding
as postcolonial subjects to the “entrapping circle” specified by Susheila Nasta (1991).
Perhaps as an ironical response to Sekoni’s (1984) appeal to women, “Do not let yourself
to be made a property, a personal possession to be used, exploited and then probably
disposed of at will. Step clean of the ugly, unbefitting and intimidating clothes our ancient
colleagues could not refuse to wear." This challenge is meant to energize women towards
social transformations and remaking of woman’s history while avoiding the adoption of
Western feminist discourse (Mohanty 1988).

A number of literary critical works have been written by women to reconstruct the social
position and history of the woman and, critic like Margaret Hauwa Kassam (1997) in
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discussing Zainab Alkali and Hauwa Ali uncovered “behind the veil” in Northern Nigeria “a
female creativity that is both unharnessed and freedom-loving, both romantic and
protesting against discrimination.” Both Alkali and Ali have dealt with common thematic
preoccupations that bind both heroines’ achievement of gender equality, social status and
economic freedom with their attainment of education. Similarly, Ibiyemi Mojola (1997),
using a sort of polemical stance in studying Mariama Ba’s and Zainab Alkali’s novels,
shows how feminine works emphasize and condemn the instrumentality of religious
demystification of the Muslim women in West Africa.

It suffices to say, therefore, that the intrusion of feminists' concerns into the academics
and literary criticism has in no small measure altered discourse on women issues and
developments in all respects. This trend will persist as the search for feminine meaning
and relevance insists until when true African gender relationship is restored.

Feminism and Cultural Discourse
The cultural receptivity of the concept and philosophy of feminism among the cultural
groups in the world is not only varied but conflictual. This is a result of cultural relativity,
value judgment, custom and form of cultural practices, including social history and
experience. However, cultural relativity, a normal situation in human relationships, has a
covert suspicion about feminist’s values and struggles, especially in Africa and perhaps
the non-Western nations. The most obvious difference between the sexes is the biological
one. Woman's comparative physical weakness makes her more vulnerable to acts of
violence, including sexual violence. Her childbearing and lactating capacities place her in a
unique situation and are the presumable biological bases of her widespread role as a
child-bearer. This often goes together with a concentration of activities and
responsibilities in the home and less involvement in public life. In addition, woman’s
psychological structure is often argued to be different from man’s. Her relational and non-
conflictual orientation is essentially stressed and usually a relationship between this and
her different biological and cultural factors is claimed (Gayle 1995). For this and other
reasons, feminists advocacy turn to the reorientation of human rights towards the
concrete, such as “responsibility model” centered on human needs. This recognition
implies a revision of the catalog of human rights in the light of woman’s rights, such as
“reproductive rights” or “sexual autonomy rights”, and the "recharacterization" or
"particularisation" of existing rights.

Cultural studies have been defined as an interdisciplinary endeavor "concerned with the
analysis of cultural forms and activities in the context of the relations of power which
condition their production, circulation, deployment and, of course, effect” (Bennet 1998).
For instance, a social constructionist view of language; the idea that reality and
subjectivity are constructed in and by language; that subjects construct themselves and
the world they live in and use language; that power relations are constructed and
deconstructed through this process; that what we call society and culture are similarly
constructed and deconstructed; that this activity is characterized by narratives, that
changing narratives might change the human World’s views , the entire social world and
that the object of work on and with language is a politics committed to social change
through “semiotic labour on and with texts” (Eco 1979).

In the context of culture, feminists view human rights through a gender lens and cultural
relativity theory employs the cultural perspectives. They conflict when their views lead to
opposite claims. This occurs when either a culture prescribes specific manners for
women’s behaviors or how women should be treated or when feminists state that
women’s advancement requires certain cultural attitudes. Culture and religion are held
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with utmost suspicion by feminists, as avenues of man’s dominance and female
suppression.

Feminists have identified "harmful cultural practices" within the cultural paradigm. This
term is a reference to practices that are particular to certain non-Western cultures that, to
the outsider's eye, harm the woman, but which are meaningful to certain participants in
those cultures. In these, either the cultures perceive no harm or if the harm is recognized
it is justified or compensated for in the wider cultural context. These include, “widow
burning”, “parental sex selection”, “female infanticide”, “child marriage”, “arranged or
forced marriage”, “ polygamy”, “seclusion”, “veiling,” and, to say the least, “female
circumcision” is particularly described as “barbaric torture and mutilation” designed to
“perpetuate male ownership over women” and is deeply linked to the denigration of
women as inferior being (Fitzpatrick 1994)

On the whole, feminists outrightly rejected all cultural objections to the universalization
of woman's rights, largely because they see the culture from which those practices
emanate as male created and male-dominated. Conversely, they also refuse to
acknowledge the culturally determined character of their position, arguing that, the
universality of male dominance is a sufficient basis for the universality of women’s rights.
Thus, perhaps adopting the “evil for evil” method, feminists have no qualms about using
cultural imperialism to combat male imperialism. The cultural relativity’s analogous
reasoning; the communal rights to practice and maintain a culture comes first, was not
given due attention on the grounds that, feminism is a Western construct.

Conclusion
It suffices at this point to say that the social conflicts which feminism seeks to redress are
consequences of man’s interpolation of the socio-cultural, economic and political
conditions of society. Feminism is, therefore, a reaction to this obnoxious threat to human
equality, dignity and respect. This condition has been conceptualized differently by
cultures at different times and reflected in the kinds of literature written by men and
women alike. However, the universal nature of feminism as conceived by the western
world is ideological, framed in their language, reflecting their needs, aspirations and
values and is alien to most of the non-western world, especially Africa. This feeling was
forcefully imposed through the “dominance theory” or the “conspiracy theory” as another
extension of imperialism, which negates human essence and dignity. These values need
rethinking in the context of nations made porous by new technologies and economic
globalization and at the local level, communities and classrooms, reconstituted by inflows
of licit and illicit bodies, information and capital in ways beyond imagination.

To this end however, African feminists’ argument for a broader conception of feminism;
one which will recognize on the one hand, the African historical experience of imperialism
combined with patriarchy and, on the other hand, the contemporary divergent cultural
context within which feminism must be situated to rid feminism of its stereotypical views
about other cultures is a balancing force that settles the question of cultural conflicts,
suspicion and denigration. These must constitute the concerns of modern African literary
and cultural discourse to reinforce these values and thus save the African woman from
falling deep into the trap of cultural imperialism.

In any analysis of colonized society struggling to free itself from the yoke of this and neo-
colonial imperialism, the woman’s role in the struggle cannot be overlooked. The woman
has a lot to write about this and it is fortunate phenomenon that she is taking a step out of
the womb by daring to “cut the umbilical cord” by directing her whole creative energy to
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reassess the socio-economic and political realities of her society and culture as woman's
post-independence commitment to the survival of her society and the entire woman folk.

The inherent biological differences in gender should be the natural basis for collective
social complementarities and proactive endeavors to free ourselves and minds from the
falsity of imposed alien values which gave vent to gender conflicts. The essential question
pertains to that which transcends all limits. It touches on the reality of our existence as
free people. This condition of glaring mass poverty amidst abundance; human, material
and natural resource potentials coupled with glaring social injustice and inequality in our
relationships have combined to complicate our politico-economic and social stability. This
unjust social situation has, over the years, created a strong change in, not only the
feminine consciousness to see and reflect same and more in their social attitudes and
literature, but of men as well.

Therefore, the issue of gender freedom, equality, and justice is fundamental yet relative.
This reflects our notion of justice: justice as "social contract", "justice as a utility" and
"justice as respect for persons”. However, each of these has differing implications on how
to deal with social injustice in income, chances, and acquisition of wealth among gender,
given the world context and our restricted economic expansion and growth. Yet, one fact
remains indisputably clear, that is, the view that has captured the attention of scholars in
Africa is the “social contract” view. That which dominates political theorists seems to be
the "utilitarian notion". I most strongly submit that the most viable, more practical and
durable guidance for the future can be resolved by arriving at a consensus through formal
debate and not by prescriptions.
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Abstract
Language is an indispensible characteristic of every human society. The
language one speaks tells much about one’s identity with regards to where
the person comes from. In every society individuals and group of persons
would like to be differentiated from others, and in that effect, identity then
comes to play in this study, there searcher explored identity in Achebe’s
Things Fall Apart and Adichie in her Americanah to create for themselves
through their texts. The study uses Contrastive Hypotheses Theory and the
Identity and Difference Theory as guides. At the end of the research, it is
discovered that Achebe and Adichie have been able to use language as a
quest for identity in their texts also points out the kind of identity that the
use of language in Things Fall Apart and Americanah have created about
Achebe and Adichie and as well shows there levance of the use of language
as a quest for identity in Things Fall Apart and Americanah to Literature.

Introduction
Language is as old as man; it is the most important aspect of any living society. Of all the
gifts God has given to human beings, none is as unique as the language. The language of
the world tells exactly where a particular person comes from. It is in this realization that
Ngonebu (1) states that “language is one of the most significant features of human kind.
There is nothing human beings can do without the function of one form of language or the
other. The fact that human beings exist and live together depend purely on the existence
of language.”Ngonebu had rightly observed that language is very crucial to human
existence. It is very important to note here that if language is removed from any society,
such society is no longer alive. If one has language, one has all things because, it is the
determiner of happiness or sadness of someone. In a related development, Roland (1)
sees language as, “the fundamental ethnic characteristics of the individual and the ‘glue’
that binds individuals together into ethnic groups.” To still stress the uniqueness of
language, Whorf, (443-464) posits that, we dissect nature along lines laid down by our
native language… we cut nature up, organize it into concepts, and ascribe significances as
we do, largely because we are parties to an agreement to organize it in this way an
agreement that hold throughout our speech community and is codified in the pattern of
our language. It must be noted that the essence of human existence is the language. The
presence of language is just like the air we breathe. If it is taken away, it means that the
person would cease to be alive. At this juncture, it is very crucial to note how language
and identity are related. Identity from a lay or common man’s point of view refers to the
way in which one could be recognized. For instance, the colour like black could be used to
identify Africans; the way one speaks is another way through which one’s background
could be identified. The Encarta Dictionary (37) describes identity as “essential self: the
set of characteristics that somebody recognizes as belonging uniquely to himself or
herself and constituting his or her individual personality for life.” A person’s identity is
understood via the many factors from the environment which he or she comes from.
Factor of identity can be the place where one grew up, the career one undertakes the way
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one looks, and definitely the language which one speaks. To this effect, May (129)
asserted that language is not the most crucial factor to either ethnic or national identity,
but, it is intrinsically valuable; though, it is not a primordial, it strongly relates to the
development of identity. Identity could be the development of the distinct personality of
an individual regarded as a persisting entity in a particular stage of life in which
individuals characteristics are possessed and by which a person is recognized or known
such as the establishment of a reputation.

Identity is what differentiates one individual from another. Self identity is the sum total of
a being’s knowledge and understanding of oneself. The components of the identity
concept include physical, psychological, and social attributes which can be influenced by
the individuals attitude, habits, beliefs and ideas. Identity may come in diverse forms but
the most important thing to be known about identity is that it is used for differentiation
among individuals or group of persons or things.

The quest for identity as a concept refers to a search for recognition. It is in this
development that Kwasi (2) opines that quest for identity is a move by individuals, nation,
continent, etc. when they are not placed in a position where they ought to be. However, it
is when something goes wrong that critical self-analysis tend to begin. It’s not everything
that goes wrong with a people precipitates crisis of self identity; it is only the kind of
reverse that injures human dignity and saps self-confidence that causes the type of soul
searching. In Africa colonialism has been such an adversity. The quest for identity is one
of the most crucial aspects of every individual or society to the development of any
society. It refers mainly to taking into account the greatest difference which separate
people, as well stating these difference in order to be acknowledged and respected by the
others. One most crucial important thing about identity is that, it tries to show what one
have in common with others as well as to show what makes one specially different or
uncommon from the other (Jeffery 4).

Review of Related Literature
This perspective will briefly discuss available literature as it relates to the topic under
review. This aspect is intended to throw more light on the issue of language as a
determining factor for identity in Achebe’s Things Fall Apart and Adichie’s Americanah as
opined by scholars.

Ms e-dictionary in Ngonebu (4) looks at language from three perspectives:
1. The means of human communication, consisting of the use of spoken or written words

in a structured way;
2. The system of communication used by a particular community or country, and
3. A particular style of speaking or writing, example legal language.

To Ajayi (2) language is a formalized system of communication that uses sounds or
symbols and which the majority of a particular community readily understands. Thus the
communication process, which involves the use of transmitted messages, is a cultural
phenomenon. In a multi-ethnic and multi-lingual country like Nigeria, socio-political units
are linguistically defined and culturally determined….).

Erikson, who is described as the father of the identity theory, views identity as:
… a subjective sense as well as an observable quality of personal sameness
and continuity, paired with some shared world image. As a quality of
unself-conscious living, this can be gloriously obvious in a young person
who has found himself as he has found his communality. In him we see
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emerge a unique unification of what is irreversibly given… that is, body
type and temperament, giftedness and vulnerability, infantile models and
acquired ideals… with the open choices provided in available roles,
occupational possibilities, values offered mentors met, friendships made,
and first sexual encounters.” (11-12).

From the above definition by Erikson, one could infer that, identity is all about make one
special, different, unique from others. Every human being is created differently, no matter
the similarities that exist between two persons; there are some differentiations that give
them trait not to be exactly the same.

Marcia (551-558; 145-160 and 226-236 ) in line with Erikson’s theory of identity clearly
identifies four different identity statuses as:
1. Identity Achievement: This occurs when an individual has gone through an

exploration of different identities and made a commitment to one.
2. Moratorium: Is the status of a person who is actively involved in exploring different

identities, but has not made a commitment.
3. Foreclosure: Status is when a person has made commitment without attempting

identity exploration.
4. Identity Diffusion: occurs when there is either an identity crisis or commitment.
5. Marcia further states that, those who have made a strong commitment to an identity

tend to be happier and healthier than those who have not.

Those with a status of identity diffusion tent to feel out of place in the world and do not
purse a sense of identity.

In short, there is no one who would not like to be identified with good things in this world.
People tend to relate with successful people than people who have nothing to write home
about. In today’s rapidly changing world, identity crises are more common today than in
the past. These conflicts are certainly not confined to the teenage years. People tend to
experience than at various levels throughout life; particularly at points of great change
such ad starting a new job, the beginning of a new relationship, the end of a marriage, or
the birth of a child. All theses can help to strengthen one’s personal identity.

Presentation and Analysis
This chapter of the work deals with the presentation of the findings of this research. The
concern of this chapter is to present how the quest for language and identity are
presented in Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe and Americanah by Chimammanda Ngozi
Adichie. A special attention will be paid to their difference and similarities. Language and
identity as the researcher had mentioned earlier are inseparable which define the status
of an individual or a group of people in a given linguistic and geographical entity.

Language and Identity in Things Fall Apart and Americanah
This sub-section shall deal with things the texts Things Fall Apart and Americanah have in
common in terms of language and identity.

Language
One of the methods Achebe uses to great perfection is the use of Igbo in his work. The
Igbo words and expressions depict him as an Igbo and at the same time situate the
location of the novels. He uses his English knowledge for infiltrating the ranks of the
enemy and destroying him from within, while his native language forces readers to look
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outside of their constrains and identify more with the African culture. Achebe says further
that “ it does not matter the language you write in, as long as you write it good.”
(Gallagher 260). When Achebe writes about Okonkwo’s father, “even as a little boy he had
resented his father’s weakness, and even now he still remembered how he had suffered
when his playmate had told him that his father was agbala .”(Achebe13), a reader may not
know what agbala means first hand, but then Achebe goes on to say “agbala is a word for
a man who had no title”. Achebe himself said that “language is a weapon and we use it,
there is no point fighting it” (Gallagher 260).

Ezeelina, elina!
Sala
Ezeilikwaya
Ikwabaakwaogholi
EbeDandanechiezeEbe
UzuzuneteegwuSala

Ikemefuna sang this song in his mind, and walked to its beat. If the song ended on his right
foot, his mother wasalive. If it ended on his left, she was dead. No, not dead, but ill. It
ended on the right. She was alive and well. He sang the song again, and it ended on the
left. But the second time did not count. The first voice gets to Chukwu, or God's house.
That was a favourite saying of children. Ikemefuna felt like a child once more. Achebe
equally used this to talk more of his origin or identity via his language.

In the novel, one could find these Igbo words which further strengthens the text as having
Igbo background: Chi: personal god. efukfu: worthless man. egwugwu: a masquerader
who impersonates one of the ancestral spirits of the village. ekwe: a musical instrument; a
type of drum made from wood. eneke-nti-oba: a kind of bird. eze-agadi-nwayi: the teeth of
an old woman. iba: fever. ilo: the village green, where assemblies for sports, discussions,
etc., take place. inyanga: showing off, bragging. isa-ifi: a ceremony. If a wife had been
separated from her husband for some time and were then to be re-united with him, this
ceremony would be held to ascertain that she had not been unfaithful to him during the
time of their separation. iyiuwa: a special kind of stone which forms the link between an
ogbanje and the spirit world. Only if the iyi-uwa were discovered and destroyed would
the child not die. jigida: a string of waist beads. kotma: court messenger. The word is not
of Ibo origin but is a corruption of "court messenger. "kwenu: a shout of approval and
greeting. ndicbie: elders. nnaayi: our father. nno: welcome. nso-ani: a religious offence of a
kind abhorred by everyone, literally earth's taboo. nza: a very small bird. obi: the large
living quarters of the head of the family. obodo dike: the land of the brave. ochu: murder
or manslaughter. ogbanje: a changeling,- a child who repeatedly dies and returns to its
mother to be reborn. It is almost impossible to bring up an ogbanje child without it dying,
unless its iyi-uwa is first found and destroyed. ogene: a musical instrument; a kind of
gong. ojioduachu-ijiji-o: (cow i. e., the one that uses its tail to drive flies away). osu:
outcast. Having been dedicated to a god, the osu was taboo and was not allowed to mix
with the freeborn in any way. Oye: the name of one of the four market days. ozo: the name
of one of the titles or ranks. tufia: a curse or oath. udu: a musical instrument; a type of
drum made from pottery. uli: a dye used by women for drawing patterns on the skin.
umuada: a family gathering of daughters, for which the female kinsfolk return to their
village of origin. umunna-. a wide group of kinsmen (the masculine form of the word
umuada). Uri: part of the betrothal ceremony when the dowry is paid.

Adichie’s choice of language, on the other hand, is feminine in nature and much more
concerned about the ill-treatment given to Ifemelu in the Whiteman’s land. She did not
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use much of Igbo words in her novel like Achebe. The major places Igbo language were
found are in the names of the characters like Ifemelu, Obienze, etc. more of these shall be
discussed under nomenclature.

Identity
In language learning and teaching, the identity of the language speaker addresses the
ways in which language learners understand their relationship to the social world, how
that relationship is constructed across time and space, and how the speaker or the
listener understands possibilities for the future. Identity is either common or different.
Hence, the common identity to Things Fall Apart and Americanah are as follows:

Characters in Igbo Nomenclature
It is evident from the two texts Things Fall Apart and Americanah that the characters
deployed in the texts under study are predominantly Igbo. Looking at the authors’ names,
Chinua Achebe and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, one cannot help than to say, these
authors are Igbos. The Igbo centricness created in the texts has given a clearly identity of
the text to be written by Igbos. In Things Fall Apart, one could find names like Okonkwo,
Unoka, Obirika, etc. and Americanah, one may as well find names like Obinze, Ifemelu,
Ginika, etc. Any person in Nigeria or overseas who must have travelled far and wide as
well read so vast will have good knowledge of these nomenclatures to be Igbo

Racism
Racism as presented in Americanah manifests itself through institutional and cultural
racism. It is further seen through stereotypes of Africa and Africans. Moreover the
discriminatory attitude of foreigners in the West towards African women may show
through language use Ifemelu encounters racism from white American women in regard
to her relationship with her white boyfriend Curt. These white women get surprised
when Curt introduces her to them as his girlfriend. Ifemelu says they looked at her in
surprise, “a surprise that some of them shielded and some of them did not and in their
expression was the question “why her?”

Similarly, there is an element of racism example when the British set up their own
hierarchical system which delegates power from the queen of England through district
commissioners to native court messengers-foreigners who do not belong to the village
government at all (Achebe 160). Since the natives from other parts of Nigeria feel no
loyalty to the villages where they enact the commands of the district commissioners, the
British have superimposed a system which leads to bribery and corruption rather than to
progress. The Igbos, on the other hand, has developed a democratic system of
government. For great decisions the ndichie, or elders, gather together all of Umuofia
(Achebe 13, 180, 183). The clan rules all and the collective will of the clan can be
established only by the group. White the Igbos that Igbo customs are bad and that their
gods are not true gods at all (Achebe 135, 162). So, having seen the two texts, Things Fall
Apart and Americanah, one could find a clear and common identity as it relates to racial
discrimination.

Migration
Chimamanda’s Adichie’s Americanah comments indirectly on how migration has affected
African female immigrants in the West resulting in either alienation or loss of cultural
identity through characters who ape Euro-American culture. For some like the
protagonist, upon undergoing various challenges she realizes how her status as an
immigrant in America affects her negatively. America as a country presents challenges in
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terms of female African immigrants retaining their African culture and embracing
American culture. The only way for immigrants to fit in is by adopting foreign ways (their
way) resulting in the erosion of African culture. Ifemelu on arrival in America is perplexed
by the observations she makes which are indicators of individuals straddling between
two cultures. This is seen in language, names and lifestyle. Her aunty Uju while in Africa
was a true image of an African woman but upon meeting her, Ifemelu is shocked to
discover the.ko American experience has completely transformed her. She is shocked to
hear her aunt identify herself over the phone by pronouncing her name as you-joo instead
of oo-joo(9).

Further still, life in America for Aunty Uju means juggling between a foreign identity and
one’s true personality. Aunty Uju switches from her usual self and feigns an American
accent Guinean braider who tells Ifemelu “Ama like, Oh Gad, Azsomeh” (9). Translated to
mean “Oh God, I was so mad.” This portrays America as a place that puts a lot of pressure
on immigrants to adopt an American identity. In a bid to adapt, characters are forced to
conform therefore alienating themselves.
On a personal level, Aunty Uju transforms from being an African woman who is docile and
submissive. Things Fall Apartshy away from the issue of migration unlike Americanah that
seriously talked about the Nigerian emigrant to the US in search of greener pasture.

Feminism
Adichie’s feminist views and her observations on the notion of race touches upon theories
written by postcolonial and gender scholars. The protagonist, Ifemelu, is discriminated
against and thought of in Orientalist attitudes. She encounters white privilege and how it
can blind people to issues about race. Ifemelu overcomes her initial insecurities and starts
to celebrate her blackness and femininity. Her identity becomes a hybrid one: she no
longer belongs to Nigeria, or to America. She belongs in the Nigerian diaspora, her
identity open to change and re-inscription and perpetually in motion. Ifemelu manages to
overcome the stereotypes: she becomes a successful writer by attacking racial issues,
earns a scholarship and returns to her home country, where she continues to use her
blogging skills for her new job. The blog posts serve as a direct way of giving critique to
racial and gender matters and adding to the conversation regarding those issues. Because
Americanah is written from an outside perspective, the perspective is unburdened by
America’s racial history. It is able to shed new light on what it means to be black in
America and therefore contributes to understanding the notion of race and gender in
African American literature.

Throughout Ifemelu’s stay in America, she always feels as if something is missing. She
describes it as “[a] hunger, restlessness an incomplete knowledge of herself. The sense of
something farther away, beyond her reaches” (Americanah 289). Her memories of Nigeria
become distorted: she can no longer remember the kiosk near her old house and she
thinks her old neighbourhood has become unsafe after there had been an armed robbery,
which could have happened everywhere. Ifemelu still feels a connection to Nigeria, but it
is no longer her home: “On the one hand, Nigeria lacks jobs, university opportunities and
equality between sexes; on the other hand, it is the familiar territory in which they know
how to face adversities.One main form of women’s oppression in Americanah is male
dominance. The character best suited to present oppression of women in a male-
dominated society is Aunty Uju. This is because we are able to trace the oppression she
undergoes right from Nigeria to America. This form of oppression begins when Aunty Uju
engages in a relationship with the General, a married man and father of four children. For
her The General wields a lot of power and wealth which she enjoys basking in having
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lacked employment after graduating from university. The tendency to exploit women
sexually by treating them as sex objects and possessions is displayed in The General’s
comments. He shamelessly tells Aunty Uju that she is brought up well since she is not like
all the Lagos girls who sleep with him on the first night and the next morning give him a
list of what they want him to buy. Aunty Uju proudly tells Ifemelu that she slept with The
General on the first night but did not ask him for anything in cash or in kind. The General
shows his male prowess through this discussion but Aunty Uju seems to subscribe to the
picture of the stereotyped African woman who is portrayed as docile and submissive for
she takes in this information unquestioningly. This shows how women are stripped of
their self-worth when the General compares Aunty Uju with other women he has had
sexual escapades with. He realized that she is worthy.

Achebe, on the other hand, does not attach any relevance to the women folk as well. He
regarded women as second hand citizens and have no say in the governance of the
society. Women were given the least recognition in the novel, the male were seen as the
all knowing and all doing n the text. Women were relegated; battered domestically
discussion of the narrator’s power would not be complete without crediting him for the
use of gender-specific language. The feminine language enters the novel with Okonkwo’s
wives and his daughter Ezinma. At first glance, the narrator’s voice only addresses
Okonkwo’s heavy handed treatment towards his wives, as exemplified when he beats
Ojiugo for returning home late (19). But a softer voice emerges when the narrator
describes Ekwefi (Okonkwo’s favorite wife) or Ezinma, Ekwefi’s daughter. Ezinma is
taken one night into the depths of an oracle’s cave. A distraught Ekwefi follows her
daughter through the forest and waits, desperate to know whether her daughter will
return alive and unharmed.

Tradition
Achebe in his Things Fall Apart depicts the old cultural traditional of the Igbo people. He is
the representative of the old voice who was in consonance with the ancestral beliefs and
ancient practices. To this effect, Achebe (25) posits:

After the death of Ekwefi's second child, Okonkwo had gone to a medicine man, who was
also a diviner of the Afa Oracle, to enquire what was amiss. This man told him that the
child was an ogbanje, one of those wicked children who, when they died, entered their
mothers' wombs to be born again. "When your wife becomes pregnant again," he said, "let
her not sleep in her hut. Let her go and stay with her people. In that way she will elude her
wicked tormentor and break its evil cycle of birth and death. "Ekwefi did as she was
asked. As soon as she became pregnant she went to live with her old mother in another
village. It was there that her third child was born and circumcised on the eighth day. She
did not return to Okonkwo's compound until three days before the naming ceremony. The
child was called Onwumbiko. Onwumbiko was not given proper burial when he died.
Okonkwo had called in another medicine man who was famous in the clan for his great
knowledge about ogbanje children. This is indeed a total revelation of the norms, belief
system and the essence of the Igbo which define their identity among other cultural
groups in the world.

Adichie’s Americanah, on the other hand, tries to mirror the Igbo society from the
modernist perceptive. The novel x–rays the Igbo belief system in a refined form but not
significantly pronounced as in the case of Things Fall Apart.
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Proverbs
Another example of Achebe's incorporation of Igbo elements is his frequent reference to
traditional Igbo proverbs and tales. These particular elements give Things Fall Apart an
authentic African voice. The Igbo culture is fundamentally an oral one — that is, "Among
the Igbo, the art of conversation is regarded very highly, and proverbs are the palm-oil
with which words are eaten" (Chapter1). To provide an authentic feel for Igbo culture
would be impossible without also allowing the proverbs to play a significant role in the
novel. And despite the foreign origin of these proverbs and tales, the Western reader can
relate very well to many of them. They are woven smoothly into their context and require
only occasional explanation or elaboration. These proverbs and tales are, in fact, quite
similar in spirit to Western sayings and fables.

Modern-day readers of this novel not only relate easily to traditional proverbs and tales
but also sympathize with the problems of Okonkwo, Nwoye, and other characters. Achebe
has skillfully developed his characters, and even though they live in a different era and a
very different culture, one can readily understand their motivations and their feelings
because they are universal and timeless.

Many of the proverbs given below teach a lot about the Igbo world-view and culture.
You can tell a ripe corn by its look."(TFA, 16).
If a child washed his hands, he could eat with kings."(TFA, 6).

A number of proverbs are based on spiritual wisdom of the Ibo culture. For example,
When a man says yes, his 'chi' says yes also."(TFA, 19).

The 'chi' in Ibo cosmology is the guardian spirit granted to every individual at the time of
birth. It being a part of the individual's 'supreme creative essence', the 'chi' is entirely
responsible for the fortunes and misfortunes of the individuals. Thus, when Okonkwo
strives for prosperity, his 'chi' agreed. But when he started becoming aggressive, his 'chi'
disagreed and precipitated his downfall.

Mother is supreme."(TFA, 94).
In the traditional society mothers are accorded respect. When a man falls into misfortune,
as in the case of Okonkwo, he seeks solace at his mother's place. Thus during his exile,
Okonkwo takes refuge in Mbanta, his mother's village. Also, the last rites of a man are
performed by his mother's people.

If one finger brought oil, it soiled the others."(TFA, 89).
This proverb shows the effortless spreading of anarchy among the natives after the
advent of the white man.

You have the yam and you have the knife."
This saying is generally used with regard to a powerful deity. But leaders like Ezeulu and
Nwaka are also hailed thus because they are rich and influential, and command the
respect of the clansmen. The resentment of the people towards Ezeulu's positive attitude
to the whites finds expression in some proverbs as,

If a man kills the sacred python in the secrecy of his hut, the matter lies between
him and his God."(TFA, 113).

"If a child washed his hands he could eat with kings," referring to Okonkwo, who "washed
his hands" of his bad reputation which came because of his father's lifestyle. (Achebe, 8).
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Okonkwo is asking Nwakibie for yam seeds and he says, "The lizard that jumped from the
high iroko tree to the ground said he would praise himself if no one else did."( Achebe,21)
These few words show that the Umuofians had a great sense of pride, and if used properly
it could res, " when a person says yes, his Chi( personal God) says yes to him," this
implying that the natives believed that if you humble yourself to your God he will not say
no to you. ( Achebe, 27) . "A man that makes trouble for others also makes trouble for
himself, "if you are a trouble type, you shall not also have peace where you live..

Achebe uses proverbs to bring out the native’s belief in superstition and the normal cycle
of life, for example, on dark nights, the fear of darkness and of evil spirits are enhanced
through stories like ‘a snake was never called by its name at night, because it would hear.
It was called a string.’ (ibid:7) Through the use of these proverbs and sayings, Achebe not
only added local colour to his writings but also brought out the rich culture and tradition
of the natives whose lives are replete with these practices and belief which are part of
their everyday lives and itself their ‘culture.’

Unlike Adichie, there is no use of proverb(s) in her novel Americanah which depicts her
generation as a modern one different from that of Achebe. Achebe’s use of proverbs in his
novel things fall apart shows his identity as an old man with a lot of wisdom. Proverb as
Achebe’s dominant style of communicating the essence, world-view and the cosmology of
the Igbo people has defined the language to which the Igbo people use to pass instruction,
caution, and eulogizes people in the Igbo society today. This has left the Igbos with a very
powerful signature of identity among the multi-ethnic African society.
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Abstract
The book "Muqaddimatun Arudiya Ala dhau’i Nusus Nazmiya"(1) was written
by Sheikh Abdullahi Musa Dutso as part of the requirements for a Bachelors
degree in Arabic studies from International Islamic University Sai in Niger
republic. The Author discussed thoroughly on different topics related to
Arabic Prosody; such as its origin, importance, characteristic and trends.

The article consists of the following sub-topics:
a. Introduction
b. About the book
c. The schools of prosody
d. Notes and Reference

Introduction
Sheikh Abdullahi Musa was Born in the last half of the fourteen centuary A.H,
corresponding to the last half of the twentieth century A.D. in Dutsu village of Makwa local
government, Niger state. He was brought up there, where he received both Quranic and
Islamic education from his martyr uncle Abdullahi Kuttab. He was also taught by late
sheikh Qasim Agaye, Sheikh Adamu Azare, Sheikh Abdul-Aziz Kaduna and sheikh Qadi
Yunus Kanchi. My Almighty Allah have mercy on them(2).

Sheikh received his Higher Islamic Certificate from College of Arts and Islamic studies,
Mina, Niger State and graduated from International Islamic University Sai, in Niger
Republic, where he obtained a degree in Arabic .He is the current Director General of
Islamic Cultural centre, Kaduna, Nigeria.

Sheikh has the following publications in his credit(3):

mailto:sayyidiabba2014@gmail.com
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-

About the Book
The book Muqaddimatun Arudiya Ala dhau’i nusus Nazmiya comprises three chapters. The
researcher dealt, in the first chapter, with the definition of Arabic prosody and its content.
He also spoke about the originator of Arabic prosody, his birth, lineage, character,
appearance, educational life and contribution to Arabic poetry. While the author also
discussed about the attempt to simplify the Arabic Prosody by two schools. The second
chapter is devoted to some prosodic element, such as stanza, feet of verse, (Mnemonics),
prosodic writing, crawling and disorder. The last chapter was designed for poetic
necessities and titles(4).

The Schools of Prosody
The Author opened this chapter by giving a historical development of Arabic
Prosody,where he stated that: "The sciences of Lexicology, Syntax, Morphology and
Rhetoric were invented from cradle, and kept improving gradually from one generation to
another, while their theories were continually being renewed over time until they
attained a high level of advancement and integration. However, the (Arabic) Prosody,
which is among the sciences of Arabic lexicology had been originated by Al-Khaleel in an
almost comprehensive form. He had adopted an inductive method in studying both the
ancient and modern Arabic poems, and was thereby able to introduce the phonetic
syllables and metrical units of every poem ranging from the past to the present (available
then).

Such comprehensive nature was perhaps the reason why the Prosodics that came after Al-
Khaleel were not able to make any contribution to the field of Arabic Prosody that was
worthy of mention let alone being fundamental. However, despite such perfection
attained by the Al-Khaleel’s method, it was not spared of strong agitation for reform
and/or heavy criticism and rebellion, due to the numerous concepts and terminologies it
was comprised of(5)."
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The Author also explained that Arabic Prosody was therefore caught between two groups
with diverse views towards it. While the first group acknowledged that it was originated
by Al-Khaleel without prior precedent or similarity with any foreign styles; except that
they call for its reform and simplification, the other was skeptical about it having been
innovated by Al-Khaleel and alleged that even if it were initiated by him. Thus it was
copied from the Greek style of Prosody. This group attacked the Arabic Prosody with stiff
criticism and rebellion with a bid to defeat it"(6).

Sheikh Abdullahi said that scholars are divided into two schools of thought based on their
approach towards the Al-Khaleel style viz:
i. The School of Reformists calling for its simplification; and
ii. The School of critics and antagonists calling for its defeat.

The School of Reform
In his highlight on the school of reform, Sheikh Abdullahi started by saying that the first
book written in this field of knowledge is Al-Khaleel’s which came into being in the second
century after the Prophetic Hijrah entitled: Al-Aroodh. This was confirmed by Ibn Rasheeq
saying: ‘The first person that composed poetic metres and compiled the stanzas and
measures is Al-Khaleel Bn Ahmad when he wrote a book titled: Al-Aroodh’.

This was followed by various publications in the field written by numerous prosodic
authors as a rider because they were unable to abandon the exact scheme already laid
down by Al-Khaleel; notwithstanding the disparity among them in the extent of their
respective contrivances. Until the fourth century after Hijrah when Abu-Nasr: Isma’il Bn
Hammad Al-Jawhary took a giant stride in refining this discipline and was somewhat
successful in his effort at simplifying the science of Arabic Prosody by summarily
elaborating on some prosodic issues.

He dissented from Al-Khaleel regarding the list of poetic metres (called tafaa’eel) as well

as the number of genres of poetic measure (called buhoor or auzaan ). For the

metres, according to Al-Khaleel, are expressly eight and impliedly ten in number; i.e. two
with five stanzas and six with seven stanzas, besides two others additionally implied(7).

While Al-Jawhary in his effort at simplifying the subject has dropped one form of metre on
the ground that it was derived from another existing metre. Because, according to his
doctrine, if it were an independent metre standing on its own, it would have created an
additional genre of poetic measure as did other metres.
Whereas in relation to genres of poetic measure, Al-Khaleel has fixed the list at fifteen; Al-
Jawhary on his part has dropped four of the genres and fixed the number at twelve by
adding or creating one more. He further classified seven of them as solitary genres (i.e.
made up of single metres) and the remaining five as compound genres (i.e. made up of
multiple metres)(8).

Thus, that was the first effort witnessed by the prosodic lexicology in an attempt to
simplify and untangle it for the students. And no other effort came after this that was
worthy of mention and recognition; since most of the prosodic authors in modern times
either follow this pattern that is also not free from difficulties and complications, or adopt
the approach already established by Al-Khaleel without substantial deviation. Moreover,
no any prosodic author came after them without making reference to the complexity and
hardship in the subject, due to its numerous concepts and terminologies without making
any attempt at solving the problem or eradicating the tangle.
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For instance, As-Sukaaky who came towards the end of the sixth century and the
beginning of the seventh century after Hijrah had this to say in his Introduction: ‘This art
(i.e. of Arabic Prosody) due to the numerous concepts and theories invented in it, making
comment on it could be viewed as making comment with an invented language’(9).

But As-Sukaaky could not solve the problem of that invented prosodic language. He
instead wrote on the subject based on the same approaches already known in the books
written by prosodic authors. Some of the prosodic authors in that era include Ibnul-
Haajib, Al-Khateeb At-Tabreezy of the fifth century after Hijrah, the popular poet from
Baghdad called Ibnul-Qattaan (also of the fifth century), Sheikh Ameenud-Deen Al-
Mahally of the seventh century, Abul-Jaysh Al-Andalusy and Al-Khazrajy, etc.

Coming to the modern era, it would be found that the same problem is still obtainable,
where various efforts made by the modern authors were exhausted in trying to verify and
elucidate on previous writings of the ancient authors. Their effort is therefore nothing but
simplification, analysis, elucidation and verification of the lexicon contained in the ancient
prosodic publications, not the essential prosodic language itself as expected. They did not
bring anything tangible in the form of procedural method that could serve as succour and
salvation to the prosodic lexicology from the difficulties and complexities being
encountered in it since the second century after Hijrah.

The Author listed some of the modern authors that played their role in trying to simplify
this subject:
1. Prof. Al-Hassaany Hasan Abdul-Lah
2. Dr. Khadeejah Al-Hasany
3. Dr. Safaa’ Khaloosy
4. Prof. Mustafa Jamaalud-Deen
5. Prof. Meekhaa’eel Abdul-Lah
6. Dr. Mamdooh Haqqy
7. Dr. Budayr Mutawally Hameed
8. Dr. Shukry Muhammad Iyaad
9. Prof. Noorud-Deen Swamood
10. Is’haaq Musa Al-Husainy and Faa’iz Al-Ghaul
11. Prof. Ibraaheem Aliy Abul-Khashab
12. Dr. Abdul-Azeez Ateeq
13. Mr. Ahmad Al-Haashimy
14. Muhammad Asbar and Muhammad Abu-Aliy
15. Prof. Abdul-Majeed Al-Malaa
16. Dr. Abdul-Mun’im Khafaajy
17. Dr. Ahmad Mustajeer
18. Sheikh Jalaalud-Deen Al-Hanafy
19. Mr. Shaakir Shaqeer Al-Lubnaany
20. Late Prof. Mahmood Mustafa
21. Abdul-Lah Musa Dutsu

He added that most of these authors, in trying to salvage this subject from the difficulty it
has encountered, have retreated from their approach complaining of the hardship in the
method; except for a few of them who have, to some extent, been able to pave the way (for
the new generation). Will there be someone to continue from where they stopped?! The
door remains open since the Al-Khaleel era till eternity…”(10).
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The School of Criticism and Antagonism
According to sheikh Dutsu, that was an excerpt of some efforts made by modern scholars
in the course of their movement towards simplifying the prosodic science for the
students. It clearly manifests that each of the scholars in the first school acknowledges for
Al-Khaleel his high status, great endeavour and exceptional ingenuity in this marvellous
work and impressive innovation. Hence, none of them treated the science of Arabic
Prosody or its originator with disdain; they only discovered some difficulties and
intricacies in it and made these blessed efforts (to simplify them).

However, while members of the first school were according Al-Khaleel, the honour and
dignity he deserves, members of the second school, on the other hand, were busy
launching all sorts of attacks against him, with a bid to close the door of Prosody at the
students. They, therefore, devised various weapons and strategies towards actualizing
their aim.

Among them are those who called for the abandonment of ancient traditional Arabic
poetic metres, under the pretext of reform in Arabic poetry. This agitation led to the
introduction of what they tagged as ‘unrhymed free verse’. Prominent among them are
the Mahjar poets and their followers among some Egyptian literary persons. Also among
them are those who refused to sheathe their sword unless they destroyed the Al-Khaleel
theory such that it will leave no trace to be found among other fields of knowledge.

This group may be represented by Prof. Muhammad Al-Iyaashy, who violently criticised
the Arabic Prosody in all ramifications, so much that his destructive criticism got to the
extent that he did not consider Al-Khaleel worthy of any substantial credit regarding this
science (of Arabic Prosody). He was of the view that even if the subject deserved any
credit that was worthy of mention, such credit, according to him, should go to his student
(i.e. Al-Khaleel’s student) called Al-Akhfash. For, as alleged by him, he was able to name
one of Al-Khaleel’s poetic metres called: Al-Mutadaarik with a rhythmically and musically
appropriate term: Al-Khabab, due to its rhythmic affinity with canter of the horse(11).

A little instance of Al-Iyaashy’s statement is cited here in order to illustrate his style of
criticism against the Arabic Prosody and its founder: Al-Imam Al-Khaleel (may Allah the
Exalted have mercy on him!) and to also depict what he set out to achieve in the course of
such criticism. He says:

‘The Science of (Arabic) Prosody was standing on weak and shaky
foundations, and amounts to a collection of errors and assortment of
flaws; because Al-Khaleel that undertook (its origination) did not fulfil the
prerequisites of studying the rhythm in Arabic Poetry. These are:
1. To speak Arabic since childhood in order to be able to le and the

elongated syllable.
2. To be a poet who attained such talent first through natural disposition,

then through ample and accurate memorization. Even where a person
has ample and accurate memorization but did not compose a poem, it
should be due to lack of rhythmic instinct in him, which category-
according to his assertion- Al-Khaleel belongs to.

3. To engage in music by singing or playing (on musical instruments), so
as to have full mastery of its rhythmic forms and compositions, and
also gain deeper and finer grasp of it… Engaging in dance equally
improves one’s rhythmic sensitivity, because dancing is more
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elaborate and explicit in revealing poetic rhythm while pronouncing
the musical syllable…

These are the mandatory qualities required of anyone willing to venture into the study
and research of the rhythmic science. Whereas Al-Khaleel who was an adept grammarian
only employed his intellectuality and sensitivity, whose efficacy is doubtful, alone in
(studying) the science of (Arabic) Prosody; it is noteworthy also that the historians stated
that he was acquainted with the Grecian (literature). If that was true, and it is in my view,
then Al-Khaleel has copied from the Greek(12).’

Sheikh Abdullahi tried to depend Al-Khaleel and responded by saying "Imagine how Al-
Iyaashy is trying to deprive Al-Khaleel (may Allah the Exalted have mercy on him!) his
poetic attribute and rhythmic instinct!”. This is unbelievable!! There are enough records
in literary reference books and encyclopaedia of Islam and literature to prove his poetic
potency.

On the condition that one must engage in music by singing or playing (on musical
instruments) or dancing, this cannot be enough as reason to deprive Al-Khaleel of poetic
instinct; even though the world is almost unanimous on same being obtainable in the
Eminent Leader. Moreover, Al-Khaleel did not undertake the study of Arabic poetic
rhythm from the perspective of same being a subject of dance or a theme of play on
musical devices; rather from the perspective of same being an area of measured oral
syllables, in distinction between the newly innovated metres and the ancient metres
already known to the world of art(13).

Sheikh Dutsu also refute Al-Iyaashy’s allegation that Al-Khaleel copied from the Greek by
quoting Sheikh Al-Hanafy’s response to such falsehood thus:

‘…Where we observed the science (i.e. the Arabic Prosody) that was
introduced by him (Al-Khaleel) as being consummate, full-grown and has
nothing comparable to it from the Prosody of other nations.’

Furthermore, Al-Iyaashy is of the view that Al-Khaleel has, with his Prosody, closed the
door of innovation of new metres in the Arabic poetry against the inventors. He says:

‘Intellectual researches had dominated the poetry during the Abbasid era,
and Al-Khaleel’s theory emerged and shut off the inventors…’

He further says:
‘Note that the poetic and musical metres will not remain as they are on the
face of earth forever. Instead, they will continue to be regenerated and
rediscovered with the rubbing of human mind on it, just as the initial
metres were earlier on discovered during the ancient jaahiliyyah period in
a gradual manner. So why should Al-Khaleel close against our faces a door
that the predecessors had thrown wide open for themselves? So, if new
other metres later emerge after him (Al-Khaleel), shall we then renounce
them for the simple reason that Al-Khaleel did not mention them?!(14).

In his attempt to falsify Al-Iyaashy’s view on this issue, sheikh Dutsu ascertained that Al-
Khaleel’s Prosody are rules and criteria laid down by him through divine inspiration from
Allah, the Most High, in order to preserve and safeguard the original Arabic poetic metres,
lest they get obliterated under wrong and erroneous usage by foreigners. Additionally, the
usefulness of rules and laws can never be overemphasized, as admitted by Al-Iyaashy
himself saying:
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‘I am not disputing the fact that the intellectual exercises of (formulating)
rules and theories are useful to the sciences and arts. For they preserve
and safeguard them from destruction, loss and dereliction; and also
protect them from error and confusion in their original forms, principles
and concepts that necessarily require verification and codification. The
universe itself comprising of all creatures and orbits/planets in its
functions based on laws and order. And fleeing from such codification will
result in confusion and disorder, which is not the same as regulation and
orderliness(15).’

It is pertinent to ask whether Al-Khaleel’s aim was to close the door against inventors;
which must be answered in the negative. The aim is nothing but what Al-Iyaashy himself
believed in. But why would Al-Khaleel even close the door to invention, when it is
historically confirmed that Al-Khaleel himself invented various forms of poem that were
not among poetic metres. It has become customary in the literary world to refer to any
novel poems as newly invented, once they do not conform with the ancient style of
metres.

According to sheikh Dutsu, when Al-Iyaashy’s book is closely considered, his critique of
the Arabic Prosody could be captured in the following mission:
1. To lift embargo against inventive poets of every epoch, for them to compose poems

without being regulated by ancient metres for which Al-Khaleel laid down these
prosodic rules. Al-Iyaashy is therefore a proponent of unrhymed free-verse and
prosaic poetry.

2. To abandon the prosodic terminologies in the form of zihaafaat, ilal, ( Crawling and
disorder) etc or the names employed to refer to genres of poetic metres; and replace
them with other terms that are rhythmically suitable for such concepts in composing
Arabic poetry. For instance, At-Taweel, Al-Madeed, Baseet, Al-Kaamil and Al-Waafir
should be replaced with: Al-Qaseer, Ath-Thaqeel, Al-Mustateel, Al-Mustadeer and Al-
Munqabidh.

3. To abandon the Al-Khaleel circuits which he described as design by Al-Khaleel to
create for the Prosody some code similar to that of sorcery, numerology and
enigmatics.

Sheikh noted that any call for total abandonment of Prosody amounts to fleeing from
codification and regulation, which also constitutes promotion of chaos and disorder(16).

Revolution of the Mahjar Poets
Sheikh compared and contrast between the Arabic and western poetry from metrical
perspective in his introduction of this unit, as this will avail the students with a clear
picture . He said " It is pertinent, by way of introduction, to compare and contrast between
facts underlying the claim being made by this category of poets towards reform and
creativity or invention in the Arabic poetry; to enable us understand whether they are
truly calling for reform and creativity or for substitution and dissipation. We shall rely on
the comparison and contrast drawn by Sheikh Najeeb Al-Haddaad in this regard as
follows:

‘Our poetic metres are different from theirs. The Arabic poetry is based on
the feet (of a verse metre) i.e. At-Tafaa’eel, while the western poetry is
based on pronunciational spellings; which is any phonetic intonation that
is based on one alphabet of the vowel sounds, be it that alphabet alone or
together with a consonant. They refer to such significations as feet. The
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longest of which comprises of twelve alphabets, while the shortest may be
one single alphabet. A poet can compose a poem whereby the opening
verse will be made up of twelve alphabets, and it will continue to reduce
gradually unto a single alphabet(17).

Accomplishment of poetic metre in western poetry depends on the number of alphabets;
which makes it easy to compose a lot of it, and allows the poet to forward and defer
whatever he wishes in the wordings of the verse, and may even introduce a new word he
wishes in its midst without rendering the metre defective. Contrary to the case with
Arabic poetry, whose metric measure depends on the feet syllables, wherein forwarding
or deferring a single letter may render the whole metre defective or even switch the
poetic verse from one genre to another.

The rhyme in the western poetry is not adhered to in more than two verses, so much that
many of their poets became fed up with it and created what is called free or blank verse,
wherein they will not be restricted to any particular rhyme or metre. This is prevalent in
the English poetry. Most of Shakespeare’s theatrical poems are from this category. A
single stanza may be composed based on several varieties of metres, without auditional
taste being applied to the whole collection; just as may be found in some Al-
Muwasshahaat of the Arabic poetry.’

Sheikh explained that, such is comparison between the Arabic poetry and the western
poetry. Now coming to revolution of the Mahjar poets, it is calling towards revolting
against ancient usages, customs and traditions of the Arabic poetry; and also towards the
composition (of poems) without being restricted or regulated by the metres and rhymes.
One should therefore appreciate the extent of this revolution against the Arabic Prosody,
whether it was harsh or mild, as well as its causes and objectives.

The extent of this revolution against the Prosody becomes clear and manifest when one
reads the phonetic waves they refer to as unrhymed free-verse or blank poetry. The
samples of such poems abound. However, the prominent proponents of this mission are:
Ameen Ar-Rayhaany, Jabraan, Na’eemah, Naseeb Areedhah, Iiliyaa Abu-Maadhy and
Rasheed Ayyoub…

The author believed that the revolution embarked upon by these scholars against the
Prosody is nothing but attempt to distort the Arabic language or style and make it
subservient to the west through blind followership… He condemns the so called reform or
creativity being claimed?! And regard it as displacement and substitution!! And he said:
"They are only seeking to destroy the natural and structural beauty endowed upon this
Noble Language by Allah, and to also substitute or displace its poetry that is regarded as
its original treasure and principal lexicon. But this marvellous prosaic and poetic nature
or structure that has no match in the entire global literature shall never succumb to such
blind followership and subservience."

He also said:
"No healthy ear would hear such conundrum-like waves without being
frightened or disgusted. For their sound is worse than the cry of an owl,
and more frightening than the sound of war tanks and missiles. There is
nothing charming about its poem or admirable about its prose. It is more
of logorrhoea and absurdity than a sensible and intelligible expression."
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Sheikh Dutsu said:
"A second look at the comparison and contrast made by Sheikh Najeeb
between the Arabic and western poetries would reveal to one that the reform
being claimed by these poets is nothing but menace to the pure Arabic poetry
in the windstorm of blind western poetry. Neither metre nor rhyme can be
found in what they refer to as a poem; even though it is of basic knowledge
that the most essential element of a poem is to be evenly metrical and
tunefully rhythmical. It is of no doubt therefore that their style has nothing
creatively inventive about it, but rather a substitutive style and a deceptive
method that will never be accommodated or entertained by the Arabic
poetry."

He added that:
"They only rose against the Prosody and metric measure in a fierce revolution
as witnessed above, under the influence of the western literature which they
tried to implement on this pure (Arabic) heritage that emanated from a clean
source, all in the name of creativity and reform… Creativity or invention is not
abhorred; but it should not be based on being influenced or with the aim of
substitution or replacement. Instead creativity is to bring about
unprecedented innovation in a marvellously captivating style or method that
is neither repugnant to good taste nor sound mind"(18).

In his attempt to affirm the status of Khalil,s Prosody, Sheikh Dutsu said" Prosody has
played a significant role that cannot be ignored or overemphasized in preserving the
Arabic (poetic) verse, similar to that played by its counterparts among the Arabic
disciplines such as Morphology, Grammar or Syntax and Rhetoric. It has preserved for us
the original genres of Arabic poetic metres. It has also helped those with poetic instinct at
improving their natural disposition(19).

Certainly, the Prosody does not make a poet, but it may make a composed versifier. And
the tremendous significance of versification, in preserving knowledge, sciences and
information in a brief and concise expression that is easy to study and understand, cannot
be underestimated.

He concluded by saying that, the major cause of this revolution is the insatiable quest for
fame inherent in the human mind, which always pushes him to disagree (with others) in
order to become popular, and to incite controversy in order to become famous(20).

Conclusion
It is submitted that going by what is presented by Sheikh Dutsu in his Muqaddimatun
Arudiya Ala dhau I nusus Nazmiya that as a reaction to the establishment of Khalil
prosody, two group emerged; the reformist calling for simplification of Arabic Prosody
and the Critics calling for it is defeat. Aljauhary as a key figure in the reformist school tried
to refine and simplify the displine by taking some steps such as dropping one form of
meters and four geneares. On the other hand,Al-iyashi as one of the leading characters in
the school of Antagonists lunched an attack on Khalils Prosody and condemned it in it is
entirety. However, the author reacted strongly and blasted not only Al-iyashi but also
Arab poets in Diaspora, who share the same value. Finally, though the contribution of
both schools will not be ignored, however, their success in simplifying Arabic Prosody is
narrow and limited.
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Abstract:
Qur’an is a miraculous book sent down to the Prophet as a book of hidaya
(guidance) to all mankind irrespective of their race, age or place. Although
the Qur’an was revealed in a midst of Arabs of Mecca and Medina, it remains
a miracle defying mankind, providing solutions and answers of emerged
contemporary issues till the last day. Being so, need intellects that will offer
incessant effort discovering the treasures of this book by rethinking.
However, some conservatisms persist in that Qur’an needs no
reinterpretation and commentary of classical scholars must be maintained.
Therefore, the research here examines the relevance of Qur’an interpretation
in accordance with modern issues as well as the implications behind that.
This qualitative research employed a descriptive method for data collection
and analysis. The research suggests adopting scientific and social
approaches in the Qur’an interpretation for better development of Muslim
community.

Keywords: Qur’an interpretation, Modern Issues, Relevance, Implications, Society.

Introduction
The prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) was responsible for explaining the Qur’an verses and
interpreting them, He accomplished the task that Allah ordered him to do fully, thus the
Prophet said during his valedictory on the day of “Arafah”, Oh Allah did I convey! Oh, Allah
be the witness (Bukhari).

Majority of scholars reached a consensus that the Prophet did not interpret the whole
Qur’an verses but interpreted the verses that were vague and not understood, this was
due to the companions were being Arabs ethnically, and the Qur’an was revealed in the
Arabic language (Az-Zarkashy, 1948).

After the demise of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), his companions followed his footsteps,
they spread in Arabian Peninsula as well as part of some Asian, European and African
countries, disseminating Islamic education and interpreting Qur’an verses by the hadith
of Prophet, their own understanding of Arabic language making their own painstaking
effort, and also by Judeo-Christian traditions. This led to the establishment of learning
centres in Makkah, Medina, Syria, Basrah and Kufah. The “Tabi’un also moved on the same
that Sahabah passed by (Adh-Dhahby, 2000).

Generations after generations, the method in Qur’an interpretation followed the same
route, which is based on tradition and text. Today we are in a new era, modern era,
whereby a lot of new contemporary issues emerged in the domain of Islamic legalism,
demanding a palatable solution. Our era is one of major upheaval and technological and
social change that requires significant intellectual contributions to relate the meaning of
the Qur’an to the needs and concerns of Muslims today (Saeed, 2006, p. 5).
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It became clear that most of our modern Interpreters are in a state of limbo, their
approach and methodology in interpreting the Qur’an verses led to a stagnation in the
realm of Human development. Contemporary issues arose but due to the stagnated period
that Muslim are in today, left all these issues with no answers. Besides, some scholars see
all the efforts that are behind finding solutions to this modern issues as a kind of
innovations in the Islamic religion. Subsequently, this has implications for our modern
Muslim society, as they are lagged behind.

Qur'anic Interpretation
Interpreting the Qur’an in accordance with modern issues means: the Qur’an
interpretation needs to give way to a more sociological and scientific exegesis in order to
relate it to the contemporary needs of Muslims today (Saeed, 2006).This does not mean
rejecting textualists’ approach but contrarily benefiting from their perception and adding
more by understanding the text in the light of modern circumstances.

The two approaches (scientific & social) could be used as veritable tools for serving the
main objectives of Quran. i.e: hidaya, rectification. Therefore, as an interpretation is a
human endeavour, could become a trigger to the mechanism of wider development of
individual and community and at large. The idea of relating Qur'an text to the
contemporary concerns and needs of Muslims could be found in the text of neo-modernist
Muslims like FadhlurRahman, Shahwaliyullah, Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Sayyid Qutub,
Muhammad Abduh, and Hasanul Banna (Abu Zaid, 2006).

Qutub in his book (Fi Dhilal Al Qur’an) affirmed that the Qur’an was aiming to establish
and articulate upright concepts and sound principles on which the community could be
raised, and to chart for it a course for a righteous and dignified leadership of the world...
Muslims today need the Qur’an for a better and a more realistic understanding of the
world and their role in it. No other source exists that can provide them with the
inspiration, the practical guidance and the complete way of life they need to forge ahead
and assume the leadership of the world again (Qutub, pp. 19-20).

Ahmad Khan regarded that the miracle of the Quran extends beyond the classical theory
of stylistic supremacy and takes in scientific supremacy. His major interest was to bring
the meaning of the Quran into harmony with the modern discoveries of the natural
sciences. Natural scientific discoveries, he asserted, need to be taken into account while
explaining the meanings of relevant parts of the Quran, since they do not contain anything
that clashes with the ‘law of nature’ (Abu Zaid, 2006, pp. 30,31).

Relevance of Qur’an Interpretation in Accordance with Modern Issues
As the Qur’an is the book Allah addressing all mankind regardless of their colour or race
and it will remain a miracle defying all generations in terms of its style, rhetoric, stories
and injunctions, the mankind will continuously discover miraculous things as well as
answers of their emerged issues.

On account of that, Qur’an enjoined believers to ponder and ponder over its verses, and
warn those who are heedless when they heard the recitation. Allah says: Do they not then
reflect on the Quran? Nay, on the hearts there are locks. [Muhammad24]

So, the most dynamic aspect of the Qur’an revelation is its invitation to Muslims to reflect
the meanings of messages in order to seek right guidance for establishing an ideal society.
The main key to prosperity for this construction is the interaction between revelations
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and the processes of reasoning in a way that there has been an ongoing relationship
between humankind, and revelation (Gokkir, 2008, p. 3).

It is worthy to be mentioned here that the prophet did not interpret to his companions the
whole Qur’an verses, he only explained what seems vague, because the Qur'an was
revealed in their dialect. Therefore the Arabic of the Qur'an was, in general, understood
by them without any difficulty. This laid the ground of exercising aql (reasoning) for
understanding the verses of Qur’an as long as it is based upon knowledge.

On this bases, Sayyid Qutub wrote his commentary (Fi Zilal Al Qur'an) providing a fresh
perspective on the relevance of the Qur’an to the Muslims of today (Saeed, 2006). This
fresh understanding can never be underestimating the effort of successors, neither be
rejecting their views, but presenting Qur’an as a cure to the ailment of our society by
pondering over its verses and discovering remedies. So each new generation can expect to
find in Qur’an new treasures as their own capacity to understand its teaching grows
(Brown, 1996, p. 56).

Mufassir today can address issues of Inter-religious peace and harmony, Social peace, in
general, Socio-economic peace, Economic peace and Peace in national and international
politics all in the light of Qur’an.

Implications of Qur’an Interpretation in Accordance with Modern Issues
The word implication defined as something that is inferred (deduced or entailed or
implied). Based on this definition, Quran interpretation in accordance with modern issues
has an implication for our society which can be classified into two;
- Positive implication
- Negative implication

Positive implications:
1. Qur’an reinterpretation can have a positive implication if it is based upon knowledge,

which is the key of undiscovered treasures of the Qur’an.Qur’an commended those
who use their intellect to ponder over its verses which results in deeper
understanding and increase of faith. Allah says:

(It is) a Book We have revealed to you abounding in good that they may
ponder over its verses, and that those endowed with understanding may be
mindful.[Sad29]

Through that, more rulings solutions and answers could be derived. Hence, the
analogical reasoning was regarded as an important method in Islamic jurisprudence
as it is used for the assignment of the hokum (ruling) of an existing case, found to a
new case whose hokum is not found in those sources on the basis of a common
attitude (Al-Shafii, 2003).

Qur’an rethinkers can address modern issues or matters that had become a
phenomenon by looking at the provided cure and palatable solutions in the Quran.
Among the interpreters that adopted this course was Muhammad Ratib An-Nabulsi,
Sayyid Qutub and Imam Ash Sha’arawy. They tried to understand the Quran in a way
that it will be answerable to contemporary issues.Their work gained recognition from
the Umma, thus the listener can observe the closeness between him and the Qur’an as
it is directly addressing him.
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2. Another positive implication for society is when the interpretation touches scientific
aspects, as the Qur’an dimension of science covered many scientific topics on “natural
forms as the signs of Allah” (Rodwell, 2010). Adopting this course in Tafseer will serve
the main purpose of Qur’an revelation (Al Hidayat).

Scientific data in the Qur'an and scientific culture it produced has proven what is
termed the Qur’an's Ijaz ilmi (scientific inimitability), that is, to prove that the
presence of verifiable scientific information in the Qur'an will establish the Qur'an as
the Word of God, since such a book could have emanated only from a Divine source
(Amir, Shuriye, & Ismail, 2012, p. 2035).

An-Nabulsi imbibes this method in his Qur'an commentary. A listener will be exposed
to the miraculous nature of the Qur'an, which is compatible with modern science.

3. Basing Qur’an interpretation in accordance with modern issues will drag the attention
of unbelievers to discover the miraculous nature of this book and to surrender
willingly. So it’s a good method for inviting people to Islam.

The negative implications
In the past, history recorded some Qur'an commentary which was based upon personal
desires and today we found some interpreters put Qur'an verses forth to support their
ideas.

Quran reinterpretation may result to negative implications if it is based upon personal
opinion and desire (al ra’ay al madhmum). This is when an interpreter distorts the
meaning of a verse by changing its intent to wrong meaning, either deliberately due to
ideological issues, political differences feudal stands or ignorantly.
1. For the purpose of achieving personal desires, some interpreters employed al ra’ay al

madhmum for the purpose of achieving their goals by preconceiving an idea and
intending to support it by selecting Qur'an texts. In such a case, the person is imposing
a particular meaning on the text rather than searching for the most legitimate
meaning (Saeed, 2006, p. 67). So they use Qur’an texts as a vehicle for achieving their
desires and creating divisions among Muslims. As a result, many sects were formed in
Islam, which finally became a trigger for devastating Islam from within.

2. The primary message of the Qur'an was neglected, fallacious creeds and superstitions
were disseminated, all in the name of Qur'an interpretation.

3. Feminists and their ilks are always trying to distort the meaning of the Qur’an to back
their views, covertly they work together with Zionists.

An Epitome of Interpreting the Qur’an in Accordance with Muslims’ Concerns
The issue of radicalism is among the trendy issues that need to be addressed from Qur’an
perspective. Today Muslim world is characterized by extremism, insurgency and
terrorism. Therefore an interpreter must clarify the position of Qur’an regarding these
issues.

Also, the matter of establishing an Islamic caliphate led to division among Muslims,
although the stance of Qur’an is clear about this issue some interpreters use Qur’an verses
to support their preconceived ideas. Muslim interpreters have a role to play in
disengaging radicalization and turning people back to the true teaching of Islam through
the Qur’an. The Holy Quran instructs its followers:
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Call to the way of your Lord with wisdom and goodly exhortation, and have
disputations with them in the best manner; surely your Lord best knows
those who go astray from His path, and He knows best those who follow the
right way. [An Nahl125]

The above verses from the holy Quran substantiate the claim that the tolerant attitude of
Islam is deeply rooted in its scriptures. On the contrary, religious intolerance, extremism
and violence run counter to the teachings of the Holy Quran (Saeed, et al., 2016).

Conclusion
Qur’an as a book of guidance is an address to all mankind, each generation is expected to
dive into its realm for discovering treasures. As today Muslim community encounter
challenges; reinterpreting the Qur’an could be perceived as a mechanism for tackling this
challenges. Although some conservatism adhered to the classical approach in interpreting
the Qur’an, many modern scholars call for reinterpreting the Qur’an in a way that will suit
current issues. This study examined this two different views, explained the relevance of
interpreting the Qur’an in accordance with modern issues and identified the implications
of both two approaches.

The study suggests the necessity of adopting scientific and social approaches in Qur’an
commentary for moral and spiritual development of Muslim community.
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Abstract
The paper examines the influence of the mother tongue (MT) on the spelling
and pronunciation of English words among Nigerian university students with
particular reference to Hausa speaking university students. It looks into the role
the MT plays in the teaching and learning of the English language. It further
looks into the measures to be taken to minimize the interference. It also
explains what necessitates the inquiry into this issue. The sources of data
collection of this research work were two sets of a questionnaire designed by
the researcher. Questionnaire One is for lecturers and the other for students.
However, the questions on both were directed towards collecting information
on the mother tongue influence on spelling problem among Hausa speaking
Nigerian university students. Findings of the research have also been discussed.
In the end, the paper recommends certain tasks to be carried out and suggests
possible solutions to the problem.

Introduction
This paper examines how learners of English as a second language, which is the sole
medium of instruction at tertiary level can improve their spoken and written English with
regards to their pronunciation and spelling. It is a well-known fact that the English
language, which is not one of the native languages of this country, is given much
prominence than native languages. English is today, the language of Science, Technology,
Politics, Economic, Educational advancement, a means to prestigious employment,
commerce, trade, administration, etc. English appears indispensable to modern living, and
our children must be given maximum encouragement and opportunity to learn it
effectively in our schools. The importance of English lies in the fact that it serves a variety
of functions, which no other indigenous language does in the country and in terms of the
people who speak it. English in Nigeria is the language of the government. Formal
constitution is drafted in English, decrees, rules and regulations governing the country are
presented in the language. It is the language of the judiciary at the highest levels, although
at the lowest levels proceedings in the customary courts are held in the indigenous
languages. English is used as a language of unity.

English is one of the compulsory courses that must be passed before one gets admission
into a tertiary institution in Nigeria. As it is generally accepted, knowledge and
competence in English involves the development of four skills; listening, speaking,
reading and writing. One of the crucial features of English as a second language is that the
speaker has prior knowledge of another language, which is usually his/her mother tongue
(MT). Children learn from a very early age, they gradually respond to sounds and tunes
which their elders use in communicating with them. In due course, the child begins to
imitate the recurrent sounds he has become familiar with and constant exposure to the

mailto:ahmad_dz@yahoo.com
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spoken form of his language leads to rapid acquisition of the framework of his spoken
language. It takes time before a child masters not only the sound systems used in his
language but also he has at his disposal a vocabulary or syntactic arrangement enforced in
his language. In such a case then, the learner of another language later in life, which is
carried out by people who may be poor models and with a viable language firmly
established in the mind, is likely to be faced with problems and difficulties, such as that of
interference. The learner transfers certain elements of the first language into the
structure of the target language. The learner thinks and reasons in his first language and
expresses the same thought in the second language.

In the past, the prevalence of the grammar translation method led to an extraordinary
phenomenon; students were unable to speak and write fluently after having studied the
language for a long time. This led to the idea that all use of the mother tongue (MT) in the
language classroom should be avoided (Hammer, 2001:131). Spoken English differs in
many ways from the written one. What is written does not sometimes represent the
sound of speech. This makes it difficult for students of English as a second language (ESL)
to spell a word accurately. Spelling words is challenging. Many English words are not
spelled as they are spoken. This difference between pronunciations and spelling causes a
lot of confusion to learners. The inconsistency of English spelling and pronunciations
created a lot of problems for the students of English as a second language, such as why
spoken English sometimes does not correspond to the written. In light of this, the study
will try to find out the relationship between English pronunciation and spelling. It will
reveal some of the words that are wrongly pronounced and spelt by the students.

The Role of the Mother Tongue
According to Kavaliauskien (2009), recently there has been a revival of interest to
translation due to the shift of its emphasis - to using a mother tongue as a resource for the
promotion of language learning. Translation develops three qualities essential to all
language learning: accuracy, clarity and flexibility (Ross, 2000:61).Therefore, the use of
mother tongue and translation can serve as a tool for improving language skills.The goals
of this paper are, firstly, to examine students’ perceptions of the use of mother tongue and
translation in learning English, and secondly, to describe the activities which raise
learners’ awareness of language use. Comparison between the first language L1 and the
second language L2 through translation might help learners activate language usage and
serve as a tool to improve English.

Research methods employ the survey of students’ perceptions of the amount of mother
tongue they need in acquisition of a foreign language at tertiary level and mental
translation in various class activities.

The mother tongue has potentially both negative and positive consequences: it may serve
as social and cognitive functions. The use of mother tongue (MT) relates to learner
identity. The negative impact of MT use is that too much reliance on the first language
(L1) may undermine the interaction in English (Carless, 2008:331). Spelling is the writing
of a word or words with the necessary letters present in an accepted standard order. It is
one of the elements of orthorgraphy and a prescriptive element of alphabetic languages.
Most spellings attempt to approximate a transcribing of the sounds of the language into
alphabetic letters; however completely phonetic spellings are often the exception due to
drifts in pronunciations overtime and irregular spellings adopted through common usage
(wikpedia, spelling, 2010). It is known that linguistic awareness in spelling can be either
conscious or unconscious (Odlin, 1996). Cross linguistic similarity differences can
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produce positive or negative transfer, such as under production, over production,
production errors and misinterpretation. According to Harmer (2001:131) “the principal
cause of L1 use is required if students are linguistically incapable of activating vocabulary
for a chosen task”.

Many teachers recognize that the L1 in the classroom is a positive representation of
interlanguage. The data on interlanguage and language transfer show that it is highly
probable that L2 learners will always think most often in their L1 even at the advanced
level (Mahmoud, 2006:29). Native language use in the classroom can cause students to
think that words and structures in English have an L1 correspondence, which does not
always exist. Therefore, raising students’ consciousness of the non-parallel nature of
language is likely to allow learners to think comparatively. It is suggested that four factors
should be considered:
a. The students previous experience
b. The students level
c. The stage of the course
d. The stage of the individual lesson (Harmer; 2001: 132).

Learning proper spelling by rote is a traditional element of elementary education. The
ubiquity of the phonics method of teaching reading, which emphasizes written language
over spoken language, a second language speaker may have a better spelling ability than a
native speaker despite having a poorer command of the language, (Spelling Mht, 2010).
The English spelling system is not based on a phonetic correspondence between sounds
and letters, as is the case in the spelling of Spanish and certain other languages. Instead,
English spelling reflects the historical development of the language. The same,
combination of letters can produce different pronunciations, e.g. “read’ as in the present
tense and “read” as in the past tense. That is to say, what is written does not accurately
and consistently represent the sound of speech (Muktar, 2008, quoting Pink and Thomas,
1970).

The ability of students to differentiate between the speaking and pronunciation of some
English words is important for ESL learners in developing their communicative and
linguistic competence. Many Hausa speakers of English spell and pronounce words
phonetically. For instance, they find it difficult to pronounce words with consonant
clusters like :-
sukul – school.
sitirit – street

According to Tiffen (1969: 47), “the interference of one’s mother tongue or first language
is a universal linguistic phenomena, which affects speakers of a first language who tend to
carry over aspects of their language such as the sound system on to the second language
they are learning”. This implies that linguistic interference is inevitably associated with
different linguistic backgrounds. Foreign language learning involves the transference of
one’s native system into the process of another language. This is one of the obvious areas
that include phonological aspects, phonemes, their variants and intonation.

Mother Tongue Interference
Language interference is a reality. It cannot be disputed that when one is learning a new
language the native language of the learner will definitely interfere. The problem of
inconsistencies in English spelling in relation to the pronunciations is not only peculiar to
ESL learners, but even to some native speaker of English. Interference is caused by many
factors among which are:
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a. Poor models
b. Differences in the features of the two languages
c. Lack of proper training. Akonkbi [1979 quoted in Suleman 1998]

Odhin (1990:220 quoted in Muktar 2008) contends that “we can begin to understand how
language is learned only if we examine the process within the immediate social setting
and in the context of conscious or unconscious socialization. This implies that, the way
children speak depends on the society they come from”. According to him, “the mother
tongue is good for child cognitive development, because they use the MT or native
language in their speech when spoken English is not well understood by them”. For
instance, “when children are taught some words, due to individual peculiarities, some will
be adequately pronounced while a few will find difficulties in doing so. Thus, they quickly
transfer their mother tongue into spoken English meanings in order to show the manner
in which the content is understood individually”.

Hofstad (1968:3, quoted in Blessing 2002) says that “ it is because most students do not
know the right patterns and sounds that is why they commit the recurring mistakes, if
learners were made aware of the mistakes they were making, they might be careful not to
continue making them”. Otagbuaru (1977: 26) says that “ some of the causes of
interference are lack of voicing in consonants, which usually happen among Yoruba
speakers, e.g. /v/ is pronounced as /f/; very becomes “fery’. There is also an exchange of
consonants, which is common with Igbo speakers, “ ruler” becomes “Luler”, “bread”
becomes “blead”, “rice” becomes “lice,” etc.

Spelling Problems among ESL Learners
The relationship between sound and spelling occurs in many languages, so it is important
to distinguish between the sounds of a language and the way they are represented in
writing. Sounds and spellings are not the same. The reader of English is accustomed to
seeing language written down as a series of words set off by spaces with each word
consisting of a sequence of separate letters that are also separated by spaces. The reader
recognizes that words exist as separate entities made up of a relatively small number of
discrete sounds, for example, the word “spat” and “post” are readily judged by English
speakers to have four sounds each. While “adult” has five sounds and “set” three. Less
obvious is the number of sound in the words “speakers”, ‘series’ letters’, and ‘sequence,’
which do not have the same number of letters and sounds, ‘cough’ has three sounds but is
spelled with five letters ‘through’ with seven letters and ‘thru’ with four are alternative
spellings for a word with three sounds. ‘delicacy’ with an equal number of sounds and
letters uses the letter /c/ to represent two different sounds – one, a /k/ like sound, the
other an /s/like sound. This lack of correspondence is very common in English (Finnegan,
2004:80).

Swallowed Syllables:
aspirin – pronounced – asprin
different – pronounced – diffrent
every – pronounced – evry [about.com/spelling2mht,2010]

Four Syllables Pronounced as Three Syllables
comfortable – pronounced – comftable
temperature – pronounced – temprature
vegetable – pronounced – vegetable [about.com/spelling2mht,2010]
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Homophones – Words that sound the same
two, to, too – pronounced – too
knew, new – pronounced – niew
through, threw – pronounced – throo
not, knot, naught – pronounced – not about.
The following letters are silent when pronounced
d- Sandwich, Wednesday
gh- sigh, light , right
g- Sign, foreign
h- Why, honest, hour
k- Know, knight, knob
l- should, walk, half
p- cup board, psychology
s- island, isle
t- whistle, listen, fasten,
u- guess, guitar [about.com/spelling2mht,2010]
w- who, write, wrong.

Unusual Letter Combinations
gh= f –e.g, cough, laugh, enough, rough,
ch= k-e.g, chemistry, headache, Christmas, stomach.
ea= eh-e.g, breakfast, instead
ea= ei- e.g, steak, break
ea = ee-e.g, weak streak
ai= i.e-g, sigh, buy, either etc.
(about. Com/spelling 2.mht, 2010).

Language interference is a reality. It cannot be disputed that when one is learning a new
language the native language of the learner will definitely interfere. The phonemes of
English that are absent are replaced with some others that are in the native language of
the learner. This shows that most of the problems of students’ pronunciation on spelling
are more of the fact that the inconsistencies are on the English words.

According to Finegan (2004: 83), “throughout the world there are discrepancies between
sound as they are spoken and as they are represented in writing. The fact that English
spelling is somewhat independent of pronunciation is not altogether a bad thing when
you consider that English has exceptionally varied dialects from New Zealand to Jamaica
to India as well as in places where English is used in official capacities alongside
indigenous native tongues or as a second language. Despite diverse pronunciations
around the globe, a uniform written word is associated with a single set of meaning”.
Moreover, in a language with different pronunciations for the same element of meaning,
stable spellings can contribute to reading comprehensibility – as in ‘cats’ - and ‘dogs’ -
pronounced as /s/ and /z/, respectively.

Finally, the effects of the mother tongue on spoken English could be the improper use of
words as well as the interference problem of L1, where only a few acquire the knowledge
of spoken English. This negatively affects the ESL learner in their pronunciation and
spellings at different levels of their learning.
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Data Collection
Questionnaire for Lecturers
1. To what extent does Hausa as L1 influence the learning of English as L2?

1. Do you have students from different
ethnic groups in your class (es)?

Yes No Undecided Total

12 0 - 12

100% 0% 0% 100%

2. Do you notice a problem of spelling
English words among your students?

Yes No Undecided Total

12 - - 12

100% 0% 0% 100%

3. If your answer to question 2 above
is yes, have you ever tried to find out
what causes the spelling problem
among your students?

Yes No Undecided Total

12 - - 12

100% 0% 0% 100%

4. If your answer to question 3 above is
yes, what, in your opinion, do you
think is the major problem of
spelling among your students?

Mother
Tongue
influence

Poor
background

Undecided Total

9 3 - 12

75% 25% 0% 100%

2. Does the influence of mother tongue hamper L2 learners?
5. Does mother tongue

influence affect other
aspects of English language
learning?

Yes No Undecided Total

12 - - 12

100% 0% 0% 100%

6. If your answer to question
5 above is yes, what
aspects are they?

Pronunciation/
speaking

Pronunciation/
listening

Undecided Total

8 4 - 12

% 50% 0% 100%

7. How does the problem of
spelling affect the overall
proficiency in the learning
of English?

It affects the
four skills of
language

It affects accuracy Undecided Total

4 8 12

37.5% 62.5% - 100%

3. To what extent can mother tongue influence on spelling some English words be solved?

8. What measures do you
think could be taken to
overcome the problem
of spelling among the
students?

Engaging the
students in
reading and
writing

Engaging the
students in
essay writing
always

Undecided Total

9. Have you ever tried
the measures to your
students?

Yes No Undecided Total

12 - - 12

100% 0% 0% 100%

10. If your answer to
question 9 above is yes,
how have you found
them?

Very effective Effective Undecided Total

6 6 - 12

50% 50% 0% 100%
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Questionnaire fo students
1. To what extent does Hausa as L1 influence the learning of English as L2?

1. How many hours do you receive
English Language lessons per week?

4 hours 6 hours 8 hours Total

- - 80 80

0% 0% 100% 100%

2. Do you have students from
different tribes in your class?

Yes No Undecided Total

80 - - 80

100% 0% 0% 100%

Statements Yes No Undecided Total

3 Do you sometimes have a
problem spelling some
English words?

80 - - 80

100% 0% 100%

4
.

If your answer to question
3 above is yes, what do
you think are the reasons
for the problem?

Mother
Tongue

Undecided 80

60 10 10 100%

75% 12.5% 12.5% 100%

5
.

Why do you difficulty in
spelling English words?

MT interferes Poor
background

Undecided 100

55 15 10 80

68.75% 18.75% 12.5% 100%

Research Question 2. Does the influence of mother tongue hamper L2 learners
Statements Yes No Undecided Total

6.. Do spelling problems cause
you another problem in
learning English?

65 - 15 80

81.25% 0% 18.75% 100%

7.. If your answer to question 6
above is yes, give the other
problem?

Pronunciation Reading Undecided 80

60 5 15 100%

75% 6.25% 18.75% 100%

8. Does your lecturer know that
you have the problem of
spelling?

Yes No Undecided 100

60 5 15

68.75% 6.25% 18.75% 100%

11. What do you think
could be done to
improve the situation?

Maintain the
measures

Give students
assignments

Undecided Total

8 4 - 12

66.5% 33.5% 0% 100%

12. Can mother tongue
influence be avoided?

Yes No Undecided Total

- 12 - 12

0% 100% 0% 100%

13. Please, give reason(s)
for your answer of
number 19 above

It is natural The students
are L2 learners

Undecided Total

4 8 - 12

33.5% 65.5% 0% 100%
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Research Question 3. To what extent can mother tongue influence on spelling some
English words be solved?

10. Do you think you can
Solve the problem?

Yes No Undecided Total

15 60 5 80

18.75% 75% 6.25% 100%

11.
If your answer to
question 10 above is
yes, how do you think
you can solve the
problem?

Reading
dictionary

Reading
books

Undecided Total

45 25 10 80

56.25 31.25 12.5 100%

15. What do you think you
can do to improve the
situation?

Extensive
Reading

Always
Reading

Undecided Total

50 25 5 80

62.5% 31.25% 6.25% 100%

17. If your answer to
question 16 above is
yes, does your lecturer
try to solve the
problem?

Yes No Undecided Total

75 - 5 80

93.75% 0% 6.25% 100%

18. If your answer to
question 17 above is
yes, how is he or she
trying to solve the
problem?

Reading and
dictation

Writing the
correct words

Undecided Total

70 5 5 80

87.5% 6.25% 6.25% 100%

19. Do you think what your
lecturer is doing is
solving the problem?

Yes No Undecided Total

65 5 10 100%

81.25% 6.25% 12.5% 100%

20. Give your reason (s) for
your answer of number
19 above.

We are
improving

We do not
understand
him

Undecided Total

75 5 - 80

93.75% 6.25% 0% 100%

Discussion
After collecting the information and analysing the data, the researcher established that
there was a problem of spelling among the students and mother tongue influence was
observed to have been the reason; that spelling problem caused the students another
problem of pronunciation and reading in the learning of English; that the influence of
their native language affects their learning of English and it also affects the overall
proficiency in learning the language, such as listening and speaking, and accuracy in
general; that the problem of mother tongue influence cannot be avoided but could be
solved and improved through extensive reading, reading the dictionary, essay writing and
doing assignments. The lecturers responses also proved that there existed a problem of
spelling among Hausa speaking students. It was also established that the major cause of
the problem included mother tongue influence and in some cases, poor background.
However, the measures taken by the lecturers were found to be effective and the students
were improving towards that direction.
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Finally, the researcher suggests that to minimize the level of mother tongue influence on
spelling, lecturers should make maximum use of extensive reading programme, spelling
exercises, like Homophones – Words that sound the same, such as 1. Two, to, too –
pronounced – too, 2. Knew, new – pronounced – niew, 3. through, threw – pronounced –
throo, 4. not, knot, naught – pronounced – not, words with silent letters when
pronounced, such as 5. Sandwich, Wednesday, -d, 6. Sigh- light, right –gh 7. Sign, foreign –
g 8. Why, honest, hour –h 9. Know, knight, knob –k 10. Should, walk, half - l 12.
Cupboard, psychology –p 13. Island, isle –s 14. whistle, listen, fasten, -t 15. Guess, guitar, -
u 16. who, white, what, -h, unusual letter combinations, such as 17. Cough, laugh, enough,
rough, gh= f, 18. chemistry, headache, Christmas, stomach, ch=k, 19. Breakfast, instead,
ea= e, 20. Weak streak, ea = ee 21.sigh, buy, either =ai, essay writings, assignments, etc.,
should all be taught. It should also be explained that other aspects of learning English
Language are also improved to a greater extent through doing the aforementioned, which
improves, not only the spelling and pronunciation, but also the overall proficiency in the
English Language learning. This should be done through applying Task-Based-Learning
Approach (TBL), which emphasizes conceiving of tasks, a communicative task, for that
matter. This is the major approach that makes use of listening and speaking skills which
help the students improve in the spoken and written aspects of language despite their
mother tongue interference.

Having closely considered the above findings, it has been observed that the problem of
mother tongue influence on spelling among Hausa speaking students of university was
caused by some factors: (1) Inconsistency of the English Language. (2) Poor background.
(3) Lack of doing extensive reading, essay writings, assignments and dictionary reading.
(4) Lack of teaching homophones, unusual word combination, and etc. However, if the
measures suggested above would be taken into consideration, the problem of mother
tongue influence on spelling would be solved or minimized to a greater extent as seen in
the findings. As such, lecturers should make maximum use of them and the others
suggested by language experts to achieve the desired objectives.

Conclusion
This paper examined the influence of the mother tongue on the spelling among Nigerian
university students. The inquiry was necessitated by the rampant spelling mistakes in
students’ writings observed by the researcher. It was also established that there was a
problem of spelling among the students and mother tongue influence was observed to
have been the reason; that spelling problem caused the students another problem of
pronunciation and reading in the learning of English; that the influence of their native
language affects their learning of English and it also affects the overall proficiency in
learning the language, such as listening and speaking, and accuracy in general; that the
problem of mother tongue influence cannot be avoided but could be solved and improved
through extensive reading, reading the dictionary, essay writing and doing assignments.

Finally, the paper suggests that to minimize the level of mother tongue influence on
spelling, lecturers should make maximum use of extensive reading programme, spelling
exercises, like Homophones, essay writings, assignments, etc., should all be taught. The
aforementioned can improve, not only the spelling and pronunciation, but also the overall
proficiency in the English Language learning. This should be done through applying Task-
Based-Learning Approach (TBL), which emphasizes conceiving of tasks, a communicative
task, for that matter. This is the major approach that makes use of listening and speaking
skills which help the students improve in the spoken and written aspects of language
despite their mother tongue interference.
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SANA’AR JIMA DA YADDA AKE YIN TA A KASAR HAUSA

Aminu Lawal Auta, PhD
Sashen Koyar Da Harsunan Nijeriya

Jami’ar Bayero, Kano

Gabatarwa
Sana’o’in Gargajiya na Hausawa, sana’o’i ne waxanda suka daxe ana yin su kuma suna da muhimmanci
ga al’ummar Hausawa. Sana’a dai wata aba ce wadda ta shafi sha’anin kasuwanci, wato sha’ani ne na
saye da sayarwa. Haka kuma, gargajiya wata aba ce wadda ta shafi gadon-gado al’adar da kakanni suka
yi, iyaye suka yi kuma har yanzu ana yi, kuma akasarin al’umma ta yarda da irin waxannan sana’o’in.

Ita dai sana’ar kamar yadda aka fassara ta a Qamusun Hausa (2006) na nufin “aikin da mutum yake yi
don samun abinci”. Manufar wannan takardar ita ce ta yi nazari mai zurfi a kan wannan sana’ar da ta
daxe a qasar Hausa, ta fito da yadda ake yenta da kuma irin kayayyakin da majemi ke tanada domin
gudanar da wannan sana’ar. Saboda muhimmancin da ke ga wannan sana’ar ya sa aka xauke ta domin ta
yi masa sharar fage ga masu nazarin sana’o’i da su yi bincike mai zurfi a kan sna’o’in mu na gargajiya.

Ma’anar Jima
Jima asalinta kalma ce da Hausawa kan yi amfani da ita don bayyana galabaitar wani abu, wato bayyana
yadda wani abu ya sha wahala sosai. Misali, idan aka ce wa mutum ya jeme, wato ana nufin ya fita daga
kamanninsa a sanadiyyar wata wahala da ya sha. Hausawa sun yi hikimar amfani da wannan kalma
domin mayar da ita sunan sana’a, dangane da ganin yadda yanayin sana’ar jima take, (Salim, 1982). Da
farko, suna kiranta Jimar Fata, da kowa ya saba da haka, sai suka dinga kiranta jima kawai. Kuma
kowane Bahaushe aka ce Jima abin da zai fara kawowa a ransa ita ce wannan sana’ar. Jima dai sana’a ce
da ta fuskanci sarrafa fatun dabbobi. Wannan kuwa yana nufin bin waxansu hanyoyi domin raba fata da
gashin da ke jikinta, a mayar da ita sumul-sumul, kuma a kare ta daga lalacewa a wani wuri kevavve
inda ake aikata fatun wanda ake kira majema.

Ana sayo fatu ne daga hannun mahauta da ‘yan farauta da ‘yan su. Irin fatun da ake sayowa daga hannun
mahauta sun haxa da fatun tumaki da fatun raqumma da sauransu. Haka kuma, ana sayo fatu kamar na su
dila da damisa da qwara daga hannun ‘yan farauta, fatu kuwa kamar na su kada da damo da mesa ana
sayo su ne daga hannun ‘yan su.

Sai dai abin lura a nan shi ne, ba koyaushe ne ake cewa lalle sai an xebe gashin kowace fatar dabba ba,
misali, ba a jeme gashin fatar damisa, sai dai a gyara fatar kawai a kafe ta, ta sha iska a ci gaba da amfani
da ita. Haka kuma, fatar ragon da za a yi buzun sallah da ita, ita ma ba a xebe gashinta, sai dai a gyara
fatar kawai a kafe ta da qusoshi a qasa, don ta buxe ta sha iska, sannan a kai masallaci. Don haka,
kowace irin fata akwai yadda ake yin aikin ta dangane da yanayin buqatar amfani da ita. (Umar, 1980).

Samuwar Sana’ar Jima
Jima daxaxxiyar sana’a ce a qasar Hausa. Kusan daxewarta xaya da kowace sana’a da Bahaushe ya tashi
ya ga ana yi a ko’ina a qasar Hausa. Misali, an dai san cewa dukkan sana’o’i da al’adun Bahaushe suna
faruwa ne saboda buqatarsa ta son cim ma burin zaman rayuwarsa. Misali, buqatun xan’adam masu
bayar da damar samun sana’o’i suna da yawa, sai dai muhimman buqatu su ne kamar su abinci da
muhalli da sutura da tsaro da motsa jiki da morewa da nishaxi da hutu da sauran buqatun da ba a rasa ba.
Misali, buqatar xan’adam ta son abinci ce ta haifar da sana’o’i kamar su noma da farauta da fawa da qira
da sauransu. Haka kuma, buqatar muhalli ta haifar da sana’o’i kamar su gini da jinka da tufqa da dave da
makamantansu. Buqatar xan’adam ta sutura ta haifar da sana’o’i kamar su jima da saqa da rini da
sauransu. Haka kuma, buqatar tsaron lafiya ta haifar da sana’o’i kamar su bori da tsibbu da qira da irin
magungunan da masu sana’o’i daban-daban suke bayarwa. Buqatar xan’adam ta son morewa da hutu da
nishaxi suka haifar da sana’ar waqa da varar gyaxa da makamantansu. Haka kuma, buqatarsa ta son
motsa jiki ta haifar da wasannin gargajiya kamar su dambe da sharo da kokowa da sukuwa da sauransu.

Ta hanyar waxannan buqatun ne, da makamantansu, da kuma son cin masu ya haifar da kusan dukkan
al’adu da sana’o’in Hausawa, kuma a iya cewa wannan shi ne asalin wanzuwar dukkan sana’o’i a qasar
Hausa. Su tsarin sana’o’in Hausawa, an gina su ne bisa tutar cuxanni-in-cuxe-ka. Misali, a da can tun
zamanin kakanninmu sai mu ga cewa ba a amfani da kuxi kamar yadda muka san su a yau, kuma ma a
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wannan lokacin ba a san wani abu ba, wai shi kuxi. Saboda haka, za a samu mutane masu yin sana’o’i
daban-daban kamar yadda aka zayyana a sama.

To, sai dai ita wannan sana’ar xaya da mutum ke yi ba ta isa ba ta biya masu dukkan buqatunsu ba.
Saboda haka, dole ne sai ya nemi wani abin daga hannun wani mai yin wata irin sana’ar daban da tasa.
Wannan shi ya kawo ra’ayin musaya inda mai noma zai bayar da dame xaya na gero ko dawa ga
mahauci don shi kuma ya ba shi qashin miya. Haka kuma, maqeri za ya ba wanzami aska don shi kuma
ya yi masa aski ko gyaran fuska.

Wannan bambance-bambancen sana’o’in da kuma buqatun da kuma son cin masu suka haifar da ra’ayin
musaya kuma wannan shi ne tushe da kuma havakar sana’o’in Hausawa. Mutane daban-daban sun qware
qwarai da gaske wurin sana’arsu kuma saboda wannan qwarewar ce ta sa aka mallaki sana’o’i daban-
daban a gidaje daban-daban, kuma wannan shi zai sa kowane gida ya san qabli da ba’adin sana’ar da
yake yi tattare da sirrinta.

Dangane da bayanin da muka bayar a kan asalin sana’o’i, sai mu ga cewa ashe dama tun lokacin zaman
farko, jima na xaya daga cikin muhimman sana’o’in Bahaushe. Kuma tun asalin kafuwar al’umma,
bayan Bahaushe ya bar amfani da ganye da vawon itace don rufe jikinsa ya samu ci gaba da wayewar
kai, har ya san yadda zai riqa amfani da fatar namun daji da ya kashe ya fexe fatar ya shanya ta sha iska
ya kuma xaura don ta zama sutura a gare shi. (Madauci, 1975).

Kayan Jima
Idan aka ce kayan jima a nan, ana nufin irin kayan da majemi yakan yi tanadi don gudanar da sana’arsa.
Don haka, majema na amfani da Kartaji da turmi da sauran kayayyaki wajen gudanar da sana’arsu.

Kartaji
Wannan wata irin doguwar wuqa ce mai tsawon misalin qafa xaya da rabi kuma gwavinta zai kama
kamar inci xaya da rabi, kuma maqera suke yin ta da baqin qarfe. Tana da qota biyu ne, wato hannun
dama da hagu, sai dai ba a wasa wannan wuqar ta yi kaifi sosai. Idan aka yi haka, za ta riqa yanke fata
yayin da ake yin jima, wato ke nan za ta yi wa fatar lahani. Don haka, sai kuxin sayen ta ya rage, saboda
yankan da kartajin ya yi mata. Qotocin wannan wuqar kuwa akan yi su da santsi ne, dalili kuwa shi ne
don kada majemi ya yi sartse yayin da yake amfani ita, kuma wannan zai sa ya ji daxin aikinsa kuma ba
za ta sa hannunsa ya yi kanta ba.

Turmi da Gungume da Dutse
Majema dai kan sayo turmi ne daga hannun masassaqa, yawanci turmi ne mai matsakaicin girma kuma
akasari na jan katako ne don ya fi qwari da jimirin wahala. Waxansu sukan raba turmi xaya zuwa biyu.
A kan irin waxannan qananan turamen ne ake jeme qananan fatu, sai dai kuma yin haka ba dole ba ne
don kawai qananan turame na musamman da ake sayarwa. Ko da yake suna da tsada shi ya sa majema
suka fi gane wa sayen babban su raba don ya fi sauqi.

Kujera
A kanta ne majemi yake zaunawa, ya xora fata a kan turmi ya riqa yin aikinsa. Inda ba kujera kuma akan
yi amfani ne da gungume ko a kifa wani tsohon bokiti ko garwa a zauna a kai.

Fata
Fatar da majema suke yin aiki da ita iri-iri ce. Akwai ta dabbobin gida, wato kamar fatar shanu da awaki
da raquma da tumaki da raguna da sauransu. Kuma akan sayo waxannan fatun ne daga hannun mahauta.
Haka kuma, akwai fatu kamar na dila da damisa da zaki da qwara da dai sauransu. Akwai kuma fatun
namun ruwa waxanda ake sayowa daga hannun ‘yan su kamar fatun kada da tsari da damo da mesa da
makamantansu.

‘Ya’yan Bagaruwa
Bagaruwa dai wata irin itaciya ce da ake samowa daga daji, bayan an samo ta ne za a zo gida a shanya ta,
ta bushe sannan a daka ta, ta yi gari a zuba garin nan cikin buhunna tare da kowarta, to wannan garin
bagaruwar ne mai bauri da shi ake haxa jiqo a cikin kwatanniya.
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Toka
Wannan akan samo ta ne daga itatuwa da aka qona a gidaje, ita wannan tokar ce ake yin haxi da ita da
garin bagaruwar nan a yi jiqo, idan wannan jiqon ya tsima ne zai sa fata ta yi laushi kuma gashinta ya yi
sauqin jima.

Kwatanniya
Wannan wata irin qatuwar tukunya ce mai sigar Kwando da ake yi da yunvu, cikinta ne ake zuba wannan
garin bagaruwar da tokar sai a zuba ruwa a gauraye, sannan a saka fatu a cikin wannan kwatanniyar. A
manyan majemu ba a yin amfani da kwatanniyoyi, tun da yake ana jeme fatu masu yawan gaske ne ko
ma har da na manyan dabbobi, shi ya sa sukan gina ‘yan manyan rijiyoyi na kankaren siminti masu xan
zurfi.

Ruwa
Yawanci akan haxa jiqon ‘ya’yan bagaruwa ne da toka a zuba masu ruwa ko na rijiya ko na famfo a
kuma cuxa su da ruwan nan a cikin kwatanniya. A manyan majemu a kan ja famfo a sa mesar ruwa
domin zuba ruwa a cikin rijiyoyin da ake yin jiqon.

Gava-Gava
Wannan ma wani irin itace ne mai yaxo kamar duma. Shi ma akan haxa da shi ne a yi jiqo. Akan xebo
itacen ne a shanya shi ya bushe, a daka shi. Da garin ne ake yin amfani, sai dai yanzu wannan itacen ya
fara vacewa.

Karan-Dafi
Wannan ma ya fara vacewa, wata irin dawa ce da ake shukawa, ganyenta ne ake amfani da shi. Akan
shanya ganyen ya bushe, sannan a dake shi, shi wannan karan-dafi ja ne kuma idan an jiqa shi sai ya qara
yin jajawur kamar jini. Ba ma a majema kaxai ake amfani da shi ba, har ma da masu yin zanen qwarya
da mahuci da masu yin tabarma ‘yar Jibiya da ‘yar laushi duk suna yin amfani da karan-dafi.

Rawaya-Yalab ko Gangamo
Wannan ma wata irin itaciya ce da ake samowa a daji. Akan shanya ta ne ta bushe sannan a dake ta, ta
zama gari. Wannan garin ne ake jiqawa a yi turi da shi, don a sami kalar rawaya.

Kashin Maqera
Shi wannan wata irin dusa-dusar maqera ce mai kamar garin gawayi, akan haxa shi ne da wata irin
tawada-tawada da ake kira kwaloko da qaro a zuba su cikin wani babban tano, sai a zuba ruwa a jiqa su
sannan sai a saka fatar a bar ta, ta kwana biyu, sannan a fito da ita a shanya, sai ta yi baqiqqirin tana
walqiya, wato an sami baqar fata ke nan.

Gwangwarasa
Wannan wata irin kanwa ce da ake shafa wa fatar cita ko qwara don ta yi laushi da fari.

Man-gyaxa
Shi ake shafa wa fata jemammiya wadda ta bushe, ana shafa wa fatar mai ana janta har sai ta yi laushi.

Qusoshi
Da su ake kafe fata a qasa. Akan buga qusoshin ne a qarshen havar fata don ta buxe, a bar ta a kafe har
sai ta bushe. Akan buga a qalla qusa talatin ko abin da ya fi haka a kan kowace fata.

Farar Qasa
Wannan ma garin farar qasa ce da ake samowa daga tabki, fari fat take, ita ma akan jiqa ta a turara fata
da ita, don ta yi fari. (Auta, 1980).

Yadda Ake Yin Jima
Da farko dai, ita sana’ar jima ana yin ta ne a majema ko kuma wurin ya kasance a wani gida ne inda
majemi yake yin jimarsa. Majema suna yin abubuwa da dama wurin sana’arsu. Bayan sun jeme gashin
fatar sai su fitar da shi daban, fatar kuma daban. Jima ta bambanta dangane da irin fatar da ake jima,
amma a jumlace za mu iya kasa fatun zuwa aji uku, sannan kuma mu ga yadda ake jimar kowane aji.
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Fatun Namun Gida
Irin waxannan fatun su ne kamar fatun shanu da awaki da tumaki da raqumma da makamantansu. Su
majeman ne ke zuwa mahauta wurin rundawa masu yanka irin waxannan dabbobin su sayo fatun. Ba
daga sayo su ba za su fara jima, a’a sai sun tanadi kayan jiqo. Kayan jiqon nan kuwa suna da yawa, sai
dai akasari waxanda aka fi amfani da su, su ne tokar itace da farar kanwa da xoxxori da bagaruwa da
sauransu. Waxannan kayan ne ake haxawa a zuba su cikin qatuwar kwatanniya, idan a gida ne ake yin
jimar ko kuma a zuba su a cikin rijiya idan a majema ne. Ita wannan rijiyar tsawonta yakan kasance
kamar qafa huxu zuwa biyar kuma ta fi cin fatu da yawa, saboda haka, jiqon fata cikin rijiyar majema ya
fi sauqi da yin jiqo cikin kwatanniya.

Majema sukan tanadi waxannan kayan na jiqo ne kafin su sayo fatar. Bayan sun sayo fatar ne, za su zo
su shanya ta, ta sha iska don ta qara kumbura, wato ta yi auki. Za su zuba waxannan kayan jiqon ne cikin
ko kwatanniya ko rijiya, sannan su zuba ruwa su bi su gauraya su. Idan sun gauraye xin ne za su xauko
fatar nan da suka shanya su sanya ta a cikin wannan jiqon, sai su bar wannan jiqon da fatar nan ciki har
sai bayan kimanin kwanaki biyu, don su tsima. Waxannan kayan idan suka tsima zafi ne da su, wannan
zafin shi zai sa gashin fatar nan ya yi tsai-tsaye kuma duk ya saki, ita kuma fatar ta yi laushi. Kuma a
wannan lokacin ne jima za ta fi sauqi.

Bayan fata ta jiqa ne ta yi laushi majemi zai sa safar hannu ya xauko fatar nan daga cikin jiqon, domin
idan bai sa wannan safar hannun ba, jiqon na iya yi masa lahani a hannu ko ma hannun ya save. Za ya
xauko fatar nan ne ya xora a kan turmi ko gungume ko dutse ko a kan siminti, ya sa kartaji ya jeme
gashin nan tas. Yayin da yake yin amfani da kartajin nan yana lura da cewa bai yanke fatar ba.

Bayan an jeme fatar nan tas, tun daga farko har qarshe, sai ya sami ruwa mai kyau ya wanke ta, kuma zai
yi haka ne har sau uku ko huxu. Daga wannan wankin ne zai matse ta sannan ya yarfe ruwan. Idan ya yi
haka ne sai ya sami wata igiya da ya kafa ya shanya fatar. Yayin da ya shanya ta, zai bar ta ne ta sha iska
kawai, amma ba sai ta bushe ba. Idan ta kusa bushewa ne zai xauko ta ya zo ya xora ta bisa wata
shimfixar leda ko tsohuwar tabarma ko a kan falale, ya danne rabi da tafin qafarsa na dama, sannan ya
riqa jan rabin da hannuwansa biyu da qarfi. Idan ya ja wannan rabin ya ga ya jawu sosai sai kuma ya
juya ya ja rabin guda. Ana yin haka ne kuwa don fatar ta qara faxi sosai, bayan ya gama jan ta ne zai bar
ta ta bushe. To, ya sami jemammiyar fata ke nan. Daga nan kuma sai ya sa almakashi ya daddatse
levatun fatar kafin ya yi turi. Haka dai ake jeme duk waxannan fatun na namun gida, idan dai har ba a
buqatar gashi. Bayan fatar ta bushe ne ake samun wani irin dutse mai kaushi a goge bayan fatar watau
sashen da naman yake, idan an yi haka ne za ta qara fari da kyau.

Fatun Namun Ruwa
Su kuma irin waxannan fatun su ne kamar fatar damo ko tsari ko kada ko mesa da makamantansu. Su

majema na sayo irin waxannan fatun ne daga hannun ‘yan su. Jimar irin waxannan fatun ta sha bamban
da jimar fatun dabbobin gida.

Kayan jiqon waxannan fatun na da yawa kuma sun haxa har da farar kanwa da tokar qarfe da kashin
tattabaru da bagaruwa da sauransu. Da farko dai, za a haxa jiqon ne da farar kanwa da tokar qarfen nan a
zuba masu ruwa a cikin kwatanniya ko rijiyar jima, sannan a cuxe su har sai sun gauraye. Wannan shi
ake ce ma “sanwa.” Sai majemi ya xauko fatar nan ta damo ko mesa ko kada ya jiqa ta cikin ruwa mai
kyau, bayan ya jiqa ta cikin ruwa mai kyau ne zai sa ta cikin wannan jiqon na farar kanwar da tokar
qarfen wato “sanwar,” sai ya riqa tsoma yana fitarwa, yana kuma juya ta har kamar tsawon minti goma
bayan ya yi wannan juyin ne za ya bar fatar a cikin jiqon ta yi kamar awa biyar. Daga nan sai ya xauko ta
ya sake juyawa kuma kamar minti goma. Daga nan sai ya bar ta cikin jiqon ta kwana. Idan ta kwana xin
ne za ya fito da ita ya sami wata qaramar wuqa, ya xora fatar nan a kan wani qaramin katako ya sa
wuqar nan ya jeme savar fatar.

Bayan ya wanke fatar ne za ya yi jiqon kashin tattabaru wanda har wa yau dai za ya tsoma ta ciki, kuma
a riqa juya ta kamar minti goma. Idan ya gama juyawar sai ya bar wannan fatar dai a cikin ruwan nan na
kashin tattabaru, ta yi kamar awa biyar sannan a sake juya ta kamar tsawon minti goma sannan a bar ta,
ta kwana cikin wannan jiqon. Idan an fito da ita ne daga cikin jiqon za a sanya ta a cikin ruwan jiqon
bagaruwa, a riqa juya ta ana jan ta don ta buxe kuma a yi kamar awa xaya ana yin haka. Daga nan sai a
bar ta, ta kwana cikin jiqon bagaruwar nan. Daga nan za a sake fito da ita a sa wuqar nan dai amma a
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wannan lokacin naman fatar za a jeme, tun da yake a wancan karon an jeme savar ne. Bayan an jeme
naman ne za a sake wanke ta da ruwa mai kyau, ana wankewa ana buxewa har kamar tsawon awa guda.
Daga nan ne za a sake shanya ta, don ta sha iska, amma kafin ta bushe za a xauko ta a qara jan ta don ta
qara faxaxa sosai, sannan a mayar da ita a kan igiya a sake shanyawa don ta qarasa bushewa da faxinta.
Shi ke nan a nan an gama jimar fatar kuma ta haka ne ake jeme dukkan fatun naman ruwa.

Fatun Namun Daji
Irin waxannan fatun su ne kamar fatun damisa da zaki da qwara da kura da vauna da makamantansu.
Majema ne suke sayo irin waxannan fatun daga hannun mafarauta. Jimar irin waxannan fatun ita ma dai
daban take don kuwa su ba jeme gashinsu ake yi ba, gashin nasu ma dai shi ne darajarsu. Irin waxannnan
fatun su suka fi wuyar samu, amma kuma su suka fi tsada, domin an ce matsakaiciyar fatar Cita za ta kai
kamar wajen naira dubu xari biyu ko abin da ya fi haka.

Yadda ake jeme wannan fatar kuwa shi ne, za a samo ruwa mai kyau a zuba a cikin tano ko bokiti ko
wata qatuwar garwa mai kyau. Idan an zuba ruwan ne za a sami sabulun omo a zuba a cikin ruwan nan,
ba a kaxa wannan jiqon, haka nan za a xauko fatar nan a tsoma ta ciki a bar ta, ta yi kamar awa biyu
zuwa biyar kawai dangane da qwarin fatar, sai dai ba a bari ya wuce tsawon wannan lokacin don kada
zafin jiqon nan ya yi wa gashin lahani. Idan fatar nan ta jiqa sai a xauko ta a xora a kan turmi, amma
naman fatar ne ake jemewa da kartaji ba gashin ba.

Idan naman ya jemu, sai a samo sabon ruwa mai kyau a wanke fatar nan sarai, sannan a sa qusoshi a kafe
ta, amma za a xan ja ta don ta yi faxi. Bayan an kafe ta ne za a sami jiqon garin gwangwarasa da dusar
gero a dame su da kauri, sannan a bi ana zuba wa fatar, amma a wajen naman ake zuba wannan jiqon ba
a wajen gashin ba. Wannan jiqon ne zai hana gashin fita kuma haka za a bar ta har sai ta bushe.

Idan ta bushe, sai a bi a hankali ana zare qusoshin da aka yi kafin da su, domin kada fatar ta yage. Idan
an fitar da kafin sai a sami dutse mai kaushi a goge fatar sarai don ta yi kyau da haske, sannan a sa
tsintsiya a share gashin fatar don shi ma ya yi haske. Haka ake jeme dukkan fatun naman daji (Ingawa,
1970).

Ire-iren Jemammun Fatu da Amfaninsu
Da farko dai, amfanin fata ba wani abu ba ne sabo, ba ma a al’ummar Hausawa ba kawai har ma da
al’ummomin duniya. Tarihi ya nuna cewa, tun can da mutane sun yi amfani da fatar dabbobi a matsayin
sutura. An yi haka ne kuwa bayan an gama amfani da ganye da vawon itace don rufe jiki (Alhassan,
1980).

Saboda haka, sai a lura da cewa amfanin fata shi zai biyo baya idan aka xebe noma da qira. A wannan
zamanin kuwa amfanin fata ya wuce yin sutura kawai, ya qunshi abubuwa da dama. Misali:

Sarrafaffiyar Fata

Kayan Tsaro Sutura Kayan Aiki Kayan Qawa Kayan Gida
Laya Warki Taiki Ragama Guga
Guru Takalma Salka Shimfixar doki Kushin

Kambu Bel Zabira Linzami Tintin
Tankolo Alabe Kube
Kwari ‘yartsana Tandu

Buzu Kada Buzun sallah
Gafaka Zaki
Jaka Raqumi

Dorina Izga
Kirho
Angara

(Auta, 1983)
Fa’idojin Jima
Bahaushe na samun fa’idoji da dama daga sana’o’in da yake aiwatarwa da suka haxa da samar da abin
masarufi da samar da aikin yi da raya al’adun gargajiya da bunqasa tattalin arziki. Saura sun haxa da
samar da abubuwa na musamman da tarbiyantar da yara a kan sana’arsu da cuxanya da sauran jama’a da
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kuma haifar da wasu sana’o’in (Umar, 1980) da Bunza (2006) da Idris (2015) da Sallau (2016) da
sauransu.

Kammalawa
Sana’ar jima na xaya daga cikin manyan sana’o’i a qasar Hausa. Daxaxxiyar sana’a ce mai
muhimmanci da Bahaushe ke alfahari da ita. Wannan takarda ta yi nazari ne a kan yadda ake aiwatar da
wannan sana’ar da ma’anarta da kuma kayayyakin da ake amfani da su wajen aiwatarwar. An ziyarci
majemu domin gani da ido da kuma yin tambayoyi domin neman qarin sani. Haka takardar ta yi nazari a
kan fa’idojin da ake samu daga sana’ar jima.
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Tsakure
Al’ada da zamani abubuwa ne guda biyu waxanda xaya ya tarar da xaya. Wato al’ada na
nan shekaru aru-aru tun lokacin da aka halicci Xan-adam sai dai zamani ya zo ya shige ta
ya wuce wani kuma zamanin ya zo. Shigowar zamani a cikin al’adun Hausawa ya yi tasiri
qwarai da gaske dangane da sauye-sauyen da haxuwar ta haifar. Hausawa na da wasu
al’adu kyawawa waxanda ke taimakawa wajen wanzar da kyakkyawar mu’amala da
zamantakewa ta yau da kullum. Tasirin zamananci a kan ire-iren waxannan al’adu ya sa
Hausawa ke yi wa waxannan al’adu riqon sakainar kashi.Wannan takarda ta bijiro da ire-
iren waxannan kyawawan al’adu da yanzu ake ganinsu kamar ba komai ba saboda sauye-
sauyen zamani. Fatan wannan takarda ta tunatar tare da ilmantar da al’umma a kan
tushensu na asali.

1.0 Gabatarwa
Hausa suna ne na al`ummar Hausawa kuma suna ne na harshen mutanen qasar Hausa (Smith, 1965).
Hausawa su ne qabilun da da ke zaune a garuruwa kamar Kano da Katsina da gobir da Zazzau da Daura
da Garun Gabas. Bahaushe shi ne haifaffen mai magana da harshen Hausa da rayuwa irin ta Hausawa
(Xantumbushi, 2005). Hausawa sun sami kansu a cikin zumunna guda uku wato na farko shi ne zamanin
jahiliyya wanda Bamaguje yake bauta, waxanda suka haxa da bori, da tsafi da kuma camfi. Zamani na
biyu kuwa shi ne bayan zuwan addinin Musulunci a qasar Hausa, wanda addinin ya haifar da tsarin
ilimin Musulunci wanda yake tafiya cikin tsari da kuma wayewa. Zamani na uku kuwa shi ne zuwan
Turawa a qasar Hausa, wanda ya kawo tsarin ilimin boko da wayewa irin ta `yan boko. Duka waxannan
baqin zamuna guda biyu da suka tarar da Bahaushe sun yi tasiri qwarai da gaske dangane da ire-ien
sauye-sauye da suka haifar a fagen rayuwar Bahaushe. Waxannan sauye-sauye sun shafi duka fagen
nazari guda uku wato al`ada, da adabi, da kuma harshe.

A duniyar yau an yi ittitfaqi da cewa babu wata al’umma da za ta tsayu a duniya a san ta, tare da samun
karbuwa har sai ta kasance mai tutiya da tsarin al’adunta da harshenta da adabinta. Wannan na daga cikin
tsanin dake kai wa ga ci gaba ga kowace irin al’umma (Yakasai 2010). Bahaushe kan ce “ Kowar bar
giga, gida ya bar shi.” A yanzu taken ya sauya zuwa “ Kowar bar gida, gida da waje sun bar shi”.
Manufar wannan takarda shi ne fito da wasu kyawawan al’adu da aka yi yi wa riqon sakainar kasha,
wato nuna halin ko in kula a kan kyawawan al’adun Hausawa ko zubar da al’adun da aka gada daga
iyaye da kakani waxanda suka qunshi ladabi da biyayya, jarunta, riqon gaskiya da amana, kyamar
xanhali da sauransu. Haka kuma, an zayyano wasu dalilai da suka taimaka wajen gurvacewar al’umma a
qasar Hausa, tare da shawarwari da kammalawa.

1.1 Ma`anar al`ada
Ager, (1990:41) ya bayyana al`ada inda yake cewa, al`ada ba maganar littattafai ko wurin wasannin
kwaikwayo ko ilmi mai zurfi da bincike ba ne, amma har ma akwai xabi`u da abinci da jin daxi zaman
tare da wasannin shekara-shekara da musayar ra`ayoyi da kuma buqatar fita daga quncin rayuwa, sannan
da tsara makoma ingantacciya. Idan aka nazarci wannan bayani lallai za a fahimci al`ada babban al`amari ce.

Bunza (2006) ya bayyana cewa: “A luggar Larabci al`ada tana nufin wani abin da aka saba yi, ko ya saba
wakana, ko aka riga aka san shi da shi” saboda haka a nan za a fahimci cewa al`ada ta gauraye dukkan
al`umurran da aka saba gudanarwa na rayuwar yau da kullum al`umma. Irin waxannan abubuwa sun
haxa da kasuwanci da shugabanci (sarauta) da zamatakewa da bukukuwa da neman ilimi da duk wani
abu da shafi rayuwar al’umma. Saboda haka, za a iya kallon hoton al’ada a matsayin sha-kuru-kundum
wadda ta gauraye komai na rayuwar al’umma.

1.2 Ma’anar Zamani
Zamani shi ne lokaci, CNHN (2006), ana amfani da kalmar a wurare da yawa, misali, ‘wajen nuna

wucewar abin da ya shafi rayuwa’, ko kuma ‘xan zamani’ mutum mai son tafiya da lokaci, ko nuna
‘fatan mutum ya daxe a raye’. Sannan akwai zamananci inda ake nuna xabi’a, misali, ‘halin yaran
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zamani’. (Xantumbishi, 2003). Daga wannan xan bayani, ana iya gano cewa zamani na da dangantaka da
canji, saboda haka abubuwan da aka tattauna suna bayani kan haka.Tarihi ya tabbatar da cewa
al’ummomin duniya duk suna canzawa daga lokaci zuwa lokaci.

Al’ada da zamani abubuwa ne guda biyu waxanda xaya ya tarar da xaya. Wato al’ada na nan shekaru
aru-aru tun lokacin da aka halicci Xan-adam sai dai zamani ya zo ya shige ta ya wuce wani kuma
zamanin ya zo. Shigowar zamani a cikin al’adun Hausawa ya yi tasiri qwarai da gaske dangane da sauye-
sauyen da haxuwar ta haifar. Hausawa na da wasu al’adu kyawawa waxanda ke taimakawa wajen
wanzar da kyakkyawar mu’amala da zamantakewa ta yau da kullum. Tasirin zamananci a kan ire-iren
waxannan al’adu yasa Hausawa ke yi wa waxannan al’adu riqon sakainar kashi.

1.3 Al’adun Hausawa da Kyawawan Xabi’u
Al’adun Hausawa waxanda suka shafi kyawawan xabi’usu, sun samu kansu cikin ire-iren waxannan

sauye-sauye wanda yake haifar da ci gaban mai ginar rijiya ga al’ummar Hausawa. Dangane da haka, za
a dubi ire-iren waxannan xabi’u da suke cike da ximbin al’adu wanda a yau Hausawa ke kallonsu a
matsayin ci baya ko rashin wayewa.

1.3.1 Ladabi da Biyayya
Ladabi shi ne aiki da hankali da tunani. Wato , mutum mai hali na gari. Biyayya kuma ita ce bin abin da
aka umurta da kauce ma abin da aka yi hani a kansa (Bergery 1951). Waxannan sifofi biyu akan same su
ne ga mutane waxanda suka tashi cikin wani kyakkyawan tsari na jagoranci. Al’ummar qasar Hausa sun
kasance cikin irin wannan kyakkyawar tsarin shugabanci tun daga gida da unguwa da qauyuka har zuwa
birane. A wancan lokaci tarbiyya ba a hannun iyaye take kawai ba, ta haxa da maqwabta, Masu-
unguwanni, magaddai da hakimai da sarakuna. Kowa na da ikon tsawata wa xan wani idan ya ga ya yi ba
daidai ba. A wannan zamani, Bahaushe ya rungumo wata al’adar baqi (Turawa) daga kai sai naka. Idan
jifa ta wuce gidanka ta faxa gidan wani bai damu ba. Makwabci ba ya da ikon tsawata wa xan
maqwabcinsa idan ya ga ya yi ba daidai ba, sai dai ya kauda ido. Irin wannan rayuwa da ake ciki ita ce ta
kai ga halin da ake ciki na rashin ladabi da biyayya ga yayan Hausawa. A yau al’amari ladabi da biyayya
tsakanin matasa ya yi rauni. Ana samun yawan raina iyaye ta hanyar rashin jin maganarsu da yawan
faxace-faxace wanda yake aukuwa tsakanin matasa. Ana samun ire-iren faxace-faxacen qauraye da
yandaba da sara suka da sauransu.

1.3.2 Gaskiya da Iqon Amana
Gaskiya ita ce tabbatar da sahihin zance ko aiki. Riqon amana kuwa shi ne tabbatar da gaskiya da riqon
alqawari (HBD online 2018). Duka waxannan xabi’u ne na sahihan mutane. Hausawa sun samu kansu
da ire-iren waxannan xabi’u na gaskiya da riqon amana a can baya saboda riqo da kyawawan al’adunsu
waxanda suka yi hani da rashin gaskiya da cin amanar xan uwanka. A Bahaushiyar al’ada, yin qarya da
cin amana ba qaramin savo ba ne, wanda yakan sa a rasa wata qima a gari kuma ya shafi zuriyar da
mutum ya fito, a riqa qyamarsu. Wannan ya sa Hausawa suke da Tatsunniyoyi da camfe-camfe waxanda
da suke hani da rashin gaskiya da cin amana.

A wannan zamani rashin gaskiya da cin amana ya zama ruwan dare. Ya zama babu komai don mutum ya
yi qarya ko ya sava alqawari. Za a iya ganin haka a fili a fagen siyasa da kasuwanci da mulki da neman
ilimi da zamantakewar yau da kullum. Wannan yana haifar da koma baya ga ci gaban al’ummar
Hausawa waxanda aka sansu da riqon amana da gaskiya da rashin sava alqawari.

1.3.3 Jaruntaka
Jaruntaka na nufin gwarzantaka ko buwaya a kan wani al’amari (HBD, 2018). Tarihin qasar Hausa da
Hausawa ya nuna cewa akwai Jarumai a qasar Hausa waxanda suka shahara a vangarori da dama wanda
suka haxa da fagen yaqi da mulki da siyasa da ilimi da shugabanci da kasuwanci kamar noma da qira da
saqa da jima da sassaqa da wanzanci da pawa da sauransu.

Ta lakari da ire-iren waxannan sana’o’in Hausawa na gargajiya, za a fahimci cewa Hausawa ba su zaman
banza. A da can, kowane lokaci ya zo a shekara da abin da suke aiwatarwa na sana’o’insu. Wannan yasa
Bahaushe ke amfani da karin maganar nan ta “Babu maraya sai raggo.” Saboda haka, kowa da irin
sana’ar da yake yi, ya’Allah ta gado ce ko ta haye ce.

A wannan zamani kuwa Hausawa sun saki reshe sun kama ganye. Wato, sun bar al’amurran da suka gada
iyaye da kakanni waxanda za su iya dogaro a kai, amma sai son hutu da barazana. Ilimin boko yana a
kyau domin tsani ne na fahimtar rayuwa. A halin yanzu kuma aikin gwamnati ya yi qaranci. Ita kanta
gwamnati ba za ta iya bayar da aikin yi ga dukkan al’ummarta ba. Saboda haka, dole sai Hausawa sun
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juya kan bin sanao’in da suka gada kaka da kakanni. Wannan ya sa qasashe irin su Sin (chana) da Indiya
da Maleshiya da sauransu suka yi zarra a fagen ci gaba saboda riqo da sana’o’insu na gargajya da
al’adunsu. Wannan ko shakka babu duk al’ummar da ta riqi al’amurranta ta kyau, za ta ga da kyau. Abin
alfahari ne a jinjina ma gwamnatin tarayya domin shirye-shiryenta na farfaxo da ayyukan noma da
makamantansu a yanzu. Ko shakka babu rashin tsayuwa a kan jaruntaka irin ta magabata yana haifar da
rashin ci gaban tattalin arziki, yana kawo kasala da raggoncin ga al’ummar Hausawa da kuma haifar da
yunwa da son dogaro da gwamnati da maula da bara. Duk waxannan suna kawo wa jama’a qasqanci a
rayuwar yau da kullum.

13.4 Neman Ilimi
Neman ilimi babban al’amari ne a wurin Bahaushe. Yana ba shi muhimmanci kwarai da gaske. Wannan
ya sa yaro tun yana da shekaru biyu ake fara tura shi makarantar Allo domin koyon karatu. Fa’idar ita ce
domin ya tashi da abin a cikin zuciyarsa. Zuwan addinin musulunci ya yi tasiri sosai a wurin Hausawa
domin sun karvi addinin Musulunci da hannu biyu. Kasancewar addinin yana tafiya da ilimi da wayewa,
ya sa xabi’un Bahaushe sun canza sosai dangane da mu’amalarsa ta zamantakewa da kasuwanci da
siyasa da tsarin neman ilimi da sauransu. Duk da yake a lokacin baya akwai qarancin ilimin addini ga
Hausawa amma kuma akwai xa’a da kyawawan xabi’u da ladabi da biyayya da kyakkyawar mu’amala a
tsakaninsu.

A wannan zamani kuwa ga ilimin ya yawaita duka na addini da na zamani (boko), amma kuma an samu
karancin xa’a da kyawawan xabi’u ga jama’a. Wannan shi ne ake cewa ci gaban mai ginin rijiya ke nan.
Hausawa na cewa amfanin ilimi aiki da shi. Ina amfanin ilimin da babu natsuwa? Wannan yana da
rashin kiyaye haqqoqin juna da wauta da shashanci da sunan ‘yanci da rashin fuskantar inda ya kamata,
wato rashin bin har gyara domin samun ci gaba a nan gaba.

1.3.5 Qyamar xan Hali (Sata)
Hausawa mutane ne waxanda tun asali suke qyamar xan hali wato sata. Babu wani mutum da zai so a
danganta shi da halin sata. A al`adar Hausawa abin kunya ne a kama mutum ya yi sata kowace iri ce.
Abin yakan shafi `ya`ya da jikoki da ma zuriya gaba xaya ta hanyar hana masu samun aure ko qyamar
auren mata daga zuriyarsu, (Abdullahi,2008).

Wannan al`ada ta taimaka wajen zaunar da su lafiya ba tare da hangen abin wani ba, har su yi tunanin
xauka ba da izini ba. A wannan zamani tunanin Hausawa ya canza a kan sata, ba ma kamar vangaren
matasa inda abin ya fi illa. Da mutum ya ajiye wani abu na amfani, wani ya gani, sai ya xauka. Idan aka
gan shi da abin sai ya ce “D il ba sata ba ce, idan mai abu ya gani a ba shi abinsa”. Wani nau`i na
sata ma ya sami gindin zama ba ma kamar a tsakanin jami`an gwamnati na wannan zamani, inda aka mai
da satar kayan al`umma ba a bakin komai ba. Wasu ma har alfahari suke yi da irin wannan satar. Saboda
haka ina aka ga zaman lafiya? Inda mutum ya mai da abin wasu nasa saboda tsabar rashin adalci da
rashin kunya. Wannan yake sa wasu su riqa yanke wa kansu hukunci, wanda yake haifar da mummunan
rashin tarbiyya da tsaro a qasa. Hakan ya haifar vda zulunci a tsakanin shugaba da mabiya da tauye
haqqin mai haqqi da qyeta da mugunta da rashin kunya waxanda hayoyi ne na rashin adalci da rashin
samun zaman lafiya a qasa.

1.3.6 Kare Xiyaucin Zuriya
Hausawa na alfahari da tsarkakakkiyar zuriya (Abdullahi, 2008). Tun kafin zuwan addinin Musulunci a
qasar Hausa, Hausawa na da al`adunsu waxanda ko da addini ya zo an ci gaba da ire-iren waxannan
al`adu saboda kyawunsu. Wannan al`ada ta kare xiyaucin zuriya al`ada ce mai kyau saboda Hausawa sun
aminta da cewa kyakkyawar zuriya ana samun ta ne ta hanyar aure. Kamar yadda Hausawa ke cewa ‘Tun
ranar gini, ranar zane’. Hausawa ba su yarda da lalata ko fasiqanci a cikin al`umma ba, saboda irin
wannan hanyar ba ta haifar da xa mai ido. Wannan ya sa Hausawa ke da ximbin al`adu waxanda suke
tabbatar da mace ko namiji ba su tava tarawa da wani ko wata kafin aure ba. Irin wannan al`ada ita ce
Hausawa ke cewa al`adar kai bante. Wato, al`adun da ke nuna mace budurcinta ya kai, haka shi ma
namijin. Irin waxannan al`adu suna bambanta dangane da muhallin da ake gudanar da su, da ire-iren
sakamakon wanda aka samu da laifi. Watsi da irin wannan al`ada ya sa a wannan zamani Hausawa ba su
damu da yadda zuriyarsu ke mu`amala ba. Wannan babbar illa ce saboda a ko yaushe ita kyakkyawar
zuriya ita ce ke haifar da kyakkyawar al`umma. Ita kuma zuriyar da take da rauni ita ce ke haifar da
al`umma mai rauni. Hausawa na cewa, ‘Da haihuwar yuyuyu gara xa xaya qwaqqwara’. Saboda haka
yin taka tsantsan wajen gina zuriya yana da kyau qwarai da gaske. Yau ina ranar haihuwar xan da zai
kashe mahaifansa da qannensa? Ko matar za ta kashe mijinta? Waxannan na faruwa a garuwan qasar
Hausa saboda babu tarbiya sai shaye-shayen kwayoyi. Saboda haka, sai a yi hattara (Umar, 2013).
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Rashin kiyaye xiyaucin zurya na haifar da rashin ‘yancin bayyana kai saboda rashin kyakkyawan asali da
rashin kunya ga wasu saboda iyayensu ba su da daraja a wurinsu. Haka kuma, yana haifar da samun
yawitar faxan kabilanci a cikin al’umma saboda kallon fifiko da wata al’umma ke ma wata.

Akwai dalilai da dama da suka zama sanadiyar gurvacewar al’adu da xabi’un Hausawa kamar yadda
(Xangambo H, 2013) ta bayyana kamar haka:
1. Zuwan Turawan mulkin mallaka.
2. Tasirin baqin al’adua tsakanin al’ummar Hausawa.
3. Halin ko in kula da lalaci na wasu Hausawan suke nunawa ga al’adunsu.
4. Rubuce-rubuce na littafan labarun hira da yawaitarsu.
5. Vacewar wasu daxaxxun al’adun gargajiya na Hausawa.
6. Auratayya da canjin wurin zama.
7. Fina-finan Hausa da yaxuwarsu a yau.
8. Qyama da raini da wasu Hausawa suke nunawa ga harshen Hausa.
9. Lalacewar tarbiyya tsakanin matasa.
10. Yanayin salon rayuwa.

Waxannan batutuwan da wasu su ne ake ganin sun qara assasa wutar rashin tarbiyya da tavarvarewar
al’adu a qasar Hausa. Ko shakka babu, zuwan Turawa a qasar Hausa ya xauki rinjaye da yawa domin ya
haifar da wasu sauye-sauye da yawa waxanda a yau ake cizon yatsa a kansu.

1.4 Kammalawa
Zamani na tasiri kwarai a kan al’ada wajen sauya wasu xabi’un al’umma. Idan aka yi la’akari da
abubuwan da takarda ta qunsa, za a fahimci cewa an yi tsokaci a kan al’amurran da suke faruwa a
wannan lokaci ba ma kamar a wurin matasa dangane da sauye-sauyen zamani da ya shafi wasu fitattun
xabi’un Hausawa. Wannan ya ama qalubale ga dukkan Bahausheta yadda zai taimaka wajen farfaxo da
waxannan al’adu domininganta tarbiyyar Hausawa.
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WASAN KWAIKWAYO NA REDIYO A NIJAR: TARIHINSA DA TASIRINSA GA AL`UMMA
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Universite Abdou Moumouni De Niamey

1.0 Gabatarwa
Tarihi “Labarin abubuwan da suka wuce ko wani fannin ilimi naal`amuran da suka faru azamaznin da ya
wuce”ƙamusun Hausa (CNHN, 2006). Wannan ya nuna cewa Tarihi wani muhimmin abu ne da ke
bayyana yadda jiya ta faru, ya kuma kawo yanayin yanzu har ya bayyana yadda gobe za ta kasance, shi
ya sa Hausawa ke cewa sanin asalin alli ya sa kare cin sa.Mafi yawa daga cikin masu saurare da kuma
kallon wasannin kwaikwayo, suna yin hakan ne ba tare da sun san tarihi da asalin wasannin ba. Wanda
hakan yana iya rage musu jin daɗin armashin wasan, musamman wasannin kwaikwayo na gidajen
rediyon Birnin Yamai. Dalilin haka ne ya sa wannan muƙala tayi ƙoƙori bayyana tarihi da nasabar
wasannin kwaikwayon gidajen rediyon Birni yamai. Kafin a ci gaba akwai buƙutar waiwaye domin sanin
ma’nar wasan kwaikwayo yadda za a samu harsashi ko cikakken amfanin wannan aikin. A taƙaice kamar
yadda Yahaya da wasu (1992) sun bayyana wasan kwaikwayo da cewa kamance ne na halaye ko yanayin
rayuwa da mutane masu hikima suka shirya gudanar da shi don jama`a su gani da idon su, su sami
nishaɗa da jin daɗi. Ana shirya shi ne yadda za a kamanta rayuwa ta gaske ta hanyar fito da al`adun
mutane da ƙudurin sadar da wani saƙo gare su. Atakaice dai ma iya cewa, wasan kwaikwayo ba gaskiya
ba ce, hanya ce kawai ta kwaikwayon abin da ke gaskiya.

1.1 Faruwar Wasan Kwaikwayo Na Rediyo A Ƙasar Nijar
A nan idan aka ce faruwar wasan kwaikwayo na rediyo, ana nufin irin lokacin da aka fara gudanar da irin
waɗannan wasannin a gidajen rediyo na nan ƙasar Hausa.Kuma kasancewar sa wasa ne da kafofin watsa
labarai na Birnin Yamai da sauran yankunan Nijar da arewacin Najeriya da sauransu ke gabatarwa domin
amfanin al’ummarsu. Amma za mu fi maida hankali ne ga gidajen rediyon Birnin Yamai, don su ne
binciken ya mayar da hankali a kansu.

Kamar yadda wani mashahurin ɗan wasan kwaikwayo a Jumhuriyar Nijar mai suna Yazi Dogo ya
bayyanaa cikin wata tattaunawa da aka yi da shi, y ace,“Kimanin shekaru arba’in da suka gabata aka fara
gudanar da wasannin kwaikwayo a Zindar (wato Damagaram). Ganin yadda suka yi tasiri a
rayuwaral’umma, sai aka fara gudanar da su a gidan Rediyon Nijar cikin harsunan Hausa da
Zabarmanci.”

Irin waɗannan wasannin kwaikwayo da gidajen rediyon Nijar ke yi, sun sami karɓuwa ƙwarai ga
al’umma. Wannan shi ya sa a duk lokacin da ake yin wasan, jama’a sukan rungumi akwatunan rediyonsu
domin sauraro. Akan yi wannan wasan ne a kowace ranar Lahadi, sannan a sake maimatawa bayan duk
kwana biyu.

Bayan ganin irin karɓuwar da wasan kwaikwayo na rediyo ya samu, sai suma ma’aikatan gidan Radiyon
R & M, wanda aka buɗe a shekarar 1994, suka zaɓi wasan kwaikwayo ya zama shiri na farko da suka
soma da shi.

A ɓangaren R & M rediyo, idan aka saurari wasannin kwaikwayonsu da kunnuwan basira, lallai ba
ƙaramar muhimmiyar rawa suke takawa ba, wajen bunƙasar wasan kwaikwayo na rediyo. Domin kuwa,
sun zamo abin koyi ga sauran gidajen rediyon Birnin Yamai. Wannan gidan rediyo mallakar wasu ‘yan
kasuwa ne da ke ƙoƙarin ƙara fahimtarwa, faɗakarwa da kuma jawo hankalin jama’a game da wasu
al’amurra. Saboda gagarumar gudummuwar da wasan kwaikwayo yake bayarwa ga al’umma, shi ya sa
Radiyo suka kafa ƙungiyar wasannin kwaikwayo.

Bayan haka, Gidan rediyon Amfani shi ma ba a bar shi a baya ba. Domin kuwa, yana da shahararrun
‘yan wasan kwaikwayo waɗanda ke gabatar da wasanni iri daban-daban, wanda suka fara tun kafuwar
gidan rediyon a shekarar 1995. Har yanzu suna baje kolin wasanninsu a ɓangarori daban-daban, waɗanda
suka shafi rayuwar al’umma irin su:
 Matsalolin rayuwar aure
 Hirar taubasantaka
 Da wasu vangarorin rayuwa na daban.
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Tare da sauran yanayin zamantakewar al’umma, ana gabatar da wasannin kwaikwayon a kowace ranar
Assabar da misalin ƙarfe 5:00 zuwa 5:45, domin sauraron al’umma mazauna Birnin Yamai masu ƙabilu
da harsuna daban-daban.

Shirin “Hannunka-mai-sanda” na ɗaya daga cikin shirye-shiryen wasannin kwaikwayo da gidan rediyon
Alternative Espace ke gudanarwa a kowane ranaku uku na mako. Waɗannan ranaku sun haɗa da ranar
Lahadi da karfe 9:00 na dare, da ranar talata daga 3:00 zuwa 3:30 na rana, sai ranar jumu’a daga 3:00
zuwa 3:30 na rana. Saboda ganin irin muhimmanci da karɓuwar da wasan kwaikwayo ya samu a wajen
al’ummar Birnin Yamai, shi ya ba wannan gidan rediyo ƙwarin gwiwar gudanar da wasannin har sau uku
a cikin mako. Ɓangarorin da wasannin kwaikwayon wannan gidan rediyo yafi mayar da hankali sun haɗa
da; yadda jama’a zasu iya kaucewa daga sharrin cutar Sida (AIDS), da sauran cututtuka daban-daban, da
yadda za a kare haƙƙin mata da ƙananan yara, da kuma yadda gwamnati ke taimakon al’umma a wurare
daban-daban.

1.2 Samuwar Gidajen Rediyon Birnin Yamai
Wannan sashen zai ba mu damar sanin tarihin gidajen rediyon da ke yin wasan kwaikwayo a cikin Birnin
Yamai. Sannan kuma ya ƙara mana haske dangane da irin gwagwarmayar da suka sha a wurin gudanar
da shirye-shiryensu. Haka kuma, wannan zai ba mu damar sanin irin shirye-shiryen da suke gudanarwa a
cikin tashoshinsu, tare da ƙalubalen da suke fuskanta.

1.2.1 Taƙaitaccen Tarihin Kafuwar Rediyon Alternative Espase
Gidan Rediyon Altanetib (Alternative Espase a Faransance), gidan rediyo ne mai zaman kansa, wanda
Citoyeus ta samar da shi a shekarar 2003, domin ba jama’a damar bayyana ra’ayoyinsu a kan tafarkin
dimokuraɗiyya.

An fara watsa shirye – shirye a tashar rediyon ranar 29 ga watan Yuli, shekarar 2003 da misalin ƙarfe
2:00 na ranar akan mita 99.4 kan zangon F.M. ƙarfin na’urar watsa shirye-shiryen kan kilomita 100 a
kowane hauji (watau gabas, da yamma, da kudu da kuma arewa) wanda yake ta kusan game dukkan
Birnin Yamai dama wasu maƙwabtansa.

Babbar hedikwatar wannan tasha tana cikin Birnin Yamai. Sannan kuma tana da ƙananan rassa waɗanda
ke aiwatar da shiraruwa irin nata a jahohin Damagaram da Agadas.

Bayan wannan kuma, suna gudanar da shirye-shiryensu cikin harsunan ƙasar guda huɗu waɗanda suka
haɗa da Hausa, da Zabarmanci, da Fulatanci da kuma Buzanci.

Daga cikin dalillan da suka sa aka kafa wannan gidan rediyo mai zaman kansa, shi ne domin ya tallafa
wa ƙungiyoyin farar hula a cikin gwagwarmayarsu ta taimakawa al’umma. Haka kuma, akwai wayar da
kawunan al’umma akan haƙƙoƙi da ‘yancinsu akan gwamnati, tare da bayyanar da kariya akan haƙƙoƙan
bil’adama, musamman ɗiya mata da yara ƙanana. Sannan kuma suna ba maras baki, bakin magana.

Dalili na gaba shi ne yadda dimokuraɗiyya ta kafu a Nijar wanda tsarinta ne ya ba jama’a damar faɗin
albarkacin bakinsu. Wannan ne ya sa masu wannan gidan Rediyon Altanetib suka ga cewa wannan kafar
watsa labarai, dama ce ga al’ummar Birnin Yamai da su fito su bayyana ra’ayinsu.

Abin da wannan kafa ta fi bawa muhimmanci wajen watsa shirye-shiryenta shi ne ilmantarwa da wayar
da kai tare da nishaɗantarwa da kuma bunƙasa harshe da kare al’adun gargajiya da kuma bunƙasa
hanyoyin samun ‘yancin kai musamman ga talaka.

Duk wanda ya karanci aikin watsa labarai ko yadda suke gudanar da shirye-shiryensu, zai fahimci
abubuwa uku ne masu muhimmanci, in har ana son wannan kafa ta watsa labarai ta amsa sunanta. Abu
na farko shine ilmantar da jama’a da suke sauraren wannan kafa. Na biyu shine sanar da jama’a labarin
abin da ake ciki game da waɗansu al‘amurra da suka shafe su. Na uku shi ne a nishaɗantar da jama’a ta
hanyar sanya musu waƙoƙi da kaɗe-kaɗe ko waɗansu zantuttuka na barkwanci ko na ɗebe kewa. Misalin
wasu shirye-shiryen da gidan rediyon altarnetib ke gabatarwa sun haɗa da:
 Haƙƙin ɗan Adam
 Al’adu na gargajiya
 Muhawarori
 Fasalin kuɗin ƙasa
 Shirye-shiryen mata da na matasa.
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Yawancin shirye-shiryen da ake gabatarwa a gidan rediyon da harshen Hausa sun kai kashi sittin da biyar
(65%), saboda kasancewar masu sauraren rediyon suna jin Hausa. Duk da haka,ana samun wasu shirye-
shiryen da ake watsawa a wasu harsuna kamar Faransanci da Fulatanci da kuma Zabarmanci.

A duk inda aka sami wasu nasarori ba za a rasa wasu ‘yanmatsaloli ba. Wannan gidan rediyo yana zaman
kansa ne, kuma yana da shirye-shirye na taɓa halin zamantakewar talakawa kai tsaye. Shi ya sa a
koyaushe ake ɗaukar gidan rediyon tamkar matsala ga gwamnati, saboda matsayin da yake da shi na
faɗin gaskiya da kare haƙƙin talakawa.Wannan ya sa duk gwamnatin da ta zo takan ɗauke shi a matsayin
gidan rediyon `yan adawa.

A shekarar 2005 bayan zanga-zangar 15 ga watan Maris, gwamnati ta kama ƙungiyoyin farar hula inda ta
kama har da shugaban rediyon Altarnetib Musa Changari, aka kuma rufe gidan rediyon.sai da aka Shigar
da ƙara a kotu sannan aka bayar da damar a buɗe shi. A wannan shekarar kuma, an taɓa kwashe
Daraktan wannan gidan rediyon tare da Babban Edita inda aka tsare su na ɗan tsawon lokaci sannan aka
sallamesu.

1.2.2 Taƙaitaccen Tarihin Samuwar Gidan Rediyon R & M
An kafa wannan gidan rediyonaR & M a shekarar 1994 a matsayin gidan rediyo mai zaman kansa na
farko a ƙasar Nijar. Lokacin da aka kafashi babu wani gidan rediyo mai zaman kansa a nan Birnin Yamai
da ƙasar Nijar gaba ɗaya. Bayan samuwar gidan rediyon,ya soma yin shirye-shiryensa a cikin harshen
Faransanci da yake shine harshen hukuma da ake amfani da shi a cikin ƙasar. Amma akan sa kaɗe-kaɗe
na harsunan gida domin matasa, da kuma ƙara jawo wa tashar masu sauraro da ƙara mata farin jini ga
al’umma.

Da tafiya ta yi tafiya, sai gidan rediyon ya fara samun karɓuwa ga jama’a, domin ƙara ɗorewar wannan
dangantaka ya sa mahukuntan gidan rediyon R & M suka soma tunanin fara yin sauran shirye-shiryensu
a cikin harsunan gida irin su harshen Hausa da kuma Zabarmanci. Samun waɗannan harsuna a cikin
shirye-shiryenta ya daɗa ƙara wa tashar karɓuwa da gamsuwa a wurin al’umma, har ma da mutanen
karkara, waɗanda ba su jin harshen hukuma watau Faransanci.

Wasan kwaikwayo na farko na Hausa da mutane shida aka fara gabatar da shi, watau maza uku da mata
uku.Sannan kuma akan ɗauki batutuwadaban-daban, waɗanda suka shafi rayuwar al’umma domin
tattaunawa a kai. Wasanninsu sun samu shi ya sa suka faɗaɗar da su ya zuwa gidan kallo, inda za su yi
wasannir a fili, domin jama’a su zo su biya kuɗi su shiga su yi kallo,su kuma samu nishaɗi da faɗakarwa.
Haka wannan gidan rediyo ke ta gudanar da shirye-shiryensa masu matuƙar muhimmanci da alfanu ga
al’umma. Ta kuma sa ya zamo jagora ga sauran tashoshin da ke cikin Birnin Yamai.

1.3.3 Taƙaitaccen Tarihin Samuwar Gidan Rediyon Amfani
An kafa gidan rediyon Amfani a matsayin gidan rediyo mai zaman kansa, a ranar 7-1-1995, kuma shine
gidan rediyo na biyu cikin masu zaman kansu. Nan take gidan rediyon ya fara shirye-shiryensa, wanda
ya ba kowa damar faɗin albarkacin bakinsa ba tare da ka-ce-na-ce ba. Kuma suka ne su fara yin labarai
maimakon sa kaɗe-kaɗe. Akan buɗe tashar gidan rediyon tun daga ƙarfe shida na safe zuwa karfe goma
sha biyu na dare akan (mita 100)ƙaramin zango.

Sun kuma buɗa wasu rassa a cikin wasu jahohin ƙasar da kuma wasu ƙananan hukumomi, domin ƙara
kusanta ga jama’a da kuma faɗin albarkacin bakinsu.Waɗannan tashoshin rediyon anyi su a Zandar, da
Maraɗi, da Difa da kuma Birnin Ƙwanni.

A bisa ga irin wannan jan aiki da wannan gidan rediyon ke yi, ya sa ya samu wani babban ƙalubale daga
hannun gwamnatin wancan lokacin, inda aka kama shugaban gidan rediyon aka yi masa wulakanci. An
kuma rufe gidan rediyon har na tsawon wata ɗaya a cikin watan Bakwai (yuli)a shekarar 1996. Wasu
daga cikin dalilan da suka sa aka rufe gidan rediyon sun haɗa da, sanya muryar wasu ‘yan adawa da gwamnati a
cikin gidan rediyon a wancan lokaci, wanda hakan ya zama tamkar kishiya ga gidan rediyon ƙasa.

Ganin irin gwagwarmayar da wannan gidan rediyo ya sha a hannun gwamnatin wancan lokaci, ya sa ya
samu karɓuwa ga talakawa da kuma wasu ƙungiyoyi na ciki da wajen ƙasar ta Nijar, inda ta samu
karramawa a shekarar 1997. Ta kuma samu wasu nasarori da suka haɗa da, zamowa zakara (na ɗaya) a
kan shirye-shiryensu cikin harshen Faransanci, tsakanin gidajen rediyon Afrika masu amfani da
Faransanci. Ta kuma zamo na biyu wurin bayar da tabbataccen rahoto a shekarar 1999.
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A wajen bunƙasa al’umma kuwa, wannan gidan rediyon ya zama hanyar samar da aiki ga jama`a domin
yana da ma’aikata waɗanda suke aiki a cikinsa, masu samun albashi har kimanin mutane arba’in a
ofishinsu na Yamai. A sauran tashoshinsu kuwa, suna da kimanin ma’aikata ɗari da talatin da biyu (132).
Dukkansu suna aiki aɓangarori daban-daban na wannan gidan rediyon.

A fannin shirye-shiryensu kuwa, suna gabatar da labarunsu a cikin harsuna huɗu waɗanda su ne: Hausa,
da Faransanci, da Zabarmanci da kuma Ingilishi.Ana kuma yin waɗannan labarai a kan halin da mutane
suke ciki. Haka nan kuma akwai shirye-shiryen Hausa da ake gudanarwa masu yawa waɗanda aƙalla za
su kai kashihamsin da biyu cikin ɗari. Bayanhaka, sukan sa labarun wasu gidajen rediyonƙasashen waje,
domin amfanar mutanen ƙasar a waɗannan ranakun litinin zuwa jumu’a da ƙarfe 6:30 na marece.Sannan
sai Assabar ana gudanar da wani shiri da ƙarfe 3:30 na marece. Akwai kuma wasannin kwaikwayo iri
biyu da suke aiwatarwa waɗanda suka haɗa da na Hausa da na Zabarmanci masu suna,“Hasken Zamani”
inda suke tattaunawa akan batutuwan da suke son ayi magana akai. Wasu daga cikin irin batutuwan da
suke tattaunawa sun haɗa da: matsalolin iyali, da zamantakewa da sauran al’amurran yau da kullum,
domin yin wasan kwaikwayo don a sami gyaran hali.

Akwai kuma wasan taubasantaka wanda ake yi tsakanin ƙabilu daban-daban, na ƙasar Nijar domin
nishaɗantar da jama’a.

1.3 Yaɗuwar Wasannin Kwaikwayon Gidajen Rediyon Birnin Yamai
Wasannin kwaikwayo a gidajen rediyon Birnin Yamai, suna samun haƃaka da bunƙasa ta waɗannan
hanyoyin.Hanya ta ɗaya ita ce; irin yadda waɗannan gidajen rediyon ke yayatawasannin kwaikwayon da
kuma lokutan da ake yin su, ya sa mazauna Birnin Yamai da ƙauyukanta kan jira waɗannan lokuta domin
sauraron wasannin kwaikwayon.

Hanya ta biyu da waɗannan wasannin kwaikwayo ke yaɗuwa ita ce; ta yin sababbin shirye-shirye da
gidajen rediyon ke aiwatarwa a kowane sati. Don haka, mutane ba sa son waɗannan shirye-shiryen su
wuce su.

Wata hanya kuma ta yaɗuwar wasannin kwaikwayo a gidajen rediyon Birnin Yamai ita ce, yadda
manazarta ke nazarin irin waɗannan wasannin domin ƙara haɓakasu. Waɗannan manazartan na ƙara
binciko irin ƙoƙarin da irin waɗannan ‘yan wasa ke yi wurin bunƙasa harshe tare da gyara musu wasu
kura-kuransu.(Danmaigoro, 2013)

Wata hanyar itace yadda hukumomin Gwamnati da wasu kamfanoni ke tallata hajarsu, ta hanyar yin
amfani da wasannin kwaikwayo a gidajen Rediyo. Irin ɗaukar nauyin da waɗannan hukumomi ke yi na
ƙara wa ‘yan wasan ƙwarin guiwa da kuma jajircewa wurin yin sababbin wasanni. Haka kuma, wannan
ya ƙara yawan masu sauraro da yaɗuwar waɗannan wasannin kwaikwayo da gidajen rediyon Birnin
Yamai ke yi.

Saka mashahuran ‘yan wasa a cikin wasannin kwaikwayon da gidajen rediyon Birnin Yamai ke yi, ya
taimaka wajen yuɗuwar wasannin kwaikwayo a waɗannan gidajen rediyon.Wannan kuwa, saboda irin
farin jini da karɓuwar da irin waɗannan ‘yan wasa suka samu ne ga jama’a, kuma shi ya sa al’umma na
sauraron irin wasannin da suke yi. Bayan wannan, waɗannan ƙwararrun ‘yan wasa suna ƙoƙarin kusantar
al’umma, domin jin wasu matsalolin rayuwa da ya kamata su tattauna ko a magancesu. Wani daga cikin
irin waɗannan ‘yan wasan shi ne; Yazi Dogo.

Da zaran waɗannan ‘yan wasan sun gudanar da wasa za ka ga al’umma na gamsuwa da hanyoyin da ‘yan
wasan suka bi domin warware matsalolin. Akan gane hakan ne ta sanadiyar kiraye-kirayen da al’umma
kan yi wa ‘yan wasan da kuma ma’aikatan gidan Rediyon, bayan kammala wani wasan kwaikwayon da
aka yi. Samun warwarewaɗannan matsalolin na rayuwar jama’a iri daban-daban,shi ya sa waɗannan
wasannin suka sami ƙarin yaɗuwa.

Yawan amfani da harshen hikima ko sarrafa harshe a cikin wasannin kwaikwayo, wata hanya ce da take
ƙara taimakawa ƙwarai da gaske wajen yaɗuwar waɗannan wasannin kwaikwayon. Da yake Birnin
Yamai na tattare da ƙabilu iri daban-daban, suna sauraron waɗannan wasannin. Anan sukan sami wasu
sababbin kalmomi, karin magana, da adon magana da sauransu, domin su ƙara bunƙasa Hausarsu. A duk
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lokacin da wani gidan rediyo zai yi wani wasa,za ka tarar jama’a sun yi taro gungu-gungu, suna sauraron
wasannin kwaikwayon. Duk abin da masu kallo ba sugane ba ko ba su fahimta ba, sukan tambayi
waɗanda suka fahimta don su yi musu ƙarin bayani ko su rubutawa waɗannan `yan wasan kwaikwayo
takarda domin ƙarin bayani game da wasan.

Abin lura a nan, yaɗuwar wasannin kwaikwayo na rediyo a birnin Yamai ya dogara ne kacokan ga
waɗannan gidajen rediyo, domin su suka san hanyoyin da suke bi, domin jawo hankalin masu sauraro da
kuma basu abin da suke buƙata. Don haka, waɗannan hanyoyin da aka lissafa suna daga cikin ɗimbin
hanyoyin da wasannin kwaikwayo na Birnin Yamai ke yaɗuwa.

1.3.1 Wasannin Kwaikwayo a Gidajen Rediyon Birnin Yamai
Abin lura anan shi ne, ba dukan gidajen rediyon da ke cikin Birnin Yamai ke gudanar da wasannin
kwaikwayo ba, wasu daga cikin gidajen rediyo da ke gudanar da wasannin kwaikwayo sun haɗa da:
 Gidan Rediyo Nijar wato Nijar Rediyo
 Amfani Rediyo
 R & M Rediyo
 Rediyon Alternative

Ko shakka babu, masu wasan kwaikwayo suna da muhimmiyar rawa da suke takawa, sai dai suna
la’akari da al’adun masu wannan harshen na Hausa, kuma suna nuna juriya da ƙwazo, kamar dai yadda
Sarɓi, (2013) ya bayyana.

Koda yake baya ga wasan kwaikwayo na Hausa da waɗannan gidajen rediyo ke aiwatarwa, akwai wasu
harsuna da ake da su a cikin Yamai, waɗanda ake yin irin waɗannan wasannin kwaikwayonda su kamar
Faransanci, da Gudurancin, da Buzanci, da Kanuri, da Zabarmanci da sauran harsunanƙasar.

1.3.2 Yadda Ake Shirya Wasannin Kwaikwayo
Kamar yadda zaa gani, wasannin kwaikwayo na rediyo wasanni ne da ake rubutawa a fito da taurarin
wasan ko kuma kai tsaye a bayyana wa ‘yan wasan rawar da za su taka kai tsaye, ba tare da rubutawa ba.
Duk akan yi hakan ne da nufin isar da saƙonnin da ake son isarwa ga al’umma a cikin waɗannan
wasannin. Wannan tsarin na rubuta wasannin, ko yin su kai tsaye, ya dogara ne ga yadda gidan rediyo ke
son yi, ko kuma ya dogara ga ƙwarewar ‘yan wasan.

Sannan ana samun labari ta hanyoyi da dama, waɗanda suka haɗa da ƙirƙira da kuma la’akari da wani
abu da ya faru ko yake na zahiri a cikin al’umma, sai a yi rubutu a kai. Sannan kuma,akan yi amfani da
tatsuniyoyi ta hanyar yi masu kwaskwarima. Daga nan sai‘yan wasa waɗanda suka haɗa mata da maza;
da manya da ƙanana (yara), waɗanda suke fitowa a matsayin mutane da aka rubuta labari a kansu; su
shiga gudanar da wasan.

Wasannin kwaikwayo na rediyo ba dandali ko wani gidan wasa ake shirya su ba. Wasan da aka rubuta
akan sami ‘yan wasa a karanta musu yadda wasan yake kafin a baiwa kowa irin rawar da zai taka a ciki.
Sannan bayan fahimtar wasan sai a ba kowa irin abin da ake son ya fada. wani lokaci mutum bai da halin
canza wani abu bisa ga abin da aka bashi. Bayan an sami gamsuwa ga abin da aka ba kowa, sai a shiga
ɗakin shirye-shirye domin fara ɗaukar muryoyin ‘yan wasan ɗaya bayan ɗaya, kamar yadda aka tsara
wasan. Daga nan sai a yi duk gyare-gyaren da za a yi kafin a fara sanyawa a cikin akwatin Rediyo domin
al’umma su saurara.

Haka zalika,idan ‘yan wasan suka saba, suka zama jiki a cikin wasannin, akan shirya wasan kai tsaye
kuma a gudanar da shi, babu wani tsakaitawar lokacin da ake gudanar da wasan dalokacin ake watsa
wasar ga jama’a. A duk lokacin da za a shirya wasannin, akan samu maza da kuma mata waɗanda suka
san wannan harshe. Akan kuma sami jagoran wannan shiri.

1.4 Muhimmancin Wasannin Kwaikwayo na Rediyo ga Al`umma
Ganin yadda gidajen rediyon Birnin Yamai suka rungumi wasannin kwaikwayo, musamman na Hausa,
zai yi kyau a dubi irin gudummawar wasannin domin ganin alƙiblar da suka duba. A wannan nazari, za a
dubi jigon wasannindon a ga yaddda muhimmancin yake kai tsaye domin jigo shi ne ginshiƙin kowane
abu, kuma kowane wasan kwaikwayo yana da jigo ko kuma wani saƙo da yake son isarwa ga masu
sauraro. Wasu daga cikin jigogin wasannin kwaikwayo na gidajen rediyon Birnin Yamai sun haɗa da:
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 Sauƙaƙa wayar da kai da farfaganda: A irin nan ne, wasannin kan fito wa jama’a da amfani da
muhimmancin wasu abubuwa a rayuwa kamar yadda kamfanoni ko ‘yan kasuwa kan sa a yi, har ma
da gwamnati kan sa ‘yan wasan kwaikwayo su shirya wasa don tallatasu. Misalin haka shi ne wasan
da suka yi na “Sida”. Haka kuma, sukan tallata wasu manufofin gwamnati, ta hanyar wayar wa
mutane kai a kan su. Misali, allurar riga-kafi.

 Bayar da Raha da nishaɗi: Wannan wani muhimmin abu ne da masu wasannin kwaikwayo na rediyo
kan yi amfani da shi a kusan duk wasanninsu, ko da kuwa ba shi ne babban jigon wasan ba. Ta haka
mutane za su fi fahimtar saƙon da ake son a isar gare su. Har ila yau, hakan na taimakawa wajen sa
mutane cikin annashuwa tare da kawar musu da baƙin ciki, ko wata damuwa ko da na wani ɗan
lokaci ne. Misalin irin wannan wasan, shi ne wanda ake shiryawa lokacin ruguntsumin salla ko na
wasan taubasantaka tsakanin ƙabilun da ke akwai a nan Birnin Yamai.

 Samar da kafar yin yabo ko Suka: Kamar yadda mawaƙa, musamman na baka, kan yi amfani da
jigon yabo ko na suka, haka suma masu aiwatar da wasannin kwaikwayo na amfani da wannan jigo.
Akan yi amfani da yabo ko suka ga hukuma ko `yan kasuwa ko talakawa a yayin da suka aikata
wani aiki na madalla ko kuma tir. A duk lokacin da suka yi irin wannan yabon yakan ƙara wa duk
mutumin da aka yaba ƙwarin guiwa da ƙara dagewa akan irin gudummawar da yake bayarwa.
Misali, irin sukar ‘yan kasuwa masu ƙara wa kayan masarufi kuɗi idan watan azumi ya kama da
sauransu.

Kamar yadda aka bayyana cewa, wasan kwaikwayo na da muhimmanci ga rayuwar yau da kullum, don
haka ga wasu ƙarin muhimman abubuwan da wasan kwaikwayo kan yi:
- Ilmantar da jama’a musamman ga mutanen karkara.
- Samar da kyakkyawar dangantaka, tsakanin gwamnati da jama’a ta fannin cigaba.
- Isar da saƙo cikin nishaɗi da annashuwa
- Kyautata al’adu da ɗabi’un al’umma ta hanyar ambato akan abubuwan da suka wuce masu kyawo na

tarihi don koyi da su.

Idan aka yi la’akari da irin muhimmancin wasannin kwaikwayo a gidajen rediyon Birnin Yamai, za a ga
irin gudummawar da yake bayarwa musamman ga mutanen karkara. Wato, lamuran da suka shafi
ayyukan gwamnati da irin matsalolin jama’a, domin magance su. Sai kuma sha’anin da ya shafi samar da
takin zamani, da kiwon lafiya da sauran matsalolin iyali na yau da kullum da makamantansu.

1.5 Wasu Sunayen Wasannin Kwaikwayo
Sunaye na da matuƙar muhimmanci ga kowane irin wasan kwaikwayon da za a gabatar. Ba bu wani
wasan da wani gidan rediyo zai gabatar ba tare da ya ba shi wani suna wanda zai dace da shi ba, kuma ya
karɓa sunan. Don haka, ga wasu daga cikin sunayen wasannin kwaikwayon da gidajen rediyon Birnin
Yamai suka bai wa wasanninsu da suka gabatar a can baya, da kuma waɗanda suke da niyyar gabatarwa.
- In baƙauye, baƙauye amma nine babanka
- Alhaji zaure mai hanƙurin salamu Alaikum
- Ƙanƙali: wannan suna bugaje ne ma’ana yaro mai taurin kai.
- A gyara
- Gwangwala
- Ba a san maci tuwo ba sai miya ta ƙare
- Haihuwa maganin wulaƙanci
- Sojan da
- Abutta tafi zumunta
- Ba gaskiya ba ne
- Ya akeyi a ci gaba?
- Ƙarya hure take ba ta ɗiya
- Ashe ka gane

1.6 Kammalawa
Ba kambamawa, lallai wasannin kwaikwayo na rediyon Birnin Yamai sun bayar da muhimmiyar
gudummuwa wajen bunƙasa harshen Hausa. Ta hanyar waɗannan wasannin, al’ummar Hausawada
waɗanda ba Hausawa ba, masu sha’awar wasannin kwaikwayo na Hausa, sukan sami abin saurare mai
ɗauke da tarinamfani. Wani babban abin lura da burgewa a nan shi ne, waɗannan ‘yan wasan wasu daga
cikin su ba Hausawa ba ne, amma sun ɗauki harshen Hausa da muhimmanci ta hanyar bunƙasa shi a
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fannin wasan kwaikwayo. Ba anan al’amarin ya tsaya ba, domin a wannan babin an kawo faruwar
wasannin kwaikwayo na rediyo, da kuma samuwar gidajen rediyon tare da bayar da taƙaitaccen
tarihinsu.

Haka kuma, wannan takarda ta yi ƙoƙarin tsokaci a kan yadda wasannin kwaikwayo a gidajen rediyon
BirninYamai suke, kuma da yadda wasannin ke gudana. Baya ga wannan kuma, babin ya yi bayanin
yadda ake shirya wasannin kwaikwayo a waɗannan gidajen rediyon, tare da sanin muhimmancin
wasannin kwaikwayo a gidajen rediyon Birnin Yamai. Sunayen wasannin kwaikwayo da aka gabatar ga
jama’a a gidajen rediyo daban-daban da ke Birnin Yamai na daga cikin ababe da wannan takarda ta
kawo.

A ƙarshe, za a iya cewa wasannin kwaikwayo na rediyo sun taka rawar gani, kuma sun gamsar da
al’ummar wannan yankin domin kuwa wasannin sunbayar da gudummuwa ga bunƙasa harshen Hausa;
wanda hakan ya sanya duk masoyan wannan harshe ba za su manta da su ba.
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Tsakure
Wannan qasida za ta dubi tsarin rayuwar maqwabtan Hausawa ta hanyar nuna ko wane ne
Bahaushe, da kuma wurin zamansa. Haka kuma, ta haka ne za a yi tsokaci a kan wasu
maqwabtansa da ke kewaye da shi da suke yin hulxa tare ta zamantakewa ko sana’a ko
zumunci da sauransu, don a lalubo wasu labaran barkwanci a matsayin nau’in adabin baka
na zube da ke nuna rayuwarsu ta yau da kullum da ta shafi tunani da xabi’u da addini da
al’adu. Haka kuma, har da yadda Hausawa ke kallonsu a xabi’ance, ta yadda har suke gina
wasu labarai game da su a kan abubuwan da suka faxa ko suka aikata. Sabo da irin tasiri
ko nason da makwabtan suke wa Hausawa har ya kasance Hausawan ke ganin irin
waxannan xabi’u na maqwabtansu, sun sava wa tunaninsu da xabi’unsu. Ana ganin ta
sanin halaye da xabi’un jama’a mabambanta ne za a iya zama na lafiya da aminci a
tsakaninsu don samar da walwala da cigaba. Bayan haka, an yi tsokaci kan irin sakamakon
nazarin da kuma kammalawa.

1.0 Gabatarwa
Akan samu wasu al’ummomi da dama da suke zaune tare da wasu har su rika hulxa tare da neman abinci
da neman kare kai daga wasu al’ummomin, da kuma neman haxin kai don magance wasu jarabce-jarabce
kamar cututtuka ko annoba ko fari da sauransu. Hausawa ma kamar sauran al’ummomin duniya suna da
irin wannan mazaunin da kuma irin wannan dangartakar ta maqwabtaka a tsakaninsu da wasu qabilun da
ke kewaye da su a wuraren zamansu. Saboda haka, nason rayuwar Hausawa da ta maqwabtansu ya
danganci irin hulxar da suke yi da su, da kuma irin fahintar junan da ke a tsakaninsu.

Kuma a duk lokacin da wata al’umma ta haxu da wata, to, za ta samu tasiri da amfani ko rashin amfani
daga gare ta. Yawanci a irin wannan maqwabtaka ne akan samu sauyi ko nason rayuwa a kan addini da
ladabi da biyayya da labaru da sana’o’i da tsarin sarauta da auratayya da sihiri ko siddabaru da magani da
sauransu (Abdullahi, 1999). Hasali ma, yawancin vangarorin adabin baka, kamar labaran barkwanci da
zantukan baka, sun fi fitowa da wannan fanni na dagantakar Hausawa da wata qabila da ke kewaye da su
a lafazance. Ma’anar barkwanci, in ji Tukur (1999:12), wasa ne da mutane ke gudanarwa ta hanyar
zantuka a tsakaninsu da suka haxa da bayar da ‘yan gajerun labarai da suka tava faruwa ko aka qirqire su
da nufin daxaxawa ko tsokana don a yi dariya. Wannan ya nuna a taqaice barkwanci dai labari ne na
halayyar wasu mutane don a fahimci irin halayensu da xabi’unsu, yadda za a yi hulxa da su a zauna
lafiya. Xangambo (2008:10) kuma ya aje shi a matsayin labari da farko, sannan kuma ya aje shi a
matsayin wasan qabilu.

Wani lokaci wasu masana, kamar Vesco da Weaver (2013) suna ganin asalin barkwanci a matsayin wani
tunani na wata al’umma game da wata wanda ke sa a yi wa juna kallon wani abu har a yanke wa juna
hukuncin da ba haka yake ba. Bambancin harshe da muhalli da al’adu da xabi’u duk yana haifar da haka.
Akwai barkwanci tsakanin maza da mata da tsakanin masu hankali da mahaukata da tsakanin mashaya da
‘yan daudu da karuwai da sauransu Whitely da Kite (2010). Kuma ana ganin ana da irin wannan tunanin
game da wasu shi ya sa sai labaran da aka bayar game da su su xore har zuwa wani lokaci a cikin
al’ummar da ke bayar da su. Da haka ne ake yanke hukunci game da wasu al’amurran mutane ba tare da
tattabrwa ba, ko kuma a riqa yi masu wani gani-gani a halin rayuwa (Whitely da Kite, 2010).

Za a ga yadda maqwabtan Hausawa na nesa ko na kusa ke hulxa da su ta hanyar labaran barkwanci,
saboda irin kyakkyawar karva da Hausawan ke yi masu, da kuma irin kallon da su kansu Hausawan ke yi
ma maqwabtan nasu a xabi’ance.

2.0 Wane ne Bahaushe?
Akwai savanin fahimta a tsakanin masana da manazartan harshe da al’adun Hausawa game da laluben
gano ko wane ne Bahaushen asali. Wannan batu ya daxe ana tattauna shi a lokutta da wurare daban-
daban, musamman a manyan makarantu da jami’oin da ake nazarin harshen Hausa da al’adunsa da kuma
tarihinsa.
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Wasu masanan (Adamu,1978; Bunza,1990; Johnston,1967:5) sun yi anfani da lokacin samuwar al’umma
da yanayin rayuwar xan Adam da muhallinsa da cewa shi ne ma'aunin gane Bahaushe. Saboda haka ne
ma a cikin bayanan wasunsu aka samu daidaiton ra’ayi kamar haka:

“Bahaushe shi ne wanda ba ya da wani harshen gado sai Hausa, yana zaune a cikin
qasar Hausa; yana da al’adu irin na Hausawa tare da tinqaho na cewa shi Bahaushe ne.
Duk da haka, dole ne ya kasance ba ya da wata tangarxa ga nasabarsa, da qirar jikinsa
da ginin zatinsa, da sifarsa da za ta raba shi da zama Bahaushe (Bunza,1999)."

Wani gudu qarin haske game da lamarin gane Bahaushe shi ne yadda abin ya xauki sigar kwatanci kamar
haka:
a. Mai al’adun Hausawa da xabi’arsu da sanya tufafinsu.
b. Mai nasabar kaka da kakanni- watau Bahaushe ne gaba da baya, wato, a same shi yana iqirari da

zama Bahaushe a cikin zuriyar Hausawa, mai gadon harshe ta jini da nasaba (Busa, 2016:560).
c. Mai launin fata baqa- watau ‘baqin mutum abincin rana,' na irin jama’ar tsakiyar Sudaniya (Bunza,

2016:70). Maras surki, wanda kuma ba ‘barbarar yanyawa’ ba, ko ‘kiwon tsintattar mage'.
d. Mai alfahari da zamansa Bahaushe a ko'ina da kuma kodayaushe.
e. Mai zama a qasar Hausa tare da cin abincin Hausawa.

Haka kuma, idan ana son a qara tantance Bahaushen asali, lallai sai an xebe batun addinin Musulunci da
sutura, da tsarin iyali da kuma sana’a (Bunza, 2016:70). Wannan ne ya sa Johnston (1967:4) ya yi
qoqarin karkasa Hausawa zuwa gida biyu. Akwai waxanda da ma can Hausawa ne na asali da ake kira
arna ko azna ko maguzawa ko bunjawa. Akwai kuma waxanda su Hausawa ne amma sai suka zama
masu bin addinin Musulunci sau da kafa. Smith (1965:121) ya yi nazarin rayuwar Hausawa inda ya
bayyana al’adunsu da tattalin arzikinsu da sarautarsu. Wani lokaci kuma akan sami farare jefi-jefi,
musamman idan aka sami auratayya da wata qabila (Ammani, 2016:380).

Akwai kuma ra’ayoyin da ke nuna cewa Bahaushe yana da dangantaka da tarihin Bayajidda na Daura,
watau Bahaushe yana daga cikin jikokin Bayajidda, duk da kuwa sukar da wannan ra’ayin yake sha ga
wasu manazartan (Usman, 1981:10; Tukur, 1999:68). Ko ta ina aka dai karkata, ba za a iya fayyace
bayanin Hausawa na sosai ba har sai an ba da labarin wurin da suke zaune.

3.0 Ina ne Qasar Hausa?
Haqiqa manazarta harshe da al’adun Hausawa da tarihinsu sun yi bayanai daban-daban game da wurin
da ake tsammanin iyakar qasar Hausa take. Wasu sun bayyana cewa qasar Hausa dai tana nan inda
Hausawa suke da ‘yancinsu na tafiyar da mulkinsu tuntuni, ba tare da tsangwama ko wani iko daga wani
wanda ba xan qabilarsu ba. Wannan yana nufin suna rayuwarsu ta sosai a wurin tun kafin qarni na 19 da
Fulani suka zo suka yi jihadi don jaddada addinin Musulinci a qasar Hausa (Bunza da wasu, 2007:65-
100). Wasu kuwa sun yi bayani tare da la’akari da lokacin da aka samu sauyin mulki bayan da Fulani
suka karvi shugabancin qasashen Hausa a 1804 (Yanxaki,1999:229). Sannan wasu sun duba lamarin tare
da la’akari da zuwan Turawa da karve mulkin da suka yi a 1902, inda suka kafa irin nasu tsarin
shugabancin mai haxe da wasu abubuwan da suka sava ma addini da al’adun Hausawa, wanda kuma
yake tattare da zamananci mai shafar halin rayuwar al’umma (Auta, 2017:21).

Don haka ne Bunza (1990) ya bayyana cewa, ana iya duba lamarin ta fuskoki biyu. Na xaya shi ne qasar
da Hausawa ke zaune da mulkin kansu, ko da kuwa akwai wasu qabilu da yawa a cikinta. Na biyu kuwa,
ana iya tantance lamarin ta duba tsarin iyakokinta, kamar iyakar qasar mulkin Daura da Katsina da Kabi
da Gobir da Maradi da Tasawa da Kano da kuma Zazzau. Shi kuwa Adamu (1978:2), ya qara har da
Rano da Garun Gabas da Zamfara a arewacin Nijeriya; sannan ya qara da Tauwah da Filinge da
Damagaram da Mantankari da kuma Dogon Dutse, a kudacin Jamhuriyar Nijar. Malam Sani Ibrahim
(1981) ya bayyana cewa:

“Qasar Hausa dai ta qunshi wurin da ake ce ma Sudan ta tsakiya, a yankin arewacin
Nijeriya da yankin kudancin Nijar. Tana kuma shinfixe ne a tsakanin rairayin hamadar
sahara daga arewa, da kuma dazuzzukan da suka doshi tekun Atilantika daga kudu.”

Har haka, Yanxaki (1999:228) da Birnin Tudu (2001), sun nuna cewa qasar Hausa tana a farfajiyar da ke
tsakanin yankin arewacin sahara da tuddan sashen Mambila na Pilato zuwa gefen dazuzzukan kogin
Kwara, wadda ta yanko yamma har bakin gavar ruwan kogin Neja a Yawuri. Sannan akwai bayanin
daulolin Bahaushe a qasar Hausa, kamar daular Kanta ta Argungu da daular Durvi-ta-Kusheyi ta Katsina
da daular Gobir da ta faro a Birnin Lalle ta sauka a Sabon Birni da makamantansu, waxanda sun zama
matattara ta al’adu da xabi’u na Hausawa a lokuta mabambanta (Bunza, 2016:80). Hasali ma, Yanxaki
(1999:229) ya yi bayani na tsarin mulkin zamananci inda ya bayyana iyakokinta ta la’akari da iyakokin
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jihohin da ake da su yanzu. A taqaice, ya ce, qasar Hausa ta qunshi yankin jihohin Bauchi da Borno da
Katsina da Jigawa da Kano da Sakkwato da Kebbi da Zamfara da Gombe da kuma wani vangare na
jihohin Yobe da Kaduna, dukkansu a arewacin Nijeriya. Haka kuma, qasar Hausa ta qunshi jihohin
Tasawa da Zinder da Maradi da Damagaram waxanda dukkansu suke a kudancin jamhuriyar Nijar. Har
haka, Adamu (1978:17) yana ganin cewa ko a can da kafin a rarraba jihohin da aka shata, akwai qasashe
kamar Yawuri da Birnin Gwari da ake riya cewa wasu qasashe ne masu ‘yancin mulkin kansu, inda ya
kira su da qasashen Hausa ne a wajen qasar Hausa, amma ba su da cikakken mulkinsu na kansu a wurin.
Saboda haka, ana hasashen cewa al’ummar Hausawa a duk inda take a yanzu, ta kafu ne ta hanyar samar
da iyali mai yaxo da zaman maigida da iyalinsa, daga nan sai shugabanci ya shigo na jama’a na unguwa
zuwa gari, zuwa qasar Sarki. Haka kuma, an duba tsarin shugabancin Hausawa ne na sana’o'insu na
hannu, kamar qira da sassaqa da wanzanci da sauransu, da cewa ya haifar da samun shugabanci da
kafuwar al’umma a wuri xaya (Umar, 1987:13).

Bayan haka, yanayin bautar iskoki da Hausawa suka riqa yi ya samar da yadda qasashen da biranen suka
kafu. Usman (1981:7,52) ya nuna cewa, daga bautar iskoki ne aka samu shugabanci a wurin bautar har
abin ya shafi shugabancin qasashen Hausawa a duk inda suka samu kansu kuwa, kamar sarkin bori ko
sarkin dawa da sauransu.

4.0 Su Wane ne Maqwabtan Hausawa ?
Kafin a ci gaba da bayanin ko su wa ne ne maqwabtan Hausawa, ya dace a bayyana yadda maqwabtaka
take a Bahaushen lafazi. Qamusun Hausa na Jami’ar Bayero (2006:327) ya bayyana kalmar makwabtaka
da, “zaman kusantar gida ko wurin zama.” Haka kuma, makawabta na nufin, “ kusantar da mutum yake
yi da wani ta gida ko ta wurin zama.” Maqwabtaka a Hausance tana da ma’anoni daban daban, wanda a
wani lokacin tana nufin duk wata kusanta da ke akwai ta zamantakewa a tsakanin mutane biyu, ko wata
jama’a mai muhalli daban daban, tare da ‘yancin yin hulxa ta musamman a tsakaninsu.

Maqwabtakar Hausawa ta haxa da dangantaka ta jini da ta aure da ta addini da ta harshe da sauransu. A
vangaren dangantakar ne ake samun maqwabtaka ta tashi tare da ta zama wuri xaya, da kuma ta kusantar
gida da gida ko gari da gari wadda ita ce ma Bahaushe ya fi ba qarfi a matsayin maqwabtaka.

Ta fuskar addini kuwa, na bautar iskoki ne ko na Musulunci, za a ga cewa akwai hulxa a tsakanin
Hausawa da wasu qabilun da suke bauta iri xaya da su. Ta fuskar al’adun yau da kullum ma da ake
aiwatarwa ana samun wasu masu kama da na wasu qabilun. Ta haka ne ake aiwatar da wasu a lokaci
guda tare da wasu. A Bahaushiyar al’ada, dukkan abokin sana’a na gari xaya da wani mai irin sana’arsa,
maqwabcinsa ne, saboda kasancewarsa abokin sana’arsa. Sana’o’i daban-daban suna da irin al’adun da
ake yin su tare da wanda ake yin su da su (Bunza, 2006). Maqwabtakar kasuwanci tana da saurin ganewa
da kuma saurin yaxa zumunci a da. Amfani da harshe ma yana rarrabe tsakanin al’ummomin da ke zaune
kusa da juna. A kan haka ne ma Busa (2016:560) ya nuna cewa maqwabtan Hausawa su ne al’ummomin
da ke zaune kurkusa da Hausawa, kuma suna mu’amula da Hausawa tun kafin Larabawa da Turawan
mulkin mallaka su zo qasar Hausa.

Saboda haka, wasu masana tarihi da zamantakewar Hausawa (Adamu, 1978:1-2; Danmaigoro, 2006:126;
Hammani, 2007) sun yi tsokaci kan wasu al’ummomin da ke maqwabtaka da qasar Hausawa ta iyakokin
qasar Hausa. Adamu (1978:2) ya yi tsokaci qwarai a kan wannan batu kamar haka:
a. A sashen arewacin qasar Hausa, akwai Buzaye (Azbinawa/Tamajek) da suke maqwabtaka da ita

(Hammani, 2007). Haka kuma, akwai Fulani da suke maqwabtaka da Hausawa a gefen yammacin
qasar ta sashen Gobirawan Nijeriya da Nijar.

b. A sashen arewa ma-so yammacin qasar Hausa, da kuma yammacinta akwai Wangarawa da ake kira
da Shangawa da suka kasance maqwabtan qasar Hausa.

c. A sashen gabacin qasar Hausa akwai daular Borno wadda ita ma tana iyaka da qasar Garun Gabas,
wadda ko a da can ita ce qasa mafi kusa da Daular Borno daga gabas.

d. A sashen kudu ma-so yamma kuwa akwai wasu qabilu na Gwari (Gbagyi) da Kambari da Kumuku
da Achifawa da Nufawa da Dakarkari, waxanda ake ganin suna maqwabtaka da Hausawa (Adamu,
1978:2). Wasunsu kuma a yanzu sun haxe da Hausawa sun zama Hausawa ta fuskar al’adu da
xabi'unsu da kuma harshensu.

e. A sashen kuduncin kudu na qasar Hausa kuwa, akwai al’ummomin Inyamurai da Yarabawa da ke
hayin gavar kogin Neja da Binuwai da suka daxe suna hulxa ta cinikayya da Hausawa.

f. A sashen gabas ma-so kudancin qasar Hausa kuma, akwai qabiliun Jukunawa (kwararrafa) da na
wasu ‘yan tsiraru da ke a gefensu da ke maqwabtaka da Hausawa (Danmaigoro, 2006:123), kuma
suke hulxa da su ta auratayya da kasuwanci da sauransu, musammman ta kudancin qasar Kano.
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5.0 Nason Rayuwar Maqwabtan Hausawa Cikin Labaran Barkwanci.
Haqiqa akan samu nason rayuwar wasu mutane ko wasu qabilu a kan wasu mutanen ko qabilun a dalilin
haxuwa da suka yi da su ta hanyar zamantakewa ko neman abinci ko taimakekeniya ko al’adu da xabi’un
junansu a cikinsu, har kuma su samu karvuwa ga kowanensu. Idan aka ce “naso” to , ana nufin tasiri ko
wani sakin gurbi na wata al’ada da ta shiga al'adar wata qabila, daga wata qabilar kuma. Kusan duk
qabilun da ke zaune cikin Hausawa da ma waxanda ke hulxa da su da fahintar harshen Hausa sosai, suna
koya ma 'ya'yansu wasu tatsuniyoyi da zantukan baka da labarun Hausawa na barkwanci da na tarihi,
waxanda su ne suka qunshi vangaren adabin baka na Hausa. Suna kuma yin anfani da su ne don koya
masu hikima da irin tarbiyyar Hausawa da ke cikinsu. Kai! har manya suna amfani da su wajen qarfafa
dangantaka da nuna irin haxin kai, da halayyar da ke akwai tsakanin al’ummomin biyu da ake bayar da
labarin barkwancin game da su.

Ana ganin cewa, ta haka ne ake sanin al’adu da xabi’un al’ummomin da ke maqwabtaka da junansu.
Wannan ne ma ya sa wasu qabilun da ke maqwabtaka da Hausawa suka ba Hausawa sunaye iri-iri kamar haka:
a. Fulani suna kiran Bahaushe “Kaxo,” wato wanda bai taso da addini ba, ko kuma “Have” wato masu

wauta ke nan.
b. Buzaye suna kiran Bahaushe “Atefun” wato baqo, saboda yawon sa da banbancin al’adunsa da da

nasu.
c. Yarbawa suna kiran Bahaushe “Gambari,” wato mai sa riga.
d. Inyamurai (Ibo) suna kiran Bahaushe “Alakuberi,” wato mai sallah, mai yawan faxar “Allahu

Akbar!” (Bunza, 1999)
e. Dakarkari suna kiran Bahaushe “Kogna” wato baqo,
f. Barebari suna kiran Bahaushe “Afuno” ko “kirdi” ko “kaxo”suna nuna su ba qabilar su xaya da shi

ba.
g. Nupawa suna kiran Bahaushe “Kenchi” wato qwaro.
h. Zabarmawa suna kiran Bahaushe “Hausanke,” wato sun zabarmance kalmar Hausa ke nan.
i. Kambarawa suna kiran Bahaushe “Agona,” wato mai wayo, don shi ne ya zo ma su da wayewar kai

(Birnin Tudu, 2002:2).
j. Jukunawa (Kwararrafa) suna kiran Bahaushe “Abakwariga”, wato mazaunin asali mai sa riga

(Xanmaigoro, 2006:123).
k. Sauran qabilun da ke kewaye da qasar Yawuri suna kiran Hausawa “Yawurawa” (Adamu, 1978:17).
l. Al’ummar Gavar Benin (Jamhuriyar Benin) suna kiran Bahaushe “Mollah” ko “Malla,” wanda

sunan ya bazu har cikin Yarabawan Nijeriya na Shiyyar Legas da maqwabtansu.
m. Jama’ar Fezzan suna kiran Bahaushe “Sudan” (ko Basudane). Wataqila sun yi la'akari da launin

fatarsa ne baqa, shi ya sa suka kira shi da haka (Adamu, 1978:17).
n. Ashante na Ghana suna kiran Bahaushe “Morra (ko Morrawa)” ga duk Hausawa (Adamu,1978:17).
o. Larabawan qasar Afirka na qasar Mali suna kiran Bahaushe “Ga masa” wato, mai tallar masa gida-

gida yana cewa, "Ga masa!" (Smith,1967).
p. Al’ummar Igala na jihar Kogi suna kiran Bahaushe “A-kashe” wato, suna danganta sunan da abun

da ya faru a lokacin yaqin basasar Nijeriya inda da an ga Inyamuri sai Hausawa su ce “A kashe!”
q. Saboda haka, daga cikin al’ummomi ko qabilun da suke cuxanya da Hausawa, a matsayin

maqwabtansu, za a xauki wasu waxanda suke fitattu ne kuma suka haxa da:

a. Fulani.
Qabilar Fulani ita ce ta fi kowace qabila cuxanya da Hausawa don babu wani lungu na qasar Hausa da ba
su shiga wajen kiwon dabbobinsu ba. Dangantakar Fulani da Hausawa ta masu kiwon dabbobi ne da
masu noman abinci. Haka kuma, a lokacin jihadin Shehu Usmanu Xanfodiyo da jama’arsa, Fulani
(Torankawa) ne suka yi jihadin kuma su Hausawan ne aka yaqa don jaddada addinin Musulunci a qasar
Hausa (Adamu,1978:49). Wannan ya qara qarfafa dangantakar Fulani da Hausawa, wato kamar xan wa
da xan kane ke nan, kuma ya zama wani ma’aunin gane dangantakar Hausawa da Fulani (Muhammad,
2016:587). Haka kuma, an samu dangantaka ta auratayya da kasuwanci da sana’a da sauransu (Busa,
2016: 561). A dalilin yawan yawon Fulani a cikin qasashen Hausawa, don kiwon dabbobinsu, ya sa aka
samu wasu labaru na baka na hira ko na barkwanci da ke nuna tasirin haduwar Fulani da Hausawa.
Misali:

i. Bafillatani da Agogo.
“An ce wata rana wani Bafullatani sai ya ji ana yi ma agogo kirari da cewa “Agogo
sarkin Aiki”. Saboda haka sai ya sayo shi kuma ya tafi da shi gonarsa don ya yi masa
aiki (noman ganarsa); ya kuma kai ma sa abinci kamar dai yadda ake kai ma xan
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qwadago abinci. Da maraice ya yi sai Bafillacen nan ya koma ganarsa don ya ga irin
aikin da agogo ya yi ma sa. Da zuwa sai ya iske shi yana ta qararsa “qat! qat! qat!”
kawai. Da Bafillacen nan ya ji haushi , sai ya sa sanda ya buge shi har ya kwankwatse
aka huta.”

Wannan ya nuna ke nan shi Bafillace yana tsammanin agogon nan nasa zai yi ma sa aiki kamar mutum.
Irin wannan wautar ce Hausawa ke gani ko ji daga wajen Fulani har suke sanya irin halayensu cikin
labaransu na barkwanci.

Akwai kuma labarai na adabin baka da dama na barkwanci da ake bayarwa game da Fulani, kamar yadda
Hausawa abokan hulxarsu ke kallonsu.

i. Bafillacen da ya Sayo Mota a Kano.
An ce wata rana wani Bafulatani ya je Kano ya sayo mota. Da aka yi ciniki sai ya nemi direba ya tuqo
motar har rugarsa a cikin daji. Ko da suka isa da almuru sai direba ya kunna fitilar mota. Da Bafulatanin
nan ya ga an haska bukkarsa sai ya yi wa direba tsawa ya ce, “Kai bari kada ka qone man bukka!” Da
kuma aka sauke shi a rugarsa sai ya ce ma direban, “Tafi da kwafsan na shanye daxin.”

ii. Bafillacen da ya ga Baffansa Yana Barci a Gefen Rijiya.
An ce wata rana wani Bafulatani suna zaune da Baaffansa a bakin rijiya suna hira, sai ya ga Baffansa
yana gyangyaxi kamar zai faxa rijiya. Saboda qeta, sai ya ce, “Ga woni abu nan zai kasanshe amma ba ni
foxi sai ya kasanshe.” Da gyangyaxi ya kwashi Baffansa ya faxa rijiya, sai Bafulatanin nan ya ce, “Ayya
ya kasanshe!” (Xangambo, 1984).

iii. Bafillacen da ya ga Sabuwar Hanya mai Kwalta.
Wata rana sai wani Bafuatani ya ga sabuwar hanya kwalta ana yi. Da ya duba ya ga wani abu baqi ana
malayawa a samanta, sai ya ce, “Uhm, bana Nasaru na varnad daudawa.”

b. Buzaye
Al’ummar Buzaye (Tamajek) da ke qasar Azbin (Azbinawa) suna maqwabtaka da Hausawa ta arewa da

qasar Hausa. Su Buzaye cikinsu akwai qabilu daban daban, kamar na Majaran da Tubawa da Azbinawa
da Bararoji da suke zaune tare da su. Amma Hausawa sai suka game su, suke kiransu da Buzaye
(Hammani, 2007). Buzaye suka fi daxewa tare da Hausawa, a matsayin maqwabtan juna.

Wasu masana tarihi (Adamu, 1978:1;Yanxaki;1999) sun nuna cewa Buzaye matafiya ne masu kewayawa
a cikin al’ummar Hausawa. Sai dai su ba kamar Fulani suke ba wajen yawo. Suna kuma harkar ciniki da
Hausawa da fataucin kanwa da manda, da dabino, da cuku da sauransu. Hasali ma su ne suka fara kabra
yaqi da Hausawa har suka koro Hausawan daga ainihin wurin da suke a da, suka matso zuwa kudu a inda
suke a yanzu (Adamu, 1978:2). Haka kuma, Usman (1978) ya bayyana cewa irin dangantakar da ta auku
bayan yaqe-yaqen ne ta sa aka samu jituwa ta musamman da Hausawa, ba ma kamar Katsinawa daga
cikinsu. Ta haka ne kuma aka samu wasu labarai masu nuna wata hulxa tsakanin Hausawa da Buzaye, ko
Azbinawa (Timajek) a vangaren al’adunsu, da addininsu, da kasuwancinsu da sauransu
(Hammani,2007).

A ganin Hausawa, Buzu mai wauta ne tare da son nuna jaruntaka, da kuma shiga cikin harkokin da ba
nasa ba. Wannan ne ya sa Hausawa ke ba da wasu labaru game da Buzu, kamar haka:

i. Labarin Buzu mai Sauran Furar Bara
'An ce wata rana sai wani Buzu ya sauka a wani gari, kuma yana jin yunwa qwarai da gaske. Yana nan
yana tunanin yadda zai yi ya samu abinci, sai ya yanke shawarar ya tafi wani gida da ke kusa da shi ya yi
baqunta. Gidan kuwa yana da kyau, da tsari, da haske. Da ganinsa ka san na wani mai wadata ne. Da
isarsa sai ya yi sallama, inda jim kaxan sai aka amsa ma sa, kuma aka yi ma sa maraba. Buzu ya ce ya zo
ne ya gaishe su sannan gobe ya wuce abinsa. Ganin haka , sai mai gidan ya sa aka damo hura da
mazarqwaila aka kawo ma Buzu. Buzu ya ta da kai ya sha fura sosai ya qoshi, har ya rage ta . Da safiya
ta yi sai ya yi sallama da masu gida ya kuma sa kai.

Ana nan bayan shekara guda, sai ya sake zuwa wannan garin tare da abokinsa; sai ya tuna masaukinsa na
bara da huran nan da ya sha. Sai Buzun nan ya ce wa abokinsa su tafi ya raka shi wani gida. Da isarsu sai
ya yi sallama ya ce, ‘Salamu alaikum! Salamu alikum! Ga mai shanye sauran furar bara ya zo!”. Da wasu
waxanda ke nan kusa suka ji, sai suka yi ta dariya.
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To, ga wanda ya san zancen, shi Buzu yana nufin ya kawo dan'uwansa ne don ya shanye sauran furar da
ya sha ya qoshi har ya bari a bara. Yana nufin in ya ce shi zai sha to, abin da kunya wai an ce “an raka
baqo ya ruga”.

Akwai labarai da dama da suka shafi halaye da dabi’un Buzaye da Hausawa ke bayarwa a tsakaninsu,
kamar yadda suke xaukar Buzaye a fahimtarsu da sauransu.

c. Yarabawa.
Al’ummar Yarabawa ma tana daga cikin al’ummomin da ke maqwabtaka da Hausawa ta sashen kudu
mai xan nisa daga qasar Hausa. Su ma Yarabawa sun haxu da Hausawa ne tuni, ta hanyar yaqe-yaqe da
cinikin bayi, da cinikin goro da kuma ta hanyar addinin Musulunci (Sarkin Sudan, 2007:60). Wannan
dangantaka ta qara havaka ne a lokacin jihadin Shehu Usmanu, wanda aka bayyana cewa da’awarsa ta
kai har qasashen Yarabawa. A dalilin wannan ne aka samu Hausawa da ke zaune a Ilori (Ilorin) da
Badun (Ibadan) da Ikko (Lagos) da wasu sauran wuraren a qasashen Yarabawa. Su ma Yarabawa su kan
yi qaura kacokam su shigo qasar Hausa da irin kasuwancinsu na,' a-daddauka (a kwalkwasa) sai an samu
a biya’. Irin wannan saduwar ce ta sa aka samu wasu labaru masu tasirin haxuwar Yarabawa da Hausawa
dangane da halayensu da xabi’unsu game da kasuwanci da sauransu. A ganin Hausawa, Bayarabe yana
da tsananin tsoro tare da nuna son kuxi da kuma tattalin su ta hanyar kasuwancinsa (Sarkin Sudan,
2007:61).

Saboda haka, akwai wasu labarun barkwanci masu nuna irin halayen Yarabawa da Hausawa ke bayarwa,
kamar haka:

i. Cigiyar Maman Sopololo
'An ce wata rana sai Saman Soplolo ta ya da kwagirinta a kasuwa. A cikinsa akwai kuxi har fam bakwai
da goma. Da ta dudduba ba ta gan shi ba, sai ta sa a yi yekuwa (shela) a cikin kasuwa. Da ta tashi sai ta
faxa ma mai shela yadda zai ce in ya tafi cikin kasuwa, kamar haka:

“Wanda ya sinci kudin Mama a sikin kwajiri; To, shi tori Alah, shi tori Anabi, shi
kawo mu ba shi ladan toro”.

Wasu da ke kusa da suka ji irin kalamanta sai suka bushe da dariya. Suka ce lalle Mama ta ji Hausa.
Ma’ana, ita dai tana nufin duk wanda ya tsinci kwagirinta to don Allah ya ba ta abinta. Ita kuma za ta
bashi lada har na taro, watau qimar kwabo uku ke nan a lokacin.

Akwai labarai da dama da Hausawa ke bayarwa game da halaye da xabi’un Yarabawa da irin
fahimatarsu game da rayuwarsu, musamman ma ta kasuwanci na fatauci da sauransu.

d. Nupawa
Al’ummar Nupawa suna daga cikin maqwabtan Hausawa na kusa ta sashen kudu-ma-so yamma da qasar
Hausa. Su ma Nupawa sun sadu da Hausawa ta fannoni daban daban. Mashahuriyar hanya ita ce ta yaqe-
yaqen da Nupawan suka yi da al’ummar Hausawa don qara qarfafa mulkinsu da kansu. Saboda haka, an
samu yake-yaken da aka yi tsakanin Nupawa da Katsinawa daga wajen qarni na 13 zuwa na 18, a inda a
lokacin sarkin Katsina Muhammadu Korau (1320-1353) Katsinawa suka ci Nupawa da yaqi, kuma suka
kore su daga iyakar qasar Hausa (Adamu,1978:24). Wannan ya sa bayan da aka tsai da wutar yaqi, sai
Nupawa suka ci gaba da hulxa da Hausawa. Haka ne aka samu wasu Hausawa da suka je suka kankane
wasu wurare a qasar Nupawa, ba kamar bayan da aka yi jihadin Shehu Usmanu Xanfodiyo wanda ya
tabbatar da zaman Hausawa a can. Hasali ma, an samar da sana’o’in gargajiya iri xaya tsakanin
Hausawa da Nupawa, sai dai, dan bambamcin da ke akwai kadan, saboda muhallinsu da tattalin arzikinsu
ya sha banban da na Hausawa. An samu labarun barkwanci game da Nupawa, kamar haka:

i. Anguncin Ndagi
'An ce wata rana ana bikin auren Ndagi, sai aka gayyato makaxi Ndagi ya sa aka yi ma sa “He!” Da aka
tsai da kixa sai Ndagi ya fara magana ya ce; “A faxa ma makaxi, mun yi kyautan fan daya (alhali kuwa
taro kawai ke a aljihunsa) amma mun yi kwalokwalon sule sha tara da nai” Shi kuwa abokin Ndagi, sai
ya ce a yi He! Da aka yi shiru (tsit) sai ya ce, “Mun ba da kyautar keke (kafin ya miqa keken sai ya ce),
amma a buga kalaulawa a ba mu abunmu” (Bunza, 1995)

Akwai labarai masu xauke da irin halaye da xabi’un Nupawa waxanda Bahaushe (musamman kamar
Bakatsine) ke bayarwa don ya wautar da su ko ya nuna irin bambancin rayuwar da ke a tsakaninsu, a
matsayinsu na abokan hulxarsa da sauransu.
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e. Ibo (Inyamurai)
Al’ummar Ibo (Inyamurai) da ke a sashen kudu ma-so gabas da qasar Hausa suna da dangantaka qwarai
da Hausawa. Kusan tun kafin qarni na 19, watau kafin jihadin Shehu Usmanu Xanfodiyo; Haka kuma,
akwai dangantaka ta cinikayya da neman kuxi ga Inyamurai bayan an yi yaqin basasa. Bahaushe na
kallon Ibo da cewa mai qoqarin neman na kansa ne (kuxi) da qirqire-qirqire . Haka kuma, an fahimci
cewa Ibo ya tsani zaman kashe wando, na rashin aikin yi da sauransu. Shi ya sa Hausawa ke yin
barkwanci da Igbo kamar haka:

i. Ibo a Kotu
“An ce wata rana sai aka kai wani Ibo qara a kotu. Da aka gabatar da shi sai Alqalin kotun ya ce a ba shi
rantsuwa ko ya xauki alqawali tun kafin ma a fara shari’ar. Alqali kuwa ya yi haka ne don dai ya gane
gaskiyar kowanemsu. Da Ibo ya xaga hannunsa sama sai alqalin nan ya ce, "To, ka fa rantse. Idan kuwa
ka sava akan abin da ka faxa, to, tashin hankali da bala’i da makabta za su same ka." Da jin haka sai
Ibon ya riqa cewa, “Mun dauka!” Amma da alqalin nan ya qara da cewa, “Da kuma rashin aikin yi,” sai
Ibon nan ya ce, “A’a, wannan ba mu dauka ba.” Waxanda ke kotun a lokacin duk sai suka fashe da
dariya (Bunza,1995)

Wannan ya nuna ke nan Hausawa sun san wasu abubuwan da wasu qabilu maqwabtansu suke qi ga
kansu, a dailin hulxa ta kasuwanci da zamantakewa. Ana kuma fito da su ne ta hanyar labaran gargajiya
na barkwanci da ake bayarwa game da halayensu da xabi’unsu.

f. Gwari
Al’ummar Gwari (Bagi ko Gbagyi) da ke a sashen kudu ma-so yamma da iyakar qasar Hausa su ma suna
da maqwabtaka da ma dangantaka da Hausawa. Tarihi ya nuna cewa Qabilar Gwari sun daxe suna yin
hulxa da Hausawa tun kafin 1860 AD. Suna kuma hulxar fatauci, da aikin noma, da wasu sana’o’in
gargajiya da Hausawa. Hasali ma, saboda wannan maqwabtakar ne har wasu al’adu da xabi’unsu sun yi
kama da na Hausawa ta vangaren bukukuwa na suna da na aure; da na qarshen shekara na kawar da
anfanin gona; da kuma na naxin sarautar gargajiya (Danmaigoro, 2006:124). Wasu masana tarihi suna
cewa saboda nason da Hausawa suka yi a kan Gwari, har ma suna ganin kamar al’ummar gwari wata
qasar Hausa ce a wajen qasar Hausa (Adamu, 1978:17).

Saboda haka, akwai hulxa sosai ta maqwabtaka a tsakanin Hausawa da Gwari, kuma wannan hulxar ce
ta sa akan samar da wasu zantukan baka ko labarai game da su, a cikin adabin baka na Hausa. Akwai
wata karin magana mai nuna tasirin magani a rayuwar Gwari, inda ake cewa:.

“Ni na wasa ne? An ce Gwari ya ba da magani har an mutu.”

Daga cikin irin labarum barkwanci da ake yi game da Gwari, sun haxa da wannan:
'An ce wata rana wasu mutane suna hira a qauyensu. Suna nan zaune sai ga wani xan qabilar Gwari ya
iske su, da suka gaisa sai kuma suka ci gaba da hirarsu tare da shi. Can, sai wani mutum ya tado zancen
sanin Allah da tsoronSa a rayuwar yau da kullum. To, da suka yi dan nisa sai wani ya tambayi xan
qabilar Gwari, ya ce “Dan Gwari ka san Allah?" Shi kuma da zai bayar da amsa (ta mamaki wai don a
san ya sani) sai ya ce “Haba! Ga gida ga gida?". Su kuwa da ba su gane nufin sa ba, sai suka tambaye shi
abin da yake nufi. Da ya ta shi sai ya ce masu ai ga gidansa ga gidan Allah, wato ga gidansa ga masallaci
yake nufi. Da dai suka fahince shi sai suka yi ta salati suna dariya don mamakin kalamansa (Bunza,
1995).

Wannan ya nuna ke nan al’ummar Gwari sun daxe suna hulxa da Hausawa tun tsawon zamani, kuma
sanin halayensu ya sa har aka saka su a cikin labaran Hausawa na gargajiya don bayar da nishaxi da
sauransu.

f. Dakarkari (Dakkarawa)
Al’ummar Dakarkari suna maqwabtaka da Hausawa a sashen kudu ma-so yamma da iyakar qasar Hausa.
Kuma hulxa a tsakaninsu ta daxe ainun, wadda ta haxa da aikin gona, da ta kasuwanci da kuma bayar da
taimakon magani. Tarihi kuwa ya nuna cewa wasu jama’ar Bangawa na al’ummar Dakarkari daga qasar
Katsina suka yi qaura zuwa can qasar Dakarkarin. A cikin tafiyarsu zuwa can ne sai suka shiga qasar
Zamfara. A can ne shugabansu na lokacin ya rasu, ganin haka sai wasu daga cikinsu suka koma gida
Katsina. Wasu kuwa sai suka zauna can a qasar ta Zamfara. Dalilin da ya sa ake kiransu Bangawa (da
Hausa) wato su wanxanda suka zauna bayan gawar shugabansu. Suna nan sai kuma wasu daga cikinsu
suka tsallaka kogin Ka zuwa wurin da suke yanzu har suka yaxu suka kafa garin kansu, Danko, da
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shugabansu mai suna Kwosso (ko Kwasau), (Adamu, 1978:31). Haka kuma, Haruna (2003:4) ya bayyana
cewa an samu auratayya a tsakanin Dakarkari da Hausawa, musamman Hausawan Katsina Laka, inda su
Katsinawan suke jan su da wasa idan sun haxu. Haka wannan batu yake a tsakanin Dakarkari da
Zamfarawa, akwai wasa a tsakaninsu (Shu’ aibu, 2009)

Wannan ya nuna ke nan akwai dangantaka ta kusa da kuma maqwabtaka ta sosai tsakanin Husawa da
Dakarkari. Duk da haka an bayyana cewa Dakarkari sun shahara wajen bayar da magungunan gargajiya
kuma suna zagayawa cikin qasar Hausa wajen bayar da magunguna kamar na mayu, da na tsarin kai, da
na sauran cututtukan da ke damun xan Adam. Sukan ce, “A sai magani ga na Zuru,” a lokacin yawon su
don a gane ko suwa ne ne a fagen tallar maganin, da safarar karnuka (Haruna,2003:7) A dalilin wannan
ne ya sa wasu Hausawan Katsina da na Zamfara suke jan su da wasa in sun gan su su riqa cewa:

“Na zuru komai nama, amma ban da tayar mota”
Su kuma sai su mai da jawabi da cewa:

“Tayar motan ma in ya ji gishiri ci muke.” (Shu’ aibu, 2009)

Ire-iren waxannan zantuka akwai su da dama da ake yi tsakanin Dakarkari da wasu Hausawa a dalilin
dangantaka da maqwabtaka a tsakaninsu. Kuma wannan tsohon labara ne da ya shahara, musamman a
cikin labaran yaran Hausawan Qasar Katsina saboda su Dakarkari sun yin wasan barkwanci da
Katsinawa, kuma suna shiga qasar Katsina tallar magungunan gargajiya a wasu lokuta.

4.0 Sakamakon Nazari
Ta la’akari da bayanan da suka gabata a sama, ya dace a bayyana yadda labarun barkwanci suke da
muhimmancinsu ga ruyuwar Hausawa da ta maqwabtansu ta fannoni daban-daban. Wannan na iya zama
shawarwari kuma saboda a yi tsokaci a kansu don neman mafita ga wasu al’amurran haxin kai a tsakanin
al’umma. Daga cikin batutuwan akwai wasu kamar haka:
i. Ta hanyar barkwanci ana sanin halayen wasu mutane ko al’ummomi da yadda za a yi hulxa da su,

don jaruntarsu ko jahilcinsu ko wayonsu da sauransu.
ii. Ta hanyar barkwanci ana samar da qarin danqon zumunta a tsakanin qabilu ta hanyar auratayya ko

jaruntaka ko xaukar gabata.
iii. Ta hanyar barkwanci ana yafe ma juna ko hana ganin laifin wata qabilar da aka yi yaqe-yaqe da ita.
iv. Ta hanyar barkwanci ana yin hannunka-mai-sanda ga wasu mutane ko wasu al’ummomi don su

gyara lamurransu da maqwabtansu.
v. Ta hanyar barkwanci ana kakkave kunya saboda kashin da aka sha daga wata qabila wajen yaqi,

wadda ke komawa raha da nishaxi bayan an tsakaita wutar yaqin.
vi. Ta hanyar barkwanci ana samar da labaran hira, musamman ga manyan mutane, don bayar da

nishaxi da rage gajiya da cushewar tunanin Bahaushe da sauransu.

5.0 Kammalawa
Haqiqa an yi bayani game da Hausawa da qasarsu da yadda Bahaushe ya fara zama har ta kai ga ya kafa
gidansa, da yadda ya yi gari har ya samu mulkin kansa a wurin da yake. Haka kuma, an bayyana yadda
maqwabtaka take da kuma ko su wa ne ne maqwabtan Hausawa. Bayan haka, an nuna yadda hulxa
tsakanin Hausawa ta samar da wasa da labarai na barkwanci na hira da raha da nishaxi a tsakaninsu da
wasu qabilu maqwabtansu.

Daga qarshe, ana ganin cewa ta hanyar yin wasa da kuma bayar da labaran barkwanci, ana iya gane irin
halaye da xabi'un wasu al'ummomi, ta yadda za a fahimce su har a yi haquri da su don a samar da haxin
kai da zaman lafiya mai xorewa da kuma cigaba a tsakaninsu.
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Tsakure
Ra’in bincike na “Buqatun Rayuwar Xan’adam”, wanda Abraham Maslow ya assasa, ya
nuna cewa dukka Xan’adam yana da wasu buqatu. A cikin buqatun da yake da su har da
na samar wa kansa sutura. Mutum kan yi gwagwarmaya a cikin rayuwarsa domin ya biya
wa kansa waxannan buqatu. Biyan buqatun rayuwa su ne ke kawo cigaban mutum.
Hausawa mutane ne masu qwazo da son cigaba ta yin gwagwarmaya ta yin amfani da
hikimomi da dabarun da Allah ya yi masu, su sarrafa albarkatun da Allah ya halitta a
kewaye da su, domin su biya wa kansu buqatun rayuwa. Ta hanyar sarrafa waxannan
albarkatu ne suke samar wa kansu sana’o’in da suke yi domin bunqasa rayuwarsu. Sana’ar
rini na xaya daga cikin sana’o’in Hausawa na gargajiya da suke yi domin su bunqasa
rayuwarsu ta hanyar samar wa kansu suturu masu launuka daban-daban. Kazalika,
bunqasar da sana’ar ke samu ta kawo qaruwar samun sababbin dabaru na qara yi wa
suturu salo na inganci da qarin ado mai ban sha’awa. Bugu da qari, wannan bunqasar ta
kawo ma Hausawa cigaba na samun sana’ar yi da bunqasar tattalin arziqin masu gudanar
da ita. Baya ga haka, cigaban da sana’ar ke samu yana haifar da shigowar zamanci a
cikinta, ta hanyar samun sababbin dabarun gudanar da ita da sababbin muhallai da ake yin
ta da kuma sababbin sinadarai da ake yin amfani da su domin yin ta. Don haka, a wannan
takarda za a duba yadda sana’ar rini take samun ci gaba da yadda ci gaban yake kawo ci
gaban rayuwar Hausawa ta fannoni da yawa da suka haxa da samuwar sababbin
masana’antun yin rini da samar da suturori masu launuka da yawa da samar wa Hausawa
da yawa aikin yi da makamantansu. An bi hanyoyi guda uku a wajen gudanar da wannan
bincike, waxanda suke haxa da gani da ido da yin tambayoyi da kuma karantawa daga
rubutattun bayanai. Kazalika, an xora binciken a bisa ra’in Buqatun Rayuwar Xan’adam
wanda shi ne ya bayyana cewa sutura na xaya daga cikin buqatun Xan’adam wadda ta
haifar da samuwar sutura.

1.0 Gabatarwa
Cigaba wani yanayi ne na ingancin da ake samu na rayuwar al’umma (Longman,2003:180; Owusu-
Amoah, 2012:1). Ingancin rayuwar kan kasance na kowane fannin ginshiqan rayuwa da suka haxa da
tattalin arziqi da siyasa da tsaro da ilimi da al’adu da sana’o’i da duk wata rayuwa ta zamantakewar
al’umma (Abduqadir, 1990:5). Ra’in Sauye-Sauyen Al’adun Al’umm na Charles Darwin ya nuna cewa,
al’umma da al’adunta kan sami sauye-sauye, kamar yadda halittu masu rai kan cancanza a cikin halayyar
rayuwarsa. Sauye-sauyen kan kasance sannu a hankali, tun daga farkon yarintar abu, har ya zuwa girma
da tsufansa (El-Tabie, 2012:82; Dumfawa, 2011: 131; Kudan, 2010; Otite, 1981:13).

Abin sani a nan shi ne, wasu masana ra’o’in zamantakewar al’umma sun tabbatar da cewa, al’umma
kamar jikin xan’adam ce, wadda take da vangarori daban-daban. Kowane vangare na jiki yana da
gudummuwar da yake bayarwa domin ci gaban wannan jiki (Gusau, 2015:39; Mukhtar, 2010; Umar,
1987:14). To, ita ma sana’ar rini tana xaya daga cikin sana’o’in Hausawa da suka sami sauye-sauye,
wanda hakan ya sanya ta kasance xaya daga cikin sana’o’in da ke bayar da gudummuwarta a cikin
al’ummar Hausawa, domin kawo cigaba da kuma samun bunqasa ta fannin suturar Hausawa
(Xanmaigoro, 2010:123).

Sana’a’o’in gargajiya na Hausawa na xaya daga cikin al’adar da ke qara kawo bunqasa da cigaban
tattalin arziqin Hausawa (Sallau, 2012:482). Wasu masana al’adun Hausawa sun bayyana cewa, dole sai
an koma wa halayen Hausawa na qwarai, irin su juriya da qwazo da gaskiya da riqon amana da mutunta
sana’a da ladabi da biyayya kafin a samu ci gaban rayuwa (Alhassan, 1988:28; Gusau, 2010:6 Amfani,
2012:8; Xanmaigoro, 2010:113). Don haka, manufar wannan takarda shi ne yin nazarin cigaban da
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sana’ar rini ke samu da kuma ta yadda take bayar da gudummuwa a wajen kawo ci gaban rayuwar
Hausawa.

Sana’ar rini daxaxxiyar sana’a a ce a qasar Hausa wadda ake tura sutura da sawaye da zarurruka da fatu
da gashi da makamantansu, a canza masa launi daga na asali zuwa wani wanda ake so (Jami’ar Bayero,
2006:373; Xanmaigoro, 2010211; Abraham, 1978:736). Sana’a ce wadda ta keta kowanne lokaci da
zamani a qasar Hausa (Madabo, 1997:19). Bincike ya tabbatar da cewa tun kafin zuwan Turawa,
Hausawa sukan sabunta kayan da suke sanyawa ta hanyar yin rini (Garba, 1991:56). Sarkin Taushin
Sarkin Katsina ya tabbatar da wannan zance a cikin waqarsa ta “Al’adun Gargajiya” da yake cewa:

Jagora :Ka ji zakkuwar Turawa,
‘Y/Amshi :Sun tad da mu muna da sana’ar hannu,

:Muna da al’adunmu na gargajiya,
:Da za mu gadara mu ma,
Nufinta ne wasan gargajiya,
Ta sa a qara fahimtar juna.
……………………………

Jagora : Nan qasarmu ga marina ga baba,
‘Y/Amshi : Akwai masaqa namu,

:Na gargajiya da ke mana saqa tun can,
:Na rigunan Nupe sannan,
:Ga wandunan Kano da rawunnan Kura.
:Nufinta ne wasan gargajiya,
:Ta sa a qara fahimtar juna.

(Sarkin Taushi: Waqar Al’adun Gargajiya)
(Ado, 2011:111-112)

Bincike ya tabbatar da cewa Allah ya halicci Hausawa da wasu halaye na juriya da qwazo da basira,
wanda suke amfani da su a wajen sarrafa albarkatu da ni’imomin da Allah ya halitta a kewaye da su a
cikin muhallinsu domin biya wa kansu buqatun rayuwa (Ibrahim, 1987). A irin haka suke samar wa
kansu sana’o’in da suke yi domin biya wa kansu buqatu (Yahaya, 2006:48; Madauci, 1982:17). Sukan yi
amfani da baba da katsi da toka da wasu sinadarai da ake samu a muhallansu domin gudanar da sana’ar
rini a gargajiyance (Isah, 2010:8).

2.0 Ra’in Bincike
Kusan kowanne bincike akan yi qoqarin xora shi bisa wani ra’i ko ra’o’i domin fayyace yadda aikin
yake. Shi dai ra’i, ilimi ne wanda ke bayar da haske ko bayani kan wata matsala ta rayuwa. Wasu na
kallonsa a matsayin hasashe na abin da yake faruwa na gaskiya a cikin al’umma, wanda akan yi amfani
da shi domin bayar da haske kan wani abu da ake iya gani yake faruwa, ko zai iya warware wata matsala
da ke aukuwa (Longman, 2003:692). Don haka, wannan bincike an xora shi bisa “Ra’in Buqatun
Rayuwar Xan’adam.”

A bisa bayanin da Marker (2003:1-4) ya bayar, ya nuna cewa wannan wani ra’i ne da wani masani mai
suna Abraham Maslow ya fara assasawa a lokacin da ya gabatar da wata takarda a shekarar 1943, mai
taken, “Ra’in Kwaxaitarwar Xan’adam.” A cikinta, ya kawo tsarin hawa-hawa na buqatun Xan’adam,
da ya kira da sunan “Siffar Dala na Buqatun Xan’adam.” A tunani irin nasa, yana ganin cewa, akwai
wasu halittatun buqatu na Xan’adam waxanda suke a tsare. Wasu buqatu ne na tilas waxanda Xan’adam
ke buqata domin ya rayu. Idan mutum ya sami biyan waxannan buqatu, to, zai sami bunqasa da ci gaba.
A mataki na farko, ya kawo “Buqatun (Halittun) Jiki”(physiology), da suka haxa da iska da ruwa da
abinci da jima’i da sutura da muhalli waxanda su ne ke tafiyar da lafiyar jikin kowace dabba da
Xan’adam da kayan cikinsa. A nan, su sutura da muhalli da makantansu duk suna bayar da kariya ga
halittun jikin mutum (Salawu, 1997:58).

Wasu masana al’adun qasar Hausa, sun yarda da wannan ra’i a inda suka bayyana cewa, kowane
Xan’adam yana da buqatar da yake da ita ta wani abu, amma ba zai iya biya wa kansa wannan buqata ba
shi kaxai. Dole sai ya nemi wani wanda zai taimaka masa domin ya biya wa kansa buqata (Gusau,
2005:2; Yakasai, 2012:97). Don haka, buqatun Xan’adam na yau, su ne ke sanya shi haxuwa da wasu, su
qirqirar wa kansu wata dabara ko sana’a da za su dinga yi don biya wa kansu buqatu (Bunza,
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2006:xxxii). Kazalika, buqatun ne kan sanya su yin aron wata sana’a daga baqi, su mayar da ita tasu, su
rinqa yi domin ya biya wa kansu buqatu (Gusau, 2014:xiii; Sallau, 2010:37). To, Hausawa mutane ne
masu son cancanza kaya masu launuka daban-daban, wanda a irin haka ne suka shiga yin sana’ar rini don
biya wa kansu buqatu na son sanya da cancanza sutura a kai-a kai, masu launuka daban-daban (Yahaya,
2006:48).

2.0 Sana’ar Rini a Matakin Gargajiya
Bincike ya tabbatar da cewa Hausawa mutane ne masu son baqi da kuma karrama su (Yakasai, 2011:3).
Wannan bai rasa nasaba da sanin da Hausawa suka yi na cewa, cuxanya da baqi na xaya daga cikin
abubuwan da kan kawo wa al’umma cigaba, musamman ta hanyar aron wasu sana’o’i masu amfani daga
gare su (Alhassan, 1988:6). A irin haka ne wasu manazarta ke kallon sana’ar rini a matsayin baquwar
sana’ar da Hausawa suka yi aro daga Larabawa da kuma mutanen arewacin Afirka, domin su biya wa
kansu buqatu na sabunta sutura masu launuka daban-daban da kuma bunqasa tattalin arziqinsu
(Ibrahim,1987:2; Xanmaigoro, 2010:121). Samuwar wannan sana’a ta kawo wa Hausawa cigaba da
bunqasar rayuwa ta fannin canza wa sutura da fatu da zarurruka launi. A wancan zamani, na matakin
farko, ana iya ganin cigaban da aka samu ta hanayar nazarin muhallin da ake yin ta da kayyakin da ake
amfani da su da sinadaran da ake tanada da yin amfani da su a wajen gudanar da ita da kuma irin
kayyakin da ake rinawa, kamar yadda za a gani a nan gaba.

3.1 Muhallin Gudanar da Rini na Gargajiya
Muhallin da ake gudanar da sana’ar rini a mataki na farko shi ne ake kira da sunan karofi ko marina
(Zarruq, 1987:55; Jami’ar Bayero, 2006:333). Ita kuwa, wani wuri ne da ake samu a wajen gari domin
gina ta, domin kauce ma wari na dagwalon marina. Akan gina ‘yan ramu waxanda ba su wuce qafa biyu
ba, wanda a cikinsa ne ake yin rinin kayyakin da ake buqatar rinawa. Bayan wannan, akan yi wata ‘yar
rumfa a gefe guda domin ajiyar kayayyaki. A cikin rumfar akan sami tabarma, wadda ake ajiye kayyakin
da aka rina da waxanda aka buga, bayan an rina su. Bugu da qari, akwai itace na gungume da ake kira da
sunan mabuda, wanda ake xora kaya bisa domin bugawa. Haka kuma, akwai wani xan itace mai suna
xan bugu ko mabugi, wanda yake da mariqin da ake riqawa domin buga kayan da aka rina. Kazalika, a
muhallin, akwai igiyar da ake shanya kayan da aka rina domin su bushe, kafin a buga su. Akan kuma
sami wani qaramin xan boto (marufin marina), wanda akan rufe ramukan marina don gudun faxawar
qura da hakukuwa (Madabo, 1979:18; Isah, 2010:7; Garba, 199157).

3.2 Kayayyakin Gudanar da Rini na Gargajiya
A garjiyance, kayayyakin da ake amfani da su wajen gudanar da sana’ar rini ba su cika yawa ba.
Wasunsu sun haxa da ruwa da sinadarai na launuka da toka da katsi da baba, a matsayin sinadarai masu
zaunar da launi. Akwai kuma kayan da ake rinawa da muciyar da ake motsa tufafi a cikin ramin marina
da zare da allurar da ake yin amfani da su wajen xinke tufar da ake son yin kamfala da ita. Ana amfani da
kwatanniya don haxin sinadarai. Sannan akwai gugar da ake rage ruwan marina da ita. Kazalika, akwai
tabarma wadda akan xora kayan da aka rina, kafin da bayan an buga su. Bugu da qari, akan sami
gungumen da ake aza kaya a buda da kuma xan bugu. Daga qarshe, akwai muciyar da ake amfani da ita
wajen tuqa kayan da ake rinawa (Alhaasan, 1988:48; Isah, 2010:8; Sallau, 2012:485).

3.3 Sinadaran da ake Amfani da su a Gargajiyance
Sinadari shi ne wasu abubuwa da ake haxawa a yi amfani da su a wajen gudanar da rini (Jami’ar Bayero,
2006:396). A cikin sinadaran da ake amfani da su a matakin farko, akwai garura. Ita kuwa, sinadari ce
mai bayar da launin da ake son a tura. Launuka na zamanin dauri ba su da yawa, domin kuwa sun haxa
da algasa, wadda ke bayar da launin kore (wato tsanwa ko ruwan ganye). Sai kuma zabibi, wanda ke
bayar da launin rawaya ( wato ruwan xorawa). Akwai kuma baban-gadi mai bayar da launin shuxi (wato
ruwan bula). Kazalika, akwai jam-baki mai bayar da launin ja. Baqin turi kuwa shi ne ke bayar da alunin
baqi. Shi kuwa zanzahur shi ne mai bayar da launin jan-xorawa ko hodar fan-keke (wato launin furen
itacen qarya). Baya ga sinadaran launuka, akan yi amfani da sinadarin qaro. Wannan shi ne ake sanya wa
kayan da aka tura domin su yi xan tauri. Akan sami wasu sinadarai na turaren qanshi, waxanda kan
sanya kaya su yi qanshi, domin kore warin marina (Garba, 1991: 56; Ado, 2010).

3.4 Kayyaykin da ake Rinawa na Gargajiya
A zamanin da, a mataki na farko na sana’ar rini, kayyakin da ake rinawa ba su da yawa kamar na yanzu.
Akan rina zaruruwa da sawaye da rawuna da tufafi na zannuwa da riguna. Su zannuwa, akan rina zanen
adire da baqin zane da kuma shamuwa. Riguna kuwa, akan yi gaban hankaka da rina rigar saqi da
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wandonta. Shi kuwa rawani, akan yi rini na salon xan-kura. Kazalika, akan rina fatu da kabar da akan yi
malfa da kuma huluna (Garba, 1991:56).

4.0 Sana’ar Rini a Matakin Zamani
Bincike ya tabbatar da cewa, saboda son da Hausawa suke yi wa rini, ya haddasar da rashin iya bambanta
tsakanin matakin da sana’ar rini ta hau kafin zuwan Larabawa da bayan shigowarsu qasar Hausa
(Madabo, 1979:10). Wasu masana da manazarta na kallonta a matsayin baquwar sana’ar da Larabawa da
wasu mutanen Afirka ta Arewa, irin su Azbinawa da Zabarmawa, suka kawo qasar Hausa (Xanmaigoro,
2010:121; Sallau, 2013:34). Don haka, zamani a wannan nazari na nufin lokacin da Turawa suka shigo
qasar Hausa, wajen qarni na goma sha tara har zuwa yau (Sallau, 2013:34). Bincike ya tabbatar da cewa
sana’o’in Hausawa sun sami sauye-sauye masu yawa, a sanadiyyar zuwan Turawa. Hakan ya haddasar
da bunqasar abubuwa, wanda a cikinsu har da sana’ar rini (Alhassan, 1988:64). Fannoni da sana’ar rini ta
sami bunqasa sun haxa da waxannan:

4.1 Muhallin Gudanar da Sana’ar Rini na Zamani
Muhallan da ake gudanar da rini a wannan zamani suna da sauqi fiye da na zamanin da. A yanzu akan
gudanar da sana’ar rini a shaguna da kantuna da gidaje na unguwanni da kasuwanni. Kazalika, akwai
cibiyoyi na koyon sana’o’i (Entrepreneurship Studies Centres) da ke ciki manyan makarantu ( Kwalejoji
da Jami’o’i), waxanda suke gudanar da sana’ar rini a cikinsu. Bugu da qari, akwai ‘yan wuraren koya
sana’o’i (Yourth Craft Village) ga masu yi wa qasa hidima (NYSC), wanda a cikin sana’o’in har da
sana’ar rini.

4.2 Kayayyakin Gudanar da Sana’ar Rini na Zamani
Bunqasar da Hausawa suka samu a wajen gudanar da sana’ar rini, ta haxa da samuwar wasu sababbin
kayayyaki da suke amfani da su a wajen gudanar da sana’ar rini. Wasu daga cikinsu sun haxa safar
hannu da takalmin ruwa na leda/roba waxanda ake sanyawa a hannuwa da qafafuwa domin kariya daga
zafin sinadari waxanda ka iya qone hannun ko qafafuwan mutum. Akwai kuma takunkumi da ake
sanyawa a rufe baki da hanci don gudun shaqar qura da qanshin sinadarai, waxanda guba ne da ka iya yi
wa mutum lahani. Ana kuma yin amfani da kyandir a matsayin abin da ake yin kamfala, wanda duk inda
aka sanya shi, to, sinadarin launi ba ya hawansa, balle ya fasa shi, har launi ya fito. Risho kuwa shi ne
ake yin amfani da shi a wajen hasa wutar da ake narka kyandir, domin a yi kamfala. Kasko kuwa shi ne
ake yin amfani da shi, a zuba kyandir a cikinsa, domin narkawa. Katako kuwa, kaya ne da kafintoci ke
sassaqawa tare da yin zayyana (zane) da ake buqatar yin kamfala ko wani zane a jikin sutura. Rodi na
qarfe yana xaya daga cikin kayan yin kamfala da zayyana a jikin tufa. Tukunya kuwa, kaya ne da ake
dafa ruwan zafi da ita don gudanar da rini. Ita kuwa garwa, ana amfani da ita don sanya sinadarai a ciki,
a yi haxin da ake so na rini, kana a sanya suturar rinawa a ciki. Idan ba a yi amfani da garwa ba, akan yi
amfani da roba mai kamar baho, don yin haxin sinadarai da rini a cikinta. Daga qarshe, ana yin amfani
da itacen qonawa ko “hita” ta lantarki, domin samar da ruwan zafi.

4.3 Sinadaran Gudanar da Sana’ar Rini a Zamance
A wajen gudanar da sana’ar rini, a wannan zamani an sami cigaba sosai a wajen samun sinadaran da ake
gudanar da ita.

Da farko akwai sinadaran da suka danganci launuka, waxanda ake kira da sunan “kaloli.” A bayanin da
aka samu a wajen Sarkin Marinan Katsina, Alhaji Shamsu ‘Yan-shuni, cewa an kasa launukan zamani
zuwa gida uku. Akwai waxanda ake kira da sunan “Furamare Kala” (Primary Colour), wato launi na
asali. Waxannan launuka ne da ba su buqatar a yi masu haxi da wasu. Misalansu sun haxa da tsanwa
(green) da rawaya/ xorawa (yellow) da baqin turi (black) da algasa/ shuxi/ bula (blue) da ruwan qasa
(brown) da ja (red) da ruwan toka (ash) da kuma miyan goro (orange). Na biyu, launi ne da ake kira
“Sakandare Kala” (Secondary Colour), wato launin da ake samarwa ta hanyar haxa sinadarai biyu.
Misalan irinsu sun haxa da ruwan qasa mai ci (dark brown) da kore mai ci (dark blue) da makuba
(maroon) da makamantansu. Sai kuma, launin da ake ce ma “Tashiyari Kala” (Tertiary Colour), wato
launin da ake samarwa ta haxa sinadarori uku ko fiye. Misalan irin waxannan sun haxa da ruwan gwal,
wanda akan haxa sinadarin launi na rawaya (yellow) da ruwan qasa mai ci (black-brown) da kuma miyan
goro (orange). Haka kuma, akan samar da launin makuba ko jinin-kare, wanda ake haxa sinadarin launin
ja (red) da shuxi (blue) da cin-cin bale (pupple).
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Hakazalika, dukawa masu sana’ar xinka fatu, da sarrafa su zuwa siffofin da ake buqata, su ma suna daga
cikin rukunin masu sana’a’ar da suka jawo samuwar sana’ar rini. A saboda buqatar sanya layu da
dagumma masu wani launin da ake so da kuma jakunkuna da takalma da walki da makamantansu, masu
wani launi da ake buqata, wannan ya haifar da samuwar sana’ar rini. Bugu da qari, akwai wata buqata
daga maxunka sutura da huluna, waxanda ke son zarurruka masu launuka daban-daban domin a dunka
sutura ta hanyar amfani da zaren da zai dace da launin sutura ko kuma a xinka hula mai launukan da za
su dace da launin wata suturar da ake son sanyawa. Wata buqatar kuma ita ce ta kasuwanci. Bincike ya
tabbatar da cewa Hausawa mutane ne masu son gudanar da sana’ar saye da sayarwa. A irin haka ne akan
samu wasu mutane da kan sayi fatu daga majema da marina domin su sayar su ci riba, su biya wa kansu
buqatu.Waxannan da ma wasu buqatun Hausawa da yawa su suka haifar da samuwar sana’ar rini a qasar
Hausa.

5.0 Matsayin Sana’ar Rini wajen Cigaba a Zamanin Yau
Masana da manazarta al’adun Hausawa sun tabbatar da cewa, Hausawa mutane ne masu tsananin yin
riqo da al’adunsu na gargajiya da suka danganci sutura da wasu abubuwa (Mu’azu, 2006:205). Idan ana
son samun cigaban al’umma da al’adunta, to dole ne al’ummar nan ta ci gaba da aiwatar da al’adunanta
(Sani, 2013:40).Don haka, domin su ci gaba da biya wa kansu buqatu na sanya suture masu launuka
daban-daban, sai Hausawa suka rungumi zamani, suka ci gaba da gudanar da sana’ar rini ta zamani
wadda ake gudanar da ita ta hanyar zamananci. Zuwan Turawa qasar Hausa yana xaya daga cikin abin
da ya kawo wa Hausawa sababbin dabaru da kuma kayayyakin zamani na gudanar da sana’o’i wanda
hakan ya kawo ci gaba da bunqasar rayuwar Hausawa (Sallau, 2012:489). Fannonin da sana’ar rini ta
samu cigaba da kuma bunqasa a wannan zamani sun haxa da waxannan:

Da farko, Hausawa sun sami ci gaba na kasancewar sana’ar rini a cikin al’ummarsu ta qasar Hausa tun
daga jiya har zuwa yau. Wannan babban cigaba ne idan aka yi la’akari da zantukan masana da manazarta
al’adu Hausawa da suka bayyana cewa, duk al’adar da ba a aikata ta, to, wata rana za ta vace (Usman,
2014:10). To, amma su Hausawa, zamani bai yaudare su ba, sun ci gaba da aikata sana’ar rini, tun a
lokacin da suka fara yin ta, har ya zuwa yau. Bunza (2006:xxvii) ya bayyana cewa tasirin zamananci
yana taimakawa sosai a wajen xaure al’adu ta yadda za su qara samun gindin zamam a cikin al’umma.
Don haka, tasirin zuwan Turawa ya qara samar wa sana’ar rini gindin zama a cikin al’ummar Hausawa.
Wannan na xaya daga cikin abin da ya kawo bunqasa na samar da sutura masu launuka da yawa, tun
daga jiya har zuwa yau.

Bugu da qari, sana’ar rini a yau ta samar da sana’ar yi ga matasa. Bincike ya tabbatar da cewa matasa su
ne babban ginshiqi masu kawo cigaban al’umma. Idan matasa ba su da sana’ar yi, to, babu halin da za su
iya kawo ci gaba ga al’ummar Hausawa da ma qasa baki xaya. A yau, sana’ar rini ta zamani, wadda ake
gudanarwa a shaguna da kantuna da cibiyoyin koyar da sana’o’i, kusan duk matasa ne ke yin su. Kama
sana’a na xaya daga cikin abin da ke kawo cigaba ta hanyar magance irin matsalolin matasa, a cikin
al’umma, irin su zaman banza da shashanci da shaye-shaye da sauran lalacewa (Amfani, 2012:7). Ke
nan, sana’ar rini na xaya daga cikin sana’o’in da ke kawo cigaban Hausawa ta hanyar dogaro da kansu da
hana su yin roqo da maula da tumasanci da zama a bakin titi ana gulmace-gulmace (Sallau, 2012:482).

Haka kuma, sana’ar rini tana kawo bunqasa da cigaban bukukuwan Hausawa ta hanyar samar da suturori
masu launuka daban-daban. Bincike ya tabbatar da cewa marina, musamman na zamanin nan da muke
ciki, suna samar da sutura masu launukan da ke da ban sha’awa a qasar Hausa, waxanda ake yin amfani
da su a wajen gudanar da bukukuwan sallah da na aure da na suna. Kazalika, sarakai da ‘yan majalisarsu
da dogarawansu sukan yi ado a lokacin da ake gudanar da bukukuwan sallah da na hawan daba da na
shekara-shekara, irin su maulidi da takutaha da makamnatansu. Hausawa na yin alfahari da farin ciki
sosai da irin waxannan sutura da marina ke yi, domin suna biya masu buqatunsu a lokacin bukukuwa
(Garba, 1991:56; Na’auwa, 2015:72).

Gudanar da sana’ar rini ta wannan zamani ba ya buqatar wani babban wuri. Ana gudanar da ita a
shaguna da kantuna da cikin gidaje. Wannan ya haifar da qaruwar wuraren gudanar da sana’ar a cikin
sauqi. Akasarin shaguna da kantunan da ake gudanar da sana’ar, a wannan zamani ana yin hayar su ne.
Wannan yana qara kawo samuwar kuxaxen shiga ga maru shagunan da ake yin haya a wajensu.
Kazalika, hukuma na amsar kuxaxen haraji a wajen masu gudanar da sana’ar, wanda hakan yana kawo
wa gwamnati, musamman ta Qaramar Hukuma kuxaxen shiga, waxanda ake amfani da su domin gina
qasa.
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Bincike ya tabbatar da cewa, yawancin kayayyakin da Hausawa ke rinawa, akan yi safararsu zuwa
wurare daban-daban na lunguna da saqon qasar Nijeriya da ma wajenta (Garba, 1991:60). Domin basirar
da Allah ya yi wa Hausawa, sukan samar da launukan da babu su a cikin suturun da Turawa suke
shigowa da su. Wannan na jawo sha’awa ga mutane irin su Yarabawa da mutanen Nijar da
makamantansu, waxanda sukan saya daga Hausawa, su tafi da su su sayar a wajajensu. Wannan na kawo
qaruwar tattalin arziqin qasarmu ta Hausa da ma ta Nijeriya ba ki xaya (Xanmaigoro, 2010:123).

Wani cigaba da aka samu shi ne na shigar gwanatoci da hukumomi a wajen samar da cibiyoyi da sauran
wuraren koyo da koyar da sana’ar rini a qasar Hausa. Wasu daga cikin cibiyoyin Gwamnatin Tarayya ce
take samar da su ga matasa masu yi wa qasa hidima. Wasu kuwa ana samar da irin waxannan wurare a
Kwalejoji da Jami’o’in Jihohi da na Gwamnatin Tarayya. Wannan yana qara kawo cigaba da havakar
sana’ar rini. Ta wannan hanyar ne akasarin matasa suke dogaro da kansu ta hanyar buxe wuraren
gudanar da sana’ar, bayan sun gama karatunsu ko kuma hidimar qasa.

Bayan nan, samuwar sababbin launuka daga Turawa ya sanya cigaban wanzuwar sana’ar da qarin
ingancinta a qasar Hausa. Wannan qaruwar da aka samu na sababbin sinadarai sun sanya an sami
faxaxar abubuwan da ake rinawa da kuma qaruwar yawansu. Alal misali, kafin zuwan Turawa,
abubuwan da ake rinawa ba su wuce ‘yan fatu ba da zaruruwa da zannuwan adire da sawaye da riguna
irin su lema da huluna da rawunna (Xanmaigoro, 2010:122; Madabo, 1979:19). Amma a wannan
zamani, abin ya wuce haka. Baya ga waxanda aka ambata, Sarkin Marina, Alhaji Shamsu ‘Yan Shuni,
ya bayyana cewa a yanzu ana rina wandunan Turawa na “Jins” da wagambari da shaddoji da xinkakkun
kaya da zanen gado da matasansa da huluna na dara da qube da muhaxu-banki.

Daga qarshe, sana’ar rini na kawo cigaba ga sauran sana’a’o’in Hausawa irin su qira da jima da sassaqa
da saqa da makamantansu da yawa, domin yin amfani da ake yi da ire-iren kayyaykin da suke samarwa.
Alal misali, domin amfani da kayyakin yin kamfala, maqera na samun cinikin daga masu rini ta hanyar
qera masu rodin yin kamfala. Haka kuma, masassaqa ko kafintoci na qaruwa da marina ta hanyar yi
masu katako mai zayyana iri-iri domin yin rini masu adon da ake so. Bugu da qari, majema kan kai wa
marina fatu domin rina masu zuwa launukan da suke so. Wannan ba qaramin cigaba ba ne. Wannan
zumuncin sana’o’i na qara kawo ci gaban tattalin arziqi da kuma tsawaitar rayuwar masana’antun qasar
Hausa.

6.0 Shawarwari
Kamar yadda masana da manazarta da mawaqa suke ta yin gargaxi da faxakarwa a kan farfaxo da
sana’o’in Hausawa na gargajiya, to, ya kamata Hausawa su sake yin “karatun ta natsu.” Abin nufi shi ne,
su yi qoqarin farfaxo da sana’o’inmu da kuma inganta su ta hanyar zamantar da su domin a qara samun
cigaba a qasar Hausa, kamar yadda aka samu a cikin sana’ar rini a yau.

Kazalika, ya kamata gwamnatoci da sauran hukumomin Nijeriya su qara sanya kuxaxe domin qara buxe
da inganta cibiyoyin koyar da matasa sana’o’i domin dogaro da kai. Duk wanda aka koya wa sana’a, a
sami ‘yan wasu kuxaxe a ba shi, ko da bashi ne, domin ya buxe wurin da zai rinqa yi, don a samu
cigaba.

7.0 Naxewa
A wannan takarda an gabatar da bayanai a kan yadda sana’ar rini take kawo ci gaba da bunqasa Hausawa
da qasar Hausa da ma Nijeriya baki xaya. A cikin takardar, an kawo ra’in bincike wanda aka xora
wannan nazari a kai. Daga nan kuma, aka kawo bayanai na sana’ar rini a jiya da kuma yau ta fannin
muhallin gudanar da ita da kayayyaki da sinadaran da ake amfani da su a wajen aiwatar da ita. Daga
qarshe, an bayyana matsayin da sana’ar rini take a yau ta fannonin da take kawo cigaba da bunqasar
Hausawa da qasar Hausa da kuna Nijeriya baki xaya.
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Abstract
The parameter of alertness in some selected songs of Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina.
The paper comments on the alertness of some selected songs of Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman
Shata Katsina. The theme of wake fullness were analyses from the different scholars and
experts. Also, the type of style used by him were further analysed in the way and manner in
which he uses wisdom and technicality in setting the bulbs of caution. Among the
parameters to be studied include: educating the people in the song tittled “Noma Aikin
‘Yan’arewa” and the enlightenment in the song tittled “Na ga Jahilci Wurin Karuwai”
and the guide in the song “Da Akwai Daxi Zaman Qauye”, and also beseeches and calls
on the song: “ku wa Alla Mata ku yi Aure”, and looks into the song: “Kuxi a Kashe su ta
Hanya mai Kyau”. Thereupon, it also focuses on preaching and instructing on the song:
“Gargaxi mai Gina Ramin Mugunta”, and admonishment in the song; “’Yan’arewa mu
bar Bacci”, and also looks into the inspiration in the song: “Don Salla da Salatil Fati”,
and the remainder in the song of “Yanraya Gumina nake ci”, as well as how the lookout
on how to be well discipline on the song: “Mu Tashi mu Farka ‘Yan’arewa”.

1.0 Gabatarwa
Wannan takarda tsokaci ce a kan sigogin faxakarwa a wasu waqoqin Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata
Katsina. An bibiyi ma’anar turken faxakarwa daga bakin manyan masana. Sannan da irin salo da hanyar
da Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina yake bi a wajen yin amfani da hikima da fasaha, ya gina tubalan
ginin turkensa na faxakarwa.

Daga cikin ire-iren sigogin faxakarwa da za a yi nazari da akai sun haxar da ilimantarwa a waqar noma
aikin ‘yan Arewa da wayar da kai a waqar na ga jahilci wurin karuwai da nusantarwa a waqar da akwai
daxi zaman qauye. Haka kuma roko da kira a waqar ku wa Allah mata ku yi aure. Sannan hararowa a
waqar “kuxi a kashe su ta hanya mai kyau”, wa’azantarwa a waqar mu gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta.
Nasihantarwa a waqar ‘yan arewa mu bar bacci. Zaburantarwa a waqar “Don sallah da salatin fati”.
Tunatarwa a waqar ku ‘yan yara gumina nake ci. Daga qarshe akwai gargaxi a waqar mu tashi mu farka
‘yan’arewa.

1.1 Shaharar Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina a Fagen Kixa da Waqa
An haifi Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina a garin Xanmalam Qaramar Hukumar Musawa a jihar
Katisna a shekarar 1922-1925 (Xangambo, 1973:2; Sheme, 2006: 43).

HBTAK (2003, x) sunan mahaifinsa Ibrahim, mahaifiyarsa kuma Lariya. Shata ya yi karatun allo a
hannun Malam Ahmad sai Malam Imam Xandauda da Malam Ali (Xandatti, 1975: 70).

Himma da qoqarin Shata na dogaro da kai da kuma fasaharsa wajen waqe-waqe sun fito fili musamman
bayan da ya bar makarantar allo, kuma ya fara yin tallan goro. Wannan sana’ar ce ta yi sanadiyyar sanya
masa laqabin Shata (Xandatti, 1975: 67).

Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata ya bayar da gagarumar gudummawa wajen bunqasar al’adu da adabin
Hausa. Kuma ya shahara a fagen yin waqar Hausa yakan yi waqa ce kai tsaye kuma nan take ba tare da
ya tsaro ta daga gida ba. kuma ya yi waqoqi masu yawan gaske a kan fannonin rayuwa. Yana daga cikin
sahun farko na ajin mawaqan jama’a. Waqar Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata na matsayin hajar siyarwa ga
kowa.

2.0 Wasu Abubuwa da Shata Yake Amfani da su a Waqoqinsa na Faxakarwa
Faxakarwa kamar yadda (Gusau, 2008: 384) ya ce “a ko da yaushe wannan turke na faxakarwa yakan yi
qoqari ne ya sanar da mutane wasu abubuwa sababbi da suke aukuwa a rayuwar yau da gobe. Duk abin
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da ya doso qasa wanda jama’a ba su da wani cikakken bayaninsa sau tari da yawa waqoqin baka sukan
yi qoqarin fahimtar da jama’a shi”.

Bargery (1993: 288) ya nuna kalmar faxakarwa da cewa “ta samu ne daga “faxakar da” yayin da
faxakarwa ke nufinn abin da ke ta da tsumin mutum wato faxakarwa na nufinn tunatar da mutum game
da abin da yake da ma an rigaya an san shi, sai a qara jaddada tunatarwar nan domin a jawo hankalin
mutum zuwa ga manufa”.

Auta, (2017: 25) ya bayyyana faxakarwa da cewa “Faxakarwa na nufinn nusar da mutum a kan
abubuwan da ya sani tun tuni, amma ya manta da su. Don haka ne ake yi masa tuni, da yi masa
hannunka-mai-sanda don ya dawo ya yi la’akari da su”.

Zulaihatu (2006) ta bayyana abin da ake nufi da faxakarwa ita ce “Jan kunne ko tunatarwa ko gargaxi
tare da fahimtar da al’umma maza da mata, yara da manya a kan wasu al’umma da ba su sani ba ko ba su
fahimce su ba ko sun manta ko kuma za su iya zuwa ko faruwa nan gaba”.

Halima (2002) ta bayyana cewa faxakarwa na nufin yi wa mutum tuni a kan abin da ya sani, wato yana
da masaniya a kan abin, sai dai a daxa nusassahe shi ta yadda abin zai da ratsa shi”.

Gwammaja (2018) ya bayyana ma’anar faxakarwa kamar haka “Faxakarwa na nufin jawo hankalin
mutane, bisa wani al’amari da ya sava wa addini da al’ada da kuma nuna wa mutane abu mafi dacewa a
rayuwarsu, musamman idan aka ga za su kauce wa hanya tagari”.

Ni kuma ina ganin wannan kalma na iya xaukar ma’anar mutum ya kula ko ya lura ko ya yi taka-tsantsan
a kan wani lamari da yake faruwa ko kuma ake zaton zai faru nan gaba ba da daxewa ba.

2.1 Ilimantarwa
Ilimantarwa na xaya daga cikin tubalan da Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata yake amfani da su wajen ginin
turken faxakarwa. Misali:
Jagora : Noma aikin ‘yan Arewa,
’Y/Amshi : Noma Aikin ‘yan Arewa,
Jagora : Noma yakin ‘yan Arewa,
’Y/Amshi : Noma aikin ‘yan Arewa.

Jagora : Ka iske qato yana zaune a titi,
: Yana dara sai labarun banza,
: Ga gonarsu haki ya kama,

’Y/Amshi : Noma aikin ‘yan Arewa,
Jagora : Yaro koma aikin ‘yan Arewa,
’Y/Amshi : Noma aikin ‘yan Arewa. (Gusau, 2009, sh. 361)

A waxannan diyan waqar noma, Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata ya yi qoqarin faxakar da al’umma ta
hanyar ilimantar da su game da muhimmancin sana’ar noma. Har yake cewa ga wani yaro yaqi yin
amfani da damarsa ya je ya yi noma, amma ya zauna sai surutu da labaran shirme.

2.2 Wayar da kai
Wayar da kai wani ne daga cikin tubalan ginin faxakarwa da Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata ya yake yin
amfani da shi wajen ginin turkensa misali: a “waqar na ga jahilci wajen karuwai”
Jagora : Na ga jahilci wurin karuwai,
‘Y/Amshi : Na ga jahilci wurin karuwai.
Jagora : Ai ta korak ku sai ka ce kare,

: Ku ko kun liqe kamar angulu, x2

‘Y/Amshi : Na ga jahilci wurin karuwai.
Jagora : Ga gaba nan ba ni son shiga, x2

: Da macen aure da ke karuwa,
‘Y/Amshi : Na ga jahilci wurin karuwai.
Jagora : Sarkinmu na Barno koro su yai,
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: Sakkwato ma koro su yai,
: Sarkin Zazzau koro su yai,
: Sarkin Daura koro su yai,
: Sarkin Katsina koro su yai,
: Sunusi kuwan ya harhaxa su,
: Duy ya tattara su nan gu guda,
: An xaure babu xaya mai hita,
: Dus sun yi jagwan kamar da angulai,

‘Y/Amshi : Na ga jahilci wurin karuwai.
Jagora : Baccin sakarcinki ke karuwa,

: Ki yi man aure mu je mu sha biki,
‘Y/Amshi : Na ga jahilci wurin karuwai.
Jagora : Ai ta karak ku kamar baqin kare,

: Ku ko kun liqe kamar angulai,
‘Y/Amshi : Na ga jahilci wurin karuwai.
Jagora : Abin nan na ji zafi a rai, x2

: Duk an tara ku kun tsamo-tsamo,
: Duk kun yi jagwan kamar angulai,

‘Y/Amshi : Na ga jahilci wurin karuwai. (Shata: waqar “Karuwai”; Gusau, 2018, sh. 431)

A waxannan xiyan waqoqin Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina ya fito da irin illar da take tattare da
sana’ar karuwanci a qasar Hausa. Ya nuna cewa sarakunan qasar Hausa sun kore su, shi kuwa Sarkin
Kano kama su ya sa aka yi aka tsattsare su a caji ofis. Kuma ya nuna irin yanayin da suka shiga na
wulaqanci sanadiyyar qin yin aure.

2.3 Nusantarwa
Nusantarwa, Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina yana amfani da nusantarwa a matsayin tubalin ginin
turken faxakarwa wannan ya fito fili a waqarsa ta “Da akwai daxi zaman qauye”:
Jagora : Duk asalinku fa duk manoma ne,
’Y/Amshi : Da akwai daxi zaman qauye,
Jagora : Kowane da aikin da yake yi,

: Ran da duk aka ce ruwa ya zo,
: Akasari nan duk manoma ne,

’Y/Amshi : Da akwai daxi zaman qauye,
Jagora : Wanda duk ba shi son aiki,

: Wannan ba ya zaman daji,
’Y/Amshi : Da akwai daxi zaman qauye,
Jagora : Don rago ba ya zaman daji,
’Y/Amshi : Da akwai daxi zaman daji,
Jagora : Shashasha ba ya zama qauye,
’Y/Amshi : Da akwai daxi zaman qauye,
Jagora : Dukka inda yake da iyayenai,

: Danginsa suna cikin daji,
’Y/Amshi : Da akwai daxi zaman qauye,

: Su sa gero su sa dawa.
’Y/Amshi : Da akwai daxi zaman qauye,
Jagora : Wasu ma sun xauki tarunsa,

: Ga rafi su kakkama kifinsu,
’Y/Amshi : Da akwai daxi zaman qauye,
Jagora : Ruwa mai kyau yawa daji,
’Y/Amshi : Da akwai daxi zaman qauye,
Jagora : Dar rajar abinci cikin birni,

: Komai darajar da yat tara,
: Girma nai na cikin daji,

’Y/Amshi : Da akwai daxi zaman qauye. (Gusau, 2018: sh. 442)

A waxannan xiyan waqar Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina ya yi qoqarin yin amfani da tubalan
nusantarwa wajen ginin turken faxakarwa a waqar. Haka kuma ya faxakar da al’umma a kan irin sirrin
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da yake tattare da zaman qauye. Ya bayyana cewa a qauye Dangi suna zaune ne a wajen xaya, kuma
akwai haxin kai da inganta zumunci duk a qauye. Wani babban abin da ya nuna na zaman qauye shi ne a
can ake noma abinci, kama daga na ci irin gero da dawa har zuwa da siyarwa irinsu auduga. Ya qara da
bayyana cewa akwai koguna da ake samun kifaye domin ci da siyarwa. Idan aka duba sosai za mu ga
lallai a qauye akwai rayuwa mai sauqi da zaman lafiya da zumunci.

2.4 Roqo da Kira
Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina ya qware wajen yin amfani da turken faxakarwa domin roqo ko kira
ga al’umma domin yin wani abin alheri ko yin hani da aikata wani mummunan abu a qasar Hausa da
qasa bbaki xayanta. Misali a waqarsa mai suna, “Ku wa Allah mata ku yi aure”.
Jagora : Ku wa Allah ku bi aure mata,
’Y/Amshi : Ku wa Allah ku bi aure mata,
Jagora : Ku tsar ma batun malam Xammani,

: Tsoho mai zancen banza,
’Y/Amshi : Ku wa Allah ku bi aure mata.
Jagora : Ku wa Allah ku bi aure mata,

: Don ni na ce maku duk kui aure,
: Allah ba ku miji kui aure,
: Ku tsar ma batun shashasha,
: Ku wa Allah ku bi aure mata,

’Y/Amshi : Ku wa Allah ku bi aure mata.
Jagora : Faxa wa wadda ba ta da aure,

: Allah ba ta mijin tai aure,
: Wacce take gida na mijinta,
: Ta wa Alla ta bi aure daidai,

’Y/Amshi : Kuwa Allah ku bi aure mata.
Jagora : Kai yara aljannar mace dakin mijinta,

: Don Allah ku bi aure mata,
’Y/Amshi : Ku wa Allah ku bi aure mata. (Gusau, 2018, sh. 432).

A waxannan xiyan waqar Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina ya yi amfani da fasaha a wajen zavar
tubalan roqo da kira yayin wannan faxakarwar ga al’umma, musamman mata. Ya nuna cewa aljannar
mace dai xakin mijinta. Saboda haka mace mai aure ya zama dole ta riqe shi da kyau, sannan ya yi fatan
wadda ba ta da miji, da Allah ya ba ta na gari.

2.5 Hararowa
Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina yakan yi amfani da tubalan Hararowa wajen ginin turken faxakarwa
a cikin waqarsa. Misali a waqar “Kuxi a kashe su ta hanya mai kyau”. Ya hararo irin wahalar da a kan
sha kafin a sami kuxin, saboda haka a waje xaya kuma yake hararo irin illar dake tattare da rashin alkinta
su da yin almubazzaranci da su. Ga misalansu kamar haka:

Jagora : Kuxi a kashe su ta hanya mai kyau,
’Y/Amshi : Kuxi a kashe su ta hanya ma i kyau,

: Amma ba bisa shashanci ba,
: Kana ba bisa sakarci ba,
: Kuxi a kashe su ta hanya mai kyau,

’Y/Amshi : Kuxi a kashe su ta hannya mai kyau.
Jagora : Ka tuna yadd ka samu kuxinka,

: Ka sha wuya ka samu kuxinka,
: To je ka kashe su ta hanya mai kyau,

’Y/Amshi : Kuxi a kashe su ta hanya mai kyau.
Jagora : Tun da sai kai gumi ka samu abinka,

: Ashe ko kashe shi tahanya mai kyau,
’Y/Amshi : Kuxi a kashe su ta hanya mai kyau.
Jagora : Malam duk aikin da ka ke yi,

: Duk wuyanshi duk daxinshi,
: In ka sami kuxi ka tara,
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: In dai kai niyyav vad da su,
: Je ka kashe sa ta hanya mai kyau,

’Y/Amshi : Ku xi a kashe su t aanya mai kyau.
Jagora : Ko ni Alhaji Sarkin waqa,

: In nai waqa kyakkyawa,
: Na sami kuxi mai qwari,
: Na tara has sun kauri,
: Ba ashararu ba sakarci,
: Sai in kashe su ta hanya mai kyau,

’Y/Amshi : Kuxi a kashe su ta hanya mai kyau.
Jagora : Bare mai saye yana saidawa,

: Yai gumi ya sami abinai,
: Ya sha wuya ya sami abinai,
: To ya kashe su ta hanya mai kyau,

’Y/Amshi : Kuxi kashe su ta hanya mai kyau.
Jagora : Tsaya duk iya abin nema ne,

: Su kuxi abin nema ne,
: Tittille nemi abinka,
: Ba za karfi nemi kuxinnka,
: In kuma ka tashi kashewa,
: To ka kashe su ta hanya mai kyau,

’Y/Amshi : Kuxi a kashe su ta hanya mai kyau.
Jagora : An daina almubazzaranci,

: Ba shashanci, ba sakaraci,
: In ka ne mi kuxi ka tara,
: In kai niyyaz zaka kashe su,
: To ka kashe su ta hanya mai kyau,

’Y/Amshi : Kuxi a kashe su ta hanya mai kyau.
Jagora : Idan ka kashe su ta hanya maikyau,

: Farko Allah na gade masa,
: Kana Annabi na gode mai,
: Ham mu mutane muna gode mai,

’Y/Amshi : Kuxi a kashe su ta hanya mai kyau. Gusau, 2018, sh. 448).

Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina ya nuna halin dattako a waxannan xiyan waqoar. Kuma ya ya yi
amfani da hikimarsa a wajen yin amfani da tubala hararowa domin ginin turken faxakarwa a cikin a cikin
waqar Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata ya fayyace irin wahalar da ake shiga wajen neman kuxi, ya kawo
mabambantan hanyoyin neman kuxi, kamar mai saye yana saidawa a duk kowance sana’a ma mutum
yake yi to lallai ya dinga sara rana dubawa.

Shi da kansa ya kawo misalan irin yadda idan ya yi waqa ya sami abin duniya yake tattali da taka-tsan-
tsan da abin da ya samu haka kuma ya bayyana tare da yin hasashe ko hararowa a kan irin wautar masu
kashe kuxinsu ta hanyar da ba ta kamata ba kuma ya daxa da cewa Allah da Manzonsa da sauran jama’a
sukan tashi da mai yin almubazzaranci da dukiyarsa.

2.6 Wa’azantarwa
Alhaji (Dr) Mamman Shata Katsina ya yi amfani da tubalan wa’azi dominn ya tayar da turken faxakarwa
a cikin waqar “Mu Gargaxi mai Gina Ramin Mugunta”. A qarqashin wannan turke na faxakarwa akwai
tubalin wa’azi mai jan hankali da kashe jiki ga wanda ya ji shi.

Jagora : Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta,
: To,

‘Y/Amshi : Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta.
Jagora : Kai dai mai gina ramin mugunta,

: To ka gina daidai qaurinka,
: Wataqila fa kai ka faxa,
: Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta,

‘Y/Amshi : Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta.
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Jagora : Kai ko wanda yai mu Allah Sarki,
: Ya kwavi mai gina ramin mugunta,

‘Y/Amshi : Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta.
Jagora : Gama shi mai gina ramin mugunta,

: Ya tave nan sararin nan,
: Ko a qiyamar ma ya tave,
: Muddin yana gina ramin mugunta,

‘Y/Amshi : Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta.

Jagora : Gama ga naka aiki daidai,
: Ka bar shi ka nufo wani can gun,
: Kana bixar ka vata mai shi,
: Wannan ne gina ramin mugunta,

‘Y/Amshi : Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta.

Jagora : Kowas shirya abunai daidai,
: In dai ya yi shi domin Allah,
: Kai ko kaz zo kak kushe mai shi,
: Wannan ne gina ramin mugunta,

‘Y/Amshi : Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta.

Jagora : Bari zai ci wuta haqqun ba shakka,
: Kowa ke gina ramin mugunta,

‘Y/Amshi : Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta.

Jagora : Mai niyyar hairan,
: Ita hairan,
: Masu mugunta,
: Kui ta mugunta,
: Allah shi ne ke sakayya,
: Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta,

‘Y/Amshi : Ku gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta.
(Shama: waqar “Mair Gina Ramin Mugunta; Gusau, 2018, sh. 446)

Kamar yadda ya gabata a waxannan xiyan waqoqi na Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata ne ya yi amfani da
tubalan wa’azantarwa domin ya gina turken waqar faxakarwa da jama’a. Haqiqa Daktan waqa Alhaji
Mamman Shata ya yi sukuwa da zamiya domin ya fito da saqonsa a fili, ya yi wa’azi mai haxe da
gargaxin jama’a a kan munin gina ramin mugunta. Ya fara da cewa idan za a gina ramin mugunta to
lallai a gina shi gajere, domin ta iya yiwuwa mai ginawar ya faxa, ya kawo misalai na tsoratarwa a kan
yin hani da gina raminmugunta.

Akwai inda yake cewa zai ci wuta baba shakka duk wani mai gina rmain mugunta. Kuma qara da cewa
mai gina ramin mugunta ba shi da qwaqwalwa mai kyau, saboda haka a binciki qwaqwalwarsa, domin a
yi masa magani.

2.7 Tubali Nasihantarwa
Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata ya yi amfani da tubalan ginin nasihantarwa a turken waqar ‘Yan’arewa mu
bar bacci Nijeriyarmu akwai daxi”. Ya yi faxakarwa gaya a kan a daina zaman banza, da a rage
shashanci, da sakarci.
Jagora : ‘Yan’arewa ku bar bacci,

: Nijeriyarmu akwai daxi,
’Y/Amshi : ‘Yan’arewa ku bar bacci,

: Nijeriyarmu akwai daxi.
Jagora : Qasar Afrika baqar fata,

: In ka yi yawo ciki nata tsaf,
: Ba kamar Nijeriya gidan daxi,
: Nijeriya garin farin jini,
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: Nijeriya ce gidan daxi,
: Balle Arewa uwar daxi,
: To,

’Y/Amshi : ‘Yan’arewa ku bar bacci,
: Nijeriyarmu akwai daxi.

Jagora : Xan’arewa ka bar bacci,
: Ka samo kuxi taro sisi,
: Ko fam sulai guda zuwa fan xai,
: Ko fam biyar zuwa ga fam goma,
: Kashi guda ka kai shi can banki,
: Kashi guda ka sa a jakkarka,
: Qarshen lokaci idan ya yi,
: Ka ishe ka tara jakkoki,
: To,

’Y/Amshi : ‘Yan’arewa ku bar bacci,
: Nijeriyarmu akwai daxi.

Jagora : Ko ni Shata Mamman na ‘Yan’arewa,
: Tun farkon kixan da naf fara,
: A ba ni taro a ban sisi,
: Don sisi boko a ba ni dala,
: Kuma kana a ban biyar, goma,
: Yanzu ga abubuwan ya gawurta,
: In na sami sulai biyar daidai,
: In kai sulai uku cikin banki,
: In xau sulai biyu in xan vadda,
: In na sami fam biyar daidai,
: In kai fam biyu cikin banki,
: In xau fam biyu in xan vadda,
: In na ga abin da ya girma,
: Ku ishe na tara jakkoki,

’Y/Amshi : ‘Yan’arewa ku bar bacci,
: Nijeriyarmu akwai daxi. (Gusau, 2018, sh. 444).

Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata ya yi qoqari wajen amfani da tubalan nasihantarwa wajen gina turken
faxakarwa a cikin wannan waqar ta ‘Yan’arewa mu bar bacci”.

Mawaqin ya ayyana cewa a cikin nahiyar Afrika baki xayanta babu qasa kamar qasar Nijeirya. Sannan a
cikin Nijeriya kuma babu yankin da ya kai arewacin Nijeriya. Ya qara da bayanin irin yadda yake
dagewa a kan sha’anin rayuwa. Ba wai bacci yake yi ba. kuma idan ya sami kuxi yakan yi qoqarin
karkasawa, domin ya voye wasu kaso ya yi amfani da wani kaso.

2.8 Tulabin Zaburantarwa
Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata ya yi amfani da tubalan ginin zaburantarwa lokacin ginin turken faxakarwa
a cikin waqar “Don Sallah da salatin fati”.
Jagora : Don Salla da Salatil Fati,

: Albarkar girman mai girma,
‘Y/Amshi : Don Salla da Salatil Fati,

: Kai don Allah mata ku yi aure.
Jagora : Kun ji kixan da na yi wa mata,

: Don Salla da Salatil Fati,
: Don Allah mata ku yi aure,
: Kaxo ya so ya wulaqanta ni,

‘Y/Amshi : Don Salla da Salatil Fati
: Kai don Allah mata ku yi aure.

Jagora : Don na ce mata ku yi aure,
: Kaxo ya so ya wulaqanta ni,

‘Y/Amshi : Don Salla da Salatil Fati
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: Kai don Allah mata ku yi aure.
Jagora : Kaxo dugunzuma bawan Bauchi,

: Wanda ya soki mutuncin aure,
‘Y/Amshi : Don Salla da Salatil Fati,

: Kai don Allah mata ku yi aure.
Jagora : Ashe kixan Caji ba waqa ce ba,

: Waqar da ta soki mutuncin aure,
‘Y/Amshi : Don Salla da Salatil Fati,

: Kai don Allah mata ku yi aure.
Jagora : Na yi tambaya gare ku Musulmi,

: 'Yan birni ya zuwa 'yan daji,
: Tun daga Lauwali har ga Risala,
: Har Attaura hal Linjila,
: Hak Kur'ani babban kundi,
: Ina ayar da ta kankare aure?

‘Y/Amshi : Don Salla da Salatil Fati,
: Kai don Allah mata ku yi aure.

Jagora : Sai a littafin Malam Xanmani,
: Ya ja baqi ya kai wata sura,
: Sai na ji ya ce ka ai aure,

‘Y/Amshi : Don Salla da Salatil Fati,
: Kai don Allah mata ku yi aure.

Jagora : Allah ya tsine ma Danmani,
: Tun da ka soki mutuncin aure,

‘Y/Amshi : Don Salla da Salatil Fati,
: Kai don Allah mata ku yi aure. (Gusau, 2009, sh. 357)

A waxannan xiyan waqar mun ga irin yadda Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina ya faxakarda al’umma
a kan aure. Ya tarki wani mawaqi mai suna Xanmani wanda ya yi waqar caji. A cikin waqar da Malam
Xanmali raji ya yi a kwai xiyan da nuna cewa shi bai ga laifin karuwai ba. dalilinsa kuwa shi ne idan mai
kayan siyarwa ya zo ya qasa bai siyar ba, idan ya kwana uku yana yin haka to lallai zai daina. Kuma ya
canja sana’a. To shi a ganinsa karuwai ba su da laifi, sai mai nemansu.

Shi kumar Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata ai ya ga kamar ya na xaure wa yin karuwai gindi ne. shi ne ya
mayar musu da raddi da wannan waqar ta “Don salla da salatin fati don Allah mata ku yi aure”.

2.9 Tubalin Tunatarwa
Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata ya yi amfani da tubalin ginin tunatarwa a wajen ginin turken fuxakarwa a
cikin waqar “Ku ‘Yan Yara Gumina na ke ci”.
Jagora : Kai ’yanyara gumina nake ci,
’Y/Amshi : Kai ’Yanyara Gumina nake ci.
Jagora : In dai na xauki ’yar gangata,

: Ka na na xauki ’yan amshina,
: Ka ga maroqana na zarya ka zo,
: Mammalo gumi nai ya ke ci,

’Y/Amshi : Kai ’Yanyara Gumina nake ci.
Jagora : Masu zuwa ofis ku yi ofis,

: Masu zuwa gona ku yi goma,
: Lebura kan hanya ku yi aiki,
: A yau kowanne gumi nai ya ke ci,

’Y/Amshi : Kai ’Yanyara Gumina nake ci.
Jagora : Idan dai ka ga mutum bisa mota,

: Ka na ga sutura kyakkyawa,
: Ka ga yana yin yanga ya na yin toroqo,
: Na tabbata gumi nai ya ke ci,

’Y/Amshi : Kai ’Yanyara Gumina nake ci.
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Jagora : Sai an sha wuya a kan sha daxi,
: Kai ’yan yara gumi na ni ke ci,

’Y/Amshi : Kai ’Yanyara Gumina nake ci.
Jagora : Gama a da zamanin ina qauyenmu,

: A qasa nake yawo na,
: Ya zan har na hau doki,
: Na hau keke ina bisa babur,
: Yanzu ga ni akan motoci,
: Na tabbata gumi na nake ci,

’Y/Amshi : Kai ’Yanyara Gumina nake ci.
Jagora : Kuma ko wane ya miqe dangi,

: Kui tattali ku nemi na kanku,
: Gama yau kowane gumi nai ya ke ci,

’Y/Amshi : Kai ’Yanyara Gumina nake ci. (Gusau, 2018, sh. 439)

Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina ya yi amfani da tubalan tunatarwa a wajen gina turken faxakar da
jama’a a wannan waqa ta Kai ‘yan yara gumina na ke ci”. Ya bayyana cewa ba ya zaman banza idan ka
ga ya xauki gangarsa da ‘yan amshinsa da maroqansa, to lallai ya tafi nema ke nan. Ya kawo misalan
masu sana’a iri daban-daban domin ya qara qarfafa hujjar dole kowa ya miqe ya nemi na kansa. Misali
direbobi, da leburori da ma’aikatan gwamnati, har da masu sarauta duk ya nuna cewa waxannan guminsu
suke ci.

2.10 Tubalin Hararowa
Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina ya yi amfani da tubalan ginin gargaxi domin ginin turken waqar
“Mu tashi mu farka ‘Yan’arewa”.
Jagora : Mu tashi mu farka ‘Yan’arewa,

: Mu san bacci aikin kawai ne,
’Y/Amshi : Mu tashi mu farka ‘Yan’arewa,

: Mu san bacci aikin kawai ne.
Jagora : Kai mai aski tsare askin naka,

: Mai tebur tsare kan teburinka,
: Mai akwaku ka tsare kayanka,
: Mai noma tsare gonarka,
: Ku taru mu farka xiyan Arewa,
: Ku san bacci aikin kawai ne,

’Y/Amshi : Mu tashi mu farka ‘yan’aurewa,
: Mu san bacci aikin kawai ne.

Jagora : Kowa yake bixar danne ka,
: Idan ka farka ba ka tauso,

’Y/Amshi : Mu tashi mu farka ‘yan’arewa,
: Mu san bacci aikin kawai ne.

Jagora : Idan kana bacci to sai a haye ka,
: Idan ka farka ba ka danno,

’Y/Amshi : Mu tashi mu farka ‘Yan’arewa,
: Mu san bacci aikin kawai ne.

Jagora : Ku ga ni Maman Shata mawaqi,
: Tun da na farka naq qi danno,
: Yau da dai bacci nake yi,
: Da yanzu mawaqa sun haye ni,

’Y/Amshi : Mu tashi mu farka ‘Yan’arewa,
: Mu san bacci aikin kawai.

Jagora : Shiru nai qarfi ba ni tauso,
: Na kuma farka ba ni tauso,
: Idan dai waqa mutum yake yi,
: Mu tashi mu farka ‘Yan’arewa,
: Mu san bacci aikin kawai ne,

’Y/Amshi : Mu tashi mu farka ‘Yan’arewa,
: Mu san bacci aikin kawai. (Gusau, 2009, sh. 331)
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Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina ya yi amfani da tubalan ginin gargaxi wajen ginin turken waqar
“Mu tashi mu farka ‘Yan’arewa” domin ya qara zaburar da al’umma su fahimci illar rashin tashi a nemo
na kai, ya bayyan cewa shi ma yanzu da ya tashi ba bu mai iya danne shi. Kuma ya nuna cewa bacci
aikin kawai ne. ya kawo misalan masu sana’o’i a qasar Hausa da suka dage wajen neman na kai. Ya nuna
irin yadda wanzamai da manoma da ‘yantireda da sauransu suke nuna qwazo na harkarsu ta yau da
kullum.

3.0 Kammalawa
Wannan takarda ta yi tsokaci ne a kan wasu waqoqin faxakarwa daga Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata
Katsina. An ga irin yadda masana suka yi qoqarin bayar da ma’anar turken faxakarwa, sannan an ga irin
salo da hanyar da Alhaji (Dr.) Mamman Shata Katsina yakan bi wajen ginin turken faxakarwa a wasu
waqoqinsa.

An yi nazarin faxakarwa a waqar “Noma aikin ‘Yan’arewa” da waqar “na ga jahilci a wurin karuwai” da
waqar “Da akwai daxi zaman qauye” da waqar “Ku yi wa Allah mata ku yi aure” da waqar “kuxi a
kashe su ta hanya mai kyau” da waqar “Mu gargaxi mai gina ramin mugunta” da waqar “’Yan’arewa mu
bar bacci” da waqar “Don salla da salatil fati” da waqar ku ‘yanyara gumina nake ci” da waqar “Mu
tashi mu farkka ‘Yan’arewa”.

An ga irin yadda Alhaji (Dr.) mamman Shata mawaqi, kuma fasihi ya dinga yi wa al’umma faxakarwa ta
sigogi masu hikima da wa’azantarwa. Kuma ma iya cewa haqarsa ya cimma ruwa. Dalili idan dai aka
saurari ire-iren waxannan waqoqi da idon basira ta za su zamo matakin rage wasu munanan halaye a
tsakanin al’ummar Hausawa.
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Abstract
This poetry tittled ‘Waqar Bidi’a’which was composed by Malam Sa’adu Zungur was
aimed to highlight on some innovations that are contrary to Islamic injunctions. The
main purpose of the paper is to examine how the author cited some quotations either
from the Holy Qur’an or traditions of the Holy prophet (PBUH)in order to support his
utterances.This form of style is beautifying the content of poetry and make it well-
interested to the listeners. The methodology followed in conducting the research
include; consulting relevant books i.e Qur’an and authentic Ahadith of the Holy prophet
in order to compare them with the context of the text. Another method was by
contacting Islamic scholars in order to obtain more information on some Qur’anic
verses or traditions of the holy prpphet to ensure their relevance or orther wise as they
appared in the poetry.

1.0 Gabatarwa
Wasu daga cikin mawallafa waqoqin qarni na ashirin sun xosani salon kafa hujjoji daga nassoshin
Alqur’ani da hadisai a sakamakon tasirin Musulunci da suke da shi a zukatansu. A mafi yawan lokutta,
idan ana magana kan abin da zai kyautata rayuwar al’umma ta fuskar hani ko horo, to lallai ne a tallabi
waxannan zantuka ta hanyar kalaman Allah Ta’ala da kuma na manzonsa tsira da aminci su tabbata a
gare shi, don qara wa saqon qima a zukatan masu sauraro.

Akwai alaqa ta fuskar nagartar mutum dangane da daraja ta yarinta ko manyanta wajen zaven
kalmommin da za a yi amfani da su a cikin wallafa waqa (Mukhtar, 2005:5).

Waqa dai wata fasaha ce ta saqar kalmomi da qera su da sarrafa su cikin wata murya mai shiga jiki don
jawo ra’ayin mai sauraro ya tsaya neman ma’anar abin da ake nufi da bayani. Komai hikimar azanci in
ba da baki aka rera shi ba, to ba waqa ba ne ( Bunza, 2009: 160).

Wannan maqala ta quduri duba tare da zaqulo wannan muhimmin tubali na amfani da nassoshi da kuma
irin yadda wannan dabara take xaukar salo daban-daban wajen aiwatar da ita, don qara kyautata waqa
tare da xarsa karsashi a zukata. Bugu da qari, za a fito da misalai daga “Waqar bidi’a” tare da tallabar su
da nassoshi daga Alqur’ani da hadisai.

2.0 Salo a Mahangar Masana
Salo kalma ce ta fannu wadda za a iya fassarawa ta hanyar lugga (harshe) da isxilahi (wato fannin ilimi).
Alal misali a ma’ana ta lugga, Qamus na Abraham (1962:772) ya bayyana salo ta hanyoyi iri-iri. Akwai
salo da yake nufin qirqiro hanyar wani abu ko yanayin abu. Haka kuma akwai salo mai ma’anar dabara
ko fasaha ko wayo ko haziqanci ko gwaninta (Gusau, 2003: 53).

Masana daban-daban irin su Xangambo (2007) da Yahya (2001) da Gusau (2009) da kuma Mukhtar
(2004) da sauransu duk sun bayyana ma’anar salo ta fuskar ilimi kamar haka:

Xangambo (2007:38) ya ce, “salo wani yanayi ne da ya qunshi zavi cikin rubutu ko furuci”. Wannan
yana nufin yin amfani da wata kalma ko lafazi ko yanayin hanya ko tunani a maimakon wani. Zavin duk
da mutum ya yi wajen isar da saqon da yake so ya isar zai yi tasiri ga wanda aka isar da saqon gare shi.
Ana iya cewa armashin zance ko saqo ya danganta da irin batutuwan kalmomi da yadda aka yi zavin
sarrafa su.

Salo yana nufin duk wata dabara ko hanya wadda aka bi domin isar da saqo. Ita wannan dabara ko hanya
tana yi wa waqa kwalliya ta yadda salon waqar zai isa ga mai saurare ko karatun waqar (Yahya, 2001:1).
Shi kuwa Mukhtar (2004:101) ya bayyana ma’anar salo ta gaba xaya da cewa, wani tsarin rubutu ne
wanda marubuta sukan yi amfani da shi wajen gabatar da qudurorinsu a ciki rubutu.

mailto:adamumainasara2016@gmail.com
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Salo wani zavi ne mawaqi ko makaxi da yake amfani da shi wajen qawata harshen da yake magana da
shi ko kumasaqonnin da yake zubawa a cikin waqa (2002:57).

Ke nan za a iya bayyana ma’anar salo da wata dabara da mawallafa ke amfani da ita a yau da kullum don
nuna qwarewa da zalaqa wajen isar da saqonsu ga masu saurare.

3.0 Wane ne Sa’adu Zungur?
Malam Sa’adu Zungur yana xaya daga cikin fitattun mutane da suka rayu a wannan qasa kuma ya
sadaukar da rayuwarsa wajen wayar da kan al’umma, musamman abin da ya shafi rayuwa cikin ‘yanci da
walwala kamar yadda ya kyautu kowane xan’Adam ya rayu. Bugu da qari ya ilmantar da mutane tare da
raya adabin Hausa ta hanyar rubutattun waqoqi masu qunshe da fasaha da azanci don sama wa
manazarta abin yi.

An haifi Malam Sa’adu Zungur a shekara ta 1915, a Gundumar Galadima kimanin mil ashirin da biyar
daga garin Bauchi. Ya shiga makarantar Lardi ta garin Bauchi a shekarar 1922 sannan ya tafi kwalejin
Katsina a shekarar 1926. Bayan ya kammala sai ya tafi Kwalejin Kimiyya da Fasaha ta Yaba daga 1929-
1934. Yayin da ya kammala karatu a Kwalejin Yaba ne kuma ya fara aikin koyarwa a Makarantar
Malaman Tsafta ta Zaria (School of Hygiene, Zaria) a shekara ta 1936. A garin na Zaria ne ya kafa wata
qungiya mai suna “Zaria Literary Society” a cikin shekara ta 1939. Sannan sai wata qungiya mai suna
Zaria Improvement Union wadda ya kafa a shekarar 1941. Haka kuma, a dalilin kiraye-kirayen da
Malam Sa’adu Zungur yake yi ne aka samar da wata qungiya Youth Social Circle. A cikin shekarar 1948
Malam Sa’adu ya shiga Jam’iyyar N.C.N.C. Sannan a 1951 ya shiga N.P.C.Sai kuma daga baya ya shiga
jam’iyyar N.E.P.U. A shekarar 1952 ya shugabanci reshen Jam’iyyar N.E.P.U ta garin Bauchi. Malam
Sa’adu ya rubuta waqoqi da dama, waxanda daga ciki akwai Waqar Bidi’a da Waqar Maraba da Soja da
Waqar ’Yan Baka, da kuma waqar Tutocin Shehu da sauransu waxanda ke qunshe da faxakarwa ga
al’umma (Mukhtar, 2005:71).

Baki xayan rayuwar Malam Sa’adu bai tava fafutukar zama wani abu ba, sai dai ya zama haqiqanin mai
hidima ga jama’a. Ya yi fito-na-fito da miyagun shugabanni da rashin adalci. Daga cikin aqidarsa Ita ce
bai ga dalilin da za a tauye haqqin mata dangane da neman ilimi ba.Ya a tuhumi tunanin ‘yan arewa da
suke yi wa ilimin zamani riqon sakainar kashi (Malumfashi, 2011:149).

Malam Sa’adu Zungur mutum ne mai fuskantar abubuwa masu rikici kuma marar tsoro wanda ke son
bayyana ra’ayinsa a dukkanin matakai na al’ummarsa. Malam Sa’adu Zungur ya yi rayuwa mai sauqi
kuma a kowane lokaci ba ya son karambani. Ya falkar da al’ummarsa don su nemi ‘yancinsu a Nijeriya.
Malam Sa’adu Zungur ya rasu bayan doguwar rashin lafiya yana xan shekara arba’in da uku
(Abdulqadir, 1974: 15).

4.0 Nason Nassoshi a Waqar Bidi’a
Akwai bukatar a kawo ma’anonin waxannan kalmomi wato nassi da kuma bidi’a. Kalmar Nassi kalma ce
ta Larabci wadda take nufin rubutaccen zance mai qunshe da hujja a kan wani abu da ake son
bayyanawa. Don haka, ana samun nassi daga zantukan adabi na Larabawa ko Hadisan Annabi Tsira da
aminci su qara tabbata a gare shi ko Alqur’ani mai girma ko kuma nassin wani daga cikin shahararrun
masana da za a iya kafa hujja da zantukansa (Isah, 2012:102).

Ita ma kalmar bidi’a ararriyar kalma ce daga Larabci. Malaman shari’ar musulunci sun bayyana
ma’anarta da cewa, wata hanya ce da aka qirqiro mai xaukar kama da shari’ar Musulunci, ana bin
wannan hanya ne domin a qure lamba a bauta wa Allah Ta’ala (Murtala, 2001:6).

Masu balagar Larabci sun kira wannan salo na luguden nassi da Iqitibas wanda ke xaukar ma’anar kafa
hujja daga Alqur’ani mai girma ko Hadisi maxaukaki a cikin aikin zube ko waqa ba tare da nuni da cewa
suna cikin aikin adabin ba. Kuma yana halatta ga mai yin iqitibasi ya sauya asalin nassin (Jarim da
Amin, 2014:2017).

Sakamakon tasirin Musulunci da mawallafin wannan waqa yake da shi ya sa ya riqa kafa hujjoji daga
nassoshin Alqur’ani da Hadissai a waqarsa don qara mata qima. Ga salon da yake bi wajen amfani da
nassi a cikin waqarsa kamar haka:
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4.1 Ambaton Gundarin Nassi
Shi ne inda mawaqi zai hakaito nassi kamar yadda ya zo cikin Alqur’ani ko hadisi. Ga misalan inda
wannan dabara ta auku daga waqar:

Ka xaura niyya a kan waqa kana addu’a,
Auzubillahi daga shaixani a kan bidi’a.

A misalan wannan baiti, mawaqin ya fito da nassin Alqur’ani mai girma wanda ya yi nuni a kan neman
tsarin Allah daga shaixan. Sai dai ya yi amfani da wani salo inda ya fara kawo gundarin nassin cikin
harshen Larabci amma sai ya ida ambata sauran cikin harshen Hausa. Wannan salo ne mai ban sha’awa
ta yadda aka gwama Larabci da Hausa a lokaci guda kuma ma’ana ta fita raxam. Yadda nassin ya zo a
Alqur’ani mai girma shi ne:

“Fa’iza qara’atal Qur’aana Fasta’iz billahi minash shauxanir rajim” (Alqur’ani,16:98 ).
Ma’ana:

“Sa’annan idan ka karanta Alqur’ani sai ka nemi tsari daga Allah daga shaixan Jefaffe”
(Gummi, 1979 : 408).

Sai kuma wani misalin inda ya ce:
Manzo ya ce latazalu tutur akwai jama’a,

Da za ta dage a kan sunna da qin bidi’a.

A cikin wannan baiti ma ya kafa hujja daga hadisin Annabi tsira da amincin Allah su tabbata a gare shi
da yake yin bushara da cewa duk yadda al’umma ta karkace daga barin biyayya ga Allah Maxaukakin
Sarki, to za a sami wata al’umma mai riqo da tafarkin Annabin rahama sallallahu alaihi wasallam. Kuma
suna qoqarin kare sunnarsa ba tare da jin tsoron zargin mai zargi ba. Ga yadda hadisin ya zo:

“Latazalu min ummati zahirina alal haq”
Ma’ana, wata jama’a ba za ta gushe ba a cikin al’ummata masu taimako a kan gaskiya.

Ga wani misalin kuma:
Subhana Rabbika Rabbil izzati amma,
Yassifuna domin rashin ilimi ga ‘yan bidi’a.

Misalin wannan baiti ya qara fito da nassi kai tsaye daga Alqur’ani mai girma. Ga ma’anar ayar:
“ Tsarki ya tabbata ga Ubangijinka, Ubangijin rinjaye daga barin abin da suke siffantawa”

Malam Sa’adu Zungur mutum ne mai kishin adddini wanda ke son ya ga al’umma ta koma ga haqiqanin
Musulunci, irin Musuluncin da aka aiwatar a zamanin manzon rahama wanda yake mai sauqi, wanda
yake kai tsaye kuma ya kuvuta daga dukkanin camfe-camfe (Abdulqadir, 1974:34).

Ganin irin yadda al’umma ta ximauce wajen wasa da siffofin Allah ta hanyar rantsuwa da waninsa ko
rantsuwa a kan qarya tare da siffanta Allah da abin da bai kira kansa da shi ba, sai Malam Sa’adu ya faxi
kwatankwacin abin da Allah ya faxa wa mushirikai inda ya tsarkake kansa daga abin da suke danganta
masa.

Imamus-Shafi’i yana cewa, “ Na yi imani da Allah da abin da ya zo daga Allah kuma a kan nufin Allah.
Kuma na yi imani da manzon Allah da abin da ya zo daga manzon Allah a kan nufin manzon Allah
(Aljaza’ir, 1964: 20).

Ta la’akari da wannan zance da ya gabata ya qara kore duk wata magana ko aiki da ta ci karo da abin da
Allah da Manzo suka tabbatar dangane da siffanta Allah da wani abin da bai kira kansa da shi ba.

4.2 Fassara Nassi
Fassara tana nufin juya magana daga wani harshe zuwa wani a magance (CNHN, 2006:137). Wata
ma’ana ta fassara ita ce mayar da wani abin da aka faxa ko aka rubuta daga wani harshe zuwa wani ba
tare da canza ma’anarsa ba (Yahya da Zaria da Gusau da ‘Yar’aduwa, 1992:32).

A nan wurin mawaqin ba ya hakaito nassin kamar yadda ya zo a Larabcensa, a maimakon haka sai ya
fassara ma’anarsa. Dubi misalai daga waxannan baitoci:

Allah ya yi umurni ga duk al’umma,
A kan riqon igiyarsa da tattalin jama’a.
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Kuma kar a rarraba don koyi da al’ummai,
Da sunka sava umurni sunka bar xa’a.

Waxannan baitoci sun fassara faxin Allah Ta’ala a cikin Alqur’ani inda ya ce:
“Wa’atasimu bihablillahi jami’an wala tafarraqu”.

Ma’ana ‘ yi riqo da igiyar Allah gaba xaya kuma kada ku rarraba’
(Gummi, 1979: 92).

Allah ya kirayi muminai da su yi riqo da igiyar Allah (addininsa) gaba xaya bayan sun haxu a kan
Musulunci (Gummi, 2009:78).

Babu shakka mawaqin ya nuna zurfin iliminsa inda ya fassaro wannan aya wadda ta yi gargaxi da
hannunka-mai-sanda dangane da bambance-bambance marassa tushe da za su yi sanadiyyar samun
rashin jituwa a tsakanin Musulmi alhali kowane daga cikinsu yana da’awar Musulunci. Bai kamata abin
da bai haxa ba ya zama ya raba.

Sai kuma ya ce:
Hanyar waxannan da kai ni’ima gare su duka,

Ai ban da miyagu tarkacen bidi’a.
A nan ma ya fassara gundarin faxin Allah Ta’ala:

“Siraxallazina an’amta alaihim,
Gairil magdhubi alaihim waladdhaalliin”

(Alqur’ani, 1:7).
Wannan aya ta yi nuni kan neman dacewa da tafarkin waxanda Allah ya yi ni’ima gare su. Su ne
waxanda aka shiryar zuwa ga gaskiya da tsayuwa a kanta. Za su kasance tare da Annabawa da siddiqai
da shahidai da sauran mutanen kirki aranar lahira. Dukkansu suna kan tafarkin musulunci. Su kuwa
waxanda aka nemi tsari daga tafarkinsu, wato waxanda aka yi fushi da su su ne Yahudu da duk wanda ya
bi hanyarsu wanda ya mayar da littafin Allah bayan bayansa ya kuna bi son zuciyarsa kuma ya yi aiki ba
da abin da Allah ya saukar ba kuma yana sane. Su kuwa vatattu su ne Nasara da duk wanda ya yi aiki ba
bisa shiriya daga Allah ba (Gummi, 2009:1).

Ta yin lura da muhimmancin rayuwa bisa tafarkin shiriya a tsakanin Musulmi, sai Malam Sa’adu Zungur
ya qara jaddada neman wannan buqata ga Allah Ta’ala domin dacewa ta tafarkin mutanen qwarai da
kuma neman tsari daga fanxararrun bayi waxanda ke kan tafarkin vata.
Ga wani misalin kuma:

Daxa kawo salsala don kammalar xa’a,
Ga wanda aikensa rahama ce ga duk jama’a.

A layi na biyu na wannan baiti Malam Sa’adu ya fassara faxin Allah maxaukakin sarki cikin Alqur’ani
inda ya ce:

“Wamaa arsalnaaka illa rahmatal lil’alamin” (Alqur’ani, 21:107).
“Kuma ba mu aike ka ba face domin wata rahama ga talikai”. (Gummi,1979:498).

Allah Ta’ala ya hukunta zaman Annabi tsira da amincin Allah su tabbata a gare shi ya zama rahama
zuwa ga talikai gaba xaya. Domin kuwa ba don shi ba da al’umma suna nan cikin duhun kafirci da
jahilci da wauta ga juna da sauran miyagun halaye. Kamar yadda Allah Ta’ala ya ce:

“Kuma ku tuna ni’imar Allah a kanku lokacin da
da kuka kasance maqiya, sai ya sanya soyayya
tsakanin zukatanku saboda haka sai kuka wayi
gari da ni’imarsa ‘yan’uwa kuma kun kasance
a kan gavar rami na wuta sai ya tsamar da ku daga gare ta.

(Gummi, 1979 :92).
A hadisi, Manzon Allah Tsira da amnci su tabbata a gare shi ya ce:

“Dukkanin al’ummata za su shiga aljanna sai wanda
ya qi” Aka ce da shi, “Wa zai qi ya manzon Allah?”Sai
ya ce”Wanda ya bi ni ya shiga aljanna, wanda ya sava
mani shi ne ya qi”

(Nawawi, 2003: 44).
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Wannan hadisi ya qara fito da matsayin Annabin rahama ga halitta baki xaya. Domin ya yi masu albishir
da cewa wanda duk ya bi shi ya shiga aljanna ya gama. Da Wannan siffa manzon rahama ya rayu ba dare
ba rana wajen nusar da al’umma kan abin da zai amfane su duniya da lahira. Babu wata shiriya face ya
kwaxaitar a kanta. Haka kuma, babu wani vata face ya tsoratar daga barinsa.

4.3 Ishara Zuwa ga Nassi
Idan almajiri ya shahara ba sai ya ja nassi ko ya fassara ba ko ya ce a dubi wuri kaza. Abin da zai yi
ishara a gun nassi a kaikaice, shi almajiri ya san da haka (Bunza, 2009:311).

Dubi irin wannan salo cikin waxannan baitoci masu zuwa:
Su ce dukkanin lamarin nan nasu yai asali,

Tun kan iyaye da kakanni ake bidi’a.
Misalin wannan baiti yana nuni ne kan wata aya da Allah ya zargi masu ra’ayin riqau daga cikin
al’ummar kafirai kan abin da suka iske iyayensu da kakanninsu suka aikata duk da ya sava wa shari’ar
Allah maxaukakin sarki. Ga ayar:

“Kuma idan aka ce masu ku bi abin da Allah ya ya saukar sai su ce “A’a, muna bin
abin da muka sami ubanninmu a kansa” (Alqur’ani,31:21).

Wannan baiti da Zungur ya kawo ya dace da abin da wasu mutane da suke faxa wa mutanen qwarai idan
sun kira su zuwa ga shiriya, sai su nuna ba za su iya barin abin da suka gada kaka da kakanni ba. Duk da
cewa abin da suke iqirarin ba daidai ba ne. Hasali ma, laifi ne da ke iya kai su ga halaka. To, irin wannan
halayya ta mutanen da suka gabata ita ce ta yi naso cikin wannan al’umma inda suke ganin ba za su bar
abin da suka gada daga iyayensu suna yi na bidi’o’i da gargajiya ba.

Ga wani misalin kuma:
To xan’uwa sai ka jure kuma ka xau haquri,
Bisa gargaxin jama’armu su daina bidi’a.

A cikin wannan baiti mawallafin ya yi ishara ne zuwa ga nassin Alqur’qni mai girma inda Allah ya ce:
“Ya qaramin xana ka tsaida salla kuma ka yi umurni da
Dakyakkyawan aiki kuma ka yi hani daga mummunan
Aiki, kuma ka yi haquri kana bin da zai same ka, lallai
Wannan yana daga cikin muhimmin al’amari”

(Alqur’ani, 31:17).
Har wa yau, akwai hadisi da ke goyon bayan waxannan baitoci da Malam Sa’adu Zungur ya kawo. Ga
hadisin kamar haka:

Manzon Allah tsira da amincin Allah su tabbata a gare shi y ace:
“Akwai ban sha’awa ga al’amarin mumini, dukkan al’amur
ransa alheri ne, ba mai samun haka. Idan abin da ke sa farin
ciki ya same shi sai ya gode wa Allah sai hakan ya zame ma
sa alheri. Idan kuma cuta ta same shi sai ya yi haquri, sai ya
kasance alheri gare shi.

(Nawawi, 2003:15).
Ta lura da waxannan nassoshi da suka gabata, ya bayyana qarara dangane da fasahar Malam Sa’adu
Zungur inda maganarsa ta dace da faxin Allah Ta’ala da kuma ta Annabinsa tsira da aminci su qara
tabbata a gare shi. Malamin ya jawo hankalin Musulmi kan abubuwa guda biyu. Na farko shi ne gargaxin
mutane tare da jan hankalinsu kan su daina yin bidi’a. Sai na biyu mai gargaxin ya yi qoqari ya zama
mai juriya da nacewa kan wannan aiki domin kuwa zai gamu da qalubale a yayin gudanar da wannan
aiki na yin wa’azi domin raba mutane da abin da suka saba daga ciki akwai bidi’a. Don haka, babu asara
dangane da abin da zai sami mutum a qoqarinsa na ganar da mutane gaskiya.

Ga wani baiti wanda ya yi ishara zuwa ga nassi:
In taimako kake nema a kan lamari,

Sai ka tsarkake niyyarka kai ta yin addu’a.
Ga nassoshin da ke fassara waxannan baitoci kamar haka:

“Ku kirayi Ubangijinku da qanqan da kai da kuma a voye, lallai ne shi ba ya son
masu wuce iyaka”. (Alqur’ani, 7:55).

Sai kuma wani hadisi inda Annabin rahama yake yi wa Abdullahi xan Abbas nasiha kamar haka:
“…Idan za ka yi roqo to ka roqi Allah, idan za ka Nemi taimako ka nema wurin Allah….”

(Nawawi, 2003: 20).
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Waxannan nassoshi da suka gabata sun qara qarfafa baitocin da mawallafin waqar bidi’a ya jero inda ya
nuna muhimmancin komawa zuwa ga Allah ta hanyar roqon sa cikin duk abin da mutum yake nema.
Wannan yana daga cikin tauhidin kaxaita Allah, kuma yin savanin hakan ta hanyar neman taimakon
wanin Allah cikin abin da shi kaxai ke da iko a kansa to yin hakan shirka ne, kuma fita ne daga da’ira ta
Musulunci.

5.0 Sakamakon Bincike
 Mawallafin wannan waqa ya fito da nau’o’in bidi’o’i waxanda al’umma musulami suke aikatawa

kuma sun ci karo da koyarwar Musulunci.
 Duk da cewa an gabatar da wannan waqa a cikin qarni na ashirin da xaya (Q21), amma ta xauki

salon waqoqin qarni na sha tara (Q19), musamman ta fuskar zamantowarta ‘yar tagwai da kuma
yadda yake qarfafa zancensa ta hanyar kafa hujjoji daga Alqur’ani ko kuma hadisi.

 Haka kuma, mawallafin waqar yakan kafa hujjojinsa ne ko dai kai tsaye ko kuma a kaikaice. Yin
hakan ya qara fito da fasahar mawallafin.

6.0 Kammalawa
Wannan takarda ta yi tsokaci ne a kan wani muhimmin salo wanda ya samo asali tun a waqoqin
Musulunci waxanda aka gabatar don koyar da tsantsar addini a qarnuka masu yawa da suka shuxe.
Amma duk da haka, akan samu irin wannan salo a wasu waqoqi na wannan qarni. Babu shakka
mawallafin waqar bidi’a ya yi koyi da waqoqin malaman da suka wuce ta fuskar amfani da nassoshi
daga Alqur’ani ko hadisi don qara wa abin da ya faxa madogara ta sosai. Kamar yadda aka gani a cikin
wannan takarda, an fito da salon amfani da nassoshi inda aka fito da hanyoyi guda uku a matakai daban-
daban cikin waqarsa. An bayar da misalai daga waqoqin tare da kawo nassoshin da suke goyon bayan
waxannan baitoci gwargwadon dacewarsu da baitocin.
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Tsakure
A ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa, yadda ake rubuta kalmomi masu ɗauke da nannagen baƙaƙe

(ɗaurin baƙaƙe) masu furucin goyo (tagwan baƙaƙe) misali “shasshawa, tsattsafa,
kwakkwafe, gwaggwafe” ya sha bamban da yadda ake rubuta takwarorinsu ƙi-jima
(misali: nannage, babba, gaɓɓai). Masana a wannan fage, sun nuna cewa, a nannagen
baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo, ba dukkan baƙaƙen da ake furtawa, ƙa`idar rubutun harshen
Hausa ta yarda a rubuta ba. Wannan ba ko shakka babbar matsala ce. Manufar wannan
takarda ita ce ta jawo hankalin masu bincike da manazarta da masu ruwa-da-tsaki a harkar
cigaban harshen Hausa a kan buƙatar da ke akwai ta a sake yin taro domin inganta
ƙa`idodjin rubutun Hausa. Takardar ta yi amfani da dokoki da ƙa`idojin tsara ko shirya
sababbin ƙa`idojin rubutu na Smalley, da Barnwel wajen nuna cewa wancan tsarin rubutun
na nannagen baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo da ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa suka aminta da shi na
buƙatar bita. Sakamakon da takardar ta gano ya nuna cewa dokar ta saɓa wa tsarin sautin
harshen Hausa, ta saɓa wa tsarin rubutun harshen Hausa mai sauƙi (shallow orthography),
haka kuma ya saɓa wa dokokin shirya sababbin ƙaidojin rubutu.

1.0 Gabatarwa
Abu ne da yake a bayyane cewa harshen Hausa ya amfana da hanyoyin rubutu guda biyu, wato ajami da
rubutun boko (Ɗangambo, 1985:17 Yahaya, 1988:6, Bunza, 2002: 17-25). Rubutun Ajami, Hausawan ne
da kansu suka ƙirƙiro tsarin rubutun ta yin amfani da haruffan Larabci (Bunza, 2002:20, Mukhtar,
2004:11). Shi kuwa rubutun boko Turawa ne suka fara assasa rubutun ta yin amfani da haruffan
Latinanci (Mukhtar, 2004:13). Su kansu ƙa`idojin da aka shimfiɗa domin tafiyar da tsarin rubutun, duk
Turanwan ne suka fara shirya su. Malamai irin su Hans Vischer, da Robbinson da Bargery sun taka
muhimmiyar rawa wajen assasa ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa (Wurma, 2005:2, Mukhtar, 2004:13-14). Daga
bisani ne Hausawa suka karɓi ragamar tsara ƙa`idojin rubutun nasu a taruka daban-daban da aka gudanar
kamar yadda Wurma (2005:2) ya nuna. Ba ko shakka waɗannan malamai `yan gida da baƙin duka sun
taka muhimmiyar rawa wajen tsara wa harshen Hausa ƙa`idojin rubutu waɗanda suke sahihai, karɓaɓɓu,
masu sauƙi. An tabbatar da cewa rubutun Hausa na daga cikin rukunin tsarin rubutu mai sauƙi wanda ake
kira a Turance (Shallow orthography), (Abbas 2016: 4 da Tench 2010:28 (a ruwayarsu daga Schuh da
Yalwa)). Irin wannan tsarin rubutu ya shafi harsuna da dama irin su Italiyanci, Turkiyanci, Girkanci,
Jamusanci, (Awad, 2010:22) da na Sipaniyanci, (Tench, 2010:15) da sauransu. A tsarin irin wannan
rubutu abin da aka furta shi ne ake rubutawa, a mafi yawan lokuta. A harshen Hausa, idan ka cire
ƙa`idojin da suka shafi naso, kusan duk abin da aka rubuta shi ne ake furtawa. Wuri ɗaya ne nake ganin
akwai sauran rina a kaba, wato a kalmomin nan masu ɗauke da nannagen baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo. A
nan kam, abin da ake rubutawa daban, abin da ake furtawa daban.

1.1 Ma`anar Ƙa`idojin Rubutu
Za a iya fito da ma`anar ƙa`idojin rubutu idan aka yi la`akari da ma`anonin ɗaiɗaikun kalmomin da suka
gina kalmar, wato ƙa`idoji da kuma rubutu. Ƙa`idoji dai jam`i ne na ƙa`ida. Ƙa`ida kuma tana nufin “doka
ko iyaka ko tsari” (CNHN, 2006:274). Rabeh, (2014:88) cewa ya yi kalmar ƙa`ida tana nufin
“karɓaɓɓiya ko amintacciyar hanyar gudanar da wani abu”. Ita kuwa kalmar rubutu kamar yadda Xavier
Perret ya faɗa a ruwayar Bunza, (2002: 1) tana nufin “dabara ce ta yin wasu alamomi da za su wakilci
magana”. A fassarar bayanan wikipedia, dangane da ma`anar ƙa`idojin rubutu (orthography), an bayyana
ƙa`idojin rubutu da cewa, “karɓaɓɓen tsarin rubutu ne da ake amfani da shi musamman domin a rubuta
wani harshe. Wato ya ƙunshi dokokin haɗawa da raba kalmomi, amfani da babban baƙi, amfani da karan-
ɗori a rubutu da kuma amfani da alamomin rubutu”.

mailto:yahayaabdulkarim546@yahoo.co.uk
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1.2 Shirya Ƙa`idojin Rubutu
Masana da dama sun kawo ra`o`a dangane da yadda ya kamata a shirya ƙa`idojin rubutu ga harshe.
Kusan bakinsu ya zo ɗaya a kan cewa ana so sababbin ƙa`idojin rubutu da za a shirya wa wani harshe su
kasance alamomin rubutun suna wakiltar abin da ake furtawa. Smalley (1963: 30) ya kawo wasu
ma`aunai guda huɗu da ya kamata a bi wajen shirya sababbin ƙa`idojin rubutu, kamar haka:
1. Tsarin rubutu ya kasance yana sa wa masu koyo karsashi: abin nufi a nan sabon tsarin rubutun da za

a shirya wa wata al`umma a ƙashin kansa ya kasance yana da sauƙi ta yadda zai iya zaburar da
shauƙin masu koyo a kan su ji suna son su koyi tsarin rubutun. Duk lokacin da tsarin rubutu ya yi
tsauri sosai koyonsa kan zama abu mai wahala matuƙa ga masu koyo. Tsarin rubutun boko na Hausa
na da matuƙar sauƙi. Masu koyo na koyonsa cikin jin daɗi ba tare da wata wahala ba.

2. Tsarin rubutu ya kasance yana wakiltar abin da ake furtawa: abin nufi a nan ya kansance alamomin
rubutun da za a yi amfani da su suna wakiltar abin da ake furtawa a baki. Misali a harshen Hausa
kalmomin “kaka” da “baba” da “inna”, abin da aka rubuta shi ne ake furtawa saɓanin harshen
Turanci, misali kalmar “ewe” wacce ake furtawa kamar haka [ju:], misali kalmar “psychology” da
“know” da “laugh” da sauransu da yawa. Haka kuma dubi baƙaƙen da aka ja wa layi a kalmomin nan
masu zuwa na “anxious” da “fission” da “fuchsia” da “ocean” duk ana furta baƙaƙen ne da baƙin
“sh” duk kuwa da bambance-bambancen baƙaƙen a zahiri. Irin haka ba ta faruwa a harshen Hausa, in
ban da wajen nannagen nan na baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo.

3. Tsarin rubutun ya kansance yana da sauƙi wajen koyo. Abin nufi a nan ya kasance alamomin da aka
yi amfani da su a wajen rubutun suna da sauƙin koyo ba masu wahala ba ne wajen rubutu. Kusan
dukkan alamomin rubutun harshen Hausa masu sauƙi ne wajen rubutu.

4. Tsarin rubutu ya kasance za a iya amfani da kwamfuta ko tafireta wajen rubuta shi. A wannan
lokacin da muke ciki duk tsarin rubutun da ba za a iya rubuta shi ba a cikin kwamfuta to lallai yana
da matsala kuma zai iya fuskantar matsaloli ta fuskar cigaba, kuma gudummuwar da zai bayar ga
waɗanda aka shirya shi domin su ba za ta zamo mai yawa ba.

Haka nan a jerin sharuɗɗan da Barnwell (2004) ya kawo dangane da yadda ya kamata a tsara sababbin
ƙa`idojin rubutu, shi ma ya ƙarfafa waccar maganar ta Smalley. Ga abin da Barnwell yake cewa a
ruwayar Tench (2010:18)

“The writing system should reflect the sound system of the language, so that all
the important sound differences are recognized and written in a distinctive way”.

Ana so tsarin rubutu ya kasance yana wakiltar sautukan da harshe ya ƙunsa, saboda ya zamanto kowane
sauti mai zaman kansa, an tantance shi kuma an alamta rubutunsa ta wata hanya fitacciya. (fassarar mai
nazari).

Barnwell ya kawo nasa ma`aunan guda biyar kamar haka:
1. Dacewar alamomin rubutu da furucin baka, wato ya kasance abin da aka rubuta shi ne ake

karantawa.
2. Daidaito: ya kansance kowace alama mai zaman kanta tana wakiltar wani sauti ne da ake furtawa a

harshe a kodayaushe. Kada ya kasance alamar rubutu guda tana wakiltar sauti fiye da ɗaya.
3. Sauƙaƙawa: ya kasance kowace alama da ake amfani da ita a tsarin rubutu za a iya rubuta ta a cikin

kwamfuta ko tafireta domin samun sauƙi wajen rubutu da samar da kwafin abin da aka rubuta da
yawa da yawa.

4. Tsarin rubutun ya tafi kafaɗa-da-kafaɗa da sauran tsarin rubutun harsunan da ke kusa da harshen da
ake so a samar masa da sabon tsarin rubutu. Alamomin rubutun harshen Hausa daidai suke tuntuni
da na Turanci sai `yan ƙalilan waɗanda aka yi wa kwaskwarima. Saboda haka wanda ya iya karatun
Turanci zai fi jin sauƙin karatun harshen Hausa fiye da wanda bai san na Turancin ba kwatakwata.

5. Karɓuwa: yana da kyau sosai ya kasance sabon tsarin rubutun ya sami karɓuwa wato an aminta da
shi tsakanin mutanen da aka shirya shi domin su.

3.1 Nannage
Ana samun nannage inda baƙi ya nanata kansa (Sani, 2009: 20). Nannage yanayi ne da ake samun baƙaƙe
guda biyu sun zo a waje guda a kalma, sai dai baƙi na farko na zuwa ne a matsayin ƙeya ta gaɓar farko,
na biyun kuma a matsayin goshi na gaɓa mai biye wa ta farkon, duk a kalma guda. Misali “hamma,
bacci, gammo, gaɓɓai, babba, ƙassai” da sauransu. Idan aka lura da misalan da suka gabata, akwai
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baƙaƙe guda biyu duk iri ɗaya, a kuma wuri ɗaya, a jere. Sai dai kuma baƙi na farko kan kasance ne a
gaɓa ta farko, inda kuma na biyun kan zo a gaɓa ta biyu. Ke nan, ana samun nannage a kalma mai gaɓa
aƙalla guda biyu. Haka kuma sai baƙi ya nanata kansa sannan ake samun nannage. Ga yadda abin yake a
taƙaice:

Ham ma bac ci gam mo gaɓ ɓai bab ba ƙas sai

    ƙeya goshi ƙeya goshi ƙeya goshi  ƙeya goshi ƙeya goshi ƙeya goshi

3.2 Nannagen Baƙaƙe Masu Furucin Goyo A Mahangar Ƙa`idojin Rubutun Hausa
A bisa ƙa`idar rubutun Hausa, yadda ake rubuta kalmomi masu ɗauke da nannagen baƙaƙe masu furucin
goyo <fy, gw, kw, ƙw, ky, gy, ƙy, `y ‘sh’1> ya sha bamban da yadda ake rubuta takwarorinsu na baƙaƙe
ƙi-jima. Ƙa`idar ta amince cewa ba dukkan baƙaƙen da ake furtawa, ake rubutawa ba. Misali a lokacin da
za ka rubuta kalmomi masu ɗauke da nannagen baƙaƙe ƙi-jima za ka rubuta su ne kamar haka: “hamma,
bacci, gammo, gaɓɓai, babba, ƙassai” da sauransu. Su kuwa takwarorinsu masu furucin goyo doka ta
nuna cewa ga yadda ake rubuta su: “fyaffyace, tsattsafa, shasshawa, kwakkwafe, gwaggwafe, ƙwaƙƙwara
gyaggyara, kyakkyawa” da sauransu. Wannan ba ko shakka shi ne tsari karɓaɓɓe dangane da ƙa`idojin
rubutun irin waɗannan kalmomin, kuma kusan dukkan malaman Hausa a kan haka suka tafi.

To ilimi dai kogi ne, abin da nake so in nuna a nan, shi ne, ina ma a ce, an tsara rubutunsu kamar yadda
takwarorinsu suke, wato a rubuta su kamar haka: “fyafyfyace, tsatstsafa, shashshawa, kwakwkwafe,
gwagwgwafe, ƙwaƙwƙwara, gyagygyara, kyakykyawa”. A ganina hakan zai fi dacewa saboda dalilai
masu zuwa:

3.2.1.Tabbatar da Daidaito
An tsara ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa na boko bisa tsari na “abajada’, inda alamomin rubutun da ake amfani
da su suke wakiltar furuci (Tench 2010:28) a ruwayarsa daga Schuh da Yalwa. An tabbatar da cewa
rubutun Hausa na daga cikin rukunin tsarin rubutu mai sauƙi wanda ake kira a Turance “Shallow
orthography” kamar yadda aka faɗa a baya. A tsarin irin wannan rubutu abin da aka furta, shi ne ake
rubutawa, abin da kuma aka rubuta shi ne ake furtawa a mafi yawan lokuta. Hasali ma idan ka cire
ƙa`idojin da suka shafi naso a harshen Hausa, duk abin da aka rubuta, shi ne ake furtawa, in ka cire
kalmomin da ke ɗauke da nannagen baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo. Su kam abin da kake rubutawa daban,
abin da kake furtawa daban. Misali a kalmomin nan masu zuwa, idan za ka furta abin da ka rubuta, za ka
tarar kana furta wani abu ne daban:
Rubutun Yau da Kullum Rubutun Furucin Sauti
Fyaffyace /ɸjaɸɸja:tʃè:/
Tsattsafa /s`àts`àɸa:/
Shasshawa / ʃâsʃa:wà:/
Kwakkwafe /kwakkwàɸe:/
Gwaggwafe /gwaggwà:ɸe:/
Ƙwaƙƙwara /Ƙwàƙƙwa:ra:/
Gyaggyara /Gyàggya:rà/
Kyakkyawa / Kyàkkya:wa:/

A ganina, inda an bar tsarin rubutunsu kamar yadda na takwarorinsu suke (wato ƙi-jima), da an tarar
cewa abin da aka rubuta shi ne ake furtawa, kuma abin da aka furta shi ne ake rubutawa. kamar haka:
Rubutun Yau da Kullum Rubutun Furucin Sauti
Fyafyfyace /ɸjaɸjɸja:tʃè:/
Tsatstsafa /s`às`s`àɸa:/
Shashshawa / ʃâʃʃa:wà:/
Kwakwkwafe /kwakwkwàɸe:/
Gwagwgwafe /gwagwgwà:ɸe:/
Ƙwaƙwƙwara /Ƙwàƙwƙwa:ra:/

1 Baƙin “sh” bai cikin jerin baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo. Baƙi ne ƙi-jima, sai dai an kawo shi saboda shi ma baƙi ne da 
ake alamta rubutunsa ta hanyar amfani da alamomin rubutu guda biyu saɓanin ɗaya. 
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Gyagygyara /Gyàgygya:rà/
Kyakykyawa / Kyàkykya:wa:/

3.2.2 Sauƙin Karatu
Rubutun harshen Hausa na da matuƙar sauƙi wajen karatu da koyo. Sirrin kasancewarsa haka kuwa shi
ne yanayin ƙa`idojin rubutunsa, inda abin da ake furtawa shi ne ake rubutawa. Tsarin rubutun Hausa
yana da sauƙin karatu har ga ma wanda bai san ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa ba. Da dama ɗalibai kan fara iya
karatu tun daga ƙaramar makarantar firamare ba tare da masaniya a kan ƙa`idojin rubutun harshen
Hausan ba. Ke nan karanta irin waɗannan kalmomi masu ɗauke da nannagen baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo,
baya ga sanin tsarin sautin harshe, suna kuma buƙatar sanin ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa kafin a iya karanta
su. Abin da ke taimaka wa mutum ya iya karanta rubutun da aka rubuta a harshe shi ne sanin alamomin
ƙwayoyin sauti da sanin sautukan harshe da yadda sautukan suke harhaɗuwa domin tayar da kalma (Wu,
2000:1).

Da a ce tsarin rubutun waɗannan kalmomi masu ɗauke da nannagen baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo daidai
yake da takwarorinsu ƙi-jima, da sai sun fi sauƙin a iya karanta su, saɓanin yadda suke a yanzu, domin
kuwa karatunsu na buƙatar masaniya a kan ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa. Kafin a iya karanta su daidai.

3.2.3 Ɗiyautakar Ƙwayoyin Sautin Harshen Hausa
Sani, (1999:3, 2005:4) ya nuna cewa a daidaitacciyar Hausa akwai baƙaƙe guda talatin da huɗu. Kowane
sautin baƙi a cikin talatin ɗin nan yana cin gashin kansa. Ina nufin wani ba zai tsaya a maimakon wani
ba, hasali ma idan aka musanya wani sauti da wani sautin daban a kalma, hakan kan jawo ma`anar
kalmar ta tashi daga yadda take. Misali: Rana, tana, zana, yana, kwana. Musanya baƙin farko da baƙin
[s], za ka sami: sana, sana, sana, sana, sana.

Idan ko abin da aka faɗa haka yake, kalmomi masu ɗauke da nannagen baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo, bai
kamata a rubuta su yadda ake rubuta su a yanzu ba. Domin kuwa wasu baƙaƙen ba a ba su haƙƙinsu,
kuma ana musanya wasu baƙaƙen da wasu. Misali, baƙaƙen <fy, ts, sh, gw, kw, ƙw, ky, gy, ƙy> baƙaƙe
ne masu zaman kansu. Ke nan baƙaƙe irin su <f, t, s, g, k, ƙ, k, g, ƙ>” ba za su iya wakiltarsu ba ko zama
a madadinsu kamar yadda suka zo a jere. Wani abu kuma, rubuta kalmomin can masu ɗauke da nannagen
baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo kan iya fitar da tsarin gaɓar kalmomin daga bisa tsarin gaɓar Hausa, misali:
1. Fyaf fya ce = BWB BW BW
2. Tsat tsa fa = BWB BW BW
3. Shas sha wa = BWB BW BW
4. Kwak kwa fe = BWB BW BW
5. Gwag gwa fe = BWB BW BW
6. Ƙwaƙ ƙwa ra = BWB BW BW
7. Gyag gya ra = BWB BW BW
8. Kyak kya wa = BWB BW BW

Idan aka lura sosai za a fahinci cewa baƙaƙen nan da suka zo a ƙarshen gaɓoɓin farko na waɗancan
kalmomin a jere wato <f, t, s, k, g, ƙ, g, k > sun zo ne fa a jere a madadin baƙaƙen <fy, ts, sh, kw, gw,
ƙw, gy, ky ’ a misali na 1-8. Wannan ba ko shakka ya saɓa wa tsarin sautin Hausa, wanda ke tabbatar da
ɗiyautakar baƙaƙen Hausa.

4.0 Shawarwari
Da farko ina yin kira da babbar murya ga masana da manazarta da masu ruwa-da-tsaki a kan harshen
Hausa, cewa lallai akwai buƙatar a zauna domin sake kallon ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa. Wannan aiki ba ko
shakka masana ne za su jagorance shi, matuƙar ana fatan samun nasara. Ban zaton cewa Gwamnati za ta
shiga gaba a kan wannan batu a yanzu, sai dai Jami`o`inmu musamman na Arewacin Nijeriya,
musamman kuma waɗanda ke da cibiyoyin nazarin harshen Hausa a ƙarƙashinsu, ka iya tashi tsaye su yi
tsayin-daka wajen ganin an gudanar da wannan aiki na sake nazarin ƙa`dojin rubutun Hausa.

Abu na biyu, ina bayar da shawara cewa kalmomin da ke ɗauke da nannagen baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo,
duk lokacin da aka tashi yin bita a kan ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa, za a mayar da tsarin rubutunsu kamar
yadda takwarorinsu ƙi-jima suke.
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Shawara ta uku kuwa, a ƙara zurfafa bincike a kan ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa da alaƙar su da iya karatu da
rubutu ga `ya`yan Hausawa. Wannan fage ne da za a iya yin bincike a kansa domin inganta koyo da
koyarwa a harshen Hausa musamman a fannin koyon rubutu da karatu.

5.0 Kammalawa
An yi nazarin tsarin rubutun kalmomi masu ɗauke da nannagen baƙaƙe masu furucin goyo a Hausa.
ƙa`idojin rubutun Hausa sun nuna cewa ba dukkan baƙaƙen da ake furtawa, ƙa`idar rubutun ta yarda a
rubuta ba. Sai dai kuma a wannan bincike an nuna cewa in da so samu ne, da tsarin rubutun nasu ya
zamo daidai da rubutun nannagen takwarorinsu ƙi-jima, waɗanda abin da aka furta shi ake rubutawa,
haka kuma abin da aka rubuta shi ake furtawa. An nuna yin hakan shi zai fi tabbatar da daidaito a tsarin
rubutun Hausa mai sauƙi da aka siffanta ta da shi, haka kuma zai tabbatar da ɗiyautakar baƙaƙen Hausa,
sannan kuma zai fi sauƙin karatu.
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Abstract
Language is a matter of common knowledge and medium of communication through which
people express their ideas, emotions feelings and cultural values. This paper is discussed
the British colonialists’ politics on the language and role they play for chosen of Roman
Characters as a medium of writing and communication in the educational system in
Northern Nigeria since the inception of colonization, instead to use Hausa or Arabic
which are the Northern official languages at that time. However, it discussed the target
and policy of colonialists about this issue and also, a verbal interview were conducted
about Hausa Language, Literature and Culture on various students from different
Departments of Al-Qalam University, Katsina which made the paper to analyze and
observe the effects of the Colonial Masters target concerning the Hausa language on the
contemporary Northerners youth, especially Hausas. The result of this interview has
shown that, there is serious problem concerning deterioration of Hausa language and its
culture among the students who are native speakers of Hausa. Moreover, the possible
solution weys were suggested.

1.0 Gabatarwa
Ta la’akari da harshe a matsayin hanyar ilimi ga kowane mahaluki, ya kasance shi ne hanyar sadarwa
wadda xan Adam ke bayyana tunaninsa da ababen qaunarsa da na qinsa (Murthy 2012)1

Harshen Hausa na xaya daga cikin harsunan da duniya ke amfani da su wajen sadarwa, da mu’amalolin
yau da kullum da kuma harkokin ilimi, musamman a yankin Nahiyar Afirika ta Yamma. Haka kuma,
qiyasi ya nuna cewa, akwai mutane kusan miliyan tamanin zuwa miliyan xari (80,000,000–100,000,000)
da suke magana da Hausa a matsayin harshen farko (uwa) a gunsu. Har wa yau, hasashen ya nuna akwai
wasu miliyan xari da ba ‘yan asalin harshen ba, amma suna amfani da shi yadda ya kamata a mu’amaloli
daban-daban (Yusuf 2011).2

Hausawa al’umma ne da ke yanki Afirka ta Yamma, galibinsu suna zaune a Arewacin Nijeriya zuwa
Kudancin Qasar Nijar. Har wa yau, akwai Hausawa mazauna qasashe kamar su: Ghana da Kamaru da
Chadi da Jamhuriyar Benin da Burkina Faso da Togo da Sudan, da kuma wasu manyan birane da yawa
da ke Arewa maso Yammacin Afirika da kuma Afirka ta tsakkiya. Haka kuma, mafi yawan Hausawa
Musulmai ne. ‘Yan qalilan ne daga cikinsu ke bin wasu addinai da ba Musulunci ba.
(org/wiki/hausapeople)

1.1 Qasar Hausa
Qasar Hausa tana shimfixe ne a tsakanin rairayin hamada na sahara daga Arewa, da kuma dazuzzukan da
suka doshi tekun Atilantika daga Kudu. Qasar Hausa tana shimfixe ne a tsakanin kudu maso gabashin
Nijar da arewacin Arewar Nijeriya. Daga gabas ta yi iyaka da qasar Barno. Ta yi iyaka da qasar Benin ta
gavar kogin Kwara da qasar Zabarma ta daular Songhai daga yamma. Daga arewa kuwa, ta yi iyaka da
qasar Adar da qasar Azbin, a yayin da ta yi iyaka da qabilun Gwari da na kudancin Zariya daga kudu
(Abdullahi 2008 da Malumfashi da Nahuce 2014 da Zarruq 2007).

Sai dai Bahaushe yakan ce; hanzari ba gudu ba. Domin siyasar harsuna da Turawan mulkin mallaka suka
cusa tun farko, a tsarin tafiyar da harkar ilimi a Nijeriya ta Arewa, ya haifar da mummunan givi a
harshen na Hausa da al’adunsa. Hasashen da wannan takarda ta yi, tare da gudanar da bincike na
musamman a kan matasa Hausawa ‘yan boko, ya hango akwai haxari sosai, dangane da yadda matasa
‘yan asalin harshen Hausa kan fuskanci cikas wajen amfani da harshen da al’adunsa. Wanda ke nuni da

1 Wannan Bayanin cikin harshen Ingilishi aka yi shi, marubuci ya fassara shi da harshen Hausa.
2 Kamar yadda aka faxa a lamba ta xaya.

mailto:nahamar2013@gmail.com
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cewa, muddin harshen bai samu xaukin gaugawa ba, akwai yiwuwar ya fuskanci gagarumar matsala a
nan gaba kaxan.

2. 0 Mene ne Harshe?
Harshe na nufin magana wadda ake ji a fahimta. Harshe shi ne abin da ya bambanta xan Adam da sauran
dabbobi, kuma shi ne linzamin tunanensa. Mutum ne kaxai yake iya riya abu a zuciyarsa, ko ya gani da
idonsa, ko ya ji da kunnuwansa, sannan ya zo ya siffanta shi da bakinsa. Duk al’amuran rayuwa harshe
ne abin kwatanta su, da adana su da ka, ko a rubuce (Zarruq 2005).

Harshe shi ne, tsokar da ke lallagi cikin baki wadda ake lasar abu da ita, kuma idan babu ita ba a iya
magana. Harshe shi ne, hanyar magana tsaknin al’umma iri xaya (Qamusun Hausa 2006). Harshe shi ne
hanyar sadarwa ta maganar xan Adam ko kuma rubutunsa (Encerta Dictionary 2009).1 Harshe shi ne
ma’auni na qoli wajen havakar sadarwar xan Adam (Fagge 2012).2 Harshe shi ne ya qunshi hanyoyin
sadarwa iri biyu. Ko dai a furta magana da baki mutum ya ji ta da kunnensa (ya fahimta), ko kuma a
rubuta ta a takarada a karanta. Shi kuwa rubutu ba wani abu ba ne illa zanen alamomi musamman
(baqaqe da wasulla) a kan takarda (Bagari 1986).

Idan aka yi la’akari da waxannan bayanan za a fahimci cewa, harshe ya shafi magana da kuma rubutu.
Haka kuma, za a ga cewa dukan al’amuran rayuwar yau da kullum na al’umma, ba za su tava yiwuwa ba
sai da harshe. Saboda haka, za a iya cewa amfanin harshe ga xan Adam, ya kai matsayin kasancewa
jagora a harkokin rayuwarsa baki xaya.

2.1 Siyasar Harsuna
Siyasa ta qunshi al’amuran da suka danganci tasirin wasu ayyuka da tsare-tsare ko manufofin gwamnati,
ko kuma samu tare da kankame madafan iko a gwamnati (Merriam Webster Dictionary).3 Kasancewar
siyasa ta shafi duk wasu al’amura da suka danganci tsare-tsare da manufofin gwamnati, shi ya sa take
taka muhimmiyar rawa kan tsarin ilimi da harshen gudanarwa a harkokin ilimin. Wannan kuwa, shi ne
dalilin da ya sa harshe da al’adunsa suke da matuqar tasiri da miuhimmancin gaske a al’amuran hukuma.
Har wa yau kuma, shi ne dalilin da ya sa tun farkon fara mulkin mallaka a nahiyarmu ta Afirika, Turawa
ba su yi shi a jahilce ba. Domin kuwa, suna da masaniya sosai kan cewa, harshe ne kaxai hanya mafi
inganci da za a iya amfani da ita, a canja tunanin mutane da al’dunsu yadda ake so. Wato har a kai ga
shigar da su a kan tafarkin da ake da muradin kai su.

Kamar yadda ake gwagwarmaya ba ji ba gani don cimma madafan iko, da nufin tabbatar da wasu
manufofi, haka ake yin faxi-tashi wajen daqushe wasu harsuna da danne su, ko kuma a kashe wasu baki
xaya. Har wa yau, akan yi gwagwarmaya sosai domin ganin an xaukaka wasu harsunan, domin cimma
wani muradin na musamman a siyasance.

Amfani (2016:7) ya bayyana cewa, Turawan mulkin mallaka na Ingilishi a Nijeriya, sun shuka rashin
jituwa a kan lamarin zavar harshen hukuma a cikin harsunan Nijeriya. Domin manufa irin ta mulkin
mallaka sai aka ba Ingilishi matsayin harshen hukuma.4

Ba voyayyen abu ba ne, irin gudummawar da Turawan suka ba harshen Hausa da al’adunsa, musamman
ta hanyar nazari da rubuce-rubuce a fannoni daban-daban. Amma kuma tare da hakan an cusa tunani-
tunani daban-daban masu raunata harshen da al’adunsa a cikin aikace-aikacen. Alal misali; qarfafa
labarin da ke bayyana cewa, Bayajida ne asalin Hausawa5 da wasu bayanan da ke nuna cewa, Hausa ba
ta da wasu azuzuwan kalmomin nahawu,6da ire-iren waxannan bayanai da dama da aka yi. Irin
waxannan bayanan ko shakka babu, sukan kawo rauni da cikas ta fuskacin qimar harshe da al’dunsa a
fagen nazari.

1Kamar yadda aka faxa a lamba ta xaya
2Kamar yadda aka faxa a lamba ta xaya
3Kamar yadda aka faxa a lamba ta xaya
4 Kamar yadda aka faxa a lamba ta xaya
5 Mai bukatar sanin cikakken bayani a kan Bayajida, ya nemi bayanan da Farfesa Ibrahim Malumfashi ya yi a Jaridar

Aminiya. Tun daga Kundi na 10 ta 29, 12 ga Nuwamba, 2015 har ya zuwa ga Kundi na 10 ta 39, 21ga Junairu, 2016.
6 Dubi misali a Littafin Neil Skinner 1977 “A Grammar of Hausa” ( shafi na 47- 52 da 67-68) Za ka ga a fakaice yana

qoqarin nuna Hausa ba ta da ajin “sifa” da ajin “bayanau”
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Kafin kafa mulkin mallaka ilimin addinin Musulunci ya bunqasa, har ya kasance ana aiki da shi a daular
Kanem ta Borno da daular Usmaniyya da ke Sakkwato. A yayin da mafi yawan mutanen waxannan
yankunan masu ilimi ne sosai, suna iya karantawa da rubutawa da kuma magana da harshen Larabci. A
taqaice, ko da mutum bai iya Larabci ba, yana iya karantawa da rubuta harshensa da haruffan Larabci
(abin da ake kira Ajami). Haka kuma duk rubuce-rubucen saqwanin a masarautun, da harshen Larabci
ake yi har zuwa farkon fara mulkin mallaka (Mustapha 2016: 2).1

Dalili da haka, ana iya cewa kafin zuwan Turawan mulkin mallaka, Arewacin Nijeriya da dukan galibin
biranen qasar Hausa ba su tare da jahilci ko xan qanqane. Bilhasali-ma ilimin nazarin harshe da
kyawawan al’adu sun sami bunqasa da ci-gaba sosai, sakamakon wanzuwar ilimin addinin Musulunci,
amma a yayin da Turawan mulkin mallaka suka afko a kan nahiyar, sai suka sauya akalar tsarin
al’amuran.

Tsiga (2014:10-11) ya bayyana cewa: “….Kafin Gwamna Lugad (Lord Lugard, shi ne Baturen da ya
jagoranci mulkin mallaka a Arewacin Nijeriya) ya qaddamar da mamaya a kan manyan masarautun
Arewacin Nijeriya masu maqwabtaka da Kogin Neja (River Niger) a shekarar 1900, wani babban
al’amari ya faru wanda a sakamakonsa aka kai ga zartar da wani tunani.”

Ya ci-gaba da cewa, “A yayin da rundunar sojojin ‘yan mulkin mallaka ta yi sansani a garin Jebba, a
cikin shiri ko-ta-kwana don fara yaqi da Arewa, sun haxe da Dokta Walter Millar, “wanda aka turo daga
Ingila (England) da manufar yaxa addinin Kiristanci a al’ummar Hausawa.” Daga nan Tsiga ya tsakuro
wani abu daga matanin tattaunawar Walter Millar da Shuwagabannin mulkin mallaka, inda shi Walter
Millar xin da kansa yake bayani yana cewa:

“Bayan da aka ci abincin rana an tavo magana a kan abin da mafi yawa suke gani ba komai ba,
ni kuma a guna babban al’amari ne. Wannan kuwa, shi ne lamarin tafi da tsarin ilimi, wanda shi
Gwamna Lugad yake tunanin mene ne zai kasance hanyar rubutu? Yana cewa, “Shin za mu bar
su ne (mutanen Arewacin Nijeriya) da harshen Larabci wanda da ma kafatanin yankunan Arewa
da shi suke amfani, tare da adabin Musulunci da Alqur’ani da al’adu? Koko za mu kawo
haruffan Romanci ne wanda watan wata rana, zai sa matasa ‘yan Arewacin Nijeriya su gaji
adabin Girkanci da Romanci da Yahudanci da kuma wayayyar Duniya?”

Mafi yawan manyan jami’an tafi da gwamnati da Lugad ya zo tare da su don su taya shi tafiyar da mulki,
sun tafi a kan a bar harshen Larabci xin. Amma ni kuma na tsaya tsayin-daka na yaqi manufar sosai, tare
da bayyana hujjoji qwarara a kan amfani da haruffan Romanci da kuma rubutu da su. Kamin ka ce
kwabo, muradina ya kai ga cika! Inda na yi farin ciki sosai, a kan amincewa da haruffan Romanci a
matsayin hayar rubutu”2 (Boyd da Shagari 2003 a cikin Tsiga 2014).

Idan aka dubi wannan quduri na Turawan mulkin mallaka, za a fahimci cewa tun asali, sun kafa tsarin
ilimi a Arewacin Nijeriya da manufar karya lagon harshen Larabci da Hausa da adabinsu da al’adunsu.
Haka kuma, suna da manufa da tunanin cewa, watan wata rana tsarin zai haifar da rungumar adabi da
al’adu irin na Girkawa da Romawa da Yahudawa da kuma wayayyar Duniya, ga matasa ‘yan Arewacin
Nijeriyai. Kuma wannan ita ce manufar tasu a duk faxin nahiyar Afrika. Saboda haka ne aka raunata
harsunanmu ‘yan gida, aka danne su kuma aka hana su walawa. Sannan aka tilasta mana amfani da wasu
harsunan da ba na kakaninmu ba, a matsayin harsunan gudanarwa a hukumomin qasashenmu da kuma
tsare-tsarenmu na ilimi.

A daidai wannan bagire ne ya kamata mu waiwaya mu ga tasiri ko nasarar da wancan shiri na ‘yan
mulkin mallaka ya samu a kan Hausa da Hausawa da al’adunsu a yau. A nan za mu dubi irin kishin da
magabata a qasar Hausa suka yi a kan harshen da al’adunsa. Sannan kuma, sai mu duba sakamakon
ganawar qeqe-da-qeqe da wannan takardar ta gudanar da matasa Hausawa ‘yan boko, kuma ‘yan
Arewacin Nijeriya. Domin mu kwatanta mu gani, shin ‘yan mulkin mallaka sun cimma burinsu, kamar
yadda suka yi hasashe, ko dai da sauran rina a kaba?

1 Kamar yadda aka faxa a lamba ta xaya
2 Kamar yadda aka faxa a lamba ta xaya
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2.2 Harshen Hausa da Magabata a Qasar Hausa
Babu shakka idan muka tuna baya, magabatanmu (sarakuna da malamai da ‘yan boko) baki xayansu sun
kasance masu nuna kishi da qauna ga wannan harshe na Hausa da al’adunsa. Tarihi ba zai tava mantawa
ba, da irin gagarumar gudummawar da suka bayar, ta fuskar dawainiyar rubuce-rubuce a harshen Hausa,
domin yaxa shi da kuma yaxa al’adunsa da adabinsa. Alal misali:

Sarkin Zazzau Aliyu Dansidi ya rubuta waqoqi masu tarin yawa na fadakarwa a Hausa. Sheikh
Haliru Binji ya rubuta littafan addini da Hausa. Mafi ficensu shi ne Ibada da Hukunci.
Sheikh Abubakar Gumi, shi musamman har da tafsirin Al-Qur’ani mai girma ya rubuta a Hausa.

Sir Abubakar Tafawa-valewa ya rubuta littafin Shehu Umar wanda ya shafi adabin Hausa da al’adu da
yanayin sarauta a qasar Hausa.

Alhaji Shehu Shagari, ya rubuta shahararriyar waqar nan da aka fi sani da waqar Nijeriya. Inda ya waqe
darussansa na Ilimin Jogurafi (Geography) a cikin Hausa. A lokacin yana Malami a Kwalejin Nagarta
(Nagarta College) da ke Sakkwato.

Dr. Alhaji Abubakar Imam, gwani ne nagwanaye a wajen rubuce-rubucen labaran adabin Hausa.
Littafansa sanannu ne a fagen adabi, waxanda suka haxa da: Ruwan Bagaja da Magana Jari ce da
Qaramin Sani da Tafiya Mabuxin Sani da sauransu.

Mutane irin su Malam Sa’adu Zungur da Malam Aminu Kano da Mudi Speaking da Walin Katsina,
Bello Kagara da Alhaji Umaru Wazirin Gwandu da Alqali Bello Gixaxawa, Xangaladiman Waziri da
Aliyu Na’ibi da Abubakar Tunau Mafara da Aqilu Aliyu da Makmantansu da dama, duk sun yi rubuce-
rubuce bila-adadin a harshen Hausa. Tun daga abin da ya shafi labaran adabi da wasan kwaikwyo da
waqoqin siyasa da na faxakarwa da na ilmantarwa har ya zuwa ga waqoqin gargaxi da na nuna qwarewa
da harshen Hausa.

Wannan kuwa, yana nuna mana irin qauna da shauqi da kuma kishin da Hausawa magabata suka yi wa
wannan harshen da al’adunsa da adabinsa. Har wa yau kuma, yana nuna cewa, manufofin ‘yan mulkin
mallaka ba su yi tasiri a kansu ba. Sai dai hanzari ba gudu ba, domin abin takaici da damuwa a nan shi
ne, yadda a yau, irin wannan kishin ya soma zama tarihi a al’ummar Hausawa. Musamman dai matasa
‘yan boko, waxanda su ne waccan manufar take hanqoron cimma muradinta a kansu.

Bari mu dubi sakamakon ganawa ta qeqe-da-qeqe da wannan takarda ta yi da xalibai Hausawa matasa,
‘yan asalin arewacin Nijeriya, a kan harshen Hausa da al’adunsa da adabinsa.

3.0 Hanyar da aka bi wajen Bincike (Tattaunawa Da Matasa Hausawa ‘Yan Boko)
Matasa su ne yara waxanda suka fara balaga Qamusun Hausa (2006). Har wa yau, matasa kan kasance
tsakanin ‘yan shekara goma sha shida zuwa shekara arba’in (16 - 40). A lokacin gudanar da wannan
bincike, an yi amfani da hanyar ganawa ta qeqe-da-qeqe da matasa masu karatun boko a matakin Jami’a
(University). Haka kuma, an yi amfani da na’urar kwamfuta ta tafi-da-gidanka (laptop) da kuma na’urar
magana (microphone). Ta inda aka gabatar da tambayoyi kai-tsaye gare su, suna amsawa ana naxar
muryoyinsu.

Har wa yau waxannan matasan, waxanda adadinsu ya kai mutum arba’in (40), dukansu Hausawa ne ‘yan
asalin Arewacin Nijeriya, waxanda suka fito daga Jihohin Katsina da Zamfara da Kano da Jigawa da
Kaduna da Nasarawa da Adamawa da Bauchi da Neja da kuma Kebbi. Haka kuma, matasan sun haxa da
maza waxanda suka kai kashi 60% da kuma mata waxanda su ma suka kai kashi 40% masu kartun digiri
na farko (first degree), a fannoni daban-daban, na sassan ilimi a Jami’ar Al-Qlam, Katsina (Al-Qalam
University, Katsina).

Xaliban fannonin da aka zanta da su, su ne: Sashen Nazarin Harsunan Afirika (Department of African
Languages) da Sashen Nazarin Addinin Musulunci (Department of Islamic Studies) da Sashen Nazarin
Harshen Ingilishi (Department of English) da Sashen Nazarin Aikin Malanta (Department of Education)
da Sashen Nazarin Kimiyyar Halittu (Department of Biology) da Sashen Nazarin Kimiyyar Magani
(Department of Chemistry) da Sashen Nazarin Zamantakewar xan Adam (Department of Sociology) da
Sashen Nazarin Kimiyyar Siyasa (Department of Political Science) da kuma Sashen Nazarin Kimiyyar
Sana’a (Department of Business Administration).
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3.1 Matsayin Harshen Hausa da Al’adunsa da Adabinsa gun Matasa ‘Yan Boko a Yau
Sakamkon da wannan bincike da tattaunawa suka nunar dangane da alaqar matasa ‘yan boko na
Arewacin Nijeriya da harshen Hausa, ya nuna cewa kashi 30% na matasan ba su jin harshen Hausa na
burge su kamar harshen Ingilishi, a yayin tattaunawa da abokansu. Kashi 60% kuwa, suna jin yana burge
su. Sai kuma akwai wasu kashi 10% da ke jin dukan harsunan biyu na Ingilishi da Hausa suna burge su a
wajen magana.

Haka nan kashi 35% kuma, ba su jin rubutu da harshen Hausa yana burge su. A yayin da kashi 50% suke
jin rubutu da shi yana burge su. Sai kuma kashi 12.5% da ke jin Ingilishi da Hausa kowane na burge su a
wajen rubutu. A yayin da wasu kashi 2.5% suka ce, Larabci ya fi burge su.

Har wa yau kuma, kashi 75% ba su san ma’anar abin da ake kira da abin alhini ba (wanda ke nufin abin
jimami ko abin tausayi). A yayin da kashi 25% ne kawai, suka san abin da kalmar ke nufi a Hausa. Haka
kuma, kashi 47.5% ba su san ma’anr kalmar coge ba (wadda ke nufin algushshu ko yaudara ko ha’inci).
Kodayake, kashi 52.5% sun san ma’anar kalmar a Hausa.

Bayan haka, kashi 50% na waxannan matasan ba su iya magana da Hausa ko da ta minti xaya, ba tare da
sun tsarma harshen Ingilishi ba. Kamar yadda kashi 12.5% nasu, ba su iya qirqirar magana da Hausa
gaba xaya. A yayin da kashi 37.5% suna iya shirya magana da Hausa tsantsa har ta tsawon minti xaya.
Sai dai kuma wani abin haushi shi ne, kashi 100% babu wanda ya iya gangariyar rubutun Hausa tsantsa.
Domin na nemi a rubuta mani jumloli biyu da suka qunshi suna da adireshi, amma babu wanda ya iya
rubuta su bisa qa’ida da kuma tsarin rubutun Hausa.

Haka kuma, kashi 35% sun fi sha’awar wasu waqoqi fiye da waqoqin gargajiya na Hausa. Amma kuma
kashi 52.5% sun fi sha’awar na Hausa, kamar yadda kashi 7.5 ke sha’awar dukan waqoqin, na gargajiya
da na zamani. Har wa yau kuma, akwai wasu kashi 5% da ba su sha’awar kowace irin waqa. Hakazalika,
kashi 45% ba su iya sarrafa harshe, su yi karin magana da Hausa ba. Sai dai kuma kashi 55% suna iya
yin hakan.

Kashi 62.5% suna son a yi musu shagulgulan biki irin na gargajiya a lokacin aurensu. A yayin da kashi
22.5% ke sha’awar a haxa musu na gargajiya da na zamani. Sai kuma kashi 12.5% waxanda ba su
bukatar na gargajiyar, da kuma kashi 2.5% waxanda kwata-kwata ba su son buki a lokacin aurensu.

Haka kuma, kashi 45% ba su san dalilin da Bahaushe kan raxa wa xansa ko xiyarsa suna Gambo ba.
Amma kuma kashi 55% su san dalilin hakan. Har wa yau kuma, kashi 45% ba su san abin da ake kiran
wurin ajiyar abincin Bahaushe ba (wato rumbu). Sai dai kuma kashi 55% sun san yadda ake kiransa.

Idan aka yi la’akari da wannan sakamakon bincike, to babu shakka akwai gagarumar matsala mai ban
tsoro, game da makomar harshen Hausa da al’adunsa a nan gaba. Ko ba komai, Bahaushe na cewa, “yara
manyan gobe.” Idan aka dubi ratar da take tsakanin kishin magabata ga Hausa da al’adunta da waxannan
matasan, anya kuwa ba za a ce haqar ‘yan mulkin mallaka na gab da cimma ruwa ba? Shin idan har aka
wayi gari makamantan waxannan matasan suka kasance jagororin wannan al’umma, mene ne za su koya
wa na baya game da harshen Hausa da al’adunsa?

Lallai kam, kodayake ana iya cewa har yanzu hasashen ‘yan mulki mallaka bai kai ga cimma muradi ba,
amma akwai fargaba sosai, ta yadda tsimin gubar da suka shayar a cikin tsarin ilimi a Arewacin Nijeriya,
yake tasiri a tunani qwaqwalen matasa Hausawa ‘yan boko a yau!!

4.0 Hasashe
Wannan takarda tana ganin muddin wannan lamari ya ci-gaba a haka, to akwai yiwuwar nan gaba kaxan
a nemi al’adun Hausawa a biranen qasar Hausa a rasa. Ko kuma a nemi sahihiyar Hausa a bakin matasa
Hausawa a rasa. Wannan kuwa ba wani abin mamaki ba ne, domin an sha yin harsuna da dama da suka
yi tashe, amma daga baya suka yi vatan-dabo a duniya. Alal misali, ina harshen Latin yake a yau?
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Har wa yau, xaya daga cikin harsunan da ke fuskantar haxarin vacewa shi ne harshen Igbo a kudu maso
gabashin Nijeriya (Igbemma 2016: iii).1 Za mu ga yana fuskantar wannan barazana sosai. Inda a yau, da
yawan matasan Igbo sun fi iya Jabun Ingilishi (Pidgin English) fiye da harshensu na uwa. Balantana ma,
a ce al’adunsu waxanda suka daxe da komawa a cikin qauyukasu. Haka kuma da wuya ka iya ganin ana
rubuce-rubuce da karance-krance da wannan harshen. Bilhasali-ma a Jahar Anambara sai da aka yi doka
cewa, duk ranar Larba, dole ne a gudanar da duk al’amuran Jihar a cikin harshen Igbo (Igbemma
2016:12).2

Wannan kuwa, idan aka lura da kyau, akwai haxari babba ga harshen Hausa, ta la’akari da irin godaben
da matasa ‘yan boko suka dosa game da mu’amala da harshensu na uwa da uba. Da kuma musamman
yadda suke yin riqon sakainar kashi da al’adunsu na gado! Wanda idan aka ci gaba da kauda kai a
wannan lamari, to babu shakka watan wata rana, wancan mafarki na ‘yan mulkin mallaka zai iya tabbata
ya kasance gaskiyar lamari.

4.1 Shawarwari
Idan har ana neman tudun dafawa a wannan gagarumar annoba da ke qoqarin laqume harshen Hausa da
al’adunsa, wajibi ne al’ummar Hausawa a matakai daban-daban su nuna qwazo da jajircewa da kuma
kishin harshen. Ta yadda za a haxa qarfi da qarfe, a kama hannayen juna a tunkari wannan matsalar
gadan-gdan ba ji ba gani. Waxanda ya kamata su yi wannan yaqin kuwa, sun haxa da:

i. ‘Yan majalisar Tarayya na qasa:
Wajibi ne su sani cewa, babu wata doka a tsarin mulkin Nijeriya da take kare ‘yancin harsuna (legal
backing). Alal misali, da za a sami wani ya kafa allon tallar sana’arsa, ko ya rubuta wani littafi, ko ya
shirya wani fim xin wasar kwaikwayo da harshen Hausa, amma kuma duk bai yi amfani da Hausar a kan
qa’ida ba. Ko wataqila ma, ya ci zarafin harshen ko al’adarsa, to babu wata dokar da ta ba da damar a yi
qararsa. Saboda haka akwai bukatar a samar da dokar da za ta bai wa harsunan ‘yan gida kariya (cikinsu
har da Hausa), domin kiyaye su daga gurvacewa.

ii. Gwamnonin Arewacin Nijeriya:
Ya kamata waxannan Gwamnonin musamman na Jihohin Hausawa su fahimci halin da harshen Hausa ya
shiga a dukan matakai na karatu. Musamman, qanana da manyan makarantun Sakandare da suke
Jihohinsu. Domin a sabon tsarin karatu (new syllabus) na Sakandare, Hausa (da sauran harsunan
Nijeriya) da addini (Musulunci da Kiristanci) duk zavi ne ga yara, ba dole ba ne. Kai makaranta ma gaba
xaya, ba dole ba ne ta yi su. Saboda haka, yanzu an wayi gari kana iya karaxe makarantu biyar ko shida
kafin ka sami xaya mai azuzuwa biyu da ake darasin Hausa. Don haka ya kamata su waxannan
Gwamnonin jihohin, su wajabta yin Hausa ga makarantun Sakandare da ke Jihohin nasu, tare da ba da
tallafin da ya kamata domin raya harshen Hausa da al’adunsa.

iii. Malaman Jami’o’i:
Ya kamata Malaman Jami’o’i musamman masu nazarin harshen Hausa, su tashi tsaye domin ceto
wannan harshen da al’adunsa. Domin idan fa aka kashe koyar da Hausa a qananan makarantu, to babu
wanda zai je Jami’a, domin ya karanto ta. Haka kuma, harshen da al’adunsa za su koma hoto a cikin
tsarin ilimi, domin za su koma ba su da wani tasiri a nazarin harsuna. Don haka, ya zama dole ga
Malaman Jami’o’i su yi duk abin da ya kamata domin ganin sun bunqasa nazarin Hausa tun daga
qananan makarantu har ya zuwa Jami’o’i. Haka nan kuma, dole su wanke qwaqwalen xalibai su gane
cewa, duk wanda bai fahari da harshensa da al’dunsa, to shi ba kowa ba ne a duniya!!

iv. Iyaye da Sarakuna:
Wajibi ne ga iyaye da shuwagabannin al’umma su zare dantse wajen jawo hankalin ‘ya ‘ya da mabiya,
kuma su kansu su kasance abin misali, a kan riqo da harshe da kuma al’adunsa. Domin da yawan wasu
iyayen, musamman ‘yan boko, ba su damu da xora tarbiyar ‘ya ‘yansu a kan turbar al’adar harshensu ba.
Kai harshen ma, ba su damu da yi wa yaran nasu magana da shi ba. Wannan kuwa babban kuskure ne.
Domin kowa ya rasa harshensa da al’darsa, to ya rasa addininsa da kansa ma baki xaya.

1 Kamar yadda aka faxa a lamba ta xaya
2 Kamar yadda aka faxa a lamba ta xaya
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Haka su ma iyayenmu Sarakuna ya kamata su ringa azalzala dukan wasu al’amuran da suka shafi harshe
da al’adu a cikin jama’arsu. Haka kuma, wajibi ne su kasance abin misali ga al’umarsu a kan kishi da
aiwatar aldun gargajiya (musamman a zamantakewr iyali da sha’anonin rayuwa) da suke yi wa
shugabanci.

v. Xalibai Hausawa:
A can baya inda aka fito, babu wani Bahaushe xan boko da yake qyamar harshen Hausa da al’adunsa.
Domin karatun boko ba zai tava hana mutum fariya da harshensa da al’adarsa da asalinsa da tarihinsa ba.
Kamar dai yadda muka ambata game da kishin magabata suke das hi, a Hausa da al’adunta. Inda muka
ga cewa, boko da malanta da sugabanci duk ba su iya hana su fitowa fili su yi alfari, tare nuna qauna da
shauqi ga harshensu da al’adunsa ba.

Amma abin takaici abin ban haushi a yau! ‘Yan boko Hausawa sun ma xauka cewa, abin kunya ne a ji su
suna magana da Hausa, ballantana su yi rubutu da ita. Balantana kuma su yi fariya da al’adunsu ko kuma
su tafiyar da wasu al’amura nasu na rayuwa a Hausance. Kai, yau ta kai ko xalibai masu nazarin Hausa a
jami’o’i, wai kunya suke ji a ce su xaliban Hausa ne. Kaico! Kaico!! Kaico!!!

5.0 Kammalawa
A wannan takarda an yi waiwaye adon tafiya ne, dangane da tunani da ‘yan mulkin mallaka suka dasa a
tsarin tafiyar da ilimi a Arewacin Nijeriya tare da dasisar da suka shuka wa harshen Hausa da Larabci da
kuma adabinsu da al’adunsu.

Haka kuma an waiwaya a kan magabata domin tuna baya tare da haskaka wa na baya. Sannan kuma an
gudanar da tattaunawa da matasan Arewacin Nijeriya masu karatun boko, domin auna wancan guri na
Turawan mulkin mallaka da halin da ake ciki a yau. Inda sakamakon ya kasance mai tada tsigar jikin duk
wani mai kishin harshen Hausa da al’adunsa.

A qarshe, wannan takarda tana fatan wannan bincike ya kasance cikin jerin ayyukan da za su zama
allurar da za ta motsa tunanin matasa ‘yan Arewacin Nijeriya masu karatun boko. Da kuma xaukacin
matasa masu amfani da harshen a Afrika baki xaya, da su fahimci illar da ke akwai game da watsi da
harshen uwa, da kuma al’adun gado. Bugu da qari kuma, ta saka musu qwazo da himma da jajircewa
wajen tsayawa qyam, su rungumi harsunansu da al’adunsa. Kuma su tallata su a duniya, ba tare da
shakku ko tsoro ba.
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RATAYE NA XAYA:
MATSAYIN HARSHEN HAUSA DA AL’ADUNSA DA ADABINSA

GUN MATASA ‘YAN BOKO A YAU
Q1. Idan kana/kina tattaunawa da abokanka/qawayenkiko dandali ko a kafar sada zunta ta

Intanet, shin magana da harshen Hausa ne zai fi burge ka ko Magana da harshen Ingilishi?
Q2. Idan za ka/ki rubuta wasiqako littafi ko wani saqo ga jama’a, harshen Hausa da na Ingilishi

wanne ne, kake/kike jin rubutu da shiya fi burge ka/ki?
Q3. A Hausa in aka ce abin alhini me ake nufi?
Q4. Idan aka ce akwai coge a aikinka/ki. Me Kalmar coge ke nufi?
Q5. Ba ni Labarin da bai zai wuce minti xaya ba, a kan duk abin da ka/kika ga dama
Q6. Rai dangin goro ne. Idan a ce za ka/ki saurari waqoqi domin nishaxi, shin waqoqkin Hausa

na gargajiya na burge ka/ki, ko ka/kin fi son waxanda ba su ba?
Q7. Ka/ke iya Karin Magana?Kawo xaya da kake/kike iya yi.
Q8. Idan Allah ya nuna maka/maki lokacin aurenka/aurenki zai burge ka/ki a yi shagulgulan biki

irin na gargajiyar Hausawa, ko za ka/ki fi son a yi shi ne a zamanance?
Q9. Ko ka/kin san dalilin da ya sa Hausawa kan kira mutum da suna Gambo?
Q10.Ya sunan wurin da Bahaushe ke ajiyar abincinsa, wanda a Ingilishi muke kira store?
Q11. Rubuta min sunanka/ki da adireshinka/ki da harshen Hausa zalla.
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RATAYE NA BIYU:
SAKAMAKON BINCIKE A CIKIN TSARIN JADAWALI

S/N NAU’IN TAMBAYOYIN DA AKA
GABATAR GA MATASA ‘YAN BOKO
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1 Idan kana/kina tattaunawa da
abokanka/qawayenki a dandali ko a kafar sada
zumunta ta Intanet, shin magana da harshen
Hausa ne zai fi burge ka/ki ko magana da
harshen Ingilishi?

10% 60% 30%

2 Idan za ka/ki rubuta wasiqa ko littafi ko wani
saqo ga jama’a, harshen Hausa da na Ingilishi
wanne ne, kake/kike jin rubutu da shi ya fi
burge ka/ki?

12.5% 2.5% 50% 35%

3 A Hausa in aka ce abin alhini me ake nufi? 25% 75%
4 Idan aka ce akwai cogea aikinka/ki. Me Kalmar

coge ke nufi?
52.5% 47.5%

5 Ba ni Labarin da bai zai wuce minti xaya ba, a
kan duk abin da ka/kika ga dama

37.5% 50% 12.5%

6 Rai dangin goro ne. Idan a ce za ka/ki saurari
waqoqi domin nishaxi, shin waqoqkin Hausa
na gargajiya na burge ka/ki, ko ka/kin fi son
waxanda ba su ba?

7.5% 5% 52.5% 35%

7 Ka/ke iya Karin Magana? Kawo xaya da
kake/kike iya yi.

55% 45%

8 Idan Allah ya nuna maka/maki lokacin
aurenka/aurenki zai burge ka/ki a yi
shagulgulan buki irin na gargajiyar Hausawa,
ko za ka/ki fi son a yi shi a zamanance?

22.5% 2.5% 62.5% 12.5%

9 Ko ka/kin san dalilin da ya sa Hausawa kan
kira mutum da suna Gambo?

55% 45%

10 Ya sunan wurin da Bahaushe ke ajiyar
abincinsa, wanda a Ingilishi muke kira store?

55% 45%

11 Yanyin tsarin rubutun matasa ‘yan boko da
Hausa tsantsa, tare da amfani da qa’idoji

100%
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KISHI DA KASHE-KASHENSA A MA’ANAR KALMOMIN HAUSA

Mukhtar Ahmad
Sashen Nazarin Harsunan Afrika

Jami’ar Al-Qalam, Katsina
mukarahmad064@gmail.com

Tsakure
Ilimin ma’ana wani angarene na ilimi harshe wanda ya fi maida hankali a nazarin ma’ana
a kalmoni da jimloli. A vangaren kalmomin ake nazarin kishi a dangantakar kalmomin
Taken wannan muqala shi ne “Kishi da kashe-kashensa a ma’annar kalmomin Hausa ”
Wasu na kiransu kalmomi masu bambanci ma’ana, wasu kuma na ganin kishi iri xaya ne
wannan zai yi amfani da hanyoyin bincike don binciko manya da qanana da tabbatar da
cewa abin da ke tsakanin kalmomin wannan vangare kishi ne ba bambanci ba ne. Sanan
za’a kawo kashe-kashen kishi don a nuna ba iri xaya ba ne. haka kuma a bayanan za’a
kawo misalai kamar. Faxuwa-nasara, murna-bakin ciki bayarwa karva. Wannan bincike
gudummuwa ce a fagen karatu da karantarwa da ci gaban ilimin ma’ana a Hausa.

Fassarar Muhiman Kalmomi
Antinomy - Kishi
Binary/opposition - Kishi mai akasi
Non binary - Kishi marar akasi
Gradable - Kishi mai gargada
Non gradable - Kishi marar gargada
Polarity - Masu tsakani
Hierarchy - Kwatanta matsayi
Complementary - Tabbatarwa / kore juna
Relational - Masu wanzuwa tare
Directional - Masu daura da juna

1.0 Gabatarwa
Ilimin ma’ana wani vangare ne na ilimin harsuna wanda yafi maida hankali ga nazirin ma’ana a
kalmomin da jimloli, ta vangaren nazarin kalmomi ne ake nazarin kalmomi masu kishin juna a ma’ana,
kuma ana samun irin waxannan kalmomin a harsuna da dama a duniya. Harshe Hausa harshe ne mai
qarfi da muhimmanci a nahiyar Afrika ta yamma, shi ma yana da ire-iren wadannan kalmomi. Wannan
muqala zata yi nazarin kishi da kashe-kashensa a harshen Hausa . amma kafin shiga cikin bayani sosai za
a dubi bayanan masana a ma’anar kishi.

An ba da ma’anar kishin kalmomi da cewa kalma mai ma’anar akasin wata kalma (Hornby: 2010) kuma
an ce kalma ce wadda ake amfani da ita a ilimin ma’ana, a matsayin wani vangare na zanarin akasi a
ma’anar kalma (Crystal 2009). Sannan an ce kishin ma’ana wata dangantaka ce a tsakanin kalmomi masu
akasin ma’ana (Mathews 2005) wani kuma ya ce kalma mai ma’ana ta akasi ita aka sani da kishiya
ma’ana (Palmer 2002). Duk waxannan bayanai suna nuna cewa kishin kalmomi na nuna cewa kalmomi
za su samu ma’ana daura da juna ko hannun riga da juna. Wato kalmomin da ke kishin suna sune za’a
samu kalma da ta zo da ma’ana sai biyu ta zo da wata akasin ta farko kuma a gurbi guda

1.1 Ayukka Masu Alaqa Da Wannan
Akwai ayukka da aka yi waxana ke da alaqa da wannan muqala. Ire-iren waxannan ayukka sun qumshi:
Ibrahim B. (2009), ya yi binciken digiri na farko mai taken “Nazari a kan kalmomin Hausa masu
bambancin ma’ana. A ciki ya kasa kalmomi masu kishin ma’ana, kashi biyu, na farko su ne ya kira
kalmomi masu tsayayyun kiyoshin ma’ana (Non gradable). Na biyu ya kira su kalmomi marasa
tsayayyun kiyoshin ma’ana (gradable). Sannan kuma Sadiyya U. (1990) ta yi binciken digirin farko mai
taken “Antonyms in Hausa” ita ma dai ta kawo kashe-kashen kalmomin kishin ma’ana kuma ta yi
bayanin gradable da non gradable’ wato kalmomi masu tsayayun kiyoshi da marasa tsayayyun kiyoshi.
To ina ganin waxannan ayukka suna da alaqa da wannan muqala, sai dai sun bambanta, inda su suna
Magana AMMA sun fi mai da hankali akan gradable da non gradable amma wannan maqala zata fayya
ce kishin kalmomi da yadda yake da dukkan kashe kashensa.

mailto:MUKARAHMAD064@GMAIL.COM
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Hanyoyin Tattara Bayyanai:
A wannan bincike an dubi maganganun Hausawa na yau da kullum, sannan kuma an yi amfani da littafai
kamar qamusai irin su Burgery (1934) da kamusun Cibiyar Nazarin Harsunan Najeriya, na jami’ar
Bayero (2006) da littaffan ilimin ma’ana irin su Palmar (2006) da Lyons (1996) da dai sauransu.

1. Kashe-Kashen Kishi a Ma’ana:
Kishin ma’ana ya kasu kashi biyu, (1) akwai vangaren kalmomi masu akasin ma’ana (2) Da marasa
akasin ma’ana. Bangaren masu akasin ma’ana shi ma ya kasu kashi biyu: (1) akwai kishi mai gargada da
(2) kishi marasa garada. Kishi mai gargada shi ne inda kai tsaye ba a cewa ga kishiyar kalma, sai an
samu wani abu ya shiga. Sannan kishi marar gargada ya kasu kashi biyu, 1. Masu tsakamida 2. a masu
kwatanta matsayin kishi marar gargada ya kasu kashi uku.

1. Kishi mai akasin ma’ana
2. Kishi maras akasin ma’ana
1.1 Kishi mai gargada
1.2 Kishi maras gargada
1.2.1Kishin masu wanzawa tare
1.2.2Kishin masu fuskantar juna
1.2.3Rashin tabbatarwar ko kore juna

1. Kishi Mai Akasi:
Wannan shi ne kishin da aka samun kalmomi biyu masu ma’ana bamban da juna a abu xaya misali
budawa da rufewa. A nan za a ga waxannan kalmomin kowace kalma ma’anarta gefenta daban amma
duk sun danganci kofa koda marafinta. Wannan kishin ya kasu kashi biyu wato kishi mai gargada da
kishi marar gargada.

1.1 Kishin Mai Gargada:
Kishi mai gargada shi ne kishin da ba samun kishiyar kalma kai tsaye sai wani abu ya rage kaifin kishin,
wannan shima a kashi biyu yake, akwai kishi mai auna matsayin abu da kishi mai tsakani.

1.1a. Kishi Mai Auni Matsayi:
A ana kiyoshin kalmomi na da dangantaka ne akan ma’auni, wato girma ko kan kanta, tsawo da gajarta,
fadida matsewa.
A nan kwatanta wani abu da wanni misali.
1. Gidana yafi naka girma
2. Gidanka bai kai nawa ba
3. Filina ya fi naka faxi
4. Filinka ya fi nawa matsewa
5. Ali ya fi Umar tsawo
6. Umar gajere ne akan Ali
7. Ali ya fi shi adaki

A nan ana kwatanta fifiko ko rashinsa ga dangantakar da ke tsakanin abin da aka kwatanta da shi ta yawa
ko wanda ya fi girma ko wanda bai kai shi ba. Kamar karin magarnar da ake cewa “jaririn giwa ya fi
uban bera”. A nan jaririn giwa a cikin giwaye qarami ne, shi kuma uban vera, babba ne a cikin veraye.

1.1b. Masu Tsakani:
A nan abin da yasa aka kira su kiyoshin masu gargada, masu tsakani a kalmomi ana samun kalma ta zo a
tsakanin kishiya da kishiya, wato idan aka ce kishiyar “Gudu” ita ce “Tafiya” to tsakanin gudu da tafiya
akwai “sassarfa idan aka ce kishiyar tsayi ita ce zama to tsakanin dumi da sauransu ga karin masalansu
kamar haka:
a. Mutuwa - suma - Rayuwa
b. Sanyi - Dimi - Zafi
c. Hutu - Sararawa - Matsuwa
d. Gudu - Sassarfa - Tafiya
e. Tsayi - Duki - Zama

2. KISHI MARAR GARADA
Wannan shi ne nau’in kishin da ake samun kishiyar kalma kai tsaye ba wani abu tsakani ko wanin lamari.
Waxannan sun kasa kashi uku gasu kamar haka:
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2.1 Kalmomi Masu Wanzuwa Tare:
A nan samun cewa kalmomin tare suka samuwa duk da yake kuma kiyoshin juna ne, wato da zarar xaya
ya faru to xayar shi ma ya samu misali:
a. Saye - Sayarwa
b. Ango - Amarya
c. Malami - Dalibai
d. Miji - Mata
e. Uwa - diya

Idan aka lura ba a saye ba tare da an sayar ba, idan wani ya sayar to wani ne ya saye. Idan ka ga “ango”
to lalle akwai “amaryarsa”, in wata ta zama marya to wani ne ya zama ango. Haka kuma idan ga
“malami” to akwai “xalibansa”, in ga xalibai to lalla akwai malami aka dai za a ga sauran kalmomi da
duk ire-irensu.

1.2 Kiyoshi Masu Fuskantar Juna:
Nan kuma ana samun kalmomi waxanda suke fuskantar juna a ma’ana, wato ma’anar kalmomin na nuna
nahiyar da aka magana a kan abu, wato kalma xaya ta tafi a gefe guda xayan ta juyo a gefen da ke xaura
da ita ko a ce suna dubin juna misali:
f. Hagu - Dama
g. Sama - Kasa
h. Buxewa - Rufewa
i. Tura - Jawowa
j. Kan abu - Karkashi
k. Ciki - Waje
l. Gaba - Baya (Ndimele: 2007)

2.3 Kalmomin Tabbatarwa/ Kore Juna:
Akwai kalmomi masu kore juna wato idan xayan na nan to xayan bata nan, kuma duk lokacin da aka ce
ba daya to tabbas xayan na nan. Misali:
a. Mutuwa - Rayuwa
b. Ilimin - jahili
c. Rufewa - Badewa
d. Haske - Duhu
e. Namiji - Mace (Palmer: 2002)

Wato a duk lokacin da akwai rayuwa to ba mutuwa, idan mutum ya mutu to ba a rayeya ke ba ko idan bai
mutu ba to a raye yake, haka wannan ya haxa da duk sauran kalmomin wannan rukuni.

2. Kalmomi Masu Matsayi Guda:
A wannan ajin kishin ma’ana ana samun kalmomin da asalinsu matsayinsu xaya, amma kuma kowance
kalma na iya zama kishiyar ‘yar uwarta, sannan kowace kishyar kalma na kore kishiya, wato samwuar
wata kalma yak ore wata amma rashin wata kalma ba ya nuna samuwar yar uwarta. Misali irin waxanna
kalmomi ya qumshi.

Wannan ya kasu kashi biyu, akwai masu kishin zagaye da masu kishin jeri.
A. Kishin zagaye:
Waxannan sun qumshi kalmomin launi, mako, watanni, waxannan kalmomi kishi na faruwa ta hanyar
zavi, wato kishinsu ya danganci kalmar da aka yi amfani da ita da kumar manufar da ake so da ita, wato
launin fari na iya zama kishiyar tsanwa ko dorowa, ko baki da sauransu, haka kwanankin mako da
watanni. Ga su kamar haka:
a. Kalmonin launi kamar, fari, ja, bulu, tsanwa, dorowa, baki da sauransu. Waxannan kalmomi kowace

kalma na iya zama kishiyar ‘yar uwar. Sannan samuwar guda ya kore sauran.
b. Kalmomi kwanakki: kamar Lahadi, Attanin Talata, Laraba alhamis, Juma’a da Assabar. Suma

wadannan kalmomi kowace na iya zama kishiyar ‘yar uwarta sannan samun daya yak kore sauran.
c. Matanni: kamar watan safur yana iya zama kishiyar watan bawa, ko watan azumi, misali wannan

watan Bawa ne ba na Sallah babba ba. (Lyons: 1997).
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Kishin Jeri:
A nan akwai kalmomin da jere suke a xabi’arsu a nan kowace kalma na iya zama kishiyar ‘yar uwarta
misali kalmomi suen, kamar baqaqen sautuka, jerin lambobi, matshin xalibai da sauransu, ko matakan
muqaman wajen aiki, ko muqaman aiki xamara (wato aikin kaki) (Lyons 1996:290).

KISHI

Kishi da Akasi Kishi marar akasi

Kishi gargada Marar gargada kewaye Jeri

Ma’auni tsakani

Tabbatarwa/korewa Wanzuwa tare Daura da juna

Haka kuma an yi bayani cewa idan kalma na kishiyantar kalma to duk kalmomin da suke da ma’a iri
xaya da ita suma kiyoshinta ne. misali:
- Rayuwa - Mutuwa
- - Rasuwa
- - Karewa
- - Cikawa
- kiyayya - Soyayya
- - Kauna
- Shuru - Magana
- - Dumi
- - Surutu (Lyons: 1997)

3. Kammalawa
Wannan muqala ta kawo ma’anar kishi a ma’anar kalmomi da bayanin kashe-kashensu. A ciki za a kore
tunani masu xaukar fassarar “Antonyms” da cewa kalmomi masu bambancin ma’ana, za su fahimci ba
banbanci ba ne, kishi ne kamar yadda aka san cewa duk mace daban take da wata amma wata ba ta zama
kishiyar wata sai in suna auren miji xaya. To haka ko a a kalmomi misali kalmar “hula” tana da
bambanci da ta “gambu” kuma kalmar “gado” na da bambanci da ta “Titi” amma ba wadda take kishiyar
wata don ba su da alaqa. Ke nan sai in kalmomi na da alaqa irin wadda aka yi bayani sannan suke
kiyoshin juna. Kuma wannan muqala zata amfani ga masu binciken ilimin harshe Hausa da xaliba.
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Tsakure
Wanna takarda ta yi xan tsokaci ne a kan irin nazarce-nazarcen da aka yi a harshen Hausa.
Takardar ta kalli wasu muhimman ayyuka da aka gabatar tun qarni na 17, watau wasu
ayyukan da aka gabatar tun lokacin da aka qirqiri tubutun Hausa cikin baqaqen ABC.
Takarda ta kasa manazarta harshen Hausa zuwa rukunin manazartan gida da kuma na
waje. An zavo manyan manazarta da suka yi ayyukan tubalin nazarin da kuma wasu
muhimman ayyuikan da nazarin harshen Hausa ke taqama da su. An zavo manazarta biyar
uku na waje biyu kuma na gida.

1.0 Gabatarwa
Kafin a fara rubutun Hausa da haruffan boko a qasar Hausa, tuni aka yi nisa wajen rubuta harshen Hausa
da haruffan latinanci a qasashen turawa, wanda wani Baturen Jamus mai suna Frederick Schon (1862) ya
assasa. Idan kuwa haka ne yana da muhimmancin gaske a bibiyi bayanai masu alaqa da nazarce-nazarcen
da aka gudanar a kan harshen Hausa tun farko lokaci don kafa hujjar muhimmancin harshen Hausa ga
cigaban qasa ta fuskar tattalin arziki da siyasa da kuma na zamantakewa. Don haka wannan takarda zata
mayar da hankali ne ga ayyukan da aka yi wa harshen Hausa, waxanda wasu ‘yan gida da na waje suka
gabatar.

Akwai ayyuka masu xinbin yawa na harshe da aka gudanar da harshen Hausa waxanda waxannan
ayyuka ba kasafai ne ake ganinsu ba a cikin littattafan nazari da kuma kundayen bincike don haka
takardar zata zama wata gada tsakanin waxancan ayyukan nazarce-nazarce da kuma sabon babin da na
ke hasashen samuwa na qwarya-qwaryar bincike mai zurfi a kan gudummuwar da aka bawa harshen
Hausa ta fuskar nazari don samar da cikakkun bayanai a kan hakan.

1.1 Lokacin da aka fara nazarin harshen Hausa a Duniya
Ana hangen cewa an fara nazarce-nazarcen harshen Hausa ne tun shekara ta 1843, lokacin da wasu
jamusawa suka nuna sha’awarsu ga harshen. Wannan sha’awar ce ta kai ga rubuce-rubucen littattafan
nahawun harshen Hausa da kuma nazarce-nazarce a kan kwatanta harshen Hausa da wasun harsuna na
gabacin qasar Hausa watau harsunan yankin Sudan.

Waxannan nazarce-nazarce da aka yi, sun ci gaba har zuwa lokacin da turawan yawon buxa ido suka fara
ziyartar qasar Hausa. Bincike-binciken harshen Hausar ya zama mai muhimmanci ga turawa wayen
sanin asali da ‘yan bayanai a kan ko su wane ne Hausawa a wannan lokacin. Hakan nan ma ya
taimakawa turawa gane wasu daga cikin al’adun Hausawa domin ba’a raba anta da jini, wato da ka san
harshen mutum to ka san wani vangare na al’adunsa.

1.2 Zuwan Larabawa a qasar Hausa
Larabawa ne suka fara buxewa Hausawa ido ta fuskar ilimi, wato sun ilimantar da su cikin shekaru masu
yawan gaske. Ana ma hasashen cewa, Larabawa sun daxe da zuwa qasar Hausa kafin turawa ma su san
qasar. Dangambo (2008) ya bayyana cewa ba’a samu wani tabbataccen bayan ba akan samuwar nazarin
harshen Hausa ba lokacin da larabawa suka yi ta karakainar cinikayya da kuma yaxa addinin Musulunci
a qasar Hausa. Amma kuma akwai wani hasashe da Dangambo ya yi na samuwar wasu manyan Malamai
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na addinin Musulunci waxanda suka ziyarci qasar Hausa, kuma suka yi rubuce-rubuce a kan adabin
Hausa. Kamar irin su Umar Muhammad Ibn Khaldun a (karni na XIX) sai kuma Ubaidullah Muhammad
Ibn Batuta a (qarni na XIX) shi ma sai kuma Alhassan Ibn Muhammad Al-wizaz Alfasi Leo Africanus a
(Qarni na XVL).

A xan binciken da wannan takarda ta yi, babu wani bayani da ta samo dangane da nazarin harshen Hausa
lokacin zuwan Larabawa a qasar Hausa da kuma bayan da Hausawa suka karbi addinin Musulunci
hannun biyu-biyu. Abin da kawai ya tabbata shi ne yin amfani da haruffan larabci wajen gudanar da
harkokin rubuce rubucen harshen Hausa watau ajami, salon rubutun da ya daxe ana cin gajiyarsa a qasar
Hausa.

1.3 Zuwan Turawa a qasar Hausa
Tabbataccen abu ne cewa zuwan turawa a qasashen Afrika da qasar Hausa musamman, ya kasu zuwa
gida biyu. Na farko sune turawan yawan buxen ido, waxanda suka shigo qasar Hausa tun qarni na sha-
bakwai (17c). Su waxannan turawan sun zo ne domin kasuwanci da kuma neman sanin qasashe wanda
ana ganin a fakaice sun zo ne domin leqen asirin irin arbakatun da qasashen Afrika ke da su. Wani
Bajamushe ya rubuta wasu kalmomi na Hausa a cikin wani littafi da ya rubuta a kan harshen Hausa a
sakamakon haxuwarsa da wasu bayi Hausawa a Jamus, inda ya rubuta Kano a matsayin “Cano” shinkafa
a matsayin “Shencafa” da dai sauran wasu kalmomi na Hausa. Haka nan kuma wasu Jamusawa da yawa
sun biyo bayan wannan Bajamuse waxanda wasu daga cikinsu za’a yi bayaninsu da nazarce-nazarcen da
suka gabatar na harshen Hausa nan gaba cikin wannan takarda.

Zuwan turawa na biyu a qasar Hausa shi ne wanda suka zo domin mulkin qasar Hausa. An karve mulkin
qasar Hausa daga daular Usumaniyya a shekara ta 1901. Wannan zuwa ne ya kafa babban tubalin ginin
nazarce-nazarcen harshen Hausa bayan da aka ga muhimmancin harshe a nazarce-nazarcen da turawan
baya suka yi. Haka ma buqata ta sanin harshen daga turawan mulki ta qasa azama wajen zurfin nazarin.
Wannan buqata na da nasaba da son sanin yadda harshen yake domin gudanar da harkokin mulki da na
ciniki a baki xayan qasashen yammacin Afrika inda Hausa ke da zama.

Amma a wannan lokacin turawa sun fi mayar da hankali ne wajen nazarin harshen da ajamin salon
rubutun da Bahaushe ya qirqiro da kansa. Manazarta irin su Marvin Hisket (1920-1994) da Frank Edgar
(1911) duk sun yi nazarce-nazarce harshen Hausa cikin Hausar ajami misali Hisket ya nazarin wani littafi
da Abdullahi Dan Fodiyo ya rubuta mai suna Tazyin-al-waraqaat inda ya yiwa littafin sharhin cikin
Hausa ajami, wanda ya jawo suka mai yawa a kan wannan sharhi. Shi ma Frank Edgar (1921) ya yi
rubuce-rubuce da Hausar ajami waxanda suka haxa da Tarihin Kano da Hausar ajami. Don haka zuwan
turawan mulkin mallaka babban lamari ne ga nazarin harshen Hausa.

1.4 Samuwar Rubutun Boko da qa’idojin rubutun Hausa
Bayan da nazarin harshen Hausa ya fara nisa cikin, rubutun ajami sai aka fara tunanin yadda za’a iya
amfani da rubutun boko na ABCD domin nazarin harshen Hausa da ma shi kan sa salon rubutun. A
shekara ta 1840 wani Baturen Kasar Jamus mai suna Fredrick Schon ya zo qasar Saliyo domin yaxa
addinin Kiristanci, inda ya samu labarin harshen Hausa da qasar Hausa sai ya fara bincike a kan harshen.
Duk da cewa bai tava zuwa qasar Hausa ba, amma zamansa a Saliyo ya taimaka masa wajen samun
taimakon wasu Hausawa masu suna Durugu da Abage. Wannan Banasare ya taka babban ruwa wajen
nazarin harshen Hausa domin shi ne wanda ya qirqiro rubutun harshen Hausa da haruffan boko watau
abcd.

Muktar (2004) ya bayar da bayanin cewa Schon (1862) ne ya fara amfani da baqaqen ABCD wajen
nazarin harshen da kuma rubuta shi inda shi kansa Schon xin ke cewa. “Na riya waxannan qa’idojin
rubutun a raina ne, bayan na yi shekaru ina lura da muhimman abubuwa. Saboda haka na yi amanna da
decewarsa”. Schon 1862 a cikin Muktar (2004:13).

Samar da salon rubutun harshen Hausa cikin haruffan ABCD ba karamar kofa ya buxewa manazarta
harshen Hausa ba. Domin sun samu salon rubutu kwatankwacin na turanci duk kuwa da matsalolin da
aka samu ta fuskar qa’idojin rubutu, wanda za’a yi bayan gaba kaxan. Schon (1862) ne ya fara nazartar
harshen Hausa cikin sabon salon rubutu inda ya rubuta wani littafi mai suna “Nahawun Hausa”
(Vocabulary of Hausa Language) Haka nana kuma ya rubuta wani littafi cikin harshen turanci mai suna
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Premire of the Hausa Language (Wetts London) wanda a cikin littafin ya bayar da misalan kalmomin
Hausa duk da salon rubutu na boko.

Bayan da wannan sabon salon rubutu ya watsu sai akai ta cin karo da manyan matsalolin qa’idojin rubutu
irin su gamayyar kalmomi (Compounding) da kuma yada za’a rubuta wasu kalmomi masu wasulla biyu a
gava xaya da kuma baqaqen v da x da q. An fara samun matakin warware matsalar ne a shekara ta 1899
inda wani manazarcin harshen Hausa mai suna Charles Henry Robinson ya rubuta wani qamus mai suna
“Dictionary of Hausa Language in 1899 wanda Cambridge ta wallafa a 1913.

A cikin wannan qamus xin Robinson ya yi qokarin gyara wasu kura-kuren da ake yi, wajen rubuta wasu
kalmomi amma qamus xin ya kasa yadda ya kamata a rubuta lanqwasassun baqaqe inda shi ma
Robinson ya kwaikwayi Schon na sakawa lanqwasassun baqaqe digo daga qasa watau b d sai k domin
wakitar sautukan q da v da kuma x. A shekara ta 1912 an yi wani yunquri don ganin an daidaita qa’idar
rubutun Hausa. An tattara kwararrun manazarta harshen Hausa irin su Mr E.J Arnelt da Reverand G.P
Bergery.

Major J.A Burdon, da Major F. Edgar da Mr F.W Gower da Dr W.R Miller na kungiyar ‘yan mishau da
H.R Palmer. Sun fito da bayanin ko sakamakon tattaunawar su da kuma matsayar da aka cimmawa inda
suka amince da lanqwasa baqaqen q da v da kuma x da amincewar taggwan masulla a Hausa watau
(dipthongazation).

2.0 Manazartan harshen Hausa na waje
Kamar yadda muka gani can baya harshen Hausa na samu tagomashi ta fuskar nazari. Wannan takarda ta
zavo wasu muhimman masana turawa waxanda suka taka rawa mai muhimmanci wajen nazarce-
nazarcen harshen Hausa waxanda kuma suka zamo tubalin ginin harshen Hausa a yau.

2.1 Manazartan Wajen
Manazartan wajen da wannan takarda ta zavo domin ganin irin gudummuwar su ga nazarin harshen
Hausa sun hada da:

2.2 Hans Vischer (Xan Hausa)
Hans Vischer wanda ake cewa xan Hausa ya yi rayuwa ne tsakanin shekara ta 1876 – 1945. Wannan
bature, mutunen qasar Jamus ne kuma babban xan mishan ne wanda a dalilin nuna sha’awarsa ga
harshen Hausa har yasa ya rikixe cikin Hausawa har ta kai ga saka masa suna xan Hausa. Ya yi nazarce-
nazarcen a kan harshen Hausa. Hans Vischer shi ne ya samar da makarantar boko ta farko a qasar Hausa,
wannan ne ya sanya aka bashi haqqin kula da ilimi a qasar Hausa. Yana daga cikin manazarta waxanda
suka yi wani taro a 1892 a kan qa’idojin harshen Hausa watau “Rules for Hausa Spellings”. Xaya daga
cikin ayyukan da taron ya gabatar sun haxa da: tabbatar da lanqwasassun baqaqen harshen Hausa da
muke gani yanzu wanda ya taka muhimiyar rawa wajen daidaita matsalar waxannan baqaqe, wato a
lanqwashe su. Daga cikin ayyukansa sun haxa da:
A. Lankwashe baqaqen v da x da kuma q
B. Gyaran rubutun wasu kalmomi masu kawo ruxani wajen rubutawa kamar irin su:
(I) Mace maimakon mache
(II) Ya maimakon Y
(III) Rigar sarki maimakon rigas sarki
(IV) Sayar masa maimakon sayam masa
(V) Fari maimakon farri
(VI) Fata maimakon fatta
(VII)Saye-saye maimakon sayesaye

Waxannan nada cikin ayyukan da Hans Vischer ya yiwa harshen Hausa tun wancan zamani. Waxannan
ayyukan kuma sun taka muhimiyyar rawa wajen gano kan zaren magance matsalolin rubutun harshen
Hausa a wancan lokaci. Haka ma suna daga cikin ayyukan da suka yi ta tayarda muhawarori game da
qa’idojin rubutu bayan da Schon ya gabatar da rubutun harshen Hausa cikin haruffan boko.

2.3 C.H Robinson
Wannan baturen ya rayu ne daga shekara ta 1861-1925). Baturen yaxa addinin kristanci ne watau xan
mishen yana daga cikin turawan farko waxanda suka yiwa harshen Hausa aiki. Robinson yana jin Hausa
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kamar jakin kano, haka ma yana jin harshen larabci sosai. Sha’awarsa ga harshen yasa ya yi ‘yan rubuce-
rubuce a cikin ajamin Hausa.

Duk da cewa an samu cigaba wajen daidaitar rubutun kalmomi ta hanyar aikace-aikacen da Hans Vischer
ya yi, shi ma Robinson ya yi rubuce-rubucen sa na da nazari tare da matsalolin daidaita kalmomi. Haka
ma ya yi xigo qarqashin q da v da kuma x a cikin rubuce-rubucen sa a nazari. Daga cikin kurakuren sa
na rubutu sun haxa da “anakama” maimakon “ana kama” “anayaqi maimakon “ana yaqi”?

Daga cikin rubuce-rubucen ya da yiwa kuwa a harshen Hausa sun haxa da:
(i) (1893) Hausa Grammar London, Kagan Paul, Trench Trainer and Company Limited.
(ii) (1899) Dictionary of Hausa Language. (No Publishers)
(iii) Reading and Vocabularies of Hausa Language. New and revised. Fourth Edition trainer and Comp.

Waxannan littattafai na Robonson ba qaramar rawa suka taka ba wajen nazarce-nazarcen da suka biyo
baya. Kaxan daga cikin littattafan da suka biyo baya sun haxa da sunannen Qamunsun nan wanda
Bergery ya rubuta a shekara ta 1935. Haka nan ma Nahawun Hausa da ya gabatar, ya zamo zakaran
gwajin dafi a wancen lokacin, kuma abin da ya biyo wajen xora sabon nazari da binciken harshen Hausa,
kamar yadda bayanin ya tambata a cikin bayanai na 9303PhD (Hausa lecture handout BUK).

2.4 J.E Schon.
Wannan takarda ba zata cika ba, ba tare da kalato irin gudumuwar da Schon, ya bayar ba, wajen nazarin
harshen Hausa. Sclon riqaqqen baturen mishen ne xan gani kashenin yada addinin kiristanci. Wannan ne
ya jaza masa shiga bincike-bincike a kan harshen Hausa. Wannan bature bai taba zowa kasar Hausa ba,
amma ayyukan da ya gabatar kai ka ce cikakken Bahaushe ne. Shi ne Baturen da ya qirqiro da rubutun
babbanqun boko cikin harshen Hausa, kamar yadda wannan takarda ta dan yi bayani a baya. To baya ga
kirkirar rubutun, Schon ya gabatar da wasu ayyuka wadanda wannan takardar ba zata iya kawar da kai a
kan su ba. Daga cikin ayyukan daya gabatar sun hada da:
- (1843) Vocabulary of Hausa Language
- (1848) Premire of Hausa Language
- (1862) Grammar of Hausa Language E.M.S London.
- (1877) Hausa Reading Book C.M.S London.
- (1886) African Proverbs and Histonzed Fragments (S.P.C London)

Littattafan da ya rubuta a kan adabi kuwa, duk da dai wannan takarda ba ta kallon Adabi ba, suna nuni ne
da jigon yaxa addini kiristanci, bama kamar littafin da ya wallafa mai suna Letafe na Alwasi Sabo a
(1880), kamar yadda ya tabbata a PhD Hausa 9303 (Lecture Handout BUK).

Schon ya yi qoqari kwarai da gaske duk da cewa dai yana da manufar addinin nasara, ko ba komai dai
shi ne asalin samun sabuwar hanyar rubutun harshen Hausa maimakon ta ajami. Shi ma manazari ne na
rukunin farko.

3.0 Manazarta na cikin gida
Bayan da aka samu mulkin kai a shekara ta 1960, ‘yan qasa sun shiga cikin nazarce-nazarcen harshe da
al’ada da kuma adabin Hausa. Duk waxannan nazarce-nazarcen sun ginu ne a sakamakon ayyukan da
turawa suka yi kamar yadda muka gani a baya. Ana iya kasa ayyukan da aka yiwa harshen Hausa zuwa
rukuni huxu, wato rukuni na farko da na biyu da na uku da kuma na huxu, wato rukunin da muke ciki.

3.1 Farfesa Ahmadu Bello
An haifi Ahmadu Bello a garin Zaria da ke Jihar Kaduna a shekara ta 1949. Ahmadu Bello na daga cikin
manyan manazarta harshen Hausa a rukuni na huxu wato na wannan lokaci. Ahmadu Bello manazarcin
harshe ne wanda ya yi rubuce-rubuce masu ximbin yawa, duk da dai can baya ba’a ji xurinsa ba a
sakamakon barin fagen koyarwa da ya yi na xan wani lokaci. Ya fara aikin koyarwa ne a cibiyar Nazari
Harsunan Najeriya da ke Qwalejin Abdullahi Bayero da ke Kano wadda ta koma Jami’ar Bayero ta
Kano.

Ya yi karatu mai zurfi har zuwa muqanin farfesa a yanzu. Ya kuma yi rubuce-rubucen littattafai masu
yawa da gabatar da kundayen bincike masu yawa, wato tun daga na digirin farko zuwa na uku. Ya
halacci jami’oin Indiana Bloomington USA a shekara ta 1982 da kuma University of Reading United
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Kingdom a shekara ta 1976. Ya samu digiri na biyu da na uku a waxannan jami’oi. Daga cikin ayykan da
Amadu Bello ya yi sun haxu da bugaggun littattafai da maqalu, kamar haka:

3.1.1 Ayyukan da ya gabatar na nazarin harshen Hausa
- (1991) The Dialects of Hausa. Enugu Fourth Dimension Publishing Comp (ISBN: 978-978-935-003-

2)
- (2013) Arulin Hausa A Sauqaqe Kano, S.M Graphic (ISBN: 978-156-042-8
- (2014) Poetry, Prosody and Prosodic Analyses of Hausa Poem. Zaria. ABU Press 16. (ISBN: 978-

2111-42-4)
- (2014) Transformational Generative Grammar and others: A short comparison. Zaria; ABU press

(ISBN 978-2111-42-4)
- (2014) Sabon Nahawan Hausa (New Hausa Grammar). Zaria ABU press (ISBN: 978-2111-42-2)
- (2015) Arulin Hausa a Sauqaqe. Zaria ABU press (ISBN: 978-2111-43-0)
- (2015) The Dialects of Hausa: Revised Education. Zaria, ABU press (ISBN: 978-156-042-8)
- (2016) Hausa Dialects and distractive Features Analysis. Zaria ABU Press
- (ISBN: 978-156-042-9)
- (2017) A Festschrift for Galadamci Editor Department of Linguistic and Foreign Language BUK.

(ISBN: 2449-0547)
- (2017) Hausa Tones: Theory and Practice. Zaria, ABU Press (ISBN: 978-978-54894-60)
- (2018) Karin Sautin Hausa: Zaria ABU press.

3.1.2 Takardu da Mujallu
- (1979)” The Position of Modifies in Hausa. Harsunan Nijeriya. Vol ix, Center for the Study of

Nigerian Languages, BUK.
- (2014) “The Role of Nigerian Pidgin as an Intercommunizaline Device Bayaro Journal of

Linguistics (BAJOLIN) Volume no, I BUK
- (2014) “Karin Ka’amic da Rajaz, A waqar `Yanci ta Na’ibi Sulaiman Wali A Dimokiraxayance in

Harsunan Nejeriya. Volume XXIV CRNLF BUK
- (2016) “A Case Study of Aspectual Categories Across, Mc Millon Project.

Idan an yi dubiya da waxannan dimbin ayyukan harshen da wannan Manazarci ya yi zamu ga cewa
kusan duk na yanzu ne, wato nazarin hanya ta yin amfani da hanyoyin kimiyya wajen fayyace yadda
harshe yake. Waxannan ma kaxan ne daga cikin ayyukan da wannan manazarci ya yi.

3.2 Dr Abdullabi Bature
A gaskiya har kawowa zuwa lokacin da ake rubuta wannan takarda, bamu samu tarihin Marigayi Dr
Abdullahi Bature ba duk da qoqarin da wannan takarda ta yin a tuntuvar babban xansa. Don haka ba
zamu qirqara masa tarihin rayuwarsa ba. Abin da dai kawai takardar ta iya samu shi ne bayanan da suka
shafi gwagwarmayar da ya yi wajen yaxe ilimi da kuma yadda Allah ya karvi rayuwarsa. Abdullahi
Bature ya rasu ne a cikin wannan haxarin mota da ya ritsa da shi a kan hanyar Daura da Kano, kamar
yadda babban xansa ya tabbatar a wata tattaunawa da takardar ta yi dashi.

3.2.1 Ayyukan da ya gabatar na nazarin harshen Hausa
Daga cikin ayyukan da wannan manazarci ya yi sun haxa da:
(1986) Gudummuwar Harsuna Wajen Havvaka Harshen Hausa. Marubucin ya gabatar da wannan
takarda ne a makon Hausa da aka gudanar na bakwai na Jami’ar Bayero ta Kano. Ya yi bayanin yadda
wasu harsuna suka taimakawa harshen Hausa wajen samu kalmomin da a yanzu ake amfani da su.

(1988) Evidence Against “Waa” as Part of NP in Hausa. A paper presented at African Linguistic
Conference Boston USA. Wannan takarda ta yi bayanin matsayin da “Waa” Jakada take da shi, wato ba
yankin suna take ba, sai dai a vangare aikatau. Haka nan kuma ya daddale jakadan wajen itaciyar li’irabi
yayin da ya samo tushenta daga reshen aikatau.

(1990) Critisation and Argument Structure in Hausa. A paper presented at 21st African Language
Conference Geogra USA. Wannan takarda ta wannan manazarci ta kalubalanci tsohon tsari na Phrase
Structure Grammer PSG (1959) inda ya kawo sabon tsarin na nazarin jumlar Hausa, wato “Binary
Branching Principles. Wannan sabon nahawun ko ra’in nazarin jemla na da imanin cewa kowace kalma a
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jumla ta haifi ‘ya’ya biyu kawai, ba kamar a PSG 1959 ba wanda yake ganin a matsayin nahawun
gargajiya ne. A sabon tsarin, kowace Kalmar jimla na iya samun muhalli ba kamar a tsohuwar hanya ba
wanda a ganin takardar wasu kalmomin jimlar Hausa basa da muhalli.
(1991) Thematic Argument and the Semantic Roles in Hausa. A PhD thesis presented at Standford
University USA.

Wannan ne farkon aikin nazarin jimlar Hausa ta yin amfani da “Binery Branching Principles”.
Manazarcin ya kawo jujin-juya hali wajen nazarin jumlar Hausa a fage nazarin kimiyya ginin jimlar
Hausa wanda ya bambanta da sauran nazarce-nazarcen da aka gabatar.

(2002) Nazarin qirqirar sababbi kalmomin Hausa.
Takardar da aka gabatar a Mujallar Harshen da Al’ada da Adabi ta Jami’ar Bayero da ke Kano.
Manazarcin ya kawo wasu sabbin hanyoyin da yake ganin ana amfani da su wajen qirqirar kalmomi a
harshen Hausa, waxanda suka haxa da faxada ma’ana da qirqira daga kalmomin asali da qirqirar ta
haxin gambiza da kuma Hausance kalmomin aro. Marigayi Dr Abdullahi Bature ya gudanar da ayyukan
nazarin harshen Hausa waxanda suka kai 34 waxanda ba zai yuwo a kawo su duka ba, kamar yadda aka
samu bayani daga babban xansa a tattaunawa da takardar ta yi da shi.

5.0 Kammalawa
Yadda ruwa mai yawan gaske ya wuce ta qarqashin gada haka ma aka gudanar da tarin nazarce-nazarcen
harshen Hausa bayan da aka samu ‘yancin kai, ta yadda idan aka ce za’a yi qididdigar waxannan ayyuka,
ba qananen kundaye za’a samar ba. Don haka wannan takarda ba ta isa ta kawo kasha xaya cikin dari na
nazarce-nazarcen da aka gudanar, waxanda aka wallafa. Amma takardar ta bada xan haske ne game da
yadda aka nazarci harshen Hausa tun lokaci mai daxewa. Haka nan ma takardar na iya zama tubalin wani
binciken mai zurfi wanda zaya tattaro dukkan ayyukan da za’a iya samu a jami’oi da kwalejoji ilimi da
kuma na fasaha.

Manazarta
Algaita (2015) Journal of Current Research in Hausa Studies. Vol. 1 No 1 BUK. ABU Printing Press
Bakaba (2014) Journal of Hausa Studies Vol. 2 No 1
Bunza, M (2002) Rubutun Hausa. Yadda Yake da Yadda ake Yinsa, Don Qananan Makarantu. Ibrahim

Printing Press.
Xangambo, A. (2008) Takardar da aka Gabatar a Taron Qarawa Juna Sani na Qasa da Qasa Jami’ar

Bayero da ke Kano.
Furniss, G (1996) Poetry, Prose and Popular Culture in Hausa. Edinburgh, England.
Mukhtar, I. (2004) Takardar da aka Gabatar a Taron Qarawa Juna Sani na Cibiyar Nazarin Harsunan

Najeriya BUK.
Mukhtar, I (2015), A Paper Presented at the First International Conference on Hausa People, Language

and History, Past Present and Future. Department of Languages and Linguistics
Kaduna State University.

Newmann, P (1991) A Century and half of Hausa Studies @http://handle net/2022/21354.
Registrar’s Office (Information and Publication, Bayero University Kano).
Yahaya, I (1988) Hausa A Rubuce: Tarihin Rubuce-Rubuce Cikin Hausa. NNPC Zaria.
Hau 9303 PhD Hausa lecture handout, Bayero University Kano, Unpublished.
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)١(ȹ ʉȲȮǻࢫȆȉǷࢫɯ ʊɸȄȳȉǻࢫȲɽȗɟȯɦȄسرريࢫȳʈȳȨ ȗɦȄࢫȹ ʋǾȲ

)٢(ɬȮǵࢫɚ Ȇܥݰ ǻࢫȟ ɦȆțࢫȲɽȗɟȯɦȄȳʈȳȨ ȗɦȄࢫȹ ʋǾȲࢫȑ ǾȆɱ

ȯɮȨࢫ)٣( ՌɭࢫȲɽȗɟȯɦȄɬȮǵ؈فࢫɔȿ        عضو 

)٤(ȄȲȆɭࢫɤɽɦࢫɪ ʊɏȆɮȷ ǻࢫȲɽȗɟȯɦȄ        عضو 

)٥(ȰȆɐɭࢫȳɡȋɽȉǷࢫɰ ȆɮȝɏࢫȲɽȗɟȯɦȄ        عضو 

ɰࢫلـمما)٦( ɼȲȆɸࢫȹ ɭȆȫ ȹࢫ ɭȆȫ        عضو 

ɯࢫلـمما)٧( ʊɸȄȳȉǻࢫɽɨɨȉ          عضو 

ȳȿࢫȳɡȋɽȉǷࢫلـمما)٨( Ȇɱ          عضو 

Ȅȳɀࢫلـمما)٩( ɳʊɭࢫɬȮǵ؈فȕȳɡȷ
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)٢(ǷࢫɑȊȄȳɦȄࢫȯɮȨ ՌɭࢫȲɽȗɟȯɦȄࢫȰȆȗȷ ֗ࢫɽɳɟ      سعد. כ ɼȳʆȆȉࢫȓɐɭȆȡ

ɤࢫ)٣( ȆɮɟࢫʏڴɏࢫȲɽȗɟȯɦȄࢫȰȆȗȷ ֗ࢫɽɳɟכ ɼȳʆȆȉࢫȓɐɭȆȡ

ۜܣ)٤( ȯɮȧࢫɟȆʆؠ Ƿࢫȟ ɦȆțࢫȲɽȗɟȯɦȄࢫȰȆȗȷ ɽȗɡȿכ ֗ࢫ ɽʆȮɽɗࢫɵ ɇ ɰࢫ ȆɮȝɏࢫȓɐɭȆȡ

)٥(ȑ ʊɐȻ ʃɘɈࢫ ɀ ɭࢫȲɽȗɟȯɦȄɻɳȼ Șɟ֗ࢫ ȄɼȮǷȳʆۜܢࢫ ȓɐɭȆȡࢫȳɮɏࢫɽɭ؟
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Abstract
The paper is to examine and presents the impacts of Arabic Prosody on Dr.
Mamman Shata's oral poems. Initially the Hausa oral poetry has no
standard metrical feet as it was designated for composing a "bayt" in a
rhythmic pattern of every Arabic poem. Dr. Mamman Shata is of one the
traditional musicians, most of his songs designated in the traditional Hausa
songs where he repeats the last part of the "verses" in order to have a
rhythmic sound of the oral song. In most cases, some of the stanzas were
arranged rhythmically and designated in number of feet of meters similar to
Arabic poems patterns. Therefore, the paper introduces the founder of
Arabic prosody, the rules and regulations, its impacts and influence on
Hausa literate poems generally and Dr. Mamman Shata's songs in
particular. The paper gives accounts on the future of oral and literate Hausa
poetry as well as the challenges facing the system of composing Hausa songs
in Hausa lands. Finally, the conclusion suggests the way outs on how to solve
the problems faced by Hausa poetry generally for sustainable determination.
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(3) Diwani na xaya, Waqoqin Alh. Mammam Shata; na Humakamar bincike Tarihi da kyutata al’adu ta

Jihar Katsina. 2003, edita Farfesa Sa’idu Muhd Gusau, sashen Harsunan Nijeriya, Jami’ar Bayero
Kano.
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Abstract:
Prophetic praise is a kind of poetic theme or purpose that entails praising the
Messenger of Islam Muhammad bin Abdullah by enumerating his physical and moral
qualities, showing the passion to see him, admiring to visit him and identifying the holy
places that are associated with his life, likewise stating his material and moral miracles,
composing his biography as poem and seeking peace & blessing of Allah for him and
then acknowledging and celebrating his victories in battles and other achievements
during or after his lifetimes. This research aims to present this art (of praise) by the
popular Hausa artist (poet) and analyse it literary. In his poem titled (I stand with
Prophet Muhammad), the poet Shata tries to "express his deep love and passion for the
character of Mustafa, and then beseech him in order to accomplish his wishes & desires.
He also tries to praise the Prophet with all descriptions of perfection and integrity, and
also invite and encourage others to emulate him in that aspect as well. It was realized
that some of the vocabulary used in the poem is of Arabic origin, this clearly shows and
indicates how influenced the poet was in Arabic and some of her literary arts, and that
he was a decadent artist who touched most, if not all poetic purposes (themes). Based
on this, the article contains three axes aside the introduction and conclusion: the first
axis discusses about the brief biography of the poet while the second axis present the
poem and its translated version; and the third analyzes and comments on the poem.
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Makadi Mamman Shata
Gindin Waka Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu 2x
‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu 2x
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Jagora Lafirarmu har nan a duniya
Mun tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Rokon da nike a wuri Allah
Nan a duniya har can lahira
Allah sa mu ga Annabi Muhammadu

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Kowai ya tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu
Bai tabewa nan a duniya
Bai tabewa ko a lahira
Mu dai tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Mun tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu
‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Kowa Allah yai wa dukiya
Ga Makkah yaje ya gano Manzo
Ga Madina nan birnin Manzo
Mu dai tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Kowa ya tsaya zuciya guda
Ba tabewa a duniya
Ba ya tabewa a lahira
Mu dai tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Rokon da nike a wurin Allah
Rokon da muke a wurin Allah
Allah sa mu ga Annabi Muhammadu

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Musan rahama tasa Annabi Muhammadu 2x
‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Daga can birnin Katsinad Dikko
Na zo Zazzau na huta nan,
Sai Kaduna Shat aya sauka,
Kwantagora nan ma na sauka,
Sai Ilori Shat aya sauka,
Shagamu Mamman ya sauka,
Ka ji mun wuto birnin Ibadan,
Mun zo Ikko mun huta mun kwan,
Mun je Agege mun huta mun kwan,
Mun koma mui ta yabon Manzo, 2x
Allah sa mu ga Annabi Muhammadu

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Allah sa mu ga Annabi Muhammadu
‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Kowat tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu
Ya dau babban bango Mamman
In ka tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu
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‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu
Jagora Ya Rasulullah ya Allah dai,

Allah taimaki kowa a duniya
Amma fa in zicci akwai kwayo,
Allah sa mu ga Annabi Muhammadu

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Kalmar harshen a san wannan,
A zuci ake kaunar Manzo,
Daga zuci ake kaunar Allah,
Allah sa mu ga Annabi Muhammadu

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Yara ku taimaka kui man tabi,
Don na yabi Annabi Muhammadu

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Ya Allah sa mu ga Annabi Muhammadu, 2x
Ya Allah sa mu ga Annabi Muhammadu,

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Ya Allah sa mu ga Annabi Muhammadu,
Mu dai mun tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu,

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu

Jagora Babba, yaro, tsoho, mata,
Ya Allah sa mu ga Annabi Muhammadu,

‘Yan Amshi Na tsaya ga Annabi Muhammadu
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(6) Funtua, A. I. (2015). Nazari a kan Wakokin Makadan Baka na Hausa a jihar Katsina Daga 1987-2012,
juzu’i na Daya. Kano: Sashen koyar Harsunan Nijeriya, Jami’ar Bayero, p-25.

(7) Dangambo, A. (1975). The Life of an Oral Singer in Hausa/Fulani Society: A Case Study of Mamman
Shata. Kundin Digiri na Uku. Bloomington: Indiana University.

(8) Shata, Diwanin Wakokin Shata, Hukumar Tarihi da Al’adu ta Jihar Katsina. P-35.
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